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So remember Me,
and I will remember you…

(Qur›ån 2:152)
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Concerning the practice of fasting all year long
[ƒiyåm ad-dahr], and the spiritual reward and
recompense due to someone who observes it.

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has informed us, citing
traditional authority for his report,1 that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh

bless him and give him peace) once said:
The most meritorious form of fasting [ƒiyåm] is the fasting of David [Dåw«d],2

and if someone fasts throughout the entire year [ƒåma ’d-dahr kulla-hu], he has
already given himself to Allåh (Exalted is He).

According to Ab« M«så al-Ash‹ari (may Allåh be well pleased with
him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If a person fasts all year long [ƒåma ’d-dahr], Hell will become too narrow for him,
[as it keeps shrinking] like this…

—and he clenched his fists repeatedly, as if making a finger-count up
to ninety [‹aqada tis‹ºn].

According to a report from Shu‹aib, it was Sa‹d ibn Ibråhºm who said:
“‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) used to fast all year long
[kånat taƒ«mu ’d-dahr].”

Ya‹q«b is reported as having said:  “My father once told us that Sa‹d
(may Allåh be well pleased with him) made a constant practice of
fasting throughout the last forty years of his life.”
1 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Abu’l-ªasan ‹Alº ibn A¥mad al-Muqrº—Ibråhºm ibn A¥mad al-Qarmainº—
al-ªasan ibn Suhail—Ya¥yå—Ibråhºm ibn Abº Najå—»afwån ibn Salºm—‹Alqama ibn Abº
‹Alqama—‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace).
2  As reported on the authority of ‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and
with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

The best kind of fasting [ƒiyåm] is the fasting of David [Dåw«d] (peace be upon him), for he made
it his practice to fast on alternate days throughout the entire year [niƒf ad-dahr].
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Ab« Idrºs ‹Á›idhu’llåh is reported as having said: “Ab« M«så
al-Ash‹arº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) kept fasting until he
become as slim as a toothpick, so I said to him:  ‘O Ab« M«så, how about
giving your poor self a break?’  But he replied:  ‘Give it a break?  What
I want is to see it overtaking all the lean horses in the race!’”

Ab« Is¥åq ibn Ibråhºm is reported as having said:  “‹Ammår, the
Christian monk [råhib], once told me about a remarkable dream-
experience of his, which he described in these words:  ‘I saw [the holy
spiritual being called] Sakºna aœ-¢afåriyya in my dream.  She was
present with us at the religious gathering [majlis] convened by ‹Ïså ibn
Zådhån at al-Abla, having come down from al-Baƒra for the specific
purpose of paying him a visit.  So I said to her:  “O Sakºna, what has ‹Ïså
done [to deserve your attention]?”  She laughed, then she replied:  “He
has donned the raiment of splendid beauty [bahå›]!”  The servants
circled around him with pitchers [of water for his ablution], then he put
on his clothes, and someone was heard to exclaim:  “O reader of
Scripture [yå qåri›], you must recite an incantation [ruqya], for—by my
life—your fasting has left you utterly emaciated!”  ‹Ïså had fasted
indeed, to the point where his body was bent in a stoop, and he had lost
his voice.’”

Anas [ibn Målik] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:  “Ab« ¡al¥a (may Allåh be well pleased with him) did no
fasting at all, during the lifetime of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace), on account of [his constant involvement in]
military campaigns [ghazw].  But after Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) had died, I never once saw him break his daily
fast, except on the Day of Breaking Fast [Yawm al-Fi£r] [at the end of the
month of Ramaæån], and on the Day of Sacrifice [Yawm an-Na¥r] [at the
end of the Pilgrimage].”

As we learn from a traditional report, it was Ab« Bakr ibn ‹Abd
ar-Ra¥mån ibn al-ªarth ibn Hishåm who said:  “Someone told me that,
on a summer’s day, he had seen Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) pouring water over his head, on account of the extreme
intensity of the heat and thirst, even though he was fasting at the time.”

‹Alº [ibn Abº ¡ålib] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported3

as having said:  “Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
3 Author’s note:  The chain of transmission [isnåd] for this report goes back to: Sufyån [ath-
Thawrº]—Ab« Is¥åq—al-ªarth—‹Alº [ibn Abº ¡ålib] (may Allåh be well pleased with him).
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peace) used to fast for a day, then go for a day without fasting.”
In the traditional account [¥adºth] that has come down to us on the

authority of Jåbir (may Allåh be well pleased with him), we find that he
said:4

“‹Umar [ibn al-Kha££åb] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once
asked the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace):  ‘O Prophet
of Allåh [yå Nabiyya’llåh], inform us about [the condition of] a man who
fasts throughout the entire year [yaƒ«mu ’d-dahr kulla-hu]?’  To this he
replied (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

‘May that person neither fast nor break fast [lå ƒåma dhålika wa lå af£ara]!’” 5

When properly construed, this remark must apply to a man who has
fasted literally throughout the year, without breaking fast on the days
of the Two Festivals [al-‹Ïdain] and during the Days of Tashrºq 6 [when
fasting is actually forbidden].  Such was the construction placed upon
it by Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal7 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon
him).  As for someone who breaks fast on these particular days, and
devotes the rest of the year to fasting, no prohibition is applicable in his
case.  On the contrary, indeed, he is entitled to all the excellent merits
we have mentioned above.

4 For a more detailed version of this traditional report, see Vol. 3, p. 46 .
5  In one version of this traditional report, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is said
to have exclaimed:  “He who fasts all the time, may he neither fast nor return to what is good in
normal everyday life [man ƒåma ’d-dahra fa-lå ƒåma wa lå åla]!  In either case, according to
traditional authorities, this is an imprecation uttered by the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace), “lest a man should come to believe that this kind of fasting has been ordained by Allåh
(Exalted is He); or, through physical incapacity, should become insincere; or because, by fasting
all the days of the year, he would do so even on the days when fasting is strictly forbidden.”  (See:
E. W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, art. ›-W-L.)
6 See note 344 on p. 248 below; also Vol. 3, pp. 262–66 and 270–71.
7  Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was the founder of one of
the four schools [madhåhib] of Islamic jurisprudence.  He died in the year A.H. 241/855 C.E.  The legal
doctrines of the ªanbalº school were those studied most intensively by the author, Shaikh ‹Abd
al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) as a young man.
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Concerning the merit of fasting [ƒiyåm] in general.

On this subject, as we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr,8
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
If someone devotes a single day to fasting, for the purpose of gaining the
countenance of Allåh (Exalted is He), Allåh will keep him at a distance from
Hell—at the distance covered by a raven [ghuråb] that takes flight when it is
merely a chick, and then stays airborne till it dies of old age.

It is said that the raven [ghuråb] has a normal lifespan of fifty years!
According to a report from Abu’d-Dardå› (may Allåh be well pleased

with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also
said:

If someone devotes a single day to fasting, for the sake of Allåh’s cause [fº sabºli
’llåh], Allåh will install a trench [khandaq] between him and the Fire of Hell, and
the width thereof will be as great as the distance between the heaven and the
earth.

According to a another traditional report, this one from Ab« Sa‹ºd
al-Khudrº (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone devotes a single day to fasting, for the sake of Allåh’s cause [fº sabºli
’llåh], Allåh will reward him for it by keeping his face at a distance from the Fire
of Hell, for seventy autumn seasons.

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) is reported as having
said:   “I once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) say:

“‘Whenever a servant [of the Lord] embarks upon the morning in a state of
fasting, the gates of heaven are opened up for him, the members of his body
glorify the Lord, and the inhabitants of the heaven of this lower world [ahl samå›
ad-dunyå] seek forgiveness on his behalf, until the world disappears behind the
veil [of night].  If that servant also performs one or two cycles of ritual prayer

8  Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the authority
of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from ‹Amr ibn Rabº‹a—Salåm ibn Qais (may
Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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[ƒallå rak‹a aw rak‹atain], as a voluntary act of devotion [ta£awwu‹an], the
heaven will radiate a light for his benefit, and his wives among the lovely-eyed
brides of Paradise [al-¥«r al-‹ºn]9 will say:  “O Allåh, fetch him here to us, for we
are eagerly yearning to set our eyes upon him!”  If he also declares the
Uniqueness of Allåh [hallala],10 or proclaims His Glory [sabba¥a],11 his utter-
ances will be received by seventy thousand angels, who will go on recording
them until the world disappears behind the veil [of night].’”

As reported by Ab« »åli¥, on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may
Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) also said:

Every good deed performed by the human being [ibn Ádam] is [known to be
counted] as from ten good deeds to a hundred good deeds, or up to seven hundred
good deeds, with the exception of fasting [ƒawm], for Allåh (Exalted is He) has
said in one of His Books:  “Fasting is Mine, and I determine its reward.”12 As for
the odor of the mouth of someone who is fasting, it is more fragrant to Allåh
than the scent of musk.

‹Alº [ibn Abº ¡ålib] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported
as having said:   “I once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) say:

Though a person is prevented, by keeping the fast, from taking the food and
drink for which he has an appetite, Allåh will feed him from the fruits of the
Garden of Paradise, and He will quench his thirst from the pure drink thereof.

According to a report from Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

For all those people who perform good work, there is a particular gate, among
the gateways of the Garden of Paradise, through which they will be invited to
enter, as a reward for that good work.  As for the people who practice fasting,
there is a special gate through which they will be invited to enter, and it is called
ar-Rayyån [“plump and juicy”].

9 The ‘houries’ [¥«r or ¥awrå’] of Paradise are mentioned in several verses [åyåt] of the Qur›ån.
Literally, according to the Arabic lexicographers, the term means ‘women whose eyes are
characterized by intense whiteness of the part that is white, and intense blackness of the part that
is black,’ or, more poetically, ‘women with eyes resembling those of the gazelle.’  (See: E.W. Lane,
Arabic-English Lexicon, art. ª–W–R.)
10  The Arabic verb hallala, of which tahlºl is the corresponding verbal noun, means “to declare the
Uniqueness of Allåh, by saying:  ‘There is no god but Allåh [lå ilåha illa’llåh].’”
11  The Arabic verb sabba¥a, of which tasbº¥ is the corresponding verbal noun, means “to proclaim
the Glory of Allåh, by saying:  ‘Glory be to Allåh [sub¥åna ’llåh].’”
12  Variants of this Divine Saying [ªadºth Qudsº] have been recorded by several of the most highly
respected traditional authorities.  For a scholarly study of six of these variants (none of them quite
identical with either of those quoted in the above subsection), see: William A. Graham.  Divine
Word and Prophetic Word in Early Islam. The Hague and Paris:  Mouton, 1977; pp. 186–190.
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When Ab« Bakr (may Allåh be well pleased with him) heard this, he
said:  “O Messenger of Allåh, will some folk be invited to enter through
all of these gates?”  “Yes,” replied the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace), “and I do hope that you will be one of them, O Ab« Bakr!”
He also said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

Everything has its own gate or doorway, and the doorway to worshipful service
[‹ibåda] is fasting.

According to a another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him),
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

You must be sure to practice fasting, for your hearts will be then be purified.

As reported on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well
pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

Fasting is one half of patience [aƒ-ƒawmu niƒfu ’ƒ-ƒabr]. Everything has to pay
some form of alms-due [zakåt], and the alms-due of the physical body is fasting.

As reported on the authority of Ab« Awfå (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

The sleep of one who fasts is an act of worshipful service [‹ibåda], his silence is
a glorification of the Lord [tasbº¥],13 and his good work is sure to be accepted.

According to a another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of  Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

A table made of gold will be spread, on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm
al-Qiyåma], before those who now observe the practice of fasting.  It will be
laden with fish, so they will eat thereof, while the rest of the people look on.

This next report has come to us from A¥mad ibn Abi’l-ªawårº, who
said that he heard it from Ab« Sulaimån, when the latter told him:
“Ab« ‹Alº al-Aƒamm [‘the Deaf’] has brought me the finest traditional
saying [¥adºth] I ever heard in this world.  This is how it goes:

“A table will be laid before those who now practice fasting, and they
will eat from it while the rest of the people are being subjected to the
Reckoning.  ‘O Lord,’ the latter will say, ‘how is it that we are being
called to account, while those folk are busy eating?’  So He will explain:
‘For such a long time, they would be engaged in fasting, while you would
13 See note 11 on p. 9 above.
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be breaking fast, and they would be keeping night vigil, while you would
be sleeping.’”

As reported by Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and
with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

When they emerge from their graves [at the Resurrection], the fragrant aroma
of musk will issue from the mouths of those who now practice fasting.  A table
will be brought to them from the Garden of Paradise, and from it they will eat,
while sitting in the shade of the Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh].

It was Sufyån ibn ‹Uyaina who said:  “According to my information,
someone who keeps the fast will not be called to account [at the
Resurrection] for what he takes when he breaks his fast.”

As reported by Ab« »åli¥, on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may
Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) once said:

Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) says:  “Fasting is Mine, and I determine
its reward.  He abstains from his carnal appetite, his food, and his drink for My
sake.  Fasting is a protective shield [junna].”   For someone who keeps the fast,
there are two delights in store:  one delight at the moment of breaking his fast,
and one delight at the moment of meeting his Lord.  As for the odor of the mouth
of someone who is fasting, it is more fragrant to Allåh than the scent of musk.

According to a another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of  Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi’llåh (may Allåh be well pleased with him
and with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

Fasting is a protective shield [junna], by means of which the servant [of the Lord]
is shielded from the Fire of Hell.

According to Sa‹ºd ibn Jubair, who heard the report from Ibn ‹Umar
(may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father), ‹Umar ibn
al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:

“I feel no keen sense of regret over anything belonging to this world,
which I shall have to leave behind me, apart from fasting in the midday
heat [håjira] and walking to the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”

As reported by Mujåhid, on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may Allåh
be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

If a man were to fast voluntarily [ta£awwu‹an], for the sake of Allåh, even if he
were to be given enough gold to fill the earth, he would not have received his
reward in full, this side of the final Reckoning.
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Traditional reports concerning the recitation of
various litanies [awråd] during the observance of

night vigil [qiyåm al-lail], which is
a practice to be encouraged.

As for the recitation of nighttime litanies [awråd al-lail], and the
incentive to keep vigil [qiyåm], there are many traditional reports

in favor of the practice.  Some of these reports, the authenticity of
which is unanimously accepted, are recorded in the two »a¥º¥’s,14 while
some are mentioned in other books [of tradition].  Let us therefore quote
a number of examples from these sources:

As reported on the authority of Shafºq, it was ‹Abdu’llåh (may Allåh
be well pleased with him) who said:  “A certain man was mentioned in
the presence of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), to
whom someone said:  ‘O Messenger of Allåh, so-and-so spent the whole
night asleep, right through to the break of day.  He never got up to
perform any [voluntary] ritual prayers.’  On hearing this, the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) exclaimed:

‘The devil [shai£ån] must have pissed in that man’s ear!’”

According to one traditional report [khabar] [the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said]:

While a man is sleeping, the devil [shai£ån] ties knots on his head, three knots
in all.  If the sleeper sits up and remembers Allåh (Exalted is He), one knot will
be undone.  If he performs the minor ritual ablution [wuæ«›], a second knot will
be untied, and if he performs two cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå rak‹atain], all the
knots will be loosened.  In that case, when morning comes, he will be fresh and
in a cheerful mood; otherwise, however, the morning will find him sluggish and
bad-tempered.

According to another traditional report [khabar] [the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) also said]:

The devil [shai£ån] has a kind of snuff [sa‹«£], a kind of syrup [la‹«q] and a kind
of powder [dhar«r].  When he gets the servant [of the Lord] to take this snuff,

14  These are the two most famous collections of Prophetic traditions, separately entitled »a¥º¥
al-Bukhårº and »a¥º¥ Muslim.  (The term ƒa¥º¥ means “correct; authentic.”)
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the man becomes badly behaved.  When he administers the syrup, the man
acquires a sharp and evil tongue.  Then, when he applies the powder, the man
sleeps right through the night till the break of day.

It is customary15 to prolong the upright posture [£«l al-qiyåm] in the
course of the [voluntary] nighttime ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-lail], which is
performed in two sets of two cycles [mathnå mathnå].  (In the [voluntary]
daytime ritual prayer [ƒalåt an-nahår], on the other hand, it is customary
to emphasize the frequency of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d].)
Nevertheless, if the worshipper wishes to perform it as a four-cycle
prayer, with one concluding salutation [taslºma], it is permissible for him
to do so.

In the case of the Prophet himself (Allåh bless him and give him
peace), the nighttime ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-lail] was [more than] a
supererogatory devotion [nåfila]; it was also an obligatory duty [farºæa],
an act of drawing near [to Allåh] [qurba], and a charismatic event
[karåma].  In the case of his Community [Umma], it is a complement
and supplement to the obligatory observances [farå›iæ].

As reported on the authority of Sålim, it was Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh
be well pleased with him and with his father) who said:

“Whenever a man experienced an unusual dream, during the lifetime
of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace), he would
be sure to recount it to Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).  I dearly wished that I might also experience such a dream, so
that I could then recount it to Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace).  At the time I am recalling, during the lifetime of
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace), when I was
quite a young fellow and still a bachelor, I would often sleep in the
mosque [masjid].  It was there that I eventually saw a vision in my sleep:
It seemed as if two angels had seized me and carried me toward the Fire
of Hell, which appeared to be sunk in a hole, like the hole of a well.  It
also appeared to have two horns, like the horns [or posts] of a well.  I
noticed the presence of people I knew, so I set about saying:  ‘I take
refuge with Allåh from the Fire of Hell.  I take refuge with Allåh from
the Fire of Hell.’  At this point, another angel approached us and said:
‘It will come as no surprise to me, if you really do end up here!’”

15  By “customary” we mean following the exemplary custom [sunna in Arabic] of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
went on to say:  “I recounted this experience to [my sister] ªafƒa, and
ªafƒa (may Allåh be well pleased with her) recounted it in turn to [her
husband] the Messenger of Allåh (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
When he had heard the story, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) said:  ‘Yes, the man is the servant of Allåh.  If only he
would perform the ritual prayer [yuƒallº] during part of the night!’”

Sålim concluded this report with the observation:  “From that
moment on, Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father) spent very little of the night asleep.”

As reported on the authority of Ab« Salama, it was ‹Abdu’llåh ibn
‹Amr al-‹Áƒ (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
who said:  “Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said to me:

“‘You must not be like so-and-so, who used to stay awake at night [kåna yaq«mu
’l-lail], but neglected to observe the practice of night vigil [qiyåm al-lail].’”

According to one traditional report,16 al-ªusain ibn ‹Alº (may Allåh
be well pleased with him and with his father) was told by his father, ‹Alº
ibn Abº ¡ålib (may Allåh be well pleased with him), that Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once paid a nighttime
visit to him and his [wife, the Prophet‘s] daughter, Få£ima (may Allåh
be well pleased with her and with her husband), only to find them both
sound asleep.

[The report continues in ‹Alº’s own words (may Allåh be well pleased
with him)]:  “He said:   ‘Are you not performing your prayers?’  So I
replied:  ‘O Messenger of Allåh, our souls are surely in the hand of Allåh
(Exalted is He), so if He wishes to arouse us, He will surely arouse us!’”
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) moved away,
when I said that to him, and he did not offer any direct response, but I
could hear him slapping his thigh, as he recited (Allåh bless him and
give him peace):

But man is more than anything wa kåna ’l-insånu
prone to disputation.  (18:54) ’” akthara shai›in jadalå.

16  Author’s note:  For this report, the chain of transmission [isnåd] goes back through the following
links:  Ab« »åli¥—Ibn Shihåb—‹Alº ibn al-ªusain—his father, al-ªusain ibn ‹Alº (may Allåh
be well pleased with him and with his father)—his father, ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib (may Allåh be well
pleased with him).
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Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has informed us, citing
traditional authority for his report,17 that the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) once said:

Two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atån], performed in the middle of the night, are
better than this world and all that it contains.  But for the hardship it would have
caused my Community [Ummatº], I would have made their performance
compulsory for them.

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr,18 Ab« Muslim once
asked Ab« Dharr (may Allåh be well pleased with him):  “Which
nighttime prayer [ƒalåt al-lail] is the most meritorious?”  Ab« Dharr (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) responded by saying:  “I once asked
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) that very same
question, and he told me:

“‘[The most meritorious is the prayer in] the middle of the night [jawf al-lail]—
(or he may have said:  ‘the halfway point of the night [niƒf al-lail]’)—though few
indeed are they who perform it.’”

According to certain traditional reports [akhbår], the Prophet David
[Dåw«d an-Nabº] (peace be upon him) once asked a similar question of
his Lord (Almighty and Glorious is He), for he said:  “My God [Ilåhº],
I dearly wish to offer You my worshipful service, so which time is most
appropriate?”  Allåh (Exalted is He) thereupon conveyed to him [aw¥å
ilai-hi] by way of inspiration:  “O David, do not keep vigil in either the
first part of the night or the last part thereof, because if someone keeps
vigil in the first part, he will sleep through the last part, and if someone
keeps vigil in the last part, he will not keep vigil in the first part.  You
should rather keep vigil in the middle of the night, for then you will be
alone with Me, and I will be Alone with you.  You should also offer up
your needs to Me [at that time of night].”

As reported on the authority of Ya¥yå ibn al-Mukhtår, it was al-ªasan
[al-Baƒrº] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) who said:  “The
servant [of the Lord] can perform no deed that is more soothing to the
17 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Sufyån ath-Thawrº—Abu’z-Zubair—Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi’llåh (may Allåh be well
pleased with him and with his father)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
18 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Abu’l-‹Áliya—Ab« Muslim—
Ab« Dharr (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).
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eye, or lighter on the back, or more cheering to the spirit, than vigil kept
from the middle of the night to the very end—unless it be the spending
of wealth on a worthy cause.”

Abu’d-Dardå› (may Allåh be well pleased with him) used to say:
“O you people, for you I am a faithful counsellor [nåƒi¥], for you I am a
caring sympathizer [shafºq], [so hear me when I say]:  ‘Perform the ritual
prayer in the darkness of the night, in preparation for the lonely
desolation of the graves.  Keep the fast here in this world, in preparation
for the blistering heat of the Day of Resurrection [Yawm an-Nush«r].  Be
active in charitable giving, for fear of a day of great hardship [yawm
‹asºr].19  O you people, for you I am a faithful counsellor [nåƒi¥], for you
I am a caring sympathizer [shafºq]!”

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has also informed us,
citing traditional authority for his report,20 that the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

When a third of the night is still remaining, Allåh (Exalted is He) descends to
the lowest heaven [as-samå› ad-dunyå], and He keeps saying, until the dawn
breaks:  “Is there anyone ready to appeal to Me, so that I may answer his plea?
Is there anyone ready to seek My forgiveness, so that I may forgive him?  Is there
anyone ready to ask Me for sustenance, so that I may sustain him?  Is there
anyone seeking the removal of harm, so that I may remove it from him?”

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has further informed us,
citing traditional authority for his report,21 that the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

Our Lord (Almighty and Glorious is He) descends every night to the lowest
heaven [as-samå› ad-dunyå], during the last third of the night, and He says:  “Is
there anyone seeking forgiveness, so that I may forgive him?  Is there anyone
offering a supplication, so that I may  respond to him?  Is there anyone making
a petition, so I may grant his petition?

This is surely enough to explain why they [our righteous predecessors]
would always recommend the performance of ritual prayer [ƒalåt] during
the last part of the night!

19 This is an allusion to Q. 74:8–10
20 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Ya¥yå ibn Abº Kathºr—Ab« Ja‹far—Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased
with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
21 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well
pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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Ab« Umåma (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:  “When someone asked Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace):  ‘Which part of the night is best for the
hearing [of supplications]?’ he replied:

“‘The middle of the last part of the night, and the ends of the prescribed ritual
prayers [adbår aƒ-ƒalawåt al-makt«ba].’”

As reported on the authority of ‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be
well pleased with him and with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

The best kind of fasting [ƒiyåm] is the fasting of David [Dåw«d] (peace be upon
him), for he made it his practice to fast on alternate days throughout the entire
year [niƒf ad-dahr].  The best kind of ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is likewise the ritual
prayer of David [Dåw«d] (peace be upon him), for he used to sleep for half of the
night, then devote the last part of the night to ritual prayer, until one sixth of
the night still remained.

In differently worded version [lafœ] of this report from ‹Abdu’llåh ibn
‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father), the
saying attributed to Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) reads as follows:

The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] that is dearest to Allåh is the ritual prayer of David
[Dåw«d] (peace be upon him).  He used to sleep for half of the night, then wake
up and keep vigil.  Then he would sleep in the last part of the night.  He would
thus keep vigil for the third of the night after its halfway point.

Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:
“I divide the night into thirds.  During one third I sleep, during one third
I perform the ritual prayer [uƒallº], and during one third I memorize
the tradition [¥adºth] of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace). ”

It was Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:
“The superior merit of the [voluntary] nighttime ritual prayer [ƒalåt
al-lail], as opposed to the [voluntary] daytime ritual prayer [ƒalåt an-nahår],
is comparable to the superior merit of charitable donation [ƒadaqa]
made in secret, as opposed to charitable donation made in public.”

‹Amr ibn al-‹Áƒ (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:  “A
single cycle of ritual prayer [rak‹a], performed in the nighttime, is better
than ten performed in the daytime.”

It is reported that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once asked Gabriel [Jibrºl] (peace be upon him):  “Which part of
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the night is best for the hearing [of supplications]?”  He received the
reply:  “The Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh] is positively tingling during the
pre-dawn interlude [sa¥ar].”

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
You must be sure to maintain the keeping of night vigil [qiyåm al-lail], for it has
been the regular practice of the righteous [ƒåli¥ºn] before you.  The keeping of
night vigil is a means of drawing near to Allåh (Exalted is He), of atoning for
evil deeds, of preventing the commission of sins, and of driving sickness away
from the physical body.

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has also informed us,
citing traditional authority for his report,22 that Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

In the course of the night, there is an hour so special that, if a servant [of the
Lord] asks something of Allåh (Exalted is He) at a moment coinciding with that
hour, He will certainly grant his request.

There is one such hour in the course of every night.  They [the
religious scholars] have stated that this is a general occurrence, corre-
sponding [in its mysterious character] to the special hour on Friday, the
Day of Congregation [Yawm al-Jum‹a], and to the Night of Power [Lailat
al-Qadr] in the last ten days of the month of Ramaæån.23

It is also said that, in the course of the night, there is a particular time
when everyone is bound to go to sleep, when every conscious individual
is bound to experience the loss of consciousnees, with the sole exception
of the Ever-Living, the Eternally Self-Sustaining [al-ªayy
al-Qayy«m], the One who never dies.  For all we know, it may be this
very same hour.

In the tradition [¥adºth] reported by ‹Amr ibn ‹Utba, we are told that
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

You must be sure to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] of the last part of the night,
for it is witnessed and attended [mashh«da ma¥æ«ra].  It is attended by the angels
of the night, and also by the angels of the day [malå›ikat al-lail wa malå›ikat
an-nahår].

22 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—al-A‹mash—Ab« Sufyån—Jåbir (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
23 In the Seventh Discourse of the present work, Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) has quoted a long traditional report, containing a vivid description of the
wonders of the nights of the month of Ramaæån.  (See Vol. 3, p. 89.)
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Concerning the ritual prayer [ƒalåt]
performed by Allåh’s Messenger

(Allåh bless him and give him peace)
at certain times during the night.

On the subject of the ritual prayer [ƒålåt] performed by Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) at certain times

during the night, many traditional reports are recorded in the collections
that are unanimously accepted as authentic.  Let us therefore quote
some examples from these reliable sources:

Ab« Is¥åq is reported as having said:  “I once paid a visit to al-Aswad
ibn Yazºd.  He was a spiritual brother of mine, and a good friend, so I said
to him:  ‘O Ab« ‹Amr, tell me what ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased
with her) related to you about the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace).’  In response to my
request, he told me that she had said (may Allåh be well pleased with her):

“‘“The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to sleep
during the first part of the night, and devote the latter part of it to
keeping vigil.  Then, if he needed to attend to his family, he would take
care of the need in question.  Without touching water, he would then
go straight to sleep.  As soon as he heard the first call [to prayer], he
would jump up [wathaba],” (‘No, by Allåh, she did not say:  “he would
stand up [qåma],”’) “and pour water on himself.”  (‘No again, by Allåh,
she did not say:  “and perform the major ablution [ightasala].”  I know
what you have in mind!’)  “If he was not in a state of major ritual
impurity [junub], he would perform his minor ablution [wuæ«›] in
preparation for the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  Then he would perform the
prayer [ƒallå].”’”

As reported on the authority of Kuraib, the freedman [mawlå] of Ibn
‹Abbås:   “Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his
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father) once spent a night in the home of Maim«na, the Mother of the
Believers [Umm al-Mu›minºn] (may Allåh be well pleased with her).
He [Ibn ‹Abbås] said:

“‘So I laid myself down to rest in a crosswise position on the cushion
[wisåda], while Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
and his wife reclined on it lengthwise.  Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) slept until the night was halfway through, or
slightly before that point, or slightly after it.  Then Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) awoke, sat up, and rubbed the
sleep from his face with his hand.  Then he recited the ten Qur›ånic
verses [åyåt] that form the concluding section [al-åyåt al-khawåtim] of
the S«ra of the Family of ‹Imrån [S«rat Ál ‹Imrån], beginning with the
words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He):

[There are signs for] those alladhºna yadhkur«na
who remember Allåh, ’llåha qiyåman
standing and sitting wa qu‹«dan
and on their sides, and who wa ‹alå jun«bi-him
reflect upon the creation wa yatafakkar«na
of the heavens fº khalqi ’s-samåwåti
and the earth: wa ’l-aræ:
“Our Lord, You have not Rabba-nå må khalaqta
created this in vain. hådhå bå£ilå:
Glory be to You!  So guard sub¥åna-ka fa-qi-nå
us against the torment of the Fire.” ‹adhåba ’n-når.
(3:191)

—and ending with His words (Exalted is He):
O you who believe, yå ayyuha ’lladhºna
endure with patience, åmanu ’ƒbir«
outdo all others wa ƒåbir«
in patient endurance, be ready, wa råbi£«:
and observe your duty to Allåh, wa ’ttaqu ’llåha
in order that you may succeed. la‹alla-kum tufli¥«n.
(3:200)

“‘Then he stood up, reached for a dangling waterskin, and drew water
from it for his minor ablution [wuæ«›], which he performed in a most
thorough fashion.  He then stood at the ready, and proceeded to perform
the ritual prayer [qåma fa-ƒallå].’”

“Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
went on to say:   ‘So I got up too, and did the same things that Allåh’s
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Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) had done.  Then I went
and stood by his side, at which point Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) placed his right hand on my head, took hold
of my right ear, and gave it a twist.  Then he proceeded to perform two
cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain], then two more cycles, then two more
cycles, then two more cycles, and then two more cycles.  Then he
concluded the odd-numbered prayer [awtara] with a single cycle [rak‹a].
Then he lay down to rest, until the muezzin [mu›adhdhin] came by.
Then he got up again, and performed two simple, unprotracted cycles
of ritual prayer [ƒallå rak‹atain khafºfatain].  Then he went out [to the
mosque] and performed the [prescribed] prayer of daybreak [ƒalla ’ƒ-ƒub¥].’”

As reported on the authority of Ab« Salama, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be
well pleased with her) once said:  “I would never find the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) in any position, during the late
pre-dawn interlude [sa¥ar], except that of lying asleep beside me.”
(This was her way of saying:  “after the witr prayer.”)

Masr«q is reported as having said:  “‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well
pleased with her) once told me:  ‘The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) was always pleased by work performed with consistent
regularity.’  So I asked her:  ‘Which part of the night did he often say
[that he liked best]?’ and she replied:  ‘When he heard the crowing of
the rooster [ƒårikh].’”

As reported on the authority of al-ªasan [al-Baƒrº] (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

Perform the ritual prayer [ƒall«] in the course of the night, if only four [cycles].
Perform the ritual prayer, if only two cycles [rak‹atain].  Whenever the members
of a given household are recognized [in heaven], as people known to practice
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] in the nighttime, an angelic crier will cry out to them:  “O
members of that household there, wake up to perform your ritual prayer [q«m«
li-ƒalåti-kum]!”

According to a report from Ab« Salama, on the authority of Ab«
Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Allåh has never listened to anything as much as He has listened to a Prophet
[Nabº] with a beautiful voice, chanting the Qur›ån.
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According to yet another traditional report, this one transmitted on
the authority of ‹Urwa, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her)
once said:  “The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once
heard a man reciting a S«ra [of the Qur›ån] during the night, so he said
(Allåh bless him and give him peace):

‘May Allåh bestow His mercy upon him!  He has reminded me of such-and-such
a verse [åya], which I had omitted from the S«ra of such-and such.’”

As for the amount of ritual prayer [ƒalåt] the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) used to perform during the nighttime, we may cite
the following traditional report, conveyed to us by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr
Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›:24

‹Urwa (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) said that ‹Á›isha
(may Allåh be well pleased with her) once told him:  “In the course of
the night, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used
to perform thirteen cycles [of voluntary prayer] and the two cycles of the
dawn prayer [rak‹atayi ’l-fajr].”

It is also reported that, in the course of the night, the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) would perform twelve cycles of ritual
prayer, then he would conclude the odd-numbered prayer [awtara] with
a single cycle [rak‹a].  According to some accounts, however, [he would
perform not twelve but only] ten cycles, then he would conclude the
odd-numbered prayer [awtara] with a single cycle [rak‹a].

24 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Mu¥ammad ibn A¥mad ibn Abi’l-Fawåris—A¥mad ibn Y«suf—A¥mad ibn
Ibråhºm ibn Mal¥ån—Ab« Bakr—al-Laith—Ibn Abº ªabºb—‹Arråk—‹Urwa (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him)—‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her).
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Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] concerning those
who perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt]

during the night.

Allåh (Exalted is He) has mentioned those who keep vigil by night
[al-qå›imºn bi’l-lail] in His Glorious Book [the Qur›ån], for He has

told us (Almighty and Glorious is He):
They used to sleep only a little kån« qalºlan
during the night, and with mina ’l-laili må yahja‹«n:
the dawning of each day, wa bi’l-as¥åri
they would seek forgiveness. hum yastaghfir«n.
(51:17,18)

He has also said (Glorious and Exalted is He):
Their sides shun their couches, tatajåfå jun«bu-hum ‹ani ’l-maæåji‹i
as they call on their Lord yad‹«na Rabba-hum
in fear and hope.  (32:16) khawfan wa £ama‹å.

He has also said (Exalted is He):
Or is he who is obedient am-man huwa qånitun
in the watches of the night, ånå›a ’l-laili
bowing and standing erect, såjidan wa qå›iman
being wary of the hereafter ya¥dharu ’l-åkhirata
and hoping for the mercy wa yarj« ra¥mata
of his Lord…? Rabbi-h: qul
Say: “Are they equal, hal yastawi ’llådhºna
those who know and those ya‹lam«na
who do not know?” wa ’lladhºna lå ya‹lam«n:
Only those with powers inna-må yatadhdhakaru
of understanding will remember ulu ’l-albåb.
and take heed.  (39:9)

He has also said (Blessed and Exalted is He):
and who spend the night wa ’lladhºna yabºt«na
before their Lord, li-Rabbi-him
prostrate and standing;  (25:65) sujjadan wa qiyåmå:
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He has also said (Glorious and Exalted is He):
And as for the night, keep vigil wa mina ’l-laili fa-tahajjad
during a part of it, as a supererogatory bi-hi nåfilatan la-k:
work of devotion for you; it may be ‹aså an yab‹atha-ka
that your Lord will raise you up Rabbu-ka
to a praiseworthy station.  (17:79) maqåman ma¥m«då.

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
When, on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], Allåh assembles those of
ancient times and those who came later, an angelic herald will cry out:  “Let
them now arise, all those whose sides used to shun their couches, as they called
upon their Lord in fear and hope!”  They will thereupon arise, but they will be
very few.
Then the herald will return, and this time he will cry:  “Let them now arise, all
those whom neither commerce nor trafficking diverted from the remembrance
of Allåh!”  They will thereupon arise, but they will be very few.
The herald will then return again, and this time he will cry:  “Let them now arise,
all those who used to praise Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) in good times
and in bad.”  They will thereupon arise, but they will be very few.  The rest of
the people will then be called to account in turn.

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:
You must take advantage of the pre-dawn meal [£a‹åm as-sa¥ar], to help you
prepare for the daytime fasting, and of the daytime siesta [qail«la], to help you
prepare for the nighttime vigil [qiyåm al-lail].  The addict of sleep will come away
bankrupt [muflis], and no one spends the whole length of the night asleep, unless
the devil [shai£ån] has pissed in his ear.

Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) would often
repeat a Qur›ånic verse [åya] until the break of dawn, and ‹Á›isha (may
Allåh be well pleased with her) once said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) lay sleeping
[close beside me] one night, until his skin became stuck to my skin, then
he said:  ‘O ‹Á›isha, would you permit me to devote the night to
worshipping my Lord?’  So I told him:  ‘By Allåh, I love your nearness,
but I prefer to respect your dearest wish.’  He then stood erect (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) and proceeded to recite the Qur›ån.  He
wept as he did so, until the upper parts of his chest were drenched with
tears.  Then he sat down and continued to recite, still weeping, until his
sides and loins were drenched with tears.  Then he lay down on the
floor, still weeping and reciting, until the area next to the ground was
also drenched with tears.25

25  For an essentially similar, yet interestingly different version of this lengthy report from ‹Á›isha
(may Allåh be well pleased with her), see Vol. 5, pp. 132–33.
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“Bilål (may Allåh be well pleased with him) eventually came to him
and said:  ‘By my father and my mother, surely Allåh has forgiven you!’
To this he replied (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

“‘O Bilål, should I not be a very thankful servant [‹abd shak«r]?  Sent down to
me this night were the words of divine revelation:

Surely in the creation of the heavens inna fº khalqi ’s-samåwåti
and the earth, and the alternation wa ’l-aræi wa ’khtilåfi ’l-laili
of night and day, there are signs wa ’n-nahåri la åyåtin
for men with understanding minds. li-uli ’l-albåb.

[There are signs for] those who alladhºna
remember Allåh, yadhkur«na ’llåha
standing and sitting qiyåman wa qu‹«dan
and on their sides, and who wa ‹alå jun«bi-him
reflect upon the creation wa yatafakkar«na
of the heavens and the earth: fº khalqi ’s-samåwåti wa ’l-aræ:
“Our Lord, You have not created Rabba-nå må khalaqta
this in vain. hådhå bå£ilå:
Glory be to You!  So guard sub¥åna-ka fa-qi-nå
us against the torment of the Fire.” ‹adhåba ’n-når.
(3:190,191)

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) also said:  “At no time
did I ever see Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
performing the whole of his nighttime ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-lail] in a
sitting posture—not until he entered the period of old age, when he did
start to perform his prayers while sitting down.  When he still had thirty
or forty verses of a S«ra left to recite, he would stand up and complete
their recitation, then he would adopt the bowing posture (Allåh bless
him and give him peace).

It was Ya‹mar ibn Bishr who said:  “I once came to the door of
‹Abdu’llåh ibn Mubårak, after the time of the [prescribed] late evening
prayer [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], and I found him performing [voluntary]
prayers.  I heard him reciting:

When the heaven is split asunder, idha ’s-små›u ’nfa£arat:
and when the stars are scattered, wa idha ’l-kawåkibu ’ntatharat:
and when the seas wa idha ’l-bi¥åru
are made to overflow, fujjirat:
and when the tombs are overthrown, wa idha ’l-qub«ru bu‹thirat:
then a soul will know ‹alimat nafsun
what it has sent on ahead, må qaddamat
and what it has left behind. wa akhkharat.
(82:1–5)
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—until he reached:
What has deceived you må gharra-ka
concerning your Lord, bi-Rabbi-ka ’l-
the All-Generous? (82:6) Karºm:

“He paused at this point, but then he kept repeating this same
recitation, over and over again, until a good part of the night had
elapsed.  So I went back home, and returned to his place when the light
of dawn had appeared, only to find him still repeating it.  When he
noticed the light of dawn, he finally stopped.  Then he said:  ‘Your
tolerance and my ignorance!  Your tolerance and my ignorance [¥ilmu-ka
wa jahlº]!’  So I went away and left him.’”

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
The winter is the springtime of the true believer [mu›min].  His day gets shorter,
so he devotes it to fasting, and his night grows longer, so he devotes it to vigil.

It was Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:  “It
should always be possible to recognize the reader of the Qur›ån:  by his
[vigil in the] nighttime, when other people are sleeping; by his [fasting
in the] daytime, when other people are breaking fast; by his weeping,
when other people are laughing; by his pious caution and restraint
[wara‹], when other people are freely mixing [the lawful with the
dubious, or even with the unlawful]; by his humble and modest bearing,
when other people are strutting about and parading their self-impor-
tance; by his sadness, when other people are behaving merrily; and by
his remaining silent, when other people are plunging without hesita-
tion into argument and gossip.
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Concerning the special merit of the [voluntary]
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed between the two

[prescribed] evening prayers [al-‹ishå›ain].26

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has informed us, citing
traditional authority for his report,27 that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh

bless him and give him peace) once said:
If someone performs six cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒallå sitta raka‹åt] after
the [prescribed prayer of] sunset [ba‹da’l-maghrib], without talking in the space
between them, they will be counted as equal in merit to the worshipful service
[‹ibåda] of twelve whole years.

In the traditional report [¥adºth] of Zaid ibn al-ªabbåb, the wording is:
—without talking about anything bad in the space between them….

In the first two cycles [rak‹atain], it has also been said, the worshipper
is recommended to recite [the S«ras that begin with] “Say:  ‘O you
unbelievers [qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n],’”28 and “Say:  ‘He is Allåh, One!
[qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad].’”29  He should perform these first two cycles

26  That is to say, between the prescribed prayer of sunset [ƒalåt al-maghrib] and the prescribed prayer
of the late evening [ƒalåt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira].
27 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Abu’l-Fat¥ Mu¥ammad ibn A¥mad ibn Abi’l-Fawåris al-ªåfiœ—Bishr—
Mu¥ammad ibn Sulaimån al-Maƒºƒº—Zaid ibn al-ªabbåb—‹Umar ibn ‹Abdi’llåh ibn Khath‹am—
Ya¥yå ibn Abº Bakr—Ab« Salama—Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
28 This is the S«ra entitled “The Unbelievers [al-Kåfir«n],” which reads:

Say:  “O unbelievers, I do not worship qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n:
that which you worship. lå a‹budu må ta‹bud«n:
And you do not worship that which I worship. wa lå antum ‹åbid«na må a‹bud:
And I shall not worship that which you worship. wa lå ana ‹åbidun må ‹abadtum
Nor will you worship that which I worship. wa lå antum ‹åbid«na må a‹bud:
To you your religion, la-kum dºnu-kum
and to me my religion!”  (109:1–6) wa liya dºn.

29 This is the S«ra of Sincere Devotion [S«rat al-Ikhlåƒ], which reads:
Say: “He is Allåh, One! qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad:
Allåh, the Everlasting Refuge! Allåhu ’ƒ-»amad:
He does not beget, nor was He begotten; lam yalid wa lam y«lad:
and there is none wa lam yakun la-hu
comparable unto Him.”  (112:1–4) kufuwan a¥ad.
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quickly, because then, it is said, they will be raised up [to heaven]
together with the sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib].  Then, as he goes on
to perform the rest of them, he may prolong any of their ingredients to
whatever extent he wishes.

According to the traditional report [¥adºth] of Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh
be well pleased with him and with his father) the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

If someone performs six cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒallå sitta raka‹åt],
after the [prescribed prayer of] sunset [ba‹da’l-maghrib] and before he has talked
to anybody, they will be raised up for him to the Highest Heaven [‹Illiy«n].  He
will be just like someone who is present on the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr]
in the Farthest Mosque [al-Masjid al-Aqƒå], and that is better than devoting half
a night to vigil.

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr,30 Ab« Bakr aƒ-»iddºq
[the Champion of Truth] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once
said:   “I heard the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) say:

“‘If someone performs the [prescribed] prayer of sunset [maghrib], and then
performs four [voluntary cycles] after it, he will be just like someone who
performs one Pilgrimage after another [man ¥ajja ba›da ªijja].’

“So I asked him:  ‘What if he performs six [cycles] after it?’  To this he
replied:

“‘He will be forgiven the sins of fifty years.’”

Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported31

as having said:
If someone secludes himself between the [prescribed prayers of] sunset and late
evening [baina ’l-maghrib wa ’l-‹ishå›], in a congregational mosque [masjid
jamå‹a], and if he utters no speech at all, apart from [what is required] in
performing a ritual prayer [ƒalåt] or a Qur›ånic recitation, it will be incumbent
upon Allåh to have two palatial mansions built for him in the Garden of
Paradise.  A tour of either of these mansions would take a hundred years to
complete.  In the area between them, He will cultivate a plantation vast enough
to accommodate all the people of this world, if they happened to pay him a visit.

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has informed us, citing

30 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from ¡åriq ibn Shihåb—Ab« Bakr
aƒ-»iddiq [the Champion of Truth] (may Allåh be well pleased with him).
31  Author’s note:  For this report, the chain of transmission [isnåd] goes back through the following
links:  Sa‹ºd ibn Jubair—Thawbån (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace).
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traditional authority for his report,32 that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

No ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is dearer to Allåh (Exalted is He) than the [prescribed]
prayer of sunset [ƒalåt al-maghrib].  With it the servant [of the Lord] begins his
time of night, and with it he concludes his time of day.  In no case may it be
abbreviated, neither by the traveler [musåfir] nor by the resident [muqºm].
If a worshipper duly performs it, and then performs four [voluntary cycles] after
it, without engaging in conversation while seated [in the interval], Allåh will
have two palatial mansions built for him.  Each of these will be crowned with
pearls and sapphires, and in the area between them there will be Gardens of
Paradise, the description whereof is known only to Allåh (Exalted is He).
If a worshipper duly performs it, and then performs six [voluntary cycles] after
it, without engaging in conversation while seated [in the interval], He will grant
him forgiveness for [the sins of] forty years.

Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him) used to perform
twelve cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer between the two [prescribed]
evening prayers [baina ’l-‹ishå›ain].

According to a report transmitted from ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well
pleased with her),33 Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If a worshipper performs twenty [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer, between the
[prescribed prayers of] sunset and late evening [baina ’l-maghrib wa ’l-‹ishå›],
Allåh will have a house built for him in the Garden of Paradise.

It is traditionally related that Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) used to perform [voluntary] ritual prayers between
the [prescribed prayers of] sunset and late evening [baina ’l-maghrib
wa ’l-‹ishå›], and that he used to say:  “It is the time when the night sets
in [nåshi›at al-lail].”34

32 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Hishåm ibn ‹Urwa—‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her)—the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
33  Author’s note:  For this report, the chain of transmission [isnåd] goes back through the following
links:  Hishåm ibn ‹Urwa—his father—‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her)—the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
34  Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) was alluding to a verse [åya] in the S«ra
of the Enshrouded One [S«rat al-Muzzammil], the 73rd S«ra of the Qur›ån:

The time when the night sets in is indeed inna nåshi›ata ’l-laili
the time when impressions are strongest hiya ashaddu wa£›an
and speech most direct.  (73:6) wa aqwamu qºlå.
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As related by ‹Abd ar-Ra¥mån ibn al-Aswad, his paternal uncle once
said:  “Not once did I pay a visit to ‹Abdu’llåh ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be
well pleased with him), without finding him performing the [voluntary]
ritual prayer between the [prescribed prayers of] sunset and late evening
[baina ’l-maghrib wa ’l-‹ishå›].  He used to say:  ‘It is [all too often] an hour
of heedless neglect.’”

It was during it [the interval between the sunset and late evening
prayers], some say, that down came [the words of divine revelation]:

Their sides shun their couches, tatajåfå jun«bu-hum ‹ani ’l-maæåji‹i
as they call on their Lord yad‹«na Rabba-hum
in fear and hope.  (32:16) khawfan wa £ama‹å.

According to another traditional report, transmitted on the authority of
‹Abdu’llåh ibn Abº Awfå (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If a worshipper recites, after the [prescribed prayer of] sunset [maghrib], [the
S«ras beginning with]:

Alif, Låm, Mºm. Alif–Låm–Mºm.
The revelation of the Book, tanzºlu ’l-Kitåbi
of which there is no doubt, lå raiba fº-hi
is from the Lord of All the Worlds. min Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn.

—that is to say, the S«ra of Prostration [S«rat as-Sajda],35  and:

Blessed is He in whose Hand tabåraka ’lladhº
is the Sovereignty.36 bi-yadi-hi ’l-mulk.

—when he comes forth on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], his face
will be like the moon on the night when it is at the full [lailat al-badr], and he
will certainly do justice to that night.”

Regarding these [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt], to which
we find so many references in the traditional reports [akhbår], it is
possible that they are meant to be kept separate from the two cycles of
the regular customary prayer [ar-rak‹atain as-sunna],37  though it is also
possible that they are meant to be performed in combination with the
latter.

35 The S«ra of Prostration [S«rat as-Sajda] is the 32nd S«ra of the Qur›ån.
36 This is the first verse {åya] of the S«ra of Sovereignty [S«rat al-Mulk], the 67th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
37 See pp. 141–46 below.
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Concerning the two [voluntary] cycles [rak‹atån]
sometimes performed before the [prescribed] sunset

prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib].

A¥mad ibn ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was
once asked about the two [voluntary] cycles [rak‹atån] performed

before the [prescribed] sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib].  He responded by
telling the questioner:

“As far as I am concerned, I do not perform them, but if any man does
perform them, there is no harm in his doing so.”

Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
was also asked about the performance of those same two cycles of ritual
prayer [ƒalåt].  He said in reply:

“I never saw anyone perform them during the lifetime of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace).”  It should be noted,
however, that Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father) did not forbid their performance.

Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:  “During the liftetime of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace), we used to perform two [voluntary] cycles of
ritual prayer [rak‹atain] after the setting of the sun [ghur«b ash-shams]
and before the [prescribed] ritual prayer of sunset [ƒalåt al-maghrib].”
[The reporter said:]  “So I asked him:  ‘Did Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) also perform them?’  To this he replied:
‘Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) often saw us
performing them, but he never directly instructed us to do so, nor did
he ever tell us that the practice was forbidden.”

It was Ibråhºm an-Nakha‹º (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him)
who said:  “Some of the very best of the Companions [Aƒ¥åb] of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) were at one time based
in K«fa, including ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib, Ibn Mas‹«d, ªudhaifa ibn
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al-Yamån, ‹Ammår ibn Yåsir, Ab« Mas‹«d al-Anƒårº and others (may
Allåh be well pleased with them all)—and I never saw a single one of
them performing a ritual prayer before the [prescribed prayer of] sunset
[qabla ’l-maghrib].  Nor were these two particular cycles [rak‹atain] ever
performed by Ab« Bakr, ‹Umar, or ‹Uthmån (may Allåh be well pleased
with them all).”
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More traditional reports concerning the [voluntary]
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed between the two
[prescribed] evening prayers [al-‹ishå›ain],with
special reference to the vision of the Prophet

(Allåh bless him and give him peace).

Ab« ¡ºba Karaz ibn Wabra al-ªårithº (may Allåh bestow His mercy
upon him) was one of the Abdål [Spiritual Deputies].38  He is

reported39 as having said:
“I once received a visit from a spiritual brother of mine, an inhabitant

of the region of Damascus, who presented me with a gift.  ‘O Karaz,’ he
said to me, ‘accept from me this gift, for it is truly an excellent present!’
So I asked him:  ‘O my brother, and who gave you this gift?’  To this he
replied:  ‘It was given to me by Ibråhºm at-Taimº (may Allåh the Exalted
bestow His mercy upon him),’ so I said:  ‘Well, did you ask Ibråhºm who
gave this gift to him?’  ‘Yes, of course,’ said he, then he told me the
following story:

“‘I was sitting in the area in front of the Ka‹ba [in Mecca], and I was
engrossed in affirming the Uniqueness of Allåh [tahlºl],40 in proclaiming
His Glory [tasbº¥],41 and in offering praise to Him [ta¥mºd].42  Then a
man came up to me, greeted me with the salutation of peace [sallama

38 In the Sixth Discourse of Revelations of the Unseen [Fut«¥ al-Ghaib], Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) gives the following explanation of the term Abdål:

Annihilation [fanå›] is the aim and object, the final destination of the journey of the saints.  This
was the direction sought by all previous saints and Abdål: to become extinct to their own will, and
let the will of the Almighty and Glorious Truth take its place, as a permanent transformation,
lasting until death.  That is why they came to be called Abdål  [lit: ‘substitutes’] (may Allåh be well
pleased with them all).
39  Author’s note:  For this report, the chain of transmission goes back through the following links:
‹Abd ar-Ra¥mån ibn ªabºb al-ªårithº al-Baƒrº—Sa‹ºd ibn Sa‹d—Ab« ¡ºba Karaz ibn Wabra
al-ªårithº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).
40  See note 10 on p. 9 above.
41  See note 11 on p. 9 above.
42  The Arabic verb ¥ammada, of which ta¥mºd is the corresponding verbal noun, means “to extol
Allåh, by saying:  ‘Praise be to Allåh [al-¥amdu ’llåh].’”
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‹alayya], and seated himself to my right.  Well, never in all my days had
I seen anyone more handsome in facial features, more handsome in style
of attire, more fragrantly perfumed, or with a fairer complexion.  So I
said:  ‘O servant of Allåh, who are you?  Where do you come from, and
what are you?’  He replied:  ‘I am al-Khiær.43  I have come to say, “Peace
be upon you,” and because I have a feeling of love toward you, for the
sake of Allåh.  I also come bearing a gift, which I intend to present to you.’

“‘Well then,’ said I, ‘please tell me about this gift of yours.  What is
it?’  To this al-Khiær (peace be upon him) replied:  ‘You must recite the
following, before the sun rises and spreads its light over the earth, and
also before it sets:

• The S«ra of Praise [S«rat al-ªamd]44—seven times.
• The S«ra that begins with:

Say:  “I take refuge qul a‹«dhu
with the Lord of mankind.”  (114:1) bi-Rabbi ’n-nås.

—seven times.
• The S«ra that begins with:

Say:  “I take refuge qul a‹«dhu
with the Lord of the Daybreak.” bi-Rabbi  ’l-falaq.
(113:1)

—seven times.
• The S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—seven times.
• The S«ra that begins with:

Say:  “O unbelievers….”  (109:1) qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n….

—seven times.
• The Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]45—seven times.

You must also say:
• Glory be to Allåh! sub¥åna ’llåh.
• Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh.

43 See Vol. 2, note  87 on p. 63.
44  The S«ra of Praise [S«rat al-ªamd] is another name for the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at
al-Kitåb], which begins with the verse [åya]:

Praise be to Allåh, Lord of All the Worlds. al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn.
45 Q. 2:255.
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• There is no god but Allåh! lå ilåha illa ’llåh.
• Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar.

—seven times.
You must invoke blessings upon the Prophet (Allåh bless him and

give him peace)—seven times.
You must seek forgiveness for yourself, for your parents, and for all the

believing men [mu›minºn] and all the believing women [mu›minåt]—
seven times.

Immediately after the appeal for forgiveness [istighfår], you must say:
O Allåh, my Lord, do with us Allåhumma Rabbi ’f‹al bº
and with them, wa bi-him
both in the short term ‹åjilan
and in the long term, wa åjilan
in matters of religion, fi ’d-dºni
this world and the hereafter, wa ’d-dunyå wa ’l-åkhirati
that of which You are Capable. må Anta la-hu Ahl:
Do not do with us, O our Master, wa lå taf‹al bi-nå yå Mawlå-nå
that of which we are capable! må na¥nu la-hu ahl:
You are Forgiving, Forbearing, inna-ka Ghaf«run ªalºmun
Generous, Noble, Kind, Jawådun Karºmun Barrun
Gentle, Compassionate Ra›«fun Ra¥ºm.

—seven times.
“‘See to it that you carry out this practice without fail, both in the

morning and in the evening, for he who gave it to me told me:  “You
must say it at least once in your lifetime.”  When I said to him:  ‘I would
like you to tell me who gave you this gift,’ he said:  ‘It was Mu¥ammad
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) who gave it to me.’

“I then said to al-Khiær (peace be upon him):  ‘Tell me something.
Suppose I see the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) in one
of my dreams, should I ask him if he gave you this gift?’  So he said to
me:  ‘Are you doubting my veracity?’  I said:  ‘No, by Allåh, but I would
love to hear that directly from Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace).’

“He then told me:  ‘If you wish to see the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) in one of your dreams, this is what you need to
know:  As soon as you have performed the [prescribed] prayer of sunset
[ƒallaita ’l-maghrib], you must proceed to perform [voluntary] ritual
prayers until the time of the [prescribed prayer] of late evening [al-‹ishå›
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al-åkhira], without talking to any human being.  You must concentrate
on the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] in which you are engaged.  You must
pronounce the salutation [taslºma] after each set of two cycles [rak‹atain].
In the course of each cycle [rak‹a], you must complete the following
Qur›ånic recitations:

• the S«ra of Praise [S«rat al-ªamd]46—one time only, and
• the S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—seven times.
You must then perform the [prescribed]  ritual prayer of late evening

[ƒalåt al-‹atama],47 as a member of the congregation [jamå‹a].  On no
account must you talk to anyone [after that], until you reach your own
place of residence, and there perform the odd-numbered prayer [ƒalåt
al-witr].  You must also perform two cycles of prayer [rak‹atain] at the
point where you are about to take your sleep, reciting in each cycle
[rak‹a]:

• the S«ra of Praise [S«rat al-ªamd], and
• the S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—seven times.
Then you must perform an act of prostration, after the ritual prayer

[ƒalåt].  While in your posture of prostration [suj«d], you must seek
forgiveness of Allåh (Exalted is He)—seven times.  You must also say:

• Glory be to Allåh! sub¥åna ’llåh.
• Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh.
• There is no god but Allåh! lå ilåha illa ’llåh.
• Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar.
• There is no might lå ¥awla
nor any power except wa lå quwwata illå
with Allåh, the All-High, bi’llåhi ’l-‹Aliyyi ’l-
the Almighty. ‹Aœºm.

—seven times.
Then you must raise your head from the posture of prostration [suj«d],

hold yourself steady in a sitting position, lift up your hands, and say:
O Ever-Living One, yå ªayyu
O Self-Sustaining One! yå Qayy«m.

46 See note 44 on p. 34 above.
47 The term ƒalåt al-‹atama is synonymous with ƒalåt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira.  See p. 139 below.
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O Possessor of Majesty and Honor! yå Dha ’l-Jalåli wa ’l-Ikråm
O God of the first and the last yå Ilåha ’l-awwalºna wa ’l-åkhirºn.
[of mankind]!
O All-Merciful of this world yå Ra¥måna ’d-dunyå
and the hereafter, wa ’l-åkhira
and All-Compassionate of both worlds! wa Ra¥ºma-humå
O Lord, O Lord, O Lord! yå Rabb yå Rabb yå Rabb.
O Allåh, O Allåh, O Allåh! yå Allåh yå Allåh yå Allåh.

“‘Then you must stand erect, and repeat the same invocations in your
upright posture [qiyåm].  Then you must prostrate yourself again, and
repeat the same invocations in your posture of prostration [suj«d].  Then
you must raise your head.  At this point, you may lie down to sleep
wherever you wish, facing the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba] and
invoking blessings on the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).  You must keep this up until sleep overwhelms you.’

“I said to him [to al-Khiær (peace be upon him)]:  ‘I would like you to
tell me from whom you heard this prayer of supplication [du‹å›].’  So he
said to me:  ‘Are you doubting my veracity?’  I said:  ‘By the One who
sent Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace) as a Prophet
bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan], I am not doubting your
veracity.’  He then went on (peace be upon him) to tell me:  ‘I was in
the presence of Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace) when
he was taught this prayer of supplication [du‹å›], and I was beside him
when it was entrusted to him, so I learned it from the One who taught
it to him.’”

“Ibråhºm continued:  ‘So I said to him:  “Tell me about the spiritual
reward of this prayer of supplication [du‹å›],” and al-Khiær (peace be
upon him) told me:  “When you meet Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and
give him peace), you should ask him about its spiritual reward.”’”

“Ibråhºm went on to say:  ‘So I did what al-Khiær (peace be upon him)
had told me to do.  I kept invoking blessings upon the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) while I lay in my bed, and sleep departed
from me, due to my intense delight with all that al-Khiær (peace be upon
him) had taught me, and the hope of meeting the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace).  I was still in that state when morning came,
so I performed the [prescribed] ritual prayer of dawn [ƒallaitu ’l-fajr], then
sat in my prayer niche [mi¥råb] until the full light of day had appeared.
Then I performed the [voluntary] forenoon prayer [ƒallaitu ’æ-æu¥å],
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saying to myself:  “If I am still alive tonight, I shall do this all over again,
just as I did it last night!”

“‘It was then that sleep overwhelmed me, and the angels came and
carried me away.  They took me inside the Garden of Paradise, where
I saw palatial mansions built of red rubies, and palatial mansions built
of green emeralds, and palatial mansions built of white pearls.  I also saw
rivers of honey and milk and wine.  In one of those palatial mansions,
I saw a maiden looking down at me, and I noticed that the radiance of
her face was brighter than the light of the unclouded sun.  She had locks
of hair that fell to the ground, all the way down from the top of the
palatial mansion.  So I asked the angels who had brought me inside:  “To
whom does this palace belong, and to whom does this maiden belong?”
They replied:  “To someone who performs the kind of good work
you perform.”

“‘Needless to say, they did eventually remove me from those Gardens
of Paradise, but not until they had given me some of its fruits to eat, and
quenched my thirst with some of that refreshing drink.  Only then did
they take me away, and return me to the spot where I had been before.

“‘It was then that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) came to me, accompanied by seventy Prophets and seventy rows
of angels, each row extending all the way from the East to the West.  He
greeted me with the salutation of peace [sallama ‹alayya], and took me
by my hand, so I said:  “O Messenger of Allåh (may Allåh bless you and
give you peace!), al-Khiær has told me that he heard this saying [¥adºth]
from you.”  The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
responded to this by saying:  “Yes, al-Khiær has told you the truth, but
then every story he tells is always true.  He is the savant [‹ålim] of the
people of the earth.  He is the chieftain of the Spiritual Deputies [ra›ºs
al-Abdål], and he is one of Allåh’s soldiers [jun«d] upon the earth.”

“‘I then said:  “O Messenger of Allåh, if someone does exactly as I have
done, yet does not see what I have seen in my dream, will he neverthe-
less be given something of that which I have been given?”  To this he
replied (Allåh bless him and give him peace):  “By the One who sent
me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan], that person
will surely receive forgiveness for all the major sins [kabå›ir] he has ever
committed, and Allåh will relieve him of His anger and His displeasure.
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By the One who sent me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi
Nabiyyan], if anyone matches this performance [of yours], even if he
does not see the Garden of Paradise in one of his dreams, he will surely
be given something comparable to that which you have been given.

“‘“An angelic herald will proclaim in the heaven above:  “Allåh has
already granted forgiveness, not only to the one who has worked so hard
for his [the Prophet’s] sake, but to his entire Community [Umma]
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), consisting of all the believing
men [mu›minºn] and believing women [mu›minåt] in the East and in the
West.  [The recording angel called] the Companion of the Left [»å¥ib
ash-Shimål] will be instructed not to record anything against any one of
them, in the way of misdeeds, until the year that lies ahead.”’”

“Ibråhºm continued further:  ‘So then I said to him:  “Let my father
and my mother be your ransom, O Messenger of Allåh!  By the One who
has allowed me to behold your beauty, and has shown me the Garden
of Paradise, am I to understand that this will be that person’s spiritual
reward?”  He said:  “Yes, he will be given all of that!”  So I said:  “O
Messenger of Allåh, it is surely most important for all the believing men
[mu›minºn] and believing women [mu›minåt] to learn this practice, and
to teach it to others, since it is endowed with spiritual reward and merit
of such magnitude!”

“‘The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) replied:  “By the
One who sent me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan],
no one can do this, unless Allåh has created him as a fortunate
individual, and no one can neglect to do it, unless Allåh has created him
as an unlucky wretch.”  So I said:  “O Messenger of Allåh, will anything
else be given to someone who performs this work?”

“The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) replied:  “By the
One who sent me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan],
if someone performs this work for just one night, good deeds will be
record in his favor, to the count of every drop of rain that has fallen from
the sky, from the moment when Allåh created this world till the Day
[of Resurrection] when the blast shall be blown on the Trumpet.  By the
same token, bad deeds will be erased from his record, to the number of
every seed that has ever grown in the earth.  These benefits will accrue
to him, as well as to all the believing men [mu›minºn] and believing
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women [mu›minåt] who have put this advice into practice, whether in
ancient or in later times.”’”

As reported by al-A‹raj, on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may Allåh
be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

If a worshipper performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå rak‹atain]
on the night of Friday, the Day of Congregation [lailat al-Jum‹a], reciting in each
cycle [rak‹a]:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and the Verse of the Throne
[Áyat al-Kursº]

—one time only, and:

• the S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—fifteen times, and if he says, at the end of his ritual prayer [ƒalåt]:

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå
the unlettered Prophet! Mu¥ammadini ’n-Nabiyyi ’l-ummº.

—one thousand times, he will see me in one of his dreams.  What is more, he
will see me before the next Friday [Jum‹a] is over.  If someone sees me [in one
of his dreams], it means that he is assured of the Garden of Paradise, and that
he will be forgiven his former and his later sins.
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Traditional references to the [voluntary] ritual
prayer [ƒalåt] performed after the [prescribed]

late evening prayer [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira].

On this subject, as we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr
Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,48 it was Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be

well pleased with him and with his father) who said:
“If a worshipper performs four [voluntary cycles], after the [prescribed]

ritual prayer of late evening [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], he will be just like one
who arrives in time to experience the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr] in
the Sacred Mosque [Masjid al-ªaråm].”

A similar saying has been transmitted from Ka‹b al-A¥bår, namely:
“If a worshipper performs four [voluntary cycles], after the [prescribed]

ritual prayer of late evening [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], and with a fine Qur›ånic
recitation, he will be entitled to a spiritual reward like that of the Night
of Power [Lailat al-Qadr].”

In other words, it will be as if he had actually performed his ritual
prayer on the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr].

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has also informed us,
citing traditional authority for his report,49 that the Prophet himself
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If a worshipper performs two [voluntary] cycles [rak‹atain], after the [prescribed]
ritual prayer of late evening [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], reciting:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] —one time only, and
• the S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—twenty times, Allåh will have two palatial mansions built for him in the
Garden of Paradise, so impressive that the people of Paradise will point them
out as landmarks!

48 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well
pleased with him and with his father).
49 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Thåbit al-Bannånº—Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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Concerning the nighttime prayer called witr,50

and the time of night most suitable
for its performance.

As for the nighttime prayer called witr [“odd-numbered”], the time
most suitable for its performance must be the last part of the night,

in view of all that has been explained above, concerning the special
merit of keeping vigil [qiyåm] during the last part of the night.  For
further confirmation of this, we may adduce the following evidence:

As we learn from one traditional report, transmitted by Nåfi‹ on the
authority of Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father), a man once asked the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) about [the ritual prayer performed during] the night vigil [qiyåm
al-lail], so he said:

[The nighttime ritual prayer should be performed] in sets of two cycles [mathnå
mathnå], so, if you are afraid [of not finishing before] the dawn, one [separate
cycle] will make what has preceded it count as your witr.

‹Umar al-Får«q (may Allåh be well pleased with him) used to perform
the witr prayer during the last part of the night, whereas Ab« Bakr
aƒ-Siddºq [the Champion of Truth] (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) performed his witr during the first part of the night.  This came to
the notice of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), so he
asked the two of them about it.

“When do you perform the witr prayer?” he said first to Ab« Bakr (may
Allåh be well pleased with him), and the latter replied:  “In the first part

50  The term witr [lit., odd number] is used to denote the ritual prayer, consisting of an odd number
of cycles, that is performed after the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›] and before the dawn of day
[ƒub¥].  The number of cycles is usually three, five, or seven, but may be as many as thirteen.
Performance of the witr prayer is considered customary [sunna] by most traditional authorities,
with the exception of Imåm Ab« ªanºfa (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), who took a
stricter view.  According to the ªanafº school [madhhab] of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh], the
observance of the witr prayer is classed as necessary [wåjib].  (See:  A.J. Wensinck, art. WITR in
Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam; and: Thomas Patrick Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, art. WITR.)
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of the night, before I go to sleep.”  Then he asked ‹Umar (may Allåh be
well pleased with him):  “When do you perform the witr prayer?” and he
received the answer:  “During the last part of the night.” The Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) then said, with reference to Ab«
Bakr (may Allåh be well pleased with him):  “This one is cautious,” and
with reference to ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him):  “This
one is strong.”

‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is also reported as
having said:  “The shrewd ones [akyås] perform the witr prayer during
the first part of the night, while the stong [aqwiyå›] perform it during the
last part of the night, and the latter practice is more meritorious.”  There
are some who maintain, however, that the first part of the night is
actually more meritorious, in view of the practice of Ab« Bakr (may
Allåh be well pleased with him).

‹Uthmån [ibn ‹Affån] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is
reported as having said:  “As for myself, I perform the witr prayer during
the first part of the night.  If I wake up [later], I perform one cycle of ritual
prayer [rak‹a], thereby converting my [odd-numbered] witr into part of
an even-numbered set.  I can only compare it to a stray she-camel,
whom I am reuniting with her sisters.  Then I perform an odd cycle at
the very end of my ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”  It is widely known, in fact, that
he made it his practice (may Allåh be well pleased with him) to keep
vigil throughout the whole of the night, while performing one single
cycle of prayer [rak‹a], in which he would recite the entire Qur›ån.  That
was his witr prayer.

Ab« Huraira is reported as having said:  “My bosom friend [khalºlº],
Abu’l-Qåsim51 (Allåh bless him and give him peace) alerted me to the
value of three practices:  (1) the witr prayer before going to sleep, (2)
devoting three days out of every month to fasting, and (3) the two cycles
of the forenoon prayer [rak‹atayi ’æ-æu¥å].  [The early performance of
the witr is recommended] especially in the case of someone who is afraid
of not waking up until after the rising of the dawn, since the best course
for him is to sleep on the witr.”

‹Alº [ibn Abº ¡ålib] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:
“The witr can be approached from any of these three angles:  (1) If you
wish, you may perform an odd number of prayer-cycles in the first part
51  Abu’l-Qåsim [the Father of al-Qåsim] is one of the names of the Prophet Mu¥ammad (Allåh
bless him and give him peace), assumed in memory of his son, who died in infancy.
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of the night, then [perform any later nighttime prayers in] sets of two
cycles [rak‹atain rak‹atain].  (2) If you wish, you may perform one single
cycle [rak‹a] as a witr prayer [before going to sleep].  Then, if you wake
up [later in the night], you may add another to it [to make an even pair].
You may then perform an odd number of cycles during the last part of
the night.  (3)  If you wish, you may postpone the witr until the very end
of your [nighttime performance of the] ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”

As reported on the authority of Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi’llåh (may Allåh be
well pleased with him and with his father), the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

If someone is afraid that he may not wake up during the last part of the night,
let him perform the witr prayer in the first part of the night, then let him go to
sleep.  On the other hand, if someone has a strong urge to get up during the last
part of the night, let him postpone it [till then].  Vigil in the last part of the night
is a practice restricted [to a few], and therefore more meritorious.

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) is reported as having
said:  “As soon as Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) had performed his witr prayer, in the last part of the night, he
would approach his wives, if he needed to do so; otherwise, he would lie
down and take a nap in his place of prayer [muƒallå], until Bilål (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) arrived to summon him with the call
to prayer.”

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) also said:  “Of the night
as a whole, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
sometimes performed the witr prayer in the first part, and sometimes in
the middle section, and the very latest time for his witr was toward the
pre-dawn interlude [sa¥ar].”

According to one traditional report [khabar], Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) would perform the witr at the time
of the [pre-dawn] call to prayer [adhån], then he would perform the two
[customary] cycles [rak‹atain]  at the time of the final announcement
[iqåma] [immediately before the prescribed prayer of daybreak].

The Companions [Aƒ¥åb] of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) would perform the [prescribed] prayer of late evening
[al-‹ishå›], then they would perform two [voluntary] cycles [rak‹atain],
then four [more of the same].  After that, if anyone saw fit to do so, he
would perform the witr prayer, and if anyone was ready for sleep, he
would go to sleep.
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Two opinions concerning the annulment
of the witr prayer, when someone performs it

in the first part of the night, then proceeds
to perform the prayers called tahajjud.52

If someone performs the witr prayer during the first part of the night,
then gets up [after some sleep] to perform the prayers called tahajjud,

must he annul his witr, or may he perform whatever additional prayers
he wishes, without annulling the witr?  On this question, there are two
conflicting versions of the doctrine attributed to Imåm A¥mad ibn
ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).

According to one account, he is not required to invalidate the witr.
In the version related by al-Faæl ibn Ziyåd, he [Imåm A¥mad] said:
“While performance of the witr during the last part of the night is more
meritorious, it may happen that a man is afraid of sleeping [through that
period], in which case he ought to perform the witr during the first part
of the night.  Then, if he does get up during the last part of the night,
he should perform the ritual prayer in sets of two cycles [rak‹atain
rak‹atain], but he should not perform the witr again.”  According to the
other account, however, he must actually render it invalid.

“I once asked A¥mad [ibn ªanbal],” said al-Faæl ibn Ziyåd:  ‘Do you
see him as having to invalidate the witr?’  ‘No,’ he replied, ‘and even if
he must render it invalid, that is hardly a serious problem.  ‹Umar, ‹Alº,
Usåma, Ibn ‹Umar, Ibn ‹Abbås and Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well
pleased with them)—all of them did that!’”

Here is a step-by-step description of what is involved in the invalidation
52  The term tahajjud is sometimes synonymous with ƒalåt al-lail [the prayer of night vigil].  In some
contexts, however, it refers to the voluntary prayers performed after the compulsory prayer of late
evening [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›].  The corresponding verb, in the imperative form tahajjad, occurs in
Q. 17:78 and 17:79.
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[naqæ] and annulment [faskh] of the witr prayer [as a separate, odd-
numbered entity]:

• The person concerned performs the witr in the first part of the night,
as a ritual prayer consisting of one single cycle.

• He goes to sleep.
• He gets up in the course of the night, in order to perform more ritual

prayers.
• He performs one single cycle of ritual prayer [rak‹a wå¥ida], with the

specific intention that it should invalidate [the separate, odd-numbered
status of] his previous witr, and convert it into the first of two elements
forming a pair.

• He pronounces the concluding salutation [to mark the completion
of this latest cycle of prayer], so now all his prayers up to this point have
become even-numbered.

• He may then go on to perform further prayers, as many as he wishes,
so long as they are in sets of two cycles [mathnå mathnå].

• Finally, he may perform the witr before the rising of the dawn [£ul«‹
al-fajr], by completing one single, unpaired cycle of ritual prayer [rak‹a
wå¥ida].

That is all quite clear, in light of the practice of ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån
(may Allåh be well pleased with him), which we have described above
[in the preceding subsection.]

It is not permissible to leave the first witr in its original condition, and
then perform the witr a second time, because the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

There must not be two performances of the witr in a single night.

As for the case where someone does not render his witr invalid, but
simply goes on to perform whatever [even-numbered] prayers he wishes,
we have already explained the permissibility thereof.
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Concerning the supplication [du‹å›] to be offered
at a certain point in the witr prayer.

In the final cycle [rak‹a] of the witr prayer, at the point where he raises
his head from the bowing posture [ruk«‹], the worshipper should offer

the following supplication [du‹å›]:
O Allåh, we appeal to You for help, Allåhumma innå nasta‹ºnu-ka
and guidance, and forgiveness. wa nastahdº-ka wa nastaghfiru-ka
We believe in You, wa nu›minu bi-ka
and in You we place all our trust. wa natawakkalu ‹alai-ka
We extol You wa nuthnº
for all that is good. ‹alai-ka ’l-khaira kulla-hu
We give thanks to You, nashkuru-ka
and we are not ungrateful to You. wa lå nakfiru-ka
We dismiss and abandon those wa nakhla‹u wa natruku
who sinfully disobey You. man yafjuru-ka

O Allåh, You Alone do we worship. Allåhumma iyyå-ka na‹budu
To You we pray wa la-ka nuƒallº
and make prostration, wa nasjudu
and we are quick to serve wa ilai-ka nas‹å
and obey You. wa na¥fidu
We hope for Your mercy narj« ra¥mata-ka
and we dread Your chastisement. wa nakhshå ‹adhåba-ka
Surely Your extreme chastisement inna ‹adhåba-ka ’l-jidda
will be applied to the unbelievers. bi’l-kuffåri mul¥aq.

O Allåh, guide me among those Allåhumma ’hdi-nº
whom You have guided aright. fº-man hadaita
Pardon me among those wa ‹åfi-nº
to whom You have granted pardon. fº-man ‹afaita
Take care of me among those wa tawalla-nº
of whom You have taken care. fº-man tawallaita
Bless me among those wa bårik lº
to whom You have fº-man
granted Your blessing, a‹£aita
and guard me against the evil wa qi-nº sharra
of that which You have decreed. må qaæaita
Surely You make judgment, inna-ka taqæº
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and judgment is not wa lå yuqæå
made against You. ‹alai-k.
Those whom You treat as friends inna-hu lå yadhillu
are surely not to be despised, man wålaita
and those whom You wa lå
treat as enemies ya‹izzu
are not worthy of respect. man ‹ådaita
Blessed are You, Our Lord, tabårakata Rabba-nå
and Exalted are You! wa ta‹ålait.

O Allåh, I take refuge Allåhumma innº a‹«dhu
with Your good pleasure bi-riæå-ka
from Your disapproval, min sukh£i-ka
and with Your pardon wa bi-‹afwi-ka
from Your punishment, min‹uq«bati-ka
and I take refuge with You wa a‹«dhu bi-ka
from You! min-ka
I can never extol You enough, for lå a¥ƒº thanå›an ‹alai-ka
You are as You have Anta ka-må athnaita
extolled Yourself. ‹alå Nafsi-k.

If the supplicant chooses to add more to this, it is permissible for him
to do so.  He should then pass his hand over his face, according to one
of two accounts [of the ªanbalº doctrine].  According to the other, he
should pass it over his breast.

If he is acting as prayer leader [imåm] in the month of Ramaæån, he
must use the first-person plural in every appropriate instance, saying:
“Guide us and grant us well-being [ihdi-nå wa ‹åfi-nå],” and so on
through to the end of the supplication.
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Concerning the best course to be followed
by someone who is overcome by drowsiness

[nu‹ås], while devoting the night
to ritual prayer [yuƒalli ’l-lail].

If a worshipper is one of those who devote the night to ritual prayer
[yuƒalli ’l-lail], but he is overcome by drowsiness [nu‹ås], the best

course for him is to get some sleep.  This advice is based on the
traditional report, recorded in the two »a¥º¥’s,53 according to which
‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) said that Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If one of you is overcome by drowsiness, while performing the ritual prayer
[ƒalåt], let him lie down to rest until sleep departs from him, for, if he prays while
he is feeling drowsy, perhaps he will go away to seek forgiveness, since he may
attribute the blame to himself.

As reported on the authority of ‹Abd al-‹Azºz ibn »uhaib, it was Anas
ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once
entered the mosque [masjid], where he noticed that a rope had been
strung between the two columns.  ‘What is this?’ he exclaimed, so they
told him:  ‘It was put there for Zainab to use, while she is performing the
ritual prayer.  Whenever she feels sluggish or listless, she grasps it with
her hand.’  He said:  ‘Unfasten it!’  Then he went on to say (Allåh bless
him and give him peace):

“‘Let each one of you perform the prayer while he has the energy [nashå£] for it,
then, if he feels too sluggish or listless, let him sit down and take a rest.’”

According to a report from ‹Urwa, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well
pleased with her) once had with her a woman from the tribe of Banº
Asad.  When the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) came
in, he asked:  “Who is this?”  She said:  “This is so-and-so, who never
53  See n. 14 on p. 12 above.
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sleeps in the night.”  It was then that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) said:

All of you must do as much work as you are capable of doing, for, by Allåh, Allåh
(Almighty and Glorious is He) has never had enough until you have had enough!

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) once said:  “The work
that is dearest to Allåh (Exalted is He) is that which is pursued with
diligence and perseverance by its practitioner, even if it does not
amount to very much.  Whenever Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) instructed them to do as much work and they were
capable of doing, they [his Companions] used to say:  ‘O Messenger of
Allåh, we are not in the same situation as you.  Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He) has forgiven you your earlier and your later sins.’  This
would make him feel so angry that it showed on his face.”

It can thus be stated that, in the case of a worshipper who is
overwhelmed by sleep, to the point where it distracts him from the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] and the remembrance of Allåh [dhikr], the Sunna54

requires him to sleep until he is relieved of the burden of slumber, so that
he feels completely ready for worshipful service [‹ibåda], and can fully
understand what he is saying.

Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
is said to have disapproved of sleep in a sitting position.

In the words of one traditional report [khabar], we are told:  “Do not
challenge the night [by trying to go through it without any sleep at all].”

Among the righteous [ƒåli¥ºn] there were some who deliberately
trained themselves to sleep [at an early time], in order to be fortified
thereby in the middle of the night.  There were others who disapproved
of any deliberate attempt to sleep, and who did not sleep at all until
slumber overwhelmed them with irresistible force.

It is said that Wahb ibn Munabbih al-Yamånº (may Allåh bestow His
mercy upon him) did not once lay his side on the ground, in all of thirty
years.  He kept a cushion [miswara] made of leather, on which he would
place his breast, when sleep overwhelmed him.  Then, after dozing off
for a few minutes [khafaqa khafaqåt], he would wake up with a start and
resume his vigil.  He would often say:  “I would much prefer to see a devil
[shai£ån] in my house, rather than to see a pillow [wisåda] in it.”  (By this
he meant:  “because the pillow would represent an invitation to sleep.”)
54  The Sunna is the customary practice established by the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).  See also n. 57 on p. 52 below.
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When one of the righteous was asked to give a description of the Abdål
[Spiritual Deputies],55 he said:  “Their eating is of sheer necessity, their
sleep is induced by overwhelming force, their speech is in response to
urgent need, their silence is a mark of wisdom [¥ikma], and their
knowledge is a form of power [qudra].”

When another of the righteous was asked to give a description of
those who fear the Lord [al-khå›ifºn], he said:  “Their diet is the diet of
the sick, and their sleep is the sleep of the drowned.”

One’s attention should not be primarily focused, however, on the
spiritual states and actions of the righteous [ƒåli¥ºn], but rather on that
which has been reported concerning Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace).  That is where reliance should be placed, until
the servant [of the Lord] moves into a spiritual condition by which he
is distinctly singled out from others.

According to Umm Salama (may Allåh be well pleased with her),
‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) once said:  “Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was asked:  ‘Which
kind of work is the most meritorious?’  He replied:

“‘[The most meritorious kind of work is] that which is most diligently and
persistently performed, even if it does not amount to very much.’”

As reported on the authority of ‹Alqama, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well
pleased with her) once said:  “For Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace), the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] was a constant practice.
That is why Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
used to keep vigil during various segments of the night.  On one night,
it would be for half of the night; on one night, for a third of it; on one
night, for half of the night, plus half of one sixth of it.  He would
sometimes keep vigil for one quarter of the night, and no more than
that.  He would sometimes keep vigil for one sixth of the night, and that
would be enough.  All of this is mentioned in the S«ra of the
Enshrouded One [S«rat al-Muzzammil].”56

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as
having said:

Devote some part of the night to ritual prayer, even if only as long as it takes to
milk a sheep [ƒalli mina ’l-laili wa law qadra ¥albi shåt].

55  See n. 18 on p. 33 above.
56  The S«ra of the Enshrouded One [S«rat al-Muzzammil] is the 73rd S«ra of the Qur›ån.
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That could be the time it takes to perform four cycles of prayer
[raka‹åt], or it may only be enough for two cycles  [rak‹atain].

He also said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):
Two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atån], performed by the servant [of the Lord] in
the middle of the night, are better than this world and all that it contains.  But
for the hardship it would have caused my Community [Ummatº], I would have
made them obligatory.

All of this was intended to make it easy for his Community [Umma]
to keep night vigil [qiyåm al-lail] and to practice worshipful service
[‹ibåda].  He did not wish it to be burdensome for them, and for
worshipful service to be unpleasant for them, so that they would
become weary and bored.  Far from it!  He simply steered them (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) toward the keeping of night vigil [qiyåm
al-lail], by mentioning its excellent merit and its spiritual reward, so that
they would not confine themselves exclusively to the obligatory reli-
gious duties [farå›iæ] and established customary practices [sunan].57

For the keeping of vigil, one third is the fraction of the night that is
most strongly recommended, while the least recommended is one sixth.
This is because the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) never
once kept vigil throughout the whole of a night until morning.  He
would always take some sleep in the course of it.  Nor did he ever sleep
throughout the whole of a night until morning.  He would always keep
vigil during some part of it, as we have explained.

It has been said that the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] of the first part of the night
is for those who observe tahajjud;58 the vigil [qiyåm] kept in the middle
part of it is for the humbly devout [qånitºn]; the vigil kept in the last part
of it is for worshippers devoted to the ritual prayer [muƒallºn]; and the
vigil kept at the break of dawn [qiyåm al-fajr] is for the heedless.

Y«suf ibn Mihrån (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is
reported as having said:  “Beneath the Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh], as I
have been informed, there is an angel in the shape of a rooster [dºk].  Its
talons are of pearl and its spurs of green topaz.  When the first third of

57 The term sunna (of which sunan is the plural form) may be applied to a particular practice
recommended by Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace), as well as to his
exemplary conduct in general.  Although there are no capital letters in the Arabic script, it is
convenient to mark the distinction, in transliteration, between the specific sunna/sunan and the
general Sunna.
58  See n. 52 on p. 45 above.
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 the night has elapsed, its flaps its wings, crows and says:  ‘Let those who
pray [muƒall«n] arise!’  When half of the night has gone by, it again flaps
its wings, crows and says:  ‘Let those who observe tahajjud arise!’  Then,
when two thirds of the night have passed, it once more flaps its wings,
crows and says:  ‘Let the humbly devout [qånit«n] arise!’  Finally, when
the dawn breaks, it flaps its wings, crows and says:  ‘Let the heedless now
arise, bearing the weight of their sins!’”

It was one of the truly wise [‹årifºn] who said:  “During the watches of
the night [as¥år], Allåh (Exalted is He) looks into the hearts of those
who are vigilantly wakeful, and He fills their hearts with radiant lights.
The benefits accrue to their hearts, so they become enlightened.  Then
the beneficial effects spread from their hearts to the hearts of the
negligent and heedless.”

It has been related that Allåh (Exalted is He) conveyed [aw¥å] these
words to one of the champions of the truth [ƒiddºqºn], by way of
inspiration:  “Among My servants, I have some servants who love Me,
and whom I love.  They yearn for Me, and I yearn for them.  They
remember Me, and I remember them.  They look toward Me, and I look
toward them.  So, if you follow their example, I shall love you too, but
if you turn away from them, I shall despise you.”

“O my Lord,” he said, “what is their distinctive feature?”  His Lord
replied:  “They tend the shadows by day, just as the caring shepherd
tends his flocks.  They yearn for the setting of the sun, just as the birds
yearn for their nests around the time of sunset.  Then, when the night
lowers its veil upon them, and the darkness becomes pervasive, and the
mattresses are spread, and the couches are prepared, and every friend
forsakes his friend, they direct their footsteps toward Me, and stretch
their faces toward Me.  They whisper to Me in My way of speaking, and
they coax Me with My kind of grace.

“Between one who is crying and one who is weeping, between one
who is moaning and one who is complaining, between one who is
standing and one who is sitting, between one who is bowing [råki‹] and
one who is making prostration [såjid], within My sight is whatever they
are suffering for My sake, and within My hearing is whatever they are
complaining about because of My love.

“First of all, I shall give them beams of My light, projected into their
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hearts, so they will get to know about Me, as I know all about them.  As
for My second gift, even if the seven heavens and all that they contain
were [weighted against them] in their balances, I would reduce the
weight thereof to the point of insignificance.  As for My third gift, I shall
turn My noble countenance toward them.  Then, as you will see, when
I turn My noble countenance toward someone, that person will
recognize one of the gifts I intend to give him.”
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Concerning the observance of vigil [qiyåm]
throughout the whole of the night.

As for the keeping of vigil [qiyåm] throughout the whole of the
night, that is the practice of the strong, of those who have already

been assured of providential care [‹inåya] from Him, those for whom
custodial protection [ri‹åya] has been permanently established, those
whose hearts have been enveloped by enabling guidance [tawfºq], by the
light of Divine Majesty [Jalål] and, then again, of Divine Beauty [Jamål].

According to traditional reports, ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be
well pleased with him) used to enliven the night by performing a single
cycle [rak‹a] of ritual prayer, in which he would recite the whole of the
Qur›ån, from beginning to end.  (We have mentioned this in a previous
subsection.59)

Tradition also tells of forty men, from among the Successors [Tåbi‹«n],
who used to keep vigil throughout the entire night, performing the
dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-ghadåh] with the ritual ablution of the last evening
prayer [wuæ«› al-‹ishå› al-åkhira].  They made this their practice for forty
years.  The traditional reports concerning them are of verified authen-
ticity, and have been widely disseminated.  Here are the names of some
of them:

Sa‹ºd ibn Jubair, »afwån ibn Salºm, Ab« ªåzim and Mu¥ammad ibn
al-Munkadir (of the people of Medina); Fuæail ibn ‹Iyåæ and Wahb ibn
al-Ward (of the people of Mecca); ¡åw«s and Wahb ibn Munabbih
(of the people of Yemen); ar-Rabº‹ ibn Khaitham and al-ªakam
(of the people of K«fa); Ab« Sulaimån ad-Dårånº and ‹Alº ibn Bakkår
(of the people of Damascus); Ab« ‹Abdu’llåh al-Khawwåƒ and Ab«
‹Áƒim (of the people of ‹Abadån); ªabºb Ab« A¥mad and Ab« Jå›iz
al-Salmånº (of the people of Persia); Målik ibn Dºnår, Sulaimån
at-Taimº, Zaid ar-Ruqåshº, ªabºb ibn Abº Thåbit, and Ya¥yå al-Bakkå›
(of the people of Baƒra).

It would take too long to list all the others.  May Allåh bestow His
mercy and His good pleasure upon them all.
59  See p. 43 above.
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On how a person should extricate himself
from a state of utter negligence, in which mistakes

and sins prevent him from keeping night vigil
[qiyåm al-lail].

Let us now consider the predicament of someone whose heedless
neglect has reached the utmost extreme, whose serious mistakes

have hemmed him in from all sides, and whose errors and sins have
bound him in chains, thereby preventing him from keeping night vigil
[qiyåm al-lail].  We are speaking of someone who, despite this condition,
would dearly love to keep his vigil, and to enter the company of the
humbly obedient [qånitºn], of those who seek forgiveness in the watches
of the night [as¥år].60  In order to extricate himself from his terrible
predicament, this is what he must do:

He must beg forgiveness of Allåh (Exalted is He), three times,
whenever he is ready for sleep, and whenever he lies down to rest.  Then
he must recite:

In the Name of Allåh, Bismi’llåhi ’r-
the All-Merciful, Ra¥måni ’r-
the All-Compassionate. Ra¥ºm.

Then he must recite ten verses [åyåt] from the beginning of the S«ra
of the Cave [S«rat al-Kahf], and ten from the last part of the same.  He
must also recite [the last part of the S«ra of the Cow (S«rat al-Baqara),
beginning with the words]:

The Messenger believes in that åmana ’r-Ras«lu bi-må
which has been sent down to him unzila ilai-hi
from his Lord, min Rabbi-hi
and so do the believers.  (2:285) wa ’l-mu›min«n.

—and [the S«ra that begins with]:
Say:  “O unbelievers….  (109:1) qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n….

60  This is a clear allusion to several verses [åyåt] of the Qur›ån, notably 3:17.
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—for then Allåh (Exalted is He) will awaken him and prepare him
for the night vigil [qiyåm al-lail], through His all-encompassing grace,
His all-embracing forgiveness, and His all-inclusive care for the true
believers [mu›minºn] among His servants.

He must also say:
O Allåh, awaken me in the hours Allåhumma aiqiœ-nº
that are dearest to You, fº a¥abbi ’s-så‹åti ilai-ka
and employ me in the deeds wa ’sta‹mil-nº
that are dearest to You, bi-a¥abbi ’l-a‹måli ladai-k:
that will draw me allatº tuqarribu-nº
most closely to You, ilai-ka zulfå
and keep me far removed wa yub‹idu-nº
from Your displeasure. min sukh£i-ka bu‹då.
I am begging You, as›alu-ka
so You will grant what I ask. fa-tu‹£iya-nº
I am seeking Your forgiveness, astaghfiru-ka
so You will forgive me. fa-taghfira lº
I am beseeching You, ad‹«-ka
so You will answer my plea. fatastajºba lº.

O Allåh, let me not feel safe Allåhumma lå
from Your cunning, tu›min-nº makra-ka
and do not entrust me wa lå tuwalli-nº
to anyone but You. ghaira-ka
Do not deprive me wa lå tarfa‹
of Your protection, ‹an-nº sitra-ka
let me not forget wa lå tunsi-nº
Your remembrance, dhikra-ka
and do not include me wa lå taj‹al-nº
among the heedless. mina ’l-ghåfilºn.

—for it is said that, if someone pronounces these words, when he is
about to go to sleep, Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) will send
down to him three angels, who will arouse him for the ritual prayer
[ƒalåt].  Then, if he performs the prayer and offers a supplication [ƒallå
wa da‹å], they will say “Ámºn” to his supplication [du‹å›].  Even if he does
not get up to pray, the angels will worship in the air, and the spiritual
reward of their act of worship [‹ibåda] will be recorded in his favor.

He should also repeat the words mentioned in the following quotation,
since the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as
having said:

If someone positively enjoys waking up in the course of the night, let him say,
at the moment when he lies down to rest:
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O Allåh, Allåhumma ’b‹ath-nº
arouse me from my couch, min maæja‹i-nº
to remember You, li-dhikri-ka wa shukri-ka
to thank You, wa ƒalåti-ka
to perform Your prayer, wa ’stighfåri-ka
to seek Your forgiveness, wa tilåwati Kitåbi-ka
to recite Your Book, wa ¥usni
and to serve You well. ‹ibådati-k.

Then let him proclaim the Glory of Allåh [li-yusabbi¥],61 thirty-three times.  Let
him give praise to Allåh [li-yu¥ammid],62 thirty-three times.  Let him also
proclaim the Supreme Greatness of Allåh [li-yukabbir],63 thirty-three times.

If he prefers, he may say, twenty-five times:
Glory be to Allåh, sub¥åna ’llåhi
and praise be to Allåh, wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi
and there is no god but Allåh, wa lå ilåha illa ’llahu
and Allåh is Supremely Great! wa ’llåhu Akbar.

—since that will be simpler for him, and it will add up to a total of one
hundred component parts, counting from the beginning.

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) is reported as having
said:  “Whenever Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) was on the point of going to sleep, resting his cheek on his right
hand, and recognizing that he might die in the course of that very night,
these are the last words he would say:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
Lord of the seven heavens Rabba ’s-samåwåti ’s-sab‹i
and Lord of the Mighty Throne, wa Rabba ’l-‹Arshi ’l-‹Aœºm:
Our Lord Rabba-nå
and the Lord of every thing, wa Rabba kulli shai›:
Revealer of the Torah, the Gospel Munazzila ’t-Tawråti
and the Criterion, wa ’l-Injºli wa ’l-Furqån:
Splitter of the grain Fåliqa ’l-¥abbi
and the date-stone,64 wa ’n-nawå
I take refuge with You from the evil a‹«dhu bi-ka min sharri
of everything capable of evil, kulli dhº sharr:
and from the evil wa min sharri
of every crawling creature kulli dåbbatin
that You are grasping Anta åkhidhun
by its forelock.65 bi-nåƒiyati-hå.

61  See n. 11 on p. 9 above.
62  See n. 42 on p. 33 above.
63  The Arabic verb kabbara, of which takbºr is the corresponding verbal noun, means “to proclaim
the Supreme Greatness of Allåh, by saying:  ‘Allåh is Supremely Great [Allåhu Akbar].’”
64 This is an allusion to Q. 6:96.
65 This is an allusion to Q. 11:56.
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O Allåh, You are the First, Allåhumma Anta ’l-Awwalu
for there is nothing before You, fa-laisa qabla-ka shai›:
and You are the Last, wa Anta ’l-Ákhiru
for there is nothing after You, fa-laisa ba‹da-ka shai›:
and You are the Outer, wa Anta ’œ-¢åhiru
for there is nothing above You, fa-laisa fawqa-ka shai›:
and You are the Inner, wa Anta ’l-Bå£inu
for there is nothing below You. fa-laisa d«na-ka shai›:
Settle the debt for me, iqæi ‹an-ni ’d-daina
and relieve me of poverty. wa aghnº ‹an-ni ’l-faqr.
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Concerning the need to make a constant practice
of tahajjud,66 after one has received a blessing

through the observance of night vigil
[qiyåm al-lail] and the performance
of certain supererogatory devotions

[nawåfil].

When someone has received a blessing through the observance of
night vigil [qiyåm al-lail], and the performance of certain super-

erogatory devotions [nawåfil], it is incumbent upon him to make a
constant practice of tahajjud, provided that he is capable of doing so,
and that he has no valid excuse for not doing so.

This assertion is based on the fact that, according to a report from
‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her), Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone embarks on an act of worshipful service [‹ibåda] for the sake of Allåh
(Glory be to Him), but then abandons it on account of boredom, Allåh (Exalted
is He) will despise him.

Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) also said:  “If sleep
overwhelmed him, or if he was sick, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) would not keep vigil that night.  He would perform
twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer during the daytime [instead].”

As stated in the traditional report [khabar]:  “Of all good works, that
which is dearest to Allåh (Exalted is He) is that which is most diligently
and persistently performed, even if it does not amount to very much.”

66  See n. 52 on p. 45 above.
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Concerning the recommended utterances
to be made by someone who devotes part of the

night to the practice of tahajjud.67

When someone intends to devote part of the night to keeping
vigil, in order to perform the prayers called tahajjud, it is

considered commendable for him to say:
Praise be to Allåh, al-¥amdu li’llåhi ’lladhº
who restored me to life a¥yå-nº
after causing me to die; ba‹da an amåta-nº
and unto Him is the Resurrection. wa ilai-hi ’n-nush«r.

He should also recite the ten Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] from the last part
of the S«ra entitled Ál ‹Imrån [The Family of ‹Imrån]:

[There are signs for] those alladhºna
who remember Allåh, yadhkur«na ’llåha qiyåman
standing and sitting wa qu‹«dan
and on their sides, and who wa ‹alå jun«bi-him
reflect upon the creation wa yatafakkar«na
of the heavens and the earth: fº khalqi ’s-samåwåti wa ’l-aræ:
“Our Lord, You have not created Rabba-nå må khalaqta
this in vain. Glory be to You! hådhå bå£ilå: sub¥åna-ka
So guard us against fa-qi-nå
the torment of the Fire.” ‹adhåba ’n-når.

Our Lord, whomever Rabba-nå inna-ka
You cause to enter the Fire, man tudkhili ’n-nåra
him You will have abased, fa-qad akhzaita-h:
and for the evildoers wa må li’œ-œålimºna
there will be no helpers. min anƒår.

Our Lord, Rabba-nå
we have heard a crier calling us inna-nå sami‹nå munådiyan
to faith, saying: yunådº li’l-ºmåni an
“Believe in your Lord!” åmin« bi-Rabbi-kum
So we have believed. fa-åmannå Rabba-nå
Our Lord, forgive us fa-’ghfir la-nå
our sins and acquit us dhun«ba-nå wa kaffir

67 See n. 52 on p. 45 above.
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of our evil deeds, and ‹an-nå sayyi›åti-nå
let us die in the company wa tawaffa-nå
of the righteous. ma‹a ’l-abrår.

Our Lord, give us that Rabba-nå wa åti-nå
which You have promised us må wa‹adta-nå
through Your Messengers, ‹alå Rusuli-ka
and do not put us to shame wa lå tukhzi-nå
on the Day of Resurrection. yawma ’l-qiyåma:
Surely You will not fail inna-ka lå
to keep the tryst! tukhlifu ’l-mº‹åd.

And their Lord has answered them: fa-’stajåba la-hum Rabbu-hum
“I do not waste annº lå uæº‹u
the labor of any laborer among you, ‹amala ‹åmilin
whether make or female; min-kum min dhakarin aw unthå:
the one of you is from the other. ba‹æu-kum min ba‹æ:
So those who emigrated, fa-’lladhºna håjar«
and were driven wa ukhrij«
from their homes, min diyåri-him
and suffered for My cause, wa «dh« fº sabºlº
and fought and were slain, wa qåtal« wa qutil«
I shall surely acquit la-ukaffiranna
them of their evil deeds, ‹an-hum sayyi›åti-him
and I shall admit wa la-udkhilanna-hum
them to Gardens jannåtin
underneath which rivers flow— tajrº min
a reward from Allåh, ta¥ti-ha ’l-anhår: thawåban
and with Allåh min ‹indi ’llåh: wa ’llåhu
is the fairest reward.” ‹inda-hu ¥usnu ’th-thawåb.

Let it not delude you, lå yaghurranna-ka
that those who disbelieve taqallubu ’lladhºna
enjoy freedom of action in the land. kafar« fi ’l-bilåd.

A little enjoyment, matå‹un qalºl:
but then their habitation thumma ma›wå-hum
will be Hell, an evil cradle! jahannam: wa bi›sa ’l-mihåd.

But those who keep låkini ’lladhºna ’ttaqaw
their duty to their Lord, Rabba-hum la-hum
for them there will be Gardens jannåtun
underneath which rivers flow, tajrº min ta¥ti-ha ’l-anhåru
dwelling therein forever, khålidºna fº-hå nuzulan
a welcome from their Lord. min ‹indi ’llåh:
That which Allåh has in store wa må ‹inda ’llåhi
is better for the righteous. khairun li’l-abrår.

And of the People of the Book wa inna min Ahli ’l-Kitåbi
there are some who believe la-man yu›minu
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in Allåh and what has been sent bi’llåhi wa må unzila
down to you, ilai-kum
and what has been sent down wa må unzila
to them, humble toward Allåh, ilai-him khåshi‹ºna li’llåhi
not selling Allåh’s signs lå yashtar«na bi-åyåti ’llåhi
for a small price. thamanan qalºlå: ulå›ika
Their reward is with their Lord. la-hum ajru-hum ‹inda Rabbi-him
Allåh is Swift at reckoning. inna ’llåha Sarº‹u ’l-¥isåb.

O you who believe, be patient, yå ayyuha ’lladhºna åmanu ’ƒbir«
and vie in patience; be steadfast, wa ƒåbir« wa råbi£«:
and observe your duty to Allåh, wa ’ttaqu ’llåha
in order that you may succeed. la‹alla-kum tufli¥«n.
(3:191–200)

Next, he should proceed to clean his teeth with a toothbrush [siwåk],
and perform the minor ritual ablution [wuæ«›].  Then he should say:

Glory be to You, sub¥åna-ka
and with Your praise! wa bi-¥amdi-ka
There is no god but You. lå ilåha illå Anta
I seek Your forgiveness astaghfiru-ka
and I beg You to accept wa as›alu-ka ’t-
my repentance, tawba:
so forgive me and relent toward me, fa-’ghfir lº wa tub ‹alayya
for You are the Ever-Relenting, inna-ka Anta ’t-Tawwåbu’r-
the All-Compassionate. Ra¥ºm.

O Allåh, let me be Allåhumma ’j‹al-nº
one of those who repent. mina ’t-tawwåbºn:
Let me be one of those wa ’j‹al-nº
who purify themselves. mina ’l-muta£ahhirºn:
Let me be very patient wa ’j‹al-nº ƒab«ran
and very thankful, shak«rå:
Let me be one of those wa ’j‹al-nº mim-man
who remember You yadhkur-ka dhikran
very, very often, kathºrå:
and who glorify You wa yusabbi¥-ka
both early and late. bukratan wa aƒºlå.

Then he should raise his head heavenward and say:
I bear witness ashhadu an
that there is no god but Allåh, lå ilåha illa ’llåhu Wa¥da-h:
Alone, without partner. lå sharºka la-h:
I also bear witness that wa ashhadu
Mu¥ammad is His servant anna Mu¥ammadan ‹abdu-hu
and His Messenger. wa Ras«lu-h.
I take refuge with Your pardon a‹«dhu bi-‹afwi-ka
from Your torment. min ‹adhåbi-ka
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I take refuge with Your good pleasure wa a‹«dhu bi-riæå-ka
from Your disapproval, min sukh£i-ka
and I take refuge with You wa a‹«dhu bi-ka
from You! min-ka

I can never extol You enough, for lå a¥ƒº thanå›an ‹alai-ka
You are as You have extolled Yourself Anta ka-må athnaita ‹alå Nafsi-k.
I am Your servant, ana ‹abdu-ka
and the son of Your servant. wa ’bnu ‹abdi-ka
My forelock is in Your hand.68 nåƒiyatº bi-yadi-k.
Let Your judgment be in my favor! jåri fiyya ¥ukma-k:
Let Your verdict be fair to me! ‹addil fiyya qaæå’a-k.
These are my hands, hådhihi yadåya
with what they have earned, bi-må kasabat
and this is my soul, wa hådhihi nafsº
with what it has produced. bi-må akhrajat.

There is no god but You. lå ilåha illå Anta
Glory be to You. sub¥åna-k:
I have been one of the wrongdoers. innº kuntu mina ’œ-œålimºn:
I have acted badly ‹amiltu s«›an
and wronged myself, wa œalamtu nafsº
so forgive me my enormous sin. fa-’ghfir lº dhanbi ’l-‹aœºm:
You are indeed my Lord. inna-ka Anta Rabbº
Surely no one inna-hu lå
forgives sins but You. yaghfiru ’dh-dhun«ba illå Ant.

Then, when he stands ready to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], facing
toward the Qibla, he should say:

Allåh is Supremely Great, Allåhu Akbar
immensely so! kabºrå:
And praise be to Allåh, wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi
abundantly! kathºrå:
And glory be to Allåh, wa sub¥åna ’llåhi
both early and late. bukratan wa aƒºlå:

He should also say:
Glory be to Allåh! sub¥åna ’llåh.

—ten times;
Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh.

—ten times;
There is no god but Allåh! lå ilåha illa ’llah.

—ten times, and:
Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar.

—ten times.
68  See n. 65 on p. 58 above.
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He should also say:
Allåh is Supremely Great!  [He is] Allåhu Akbaru
the Owner of the Kingdom Dhu ’l-Malak«ti
and the Dominion, wa ’l-Jabar«ti
of the Grandeur and the Might, wa ’l-Kibriyå›i wa ’l-‹Aœamati
of the Majesty and the Power. wa ’l-Jalåli wa Qudra.

If he wishes to utter the following words, he may do so in the
knowledge that they have been transmitted [ma›th«ra] from Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace), who used to utter
them in his observance of the tahajjud69 prayers:

O Allåh, to You belongs the praise! Allåhumma la-ka ’l-¥amd:
You are the Light of the heavens Anta n«ru ’s-samåwåti
and the earth, wa ’l-aræi
and to You belongs the praise! wa la-ka ’l-¥amd:
You are the Splendor of the heavens Anta Bahå›u ’s-samåwåti
and the earth, wa ’l-aræi
and to You belongs the praise! wa la-ka ’l-¥amd:
You are the Beauty of the heavens Anta Zainu ’s-samåwåti
and the earth, wa ’l-aræi
and to You belongs the praise! wa la-ka ’l-¥amd:
You are the Eternal Sustainer Anta Qayy«mu ’s-samåwåti
of the heavens and the earth, wa ’l-aræi
and of those therein wa man fº-hinna
and those thereon. wa man ‹alai-hinn.

You are the Truth, Anta ’l-ªaqqu
and from You comes wa min-ka ’l-
what is real and true. ¥aqq:
The Garden is real and true wa ’l-jannatu ¥aqqun
and the Fire is real and true. wa ’n-nåru ¥aqqun
The Prophets are real and true, wa ’n-Nabiyy«na ¥aqqun
and Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him wa Mu¥ammadun
and give him peace) is real and true. (ƒalla ’llåhu ‹alai-hi wa sallam) ¥aqq.

O Allåh, to You I have surrendered, Allåhumma la-ka aslamtu
in You I have believed, wa bi-ka åmantu
and in You I have placed my trust. wa ‹alai-ka tawakkaltu
With Your aid I have argued wa bi-ka
my case khåƒamtu
[against my unbelieving foes],
and to You I have wa ilai-ka
submitted the judgment. ¥åkamt:

So grant me forgiveness fa-’ghfir
for whatever [sins] lº må qaddamtu
I have committed, wa må akhkhartu

69  See n. 52 on p. 45 above.
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in earlier and later times, wa må asrartu
in secret and in public. wa må a‹lant.
You are the Accelerator, Anta ’l-Muqaddimu
and You are the Postponer. wa Anta ’l-Mu›akhkhir:
There is no god but You. lå ilåha illå Anta.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
grant my soul its true devotion, åti nafsº taqwå-hå
and cause it to grow in purity. wa zakki-hå
You are the One best qualified Anta Khairu
to purify it. man zakkå-hå
You are its Custodian Anta Waliyyu-hå
and its Master. wa Mawlå-hå.

O Allåh, guide me Allåhumma ’hdi-nº
toward the best of deeds, li-a¥sani ’l-a‹måli
for none guides to the best fa-inna-hu lå yahdº
of them but You, li-a¥sani-hå illå Anta
and avert from me wa ’ƒrif
the worst of them, ‹an-nº sayyi›a-hå
for none averts the worst fa-inna-hu lå yaƒrifu
of them but You. sayyi›a-hå illå Ant.

My request to You as›alu-ka mas›alata ’l-
is that of a wretched beggar, bå›isi ’l-miskºni
and my plea to You wa ad‹«-ka du‹å›a ’l-
is that of a miserable pauper, muftaqiri ’dh-dhalºl:
so do not treat me as a rogue, fa-lå taj‹al-nº
my Lord, for supplicating You. bi-du‹å›i-ka Rabbi shaqiyyan
Be Kind to me, and Compassionate, wa kun bº Ra›«fan Ra¥ºman
O Best of those who are asked, yå Khaira ’l-mas›«lºna
and Most Generous of those who give! wa Akrama ’l-mu‹£ºn.

As we learn from a traditional report, conveyed to us by Shaikh
Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,70 it was Ab« Salama ibn ‹Abd
ar-Ra¥mån who said:

“I once asked ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her):  ‘What
expressions did the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
usually utter, when proclaiming the Supreme Greatness of Allåh and
commencing his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], while he was keeping vigil through
part of the night?’  She answered by telling me:  ‘He used to proclaim the
Supreme Greatness of Allåh and commence [his ritual prayer] by saying:

“O Allåh, Lord of Gabriel Allåhumma Rabba Jibrºla
and Michael and Isråfºl, wa Mºkå›ºla wa Isråfºl:
Creator of the heavens Få£ira ’s-samåwåti
and the earth, wa ’l-aræ:

70 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Ya¥yå ibn Abº Kathºr—Ab«
Salama ibn ‹Abd ar-Ra¥mån—‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her).
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Knower of the unseen ‹Álima ’l-ghaibi
and the visible, wa ’sh-shahåda:
You will judge Anta ta¥kumu
between Your servants baina ‹ibådi-ka
concerning that over which fº-må
they used to be at odds.71 kån« yakhtalif«n:
Guide me to that ihdi-nº
over which they were at odds— li-ma ’khtalaf« fº-hi
to the Truth, by Your leave. mina ’l-¥aqqi bi-idhni-k:
You surely guide whomever You will inna-ka tahdº man tashå›u
to a path that is straight.”’” ilå ƒirå£in mustaqºm.

71  This is an obvious allusion to Q. 22:69.
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Concerning the recommended approach
to the observance of nighttime prayer [ƒalåt al-lail].

When the worshipper gets up to perform the nighttime prayer
[ƒalåt al-lail], he should follow these recommendations:

He should open his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] with two simple, unprotracted
cycles [rak‹atain khafºfatain].

He should not take anything in the way of food and drink, until he has
concluded whatever Allåh graciously bestows upon him in the way of
performing the ritual prayer [fi‹l aƒ-ƒalåt] and the proclamation of His
glory [tasbº¥].  This is because, when he wakes up from his sleep, he is
undisturbed in his feelings and free from distracting concerns.  As soon
as he eats or drinks, however, the clear state of his heart will alter and
turn murky.  His best course, therefore, is to postpone the consumption
of food and drink until later, unless he is very hungry indeed, to the
point where hunger would make him inattentive, or if he is afraid of
excessive daytime hunger in the month of Ramaæån, and therefore
dreads the break of dawn.  In cases like these, the recommended course
is to take one’s meal at an earlier stage.
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Concerning the recommended number
of Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] to be recited before the

nighttime worshipper goes to sleep.

In order to be admitted into the company of the worshipful servants
[zumrat al-‹åbidºn], and not to be registered as one of those who are

negligent and heedless [ghåfilºn], the keeper of vigil must conform to the
recommended practice, which means that he must not go off to sleep
until he has recited three hundred Qur›ånic verses [åyåt].  He is
therefore well advised to recite the S«ra of the Criterion [S«rat
al-Furqån]72 and the S«ra of the Poets [S«rat ash-Shu‹arå›],73 since the
two of them together contain a total of three hundred verses [åyåt].

If he does not know these two S«ras well enough, he may recite from
the the S«ra of the Morning Star [S«rat a£-¡åriq]74 right through to the
very end of the Qur›ån, since that whole section also includes three
hundred verses [åyåt].

It will be even better for him, and more complete in respect of merit,
if he recites one thousand verses [alf åya], that is to say, from the S«ra75

that begins with the words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He):
Blessed is He in whose Hand tabåraka ’lladhº
is the Sovereignty. bi-yadi-hi ’l-mulk.

—through to the very end of the Qur›ån.
If he does not know the Qur›ån well enough [to be able to adopt any

of these suggestions], he may recite [the short S«ra that begins with His
words (Exalted is He)]:76

Say:  “He is Allåh, One!” Qul Huwa ’llåh A¥ad.

72 The S«ra of the Criterion [S«rat al-Furqån] is the 25th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
73 The S«ra of the Poets [S«rat ash-Shu‹arå›] is the 26th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
74 The S«ra of the Morning Star [S«rat a£-¡åriq] is the 86th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
75  Often referred to as the S«ra of Sovereignty [S«rat al-Mulk], this is the 67th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
76  See note 28 on p. 27 above.
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—two hundred and fifty times, for that will add up to a grand total of
one thousand verses [alf åya].

It is important for him not to omit the recitation, throughout the
entire course of the night, of four particular S«ras, namely:  (1) the S«ra
that begins with the words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He):

Alif, Låm, Mºm. Alif–Låm–Mºm.
The revelation of the Book, tanzºlu ’l-Kitåbi
of which there is no doubt, lå raiba fº-hi
is from the Lord of All the Worlds. min Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn.

—that is to say, the S«ra of Prostration [S«rat as-Sajda],77  (2) the S«ra
entitled Yå-Sºn,78  (3) the S«ra that begins with the words of Allåh
(Blessed and Exalted is He):

ªå-Mºm. ªå-Mºm:
By the Book that makes plain; wa ’l-Kitåbi ’l-mubºni
We sent it down innå anzalnå-hu
on a blessed night….  (44:1-3) fº lailatin mubårakatin.

—that is to say, the S«ra of Smoke [S«rat ad-Dukhån],79 and (4) the
S«ra that begins with His words (Exalted is He):

Blessed is He in whose Hand tabåraka ’lladhº
is the Sovereignty. bi-yadi-hi ’l-mulk.

—that is to say, the S«ra of Sovereignty [S«rat al-Mulk].80

He will do better still if he also recites, together with these four, the
S«ra of the Enshrouded One [S«rat al-Muzzammil]81 and the S«ra of the
Event [S«rat al-Wåqi‹a].82

It is said that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) would
never go off to sleep until he had recited the S«ra of Prostration [S«rat
as-Sajda]83 and the S«ra that begins with the words of Allåh (Almighty
and Glorious is He):

Blessed is He in whose Hand tabåraka ’lladhº
is the Sovereignty. bi-yadi-hi ’l-mulk.

77 The S«ra of Prostration [S«rat as-Sajda] is the 32nd S«ra of the Qur›ån.
78 The S«ra entitled Yå–Sºn is the 36th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
79 The S«ra of Smoke [S«rat ad-Dukhån] is the 44th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
80 See n. 75 on p. 69 above.
81 The S«ra of the Enshrouded One [S«rat al-Muzzammil] is the 73rd S«ra of the Qur›ån.
82 The S«ra of the Event [S«rat al-Wåqi‹a] is the 56th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
83  See n. 77 above.
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—that is to say, the S«ra of Sovereignty [S«rat al-Mulk].84

According to another traditional report [khabar], the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) would never go off to sleep until he had
recited the S«ra of the Children of Israel [S«ra Banº Isrå›ºl]85 and the
S«ra of the Troops [S«rat az-Zumar].86

According to yet another traditional report [khabar], the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) would never go off to sleep until
he had recited the S«ras of Glorification [al-Musabbi¥åt].87  These are
said to include one particular verse [åya] that is more excellent than a
hundred thousand verses.

It is because they share one very significant feature, that the S«ras of
Glorification [al-Musabbi¥åt] have been given this collective title.
Each of them begins with a verse [åya] in which the first Arabic word
is sub¥åna [glory], or sabba¥a [has glorified], or yusabbi¥u [glorifies], or
sabbi¥ [glorify].  As for the separate titles of the S«ras concerned, and
their opening verses [åyåt], they are as follows:

• The S«ra of the Children of Israel [S«ra Banº Isrå›ºl], also known as
the S«ra of the Night Journey [S«rat al-Isrå›], which begins with the
words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He):

Glory be to the One who carried sub¥åna ’lladhº asrå
His servant by night bi-‹abdi-hi lailan
from the Sacred Place of Worship mina ’l-Masjidi ’l-ªaråmi
to the Far Distant ila ’l-Masjidi ’l-
Place of Worship, Aqƒa ’lladhº
the precincts båraknå
of which We have blessed, ¥awla-hu
that We might show him li-nuriya-hu
some of Our signs! min åyåti-nå:
Surely He, only He inna-hu
is the All-Hearing, Huwa ’s-Samº‹u ’l-
the All-Seeing.  (17:1) Baƒºr.

• The S«ra of Iron [S«rat al-ªadºd], which begins with the words of
Allåh (Blessed and Exalted is He):

All that is in the heavens sabba¥a li’llåhi
and the earth has glorified Allåh, må fi ’s-samåwåti wa ’l-aræ:

84 See n. 75 on p. 69 above.
85 The S«ra of the Children of Israel [S«ra Banº Isrå›ºl] is the 17th S«ra of the Qur›ån.  It is also
known as the S«ra of the Night Journey [S«rat al-Isrå›].
86 The S«ra of the Troops [S«rat az-Zumar] is the 39th S«ra of the Qur›ån.
87 The S«ras of Glorification [al-Musabbi¥åt] are the 17th, 57th, 59th, 61st, 62nd, 64th and 87th
S«ras of the Qur›ån.
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and He is the Omnipotent, wa Huwa ’l-‹Azºzu ’l-
the All-Wise.  (57:1) ªakºm.

• The S«ra of Exile [S«rat al-ªashr], which begins with the words of
Allåh (Glorious and Exalted is He):

All that is in the heavens sabba¥a li’llåhi
has glorified Allåh, må fi ’s-samåwåti
and all that is in the earth, wa må fi ’l-aræ:
and He is the Omnipotent, wa Huwa ’l-‹Azºzu ’l-
the All-Wise.  (59:1) ªakºm.

• The S«ra of the Ranks [S«rat aƒ-»aff], which begins with the words
of Allåh (Exalted is He):

All that is in the heavens sabba¥a li’llåhi
has glorified Allåh, må fi ’s-samåwåti
and all that is in the earth, wa må fi ’l-aræ:
and He is the Omnipotent, wa Huwa ’l-‹Azºzu ’l-
the All-Wise.  (61:1) ªakºm.

• The S«ra of the Congregation [S«rat al-Jumu‹a], which begins with
His words (Almighty and Glorious is He):

All that is in the heavens yusabbi¥u li’llåhi
glorifies Allåh, må fi ’s-samåwåti
and all that is in the earth, wa må fi ’l-aræi ’l-
[for He is] the King, Maliki ’l-
the All-Holy, the Omnipotent, Qudd«si ’l-‹Azºzi ’l-
the All-Wise.  (62:1) ªakºm:

• The S«ra of Mutual Disillusion [S«rat at-Taghåbun], which begins
with the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):

All that is in the heavens sabba¥a li’llåhi
has glorified Allåh, må fi ’s-samåwåti
and all that is in the earth. wa må fi ’l-aræ:
To Him belongs the sovereignty la-hu ’l-mulku
and to Him belongs the praise, wa la-hu ’l-¥amd:
and He is Capable of all things. wa Huwa ‹alå kulli shai›in Qadºr.
(64:1)

• The S«ra of the Most High [S«rat al-A‹lå], which begins with the
words of Allåh (Glory be to Him and Exalted is He):

Glorify the Name sabbi¥i ’sma
of your Lord the Most High, Rabbi-ka ’l-A‹lå:
who created, and then shaped, alladhº khalaqa fa-sawwå:
and who determined, then guided. wa ’lladhº qaddara fa-hadå.
(87:1–3)
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As for the verse [åya] that is said to be “more excellent than a hundred
thousand verses,” most of the scholars maintain that its specific identity
is concealed from our knowledge, like the exact date of the Night of
Power [Lailat al-Qadr],88 or the precise time of the Special Hour on
Friday, the Day of Congregation [Så‹at al-Jum‹a].89  According to ‹Abd
al-ªaqq, however, it is most probably either the final verse [åya] of the
S«ra of Exile [S«rat al-ªashr], in which Allåh (Almighty and Glorious
is He) has said:

He is Allåh, the Crearor, Huwa ’llåhu ’l-Khåliqu ’l-
the Maker, the Shaper. Båri›u ’l-Muƒawwiru
His are the Most Beautiful Names. la-hu ’l-asmå›u ’l-¥usnå.
All that is in the heavens yusabbi¥u la-hu
glorifies Him må fi ’s-samåwåti
and all that is in the earth, wa må fi ’l-aræ:
and He is the Omnipotent, wa Huwa ’l-‹Azºzu ’l-
the All-Wise.  (59:24) ªakºm.

—or the first verse [åya] of the S«ra of Iron [S«rat al-ªadºd], in which
Allåh (Exalted is He) has said:

All that is in the heavens sabba¥a li’llåhi
and the earth has glorified Allåh, må fi ’s-samåwåti wa ’l-aræ:
and He is the Omnipotent, wa Huwa ’l-‹Azºzu ’l-
the All-Wise.  (57:1) ªakºm.

88 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained, in the
Sixth Discourse of the present work:

Concerning the wisdom in the decision of Allåh (Exalted is He) to make known [the date of]
the Night of Absolution, while concealing [that of] the Night of Power, it has been said to lie in
the fact that the Night of Power is the night of mercy and forgiveness and emancipation from the
fires of Hell, which Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has kept hidden so that there can be no
discussion about it.  He has made known the Night of Absolution, however, because it is the night
of regulation and decree, the night of displeasure and approval, the night of acceptance and
rejection, of attainment and obstruction, the night of bliss and woe, of grace and cleansing.
(See Vol. 3, p. 67.)
89 See p. 18 above, and especially Vol. 3, pp. 295–325.
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Concerning various things from which help
should be sought, in preparation for the observance

of night vigil [qiyåm al-lail].

In order to prepare himself for the observance of night vigil [qiyåm
al-lail], the worshipper should turn to several things for assistance,

including the following:

• Keeping to a lawful diet [akl al-¥alål].
• Charting a straight course toward repentance [tawba], by using fear

of the threatened penalty [wa‹ºd] as the negative pole of the compass,
and hope of the promised reward [maw‹«d] as the positive pole thereof.

• Taking care to avoid the consumption of things that are of dubious
legality [shubuhåt], and steering clear of persistence in the commission
of sins.

• Ridding the heart of the dominant influence of worldly concern
and attachment, by remembering death, and by reflecting on the
Resurrection [Ma‹åd] and what one will encounter after death.

A man once said to al-ªasan [al-Baƒrº] (may Allåh bestow His mercy
upon him):  “O Ab« Sa‹ºd, I have rejected my own excuses.  I love the
idea of keeping night vigil, and I prepare my state of ritual purity [in
order to be ready for it], so what can be wrong with me?  Why do I not
get up to observe the vigil in practice?”  To this al-ªasan replied:  “Your
sins have tied you down.”

It was ath-Thawrº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) who said:
“I was banned from keeping night vigil [qiyåm al-lail] for five long
months, and all because of a sin I had committed.”  When someone
asked him what that sin had been, he explained:  “I saw a man shedding
tears, so I said to myself:  ‘This fellow is nothing but an ostentatious
hyprocrite [murå›in]!’”

Al-ªasan [al-Baƒrº] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) used to
say:  “It may happen that the servant [of the Lord] commits a sin, and
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then finds himself banned, because of it, from both nighttime vigil
[qiyåm al-lail] and daytime fasting [ƒiyåm an-nahår].”

As someone has wisely expressed it:  “Many a meal has prevented the
keeping of night vigil [qiyåm al-lail], just as many a glance has banned
the recitation of a Qur›ånic S«ra.  The servant [of the Lord] may gobble
the meal, or commit some act [of impropriety], only to find himself
banned, because of it, from observing the customary90 practice [qiyåm
as-sunna].  Through the art of careful scrutiny [tafaqqud], he will come
to recognize the difference between excess and deficiency, and by
committing fewer sins he will master the art of careful scrutiny.”

Ab« Sulaimån (may Allåh the Exalted bestow His mercy upon him)
once said:  “No one ever misses a congregational prayer [ƒalåt jamå‹a],
except on account of a sin.”  He also used to say:  “The nocturnal
emission of sperm [i¥tilåm] is a punishment, and the [resulting] state of
major ritual impurity [janåba] is a state of remoteness [from the Lord].”

Other practices that are helpful, in preparation for the observance of
night vigil, include reducing one’s intake of food and drink to the bare
minimum, and keeping the stomach as empty as possible.  This advice
is supported by the following traditional report, related by ‹Awn ibn
‹Abdi’llåh (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him):

“Among the Children of Israel [Banº Isrå›ºl] there were people who
devoted themselves to worshipful service, so, when their time of
breaking fast [fi£r] was at hand, a superintendent would address them,
saying:  ‘Do not eat too much, for, if you eat a lot, you will also sleep a
lot.  Then, if you sleep a lot, you will do very little praying.”

The tendency to sleep a lot, it has been said, can also result from the
frequent drinking of water.  As a matter of fact, this is said to represent
the unanimous view of seventy champions of the truth [sab‹ºn ƒiddºqan],
all of whom maintain that much sleeping results from much drinking
of water.

In his preparation for keeping night vigil, the worshipper will also
find it helpful to accustom his heart to anxiety, to grief and to sorrow,
as well as to constant alertness, for he will thereby enliven his heart.
He should also maintain a constant contemplation of the Heavenly
Kingdom [al-Malak«t].  He should take a nap or siesta during the
daytime, and avoid overtiring his physical limbs and organs in dealing
with the affairs of this world.
90  By “customary” we mean following the exemplary custom [sunna in Arabic] of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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If he so chooses, he may spend the first part of the night awake, until
sleep overwhelms him.  Then he may sleep, and then renew his vigil
when he wakes up.  Then he may sleep again, when sleep overwhelms
him, and then arise to spend the last part of the night in vigil.  In the
course of the night, he will thus experience two awakenings [qawmatån]
and two bouts of sleeping [nawmatån].  He will thereby brave the stresses
and strains of the night, which is the hardest of deeds to accomplish.

Such is the spiritual state of the people of present awareness [¥uæ«r],
conscious alertness [yaqœa], reflection [fikr] and contemplation
[tadhakkur].  Such, it has also been said, are some of the charateristics
of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  The
ordinary nighttime worshipper is likely to experience very irregular
bouts of waking and sleeping.  As for the ability to strike a perfectly even
balance between vigil and slumber, that is peculiar to the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), because his heart is in a
permanent state of alertness.  The inspiration [wa¥y] received from
Allåh (Glory be to Him), telling precisely what to do and what not to
do, and exactly when to wake up and when to sleep, and indicating the
need for change and movement—that is peculiar to him, and quite
beyond the scope of ordinary creatures.
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Concerning two reasons why the keeper
of night vigil is recommended to catch some sleep

during the last part of the night.

The keeper of night vigil [man qåma ’l-lail] is recommended to catch
some sleep during the last part of the night, for these two reasons:

1.    Drowsiness [nu‹ås] will thereby leave him unaffected in the early
morning [ghadåh].  It is considered reprehensible to sleep in the early
morning, which explains why they used to instruct a drowsy person
[nå‹is] to sleep after the [prescribed] prayer of dawn [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥], and
to refrain from sleeping before the same.  As we learn from traditional
sources, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) would
usually take a nap after the [prescribed] prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt al-fajr].

2.    Sleep during the last part of the night is effective in ridding the
face of a pallid complexion [ƒufra].  If a person forces himself to go
without the sleep he needs, and does not even take a nap, his complexion
will retain its state of pallor.  That is something against which he ought
to be on guard, because it is a doorway that leads into a blind alley [båb
ghåmiæ].  It is conducive to hidden ambition [shahwa khafiyya] and
concealed polytheism [shirk khafº], because people will point him out as
someone special.  He will acquire an imaginary reputation as a model
of righteousness [ƒalå¥], as one who is devoted to vigilant wakefulness
and fasting, and who is motivated by the fear of Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He)—and all on account of that pallid complexion he wears
on his face.  We take refuge with Allåh from attributing partners to Him
[shirk], and from hypocritical display [riyå›], as well as from every
signpost that points in the direction thereof!

It is also important for the keeper of vigil to drink only a minimal
amount of water in the course of the night.  This is because the drinking
of water tends to bring on sleep, as we have explained above,91 and
91  See p. 75 above.
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because it contributes to the pallid complexion of the face, especially
in the last part of the night, but also at the time of waking up from sleep.

As we are told in the words of the traditional report [khabar]:  “When
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) had performed the
witr prayer at the end of the night, he used to lie down and take a nap,
reclining on his right side, until Bilål (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) came to give him the call, at which point he would go out with him
to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”

Our righteous predecessors [as-salaf] were very much in favor of this
practice of reclining and taking a nap, after the witr and before the dawn
prayer [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥].  Some of them even went so far as to make it an
established customary practice [sunna], notably Ab« Huraira (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) and those who followed his example
in this respect.

When they recommended this practice so highly, they did so for very
good reasons.  It is of the utmost value to the people of direct vision
[mushåhada] and present awareness [¥uæ«r], because they receive insights
into the Heavenly Kingdom [al-Malak«t], they are enlightened by all
kinds of knowledge from the Heavenly Dominion [al-Jabar«t], they
grasp the mysterious subtleties of the law and the sciences [gharå›ib
al-¥ukm wa ’l-‹ul«m], and they come to recognize what had been
concealed from them, in the way of destiny’s allotted shares and
portions, meaning what has been prepared for them by the Lord of the
realm of creation [Rabb al-khalºqa], the Knower of the invisible realms
[‹Allåm al-Ghuy«b].  It is also of value to the dutiful workers [‹ummål]
and those engaged in the sacred struggle [ahl al-mujåhada], since in their
case it represents a much-needed opportunity for rest and relaxation.

This explains why Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) forbade the performance of ritual prayer [ƒalåt] in the interval
between the rising of the dawn [£ul«‹ al-fajr] and the rising of the sun
[£ul«‹ ash-shams], and in the interval between the afternoon [‹aƒr] and
the setting of the sun [ghur«b ash-shams], thereby allowing periods of
rest for those who observe the nocturnal and diurnal litanies [ahl awråd
al-lail wa ’n-nahår].

It is likewise recommended, for the keeper of vigil, that he should
punctuate the phases of the nighttime prayer [ƒalåt al-lail] with a period
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of sitting still, in which he recites one hundred glorifications [yusabbi¥
mi›a tasbº¥a].  This will be helpful to him in the performance of the
prayer itself, for it will allow his physical limbs and organs to take a rest.
The lower self [nafs] may cease to regard the vigil with an attitude of
weary boredom, and may even acquire a positive liking for nighttime
worship [tahajjud] and the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  Be that as it may, this
recommendation is clearly in accordance with the words of Allåh
(Almighty and Glorious is He):

And in the night wa mina ’l-laili
proclaim His praise, fa-sabbi¥-hu
and at the setting of the stars. wa idbåra ’n-nuj«m.
(52:49)

—and with His words (Exalted is He):
And in the night wa mina ’l-laili
proclaim His praise, fa-sabbi¥-hu
and at the ends of the prostrations. wa adbåra ’s-suj«d.
(50:40)
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Concerning how to make up for having missed
the night vigil [qiyåm al-lail] on account of sleep

or preoccupation [with worldly matters].

If someone misses the night vigil [qiyåm al-lail] on account of sleep or
preoccupation [with worldly matters], and if he then makes up for it

[with devotions performed] between the rising of the sun and the sun’s
decline from the meridian, he is just like a worshipper who has
performed the prayer at its proper time in the night.

This assertion is based on a traditional report, conveyed to us by
Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,92 to the effect that ‹Umar
ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once heard
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) say:

Four cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt], performed before the point of noon [qabl
aœ-œuhr]—which is just after the sun’s decline from the meridian [ba‹d az-zawål]
—will be reckoned as equal to their counterparts in the period before daybreak
[as-sa¥ar].

Likewise reported on the authority of ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) is a statement of similar import, though
differently worded, in which the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) said:

If someone fails to recite his section of the Qur›ån [¥izb] in the course of the
night, due to oversleeping or simply forgetting about it, and if he then recites
it in the period between the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] and the noon prayer [ƒalåt
aœ-œuhr], it will be just as if he had recited it during the night.

One of our righteous forebears [as-salaf] is reported as having said:
“On this point, the members of the family of Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) are unanimously agreed.  They all maintain
that, if someone performs his litany [wird]—after missing it during the
92 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—‹Abdu’llåh ibn Ghanam—‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased
with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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night—before the sun’s decline from the meridian, he is just like
someone who actually performed it during the night.”

If he is unable to do this, he should make up for it between the noon
[œuhr] and the afternoon [‹aƒr].

Allåh (Exalted is He) has said:
And He it is who has made wa Huwa ’llådhº ja‹ala ’l-
the night and day a succession, laila wa ’n-nahåra khilfatan
for him who desires to remember, li-man aråda an yadhdhakkara
or desires thankfulness.  (25:62) aw aråda shuk«rå.

—in other words, He has caused them to be a pair of alternating
successors [khalafain], which follow one after the other in priority,
replacing each other by turns.
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Concerning the five litanies of the nighttime
[awråd al-lail], and their respective times.

From all that has been mentioned and discussed above, we may reach
the conclusion that the litanies of the nighttime [awråd al-lail] are

five in number, namely:

1.  The litany [wird] that is recited between sunset and nightfall
[baina ’l-‹ishå›ain].93

2.  That which is recited after the late evening prayer [al-‹ishå›
 al-åkhira], and before the time when the worshipper goes off to sleep.

3.   That which is recited in the middle of the night [jawf al-lail].
4.   That which is recited in the final third of the night.
5.  That which is recited in the last interval [sa¥ar] before the

appearance of the second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº].94  This is the
period of time during which it is forbidden to perform the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt],95 and this is why the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

The [voluntary] nighttime ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-lail] is properly performed in sets
of two cycles [mathnå mathnå], but if you are afraid [that you may not finish
before the appearance] of the dawn [fajr], you must perform one separate cycle
of prayer [awtir bi-rak‹a], and what has preceded it will then be counted as part
of your witr prayer.

O Allåh, [let him not resort to this] unless he happens to have missed
his witr prayer and his litany [wird] through oversleeping, for he ought
to perform his ritual prayer at this [the appropriate] hour, in accordance
with the explanation given above, in the subsection concerning the
performance of the witr.96

93 Literally, “between the two evening times.”
94 The second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº] is also known as the true dawn [al-fajr aƒ-ƒådiq].
95 See p. 109 below.
96 See pp. 42–44 above.
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Subsections [fuƒ«l] concerning
the litanies of the daytime [awråd an-nahår].

Concerning the five litanies of the daytime
[awråd an-nahår], and their respective times.

As for the litanies of the daytime [awråd an-nahår], these are also
five in number, namely:

1.    The litany [wird] recited in the period between the appearance of
the second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº]97  and the rising of the sun.

2.    That which is recited between the forenoon ritual prayer [ƒalåt
aæ-æu¥å] (or the corresponding time, if that prayer is not performed)98

and the moment of the sun’s decline from the meridian [zawål].
3.    That which is recited in conjunction with four cycles [raka‹åt] [of

voluntary ritual prayer], after the sun’s decline from the meridian
[zawål], with a beautiful Qur›ånic recitation and a single salutation
[salåm].  It has been said that the gates of heaven are opened up to
receive it.

4.   That which is recited between the time of the noon prayer and the
time of the afternoon prayer [baina ’œ-œuhr wa ’l-‹aƒr].

5.   That which is recited after the time of the afternoon prayer, and
before the sunset  [ba‹da ’l-‹aƒr wa qabla ’l-ghur«b].

97  The second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº] is also known as the true dawn [al-fajr aƒ-ƒådiq].  (See p. 118
below.)
98  The forenoon prayer [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] is not one of the five obligatory daily prayers.  The Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once described it as “the prayer of those who frequently
repent [ƒalåt al-awwåbºn].”  According to one authority cited by E.W. Lane in his Arabic-English
Lexicon, art. ›–W–B, the time for its [optional] performance is “when the young camels feel the
heat of the sun from the parched ground.”  According to Thomas Patrick Hughes (Dictionary of
Islam, art. »ALÁT), the forenoon prayer [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] consists of eight cycles [raka‹åt], and the
time for its optional performance is around 11 a.m.
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Concerning the first litany [wird] of the daytime.

As for the first litany [wird] of the daytime, the recommended
procedure is as follows:  The worshipper should remain in a sitting

posture, from just after the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] until the rising of
the sun.  He should devote that period to the remembrance of Allåh
(Exalted is He), either by reciting the Qur›ån, or through some other
suitable practice, such as glorification [tasbº¥],99 or reflection [tafakkur],
or contemplation [tadhakkur], or providing religious instruction [ta‹lºm],
or sitting as a student in the company of a religious scholar [‹ålim].  The
same applies to the period between the end of the afternoon prayer [ƒalåt
al-‹aƒr] and the setting of the sun, because both are periods of time in
which it is forbidden to perform supererogatory ritual prayers [tanafful
bi’ƒ-ƒalåt].

This is based on a traditional report, conveyed to us by Shaikh Ab«
Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,100 to the effect that the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

To sit with a group of people, from just after the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] until
the rising of the sun, remembering Allåh (Exalted is He), proclaiming His
Supreme Greatness [ukabbiru]101 and affirming His Uniqueness [uhallilu]102 —
that is even dearer to me than securing the emancipation of a pair of slaves.  As
for remembering Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) from just after the
afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] until the sun sets, that is even dearer to me than
securing the emancipation of four slaves, from among the offspring of Ishmael
[Ismå‹ºl].

99 See n. 11 on p. 9 above.
100 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Ab« ‹Alº Ismå‹ºl ibn Mu¥ammad ibn Ismå‹ºl al-Kha££º —Mu¥ammad ibn
Ya‹q«b—Hudaiba ibn Khålid al-Qaisº—A¥mad ibn Salama—‹Alº ibn Zaid—ash-Sha‹bº—Ab«
Umåma (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).
101 See n. 63 on p. 58 above.
102 See n. 10 on p. 9 above.
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According to another traditional report, transmitted on the authority of
Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

You must not sleep at the expense of seeking your provisions [arzåq]!

“O Anas,” someone asked, “what did Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) mean, when he said:  ‘You must not sleep at
the expense of seeking your provisions [arzåq]’?”  So Anas explained:
“As soon as you have performed the dawn prayer [ƒallaitum al-fajr],
[instead of going off to sleep] you should say, thirty-three times:

• Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh.
• Glory be to Allåh! sub¥åna ’llåh.
• There is no god but Allåh! lå ilåha illa ’llåh.
• Allåh is Supremely Great! ” Allåhu Akbar.

According to another traditional report [¥adºth], the worshipper
should say:

• Glory be to Allåh! sub¥åna ’llåh.

—thirty-three times,
• Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh.

—thirty-three times, and:
• Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar.

—thirty-four times.

Then, to set the seal on his devotions, he should conclude by saying:
There is no god but Allåh, lå ilåha illa ’llåhu
Alone, without partner. Wa¥da-hu lå sharºka la-h:
To Him belongs the sovereignty la-hu ’l-mulku
and to Him belongs the praise. wa la-hu ’l-¥amd:
He brings to life and causes death, yu¥yº wa yumºtu
while He is Ever-Living and never dies. wa Huwa ªayyun lå yam«t:
All goodness is in His Hand, bi-yadIhi ’l-khairu
and He is Capable of all things. wa Huwa ‹alå kulli shai›in Qadºr.

The same procedure should be followed in the wake of the afternoon
prayer [ba‹da ’l-‹aƒr], and again when the time for sleep is at hand.

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr has also informed us103 that az-Zubair (may Allåh be
103 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his own father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from ‹Urwa ibn az-Zubair—his
father (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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well pleased with him) once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) say:

An errand in the early morning or the evening [ghadwa aw raw¥a], in fighting
for Allåh›s cause [fº sabºli ’llåh], is better than this world and all that it contains.

A man then said:  “O Messenger of Allåh, so what about someone who
is unable to take part in a military campaign [ghazw]?”  To this he replied:

If a worshipper remains in a sitting posture, from the time when he performs the
prayer of sunset [yuƒalli ’l-maghrib], remembering Allåh (Exalted is He) until he
performs the prayer of late evening [yuƒalli ’l-‹ishå›], that session [majlis] of his
will count as an evening errand in the cause of Allåh [raw¥a fº sabºli ’llåh].  As
for one who remains in a sitting posture, from the time when he performs the
prayer of daybreak [yuƒalli ’l-ghadåh], remembering Allåh (Exalted is He) until
the sun rises, that session [majlis] of his will be just like an early morning errand
in the cause of Allåh [ghadwa fº sabºli ’llåh].

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn
al-Bannå›,104 Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If any servant [of the Lord] recites, in the wake of the [prescribed] ritual prayer
of daybreak [ƒalåt al-ghadåh]:

There is no god but Allåh, lå ilåha illa ’llåhu
Alone, without partner. Wa¥da-hu lå sharºka la-h:
To Him belongs the sovereignty la-hu ’l-mulku
and to Him belongs the praise. wa la-hu ’l-¥amd:
He brings to life and causes death, yu¥yº wa yumºtu
while He is Ever-Living wa Huwa ªayyun
and never dies. lå yam«t:
All goodness is in His Hand, bi-yadIhi ’l-khairu
and He is Capable of all things. wa Huwa ‹alå kulli shai›in Qadºr.

—ten times, Allåh will certainly reward him for those ten recitations.  He will
do so by recording ten good deeds in his credit column, and by erasing ten bad
deeds from his debit column.  He will also promote him by ten spiritual degrees.
Those ten recitations will be equivalent to [the emancipation of] ten slaves, and
he will not be harmed by any sin he may commit that day, unless it be some form
of shirk [associating partners with Allåh].

If any servant [of the Lord] performs the ritual ablution [wuæ«›] really well, so
that he washes his face as Allåh (Exalted is He) has commanded, Allåh will
certainly relieve him of the burden of every sin at which his eyes have ever
looked, or of which his tongue has ever spoken.  If any servant [of the Lord] is
careful to wash his hands, as Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has
commanded, Allåh will certainly relieve him of the burden of every sin that his
hands have ever touched.

104 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his own father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Ab« Umåma (may Allåh
be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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Then, if he wipes his head and his ears, as Allåh (Exalted is He) has com-
manded, Allåh will certainly relieve him of the burden of every sin to which his
ears have ever listened.

Then, if he washes his feet as Allåh (Exalted is He) has commanded, Allåh will
certainly relieve him of the burden of every sin to which his feet have walked,
until he stands ready to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  That ritual prayer will
therefore be an excellent one.

If any servant [of the Lord] falls asleep in a state of ritual purity, while practicing
remembrance [dhikr], then offers a prayer of supplication [da‹wa] as soon as he
recovers consciousness, his supplication is sure to receive a positive response.
If any servant [of the Lord] throws a spear, in fighting for the cause of Allåh
[fº sabºli ’llåh] (Almighty and Glorious is He), regardless of whether he hits his
target or misses his mark, he will surely be rewarded for his effort, as he would
for the freeing of a slave.

If any servant [of the Lord] grows one gray hair, while fighting for Allåh’s cause
[fº sabºli ’llåh], he will surely be granted compensation for it, in the form of a light
on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].

If any servant [of the Lord] emancipates a slave, that freed slave will surely be
his ransom from the Fire of Hell [Når Jahannam], one limb for every limb.

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn
al-Bannå›,105 al-ªasan ibn ‹Alº (may Allåh be well pleased with him
and with his father) once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) say:

If someone performs the [prescribed] ritual prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt al-ghadåh]
in his place of worship [masjid], then remains in a sitting posture, remembering
Allåh (Exalted is He) until the suns rises—and if, once it has risen, he praises
Allåh (Exalted is He) and stands up to perform two [voluntary] cycles of ritual
prayer [rak‹atain] —Allåh will grant him, for each cycle, a million [alf alf]
palatial mansions in the Garden of Paradise.  Inside each palatial mansion, there
will be a million heavenly brides [¥awrå›],106 and each heavenly bride will be
accompanied by a million menservants.  Moreover, in the sight of Allåh, that
worshipper will be one of those who truly repent [al-awwåbºn].107

As reported on the authority of Nåfi‹, it was Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh
be well pleased with him and with his father) who said:  “When Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) performed the ritual
105 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—al-ªasan ibn ‹Alº (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)—
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
106 See note 9 on p. 9 above.
107 This is an allusion to the verse [åya] of the Qur›ån:

Your Lord is best aware of what is in your souls. Rabbu-kum a‹lamu bi-må fº nuf«si-kum:
If you are righteous, He is ever Forgiving in kuntum ƒåli¥ºna fa-inna-hu kåna
to those who truly repent.  (17:25) li-’l-awwåbina Ghaf«rå.
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prayer of dawn [ƒalla ’l-fajr], he would not get up from his sitting position
[majlis], until the prayer itself enabled him to do so.”

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
If a worshipper performs the [prescribed] ritual prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥],
then stays in his sitting position [majlis] until the prayer itself enables him [to
get up], that prayer will be at the same degree as a Pilgrimage [ªajj] and a
Visitation [‹Umra], both of which have been accepted.

When Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his
father) performed the [prescribed] ritual prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt
al-ghadåh], he used to remain in a sitting posture until the rising of the
sun.  Someone asked him:  “Why do you do this?”  So he explained:
“I regard it as the established customary practice [sunna].”108

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn
al-Bannå›,109 Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If a worshipper performs the [prescribed] ritual prayer of the dawn [ƒalåt aƒ-fajr],
in a congregation [jamå‹a], then withdraws in seclusion [‹akafa] until the rising
of the sun, then performs four consecutive cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer
[raka›åt mutawåliyåt], reciting in the first cycle [rak‹a]:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb],
• the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]110—three times, and
• the S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—seven times; then, in the second cycle [rak‹a]:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb]—one time only, and:
• the S«ra that begins with:

By the sun and its brightness.  (91:1) wa ’sh-shamsi wa æu¥å-hå

—then, in the third cycle [rak‹a]:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb], and:
• the S«ra that begins with:

By the heaven and the morning star. wa ’s-samå›i wa ’£-£åriq.
(86:1)

108 See n. 57 on p. 52 above.
109 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—‹Ikrima—Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his
father)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
110 Q. 2:225
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and then, in the fourth cycle [rak‹a]:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb], and
• the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]—one time only, and
• the S«ra that begins with:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad.

—three times, Allåh (Exalted is He) will send seventy angels to him, ten angels
from each of the seven heavens.  They will come bearing trays peculiar to the
Garden of Paradise, as well as handkerchiefs [manådºl] peculiar to the Garden
of Paradise, and they will load that prayer [ƒalåt] onto those trays, then they will
carry it aloft.  Whenever they pass by a company of the angels, they will seek
forgiveness on behalf of the owner of the prayer, and when it is placed between
the hands of the All-Compelling One [al-Jabbår], Allåh (Exalted is He) will say:
“My servant, you have performed the ritual prayer for My sake [lº ƒallaita], and
Me you have worshipped [iyyå-ya ‹abadta], so start work anew, for I have
forgiven you!”

This ritual prayer [ƒalåt] provides us with an explanatory interpretation
[tafsºr] of the following saying, reported by Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) from his Lord (Almighty and Glorious is He):

O son of Adam, you must perform, for My sake, four cycles of ritual prayer [ƒalli
araba‹a raka‹åt] in the first part of the day, so that I may grant you sufficient
recompense for so doing.

Some of the commentators have interpreted this as referring to the
ritual prayer of the dawn [ƒalåt], [counting the two cycles of] its
obligatory performance [faræ] and [the two cycles of] its customarily
recommended counterpart [masn«n]. The correct interpretation,
however, is the one we have mentioned above.
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Concerning the second litany [wird]
of the daytime.

As for the second litany [wird] of the daytime, it coincides with the
ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å],111 which is also

known as the ritual prayer of those who truly repent [ƒalåt al-awwåbºn].112

Is the regular performance of this prayer a recommended practice, or
not?  There are two conflicting answers to this question, according to
the doctrine of our [ªanbalº] colleagues.  The basic guidance on this
subject is contained in the following traditional reports:

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn
al-Bannå›,113 Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

The ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] is the ritual prayer of those who
truly repent [ƒalåt al-awwåbºn].

According to another report, transmitted by the same chain of
authorities [isnåd], he also said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

The ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] is the greater part of the ritual
prayer of David [ƒalåt Dåw«d] (peace be upon him).

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr has informed us114 that the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

One of the gates of the Garden of Paradise is called “The Forenoon [aæ-Œu¥å].”
When the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma] is at hand, an angelic herald
will cry out:  “Where are those who used to perform the ritual prayer of the
forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], making it their regular practice?  Cause them to enter
the Garden of Paradise, through the mercy of Allåh!”

111 See n. 98 on p. 83 above.
112 See n. 107 on p. 87 above.
113 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Ya¥yå ibn Abº Kathºr—Ab« Salama—Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased
with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
114 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well
pleased with him).
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In the time of the Commander of the Faithful [Amºr al-Mu›minºn],
‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb, and that of ‹Alº (may Allåh be well pleased with
them both), the worshippers used to perform the [prescribed] ritual
prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥], then they would wait for the moment
assigned to the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], and perform
it in the mosque [masjid].

As reported on the authority of aæ-Œa¥¥åk ibn Qais, Ibn ‹Abbås (may
Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father) once said:  “At a
certain stage in time, we realized that we did not understand the
significance of this Qur›ånic verse [åya]:

They proclaim the glory yusabbi¥«na
[of the Lord]
in the evening and at sunrise. bi’l-‹ashiyi wa’l-ishråqi.
(38:18)

—until we noticed people performing the ritual prayer of the forenoon
[ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].

It was Ibn Abº Makºla (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) who
said:   “Someone asked Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him
and with his father) about the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt
aæ-æu¥å], so he replied:  ‘It is definitely mentioned in the Book of Allåh
(Exalted is He).”  Then he recited this Qur›ånic verse [åya]:

In houses [of worship] fº buy«tin
Allåh has allowed to be raised up, adhina ’llåhu an turfa‹a
and in which [He has allowed] wa yudhkara
His Name to be commemorated; fº-ha ’smu-hu
glorifying Him therein, yusabbi¥u la-hu
in the mornings and the evenings fº-hå bi’l-ghuduwwi wa ’l-åƒål.
(24:36)’

“Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
would often perform the two cycles of the forenoon prayer [rak‹atayi ’æ-
æu¥å], but he did not become completely addicted to it.”

This explains why, when ‹Ikrima was asked about how Ibn ‹Abbås
(may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father) performed the
ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], he replied:  “He used to
perform it one day, then leave it out for ten.”

It was an-Nakha‹º (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) who said:
“They [the Companions] used to disapprove of making the ritual prayer
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of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] a regular practice, so they would
sometimes perform it, and sometimes leave it out, to keep it from
acquiring the same status as those prayers that are strictly prescribed
[makt«ba].”
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Concerning the number of cycles [raka‹åt]
to be performed in the forenoon prayer

[ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].115

As for the number of cycles [raka‹at] required in the ritual prayer of
the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], the minimum is two cycles, the best

medium is eight cycles, and the maximum is twelve cycles.  With
respect to the two cycles [rak‹atån], as we are reliably informed by
Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,116 Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Within the human body there are three hundred and sixty joints.  It is therefore
incumbent upon the human being to make a charitable donation on behalf of
every single joint—one charitable donation [ƒadaqa] each day [of the year].

His listeners asked:  “And who is capable of that, O Messenger of
Allåh?”  So he replied (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

[It will count as a charitable donation] if someone notices a clot of phlegm or
mucus in the mosque [masjid], and takes the trouble to bury it, or if he clears
some nuisance from the path.  If he cannot [do anything like that], the two
cycles of the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] will adequately
compensate for it.

We may also cite the traditional report [¥adºth] of Ab« Huraira (may
Allåh be well pleased with him), who said:  “My bosom friend [khalºlº]
Abu’l-Qåsim117 (Allåh bless him and give him peace) alerted me to the
value of three practices:  (1) the witr prayer before going to sleep, (2)
devoting three days out of every month to fasting, and (3) the two cycles
of the forenoon prayer [rak‹atayi ’æ-æu¥å].”

115  See note 98 on p. 83 above.
116 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his own father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from ‹Abdu’llåh ibn Buraida—
his father (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).
117 See n. 51 on p. 43 above.
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According to one traditional report, however, four cycles are required.
This has been mentioned in a previous subsection, where we cited the
relevant saying [¥adºth] of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace), transmitted by ‹Ikrima on the authority of Ibn ‹Abbås (may
Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father).

As reported by Mu‹ådha, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with
her) once said:  “The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
performed the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], sometimes
as a prayer of four, but then sometimes as one of six cycles [raka‹åt].”

As reported on the authority of ªamºd a£-¡awºl, it was Anas ibn
Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:  “The Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to perform the the ritual
prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], sometimes as a prayer of six
cycles, but then sometimes as one of eight cycles [raka‹åt].”

According to another report, this one transmitted on the authority of
‹Ikrima ibn Khålid, it was Umm Håni› bint Ab« ¡ålib (may Allåh be
well pleased with her) who said:   “When Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) approached [the city], at the time of the
conquest—the conquest of Mecca [fat¥ Makka]—he made a halt on the
upper side of Mecca, while he performed a ritual prayer of eight cycles
[raka‹åt].  So I asked:  “O Messenger of Allåh, what is this ritual prayer
[ƒalåt]?”  He said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):  “The ritual
prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].”

A¥mad ibn ªanbal (may Allåh the Exalted bestow His mercy upon
him) declared:  “It is reliably established,” and the preferred choice, in
the opinion of the experts in religious knowledge (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon them all), is definitely eight cycles [raka‹åt].118  Should
further confirmation be needed, we could cite yet another traditional
report, transmitted by Ab« Sa‹ºd (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
from the Prophet himself (Allåh bless him and give him peace).

As far as ‹Á›isha is concerned (may Allåh be well pleased with her),
she is also reported as having performed the ritual prayer of the forenoon
[ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] as a prayer of eight cycles [raka‹åt].  In the words of
al-Qåsim ibn Mu¥ammad (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him):
“‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) would often perform the
ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] as a prayer of eight cycles
118 See note 98 on p. 83 above.
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[raka‹åt], and she would spend a long time in the process.  While she was
performing it, she would keep her door locked.  Then again, if she
preferred, she would perform ten cycles, or even twelve cycles [raka‹åt],
the latter being her favorite option.”

This should come as no surprise, for, as we are reliably informed by
Shaikh Ab« Naƒr,119 Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) say:

If a worshipper performs the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], as a
prayer of twelve cycles  [raka‹åt], Allåh (Exalted is He) will have a golden palace
built for him in the Garden of Paradise.

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr has also informed us, citing traditional authority for
his report,120 that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If a worshipper performs twelve cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt], in the daytime,
Allåh (Exalted is He) will have a house built for him in the Garden of Paradise.

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr,121 Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once turned to Ab« Dharr (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) and said:

O Ab« Dharr, the daytime consists of twelve hours, so you must be ready to
provide one act of bowing [rak‹a]122 and two acts of prostration [sajdatain] for
each of those hours, for that will ward off from you whatever sin it may harbor.

O Ab« Dharr, if a worshipper performs two cycles of prayer [rak‹atain], he will
not be included among the heedless.  If someone performs four, he will be

119 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—ªamza ibn M«så ibn Anas ibn Målik al-Anƒårº—his uncle, Thumåma ibn
Anas—his grandfather, Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).
120 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Umm ªabºba (may Allåh be well
pleased with her).
121 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Ibråhºm at-Taimº—his father—Ab« Dharr (may Allåh be well pleased with
him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
122  The term rak‹a [an act of bowing] has acquired an extended meaning, since it is generally used
to denote the whole series of movements and postures—including the bowing posture [ruk«‹]—
that constitute one cycle of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  (The dual and plural forms, corresponding to
the singular form rak‹a, are rak‹atån/-ain and raka‹åt, respectively.)
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recorded as one of those who practice remembrance.  If someone performs six,
no sin will stick to him that day, unless it be that of associating partners [shirk]
with Allåh (Exalted is He).  If someone performs twelve cycles of prayer, a house
will be constructed for him in the Garden of Paradise.

When Ab« Dharr heard this, he said:  “O Messenger of Allåh, [should
they be performed] in combination, or separately?”  He replied (Allåh
bless him and give him peace):  “You need not concern yourself with
that [lå ‹alaik].”
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Concerning the proper time [waqt]
for the performance of the ritual prayer

of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].

As for the proper time [waqt] for its performance, there are actually
two such times.  The first, which is simply permissible [jå›iz], is the

period after the rising of the sun, until the [prescribed] prayer of noon
[ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].  The other, which is positively recommended [musta¥abb],
is the time when the young camels, newly weaned from their mothers,
are seriously affected by the scorching heat [turmaæu ’l-fiƒål],123 at the
point when the sun is about to decline from the meridian [‹inda qurb
az-zawål]. In support of the recommended status assigned to its perfor-
mance at this latter time, we may cite the following as evidence:

According to a traditional report, Zaid ibn Arqam (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) once noticed a group of people performing the ritual
prayer of the forenoon [yuƒall«na ’æ-æu¥å] in the mosque [masjid] of
Qubå›.  So he said:  “As you must surely be aware, it is more meritorious
to perform the prayer [ƒålåt] at a different hour from this!  Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) has said:

“‘The ritual prayer of those who truly repent [ƒalåt al-awwåbºn]124 [should be
performed] at the time when the young camels, newly weaned from their
mothers [fiƒål], are seriously affected by the scorching heat [turmaæu ’l-fiƒål].’”

It must also be permissible to perform it after the sun’s decline from
the meridian, in view of the report from ‹Awf ibn Målik (may Allåh be
well pleased with him), who stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

The hour of the supererogatory prayer [så‹at as-sub¥a] is moment when the sun
declines from the center of the sky.

123 Some say that this expression accounts for the name of the month of Ramaæån.  (See Vol. 3,
p. 79.)
124 See p. 90 above.
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It is also known as the ritual prayer of those who humble themselves
[ƒalåt al-mukhbitºn].  The best time for its performance is when the heat
of the day is extremely intense.  If a worshipper has not performed it by
the time he performs the [prescribed] ritual prayer of noon [ƒalåt
aœ-œuhr], he should make up for it later, in accordance with the
[abovementioned] recommendation [isti¥båb].
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Concerning the Qur›ånic recitation appropriate
to the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].

As for the Qur›ånic recitation appropriate to the the ritual prayer
of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], Prophet (Allåh bless him and give

him peace) is reported as having said:
The ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å] should include the recitation
of the S«ra [that begins with]:

By the sun and its brightness.  (91:1) wa ’sh-shamsi wa æu¥å-hå

—and [the S«ra of] the Bright Forenoon [Surat aæ-Œu¥å].125

According to one traditional report,126 Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

When a worshipper performs the twelve cycles of the ritual prayer of the
forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], he should recite in each cycle [rak‹a]:

• the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb]—one time only,
• the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]127—one time only, and
• [the S«ra that begins with]:

Say: “He is Allåh, One!”  (112:1) qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad —three times.

Seventy thousand angels will thereupon descend from every heaven, bearing
white sheets of paper and pens made of light, and they will go on recording good
deeds in his favor, until the blast is blown on the Trumpet.  Then, when the Day
of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma] has arrived, the angels will come to him, and
each of the angels will bring a fine suit of clothes and a gift.  They will stand by
his grave, and they will say:  “O occupant of the grave, arise, by the permission
of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), for you are one of those who are safe
and secure [åminºn].”

125 The S«ra of the Bright Forenoon [Surat aæ-Œu¥å] is the 93rd S«ra of the Qur›ån.  (In some
translations, it is entitled “The S«ra of the Morning Hours.”)
126 Author’s note:  The chain of transmission [isnåd] for this report goes back to: ‹Urwa ibn
Shu‹aib—his father—his grandfather (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).
127  Q. 2:255.
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Traditional reports unfavorable to the practice
of the forenoon prayer [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].

It has been reported that some of the Companions [»a¥åba] (may
Allåh be well pleased with them all) denied the validity of the ritual

prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å].  According to one such report,128

Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
once said:

“I have never performed the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt
aæ-æu¥å] since I first accepted Islåm [aslamtu], except when I am
circumambulating the House [u£awwif bi’l-Bait].  It is an innovation
[bid‹a], albeit an excellent innovation, and it is surely one of the best
practices that people have invented!”

Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be well pleased with him) used to say, on the
subject of the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å]:  “O servants
of Allåh, do not burden the people with something that Allåh has not
required them to carry.  If you insist on doing it regardless, perform it
[ƒall«-hå] in your own houses.”

None of this points to the negation of what we have mentioned
previously, concerning the excellent merits traditionally ascribed to its
performance.  In making such remarks, they simply intended to empha-
size that it should not be likened to the obligatory ritual prayer [ƒalåt
al-faræ], in case people became convinced of its compulsory status.
People are not all equal, in terms of the energy [nashå£] available for
religious service [‹ibåda], so they sought to lighten their load, and tried
to make it easier for them to practice worshipful obedience [£å‹a].  This
is borne out by the implicit significance of the report of ‹Utbån ibn
Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), who said:

 “Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) performed
the supererogatory prayer of the forenoon [sub¥at aæ-æu¥å] in his own
128  Author’s note:  This report has been related by Ibn al-Munådº, one of our own [ªanbalº]
colleagues, who supplies a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased
with him and with his father).
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apartment, so those who were present stood behind him and performed
the prayer too.”

Then again, whenever ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her)
intended to perform it, she would lock the door.  As for Ibn ‹Abbås (may
Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father), he would perform
it one day, then leave it out for ten.
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Concerning the third litany [wird]
of the daytime.

As for the third litany [wird] of the daytime, it coincides with the
[voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒalåt] before and after the [prescribed

prayer of] noon [qabla ’œ-œuhr wa ba‹da-hå].  According to the traditional
report we have received from Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn
al-Bannå›,129  [the Prophet’s wife] Umm ªabºba (may Allåh be well
pleased with her) once said:

“If a worshipper performs four [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer
[raka‹åt] before the [prescribed prayer of] noon [œuhr], and four after it,
Allåh (Exalted is He) will make his flesh unlawful to the Fire of Hell.”

It has been said that the gates of Heaven are held open, as are those
of the Garden of Paradise, from just after the sun’s decline from the
meridian [zawål], until the noon prayer [œuhr] is performed.  This
explains why prayers of supplication [da‹awåt], as it has also been said,
are sure to be answered at this hour.  It also explains why one is
recommended to make a constant practice, at this hour, of worshipful
service [‹ibåda], supplication [du‹å›], and remembrance [dhikr].

Highly relevant, in this context, is the traditional report [¥adºth]
from Ab« Ayy«b al-Anƒårº (may Allåh be well pleased with him), who
said:  “The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to devote
himself assiduously to four cycles of prayer [raka‹åt] before the [prescribed
prayer of] noon [œuhr].  People were curious about this, so he explained
(Allåh bless him and give him peace):

The gates of the Garden of Paradise are held open at the moment of the sun’s
decline from the meridian [zawål], and they are not bolted shut until the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt] is begun.  So I like to be well to the fore!

129 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from Umm ªabºba (may Allåh be well
pleased with her).
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‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) was once asked:  “To
which ritual prayer [ƒalåt] was Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) most fond of applying himself with special diligence?”
To this she replied (may Allåh be well pleased with her):  “He used to
perform four [cycles of prayer] (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
before the [prescribed prayer of] noon [œuhr], prolonging the standing
posture [qiyåm] in each of them, and making the very best, in each of
them, of the acts of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d].”
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Concerning the fourth litany [wird]
of the daytime.

As for the fourth litany [wird] of the daytime, it is performed in the
interval between the [prescribed ritual prayers of] noon [œuhr] and

afternoon [‹aƒr].
Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has informed us, citing

traditional authority for his report,130 that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone enlivens the interval between the [prescribed ritual prayers of] noon
[œuhr] and afternoon [‹aƒr], Allåh will keep his heart alive, even on the day when
[all other] hearts die.

Tradition tells us that Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him
and with his father) used to enliven the interval between the [prescribed
ritual prayers of] noon [œuhr] and afternoon [‹aƒr].

Ibråhºm an-Nakha‹º (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is
reported as having said:  “They [the early believers] used to liken the
[voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed between the two [prescribed]
evening prayers [al-‹ishå›ain],131 and that performed between the
[prescribed ritual prayers of] noon [œuhr] and afternoon [‹aƒr], to the
ritual prayer of the nighttime [ƒalåt al-lail].132  That was the regular
practice of many of the servants [of the Lord], for they used to perform
their litany-prayers [yuƒall«na awråda-hum] between the [prescribed
ritual prayers of] noon [œuhr] and afternoon [‹aƒr].  During this hour,
they would isolate themselves from creatures [khalq], and devote
130 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—‹Umar ibn A¥mad—‹Abdu’llåh ibn Mu¥ammad—»åli¥ ibn Målik—Ja‹far ibn
‹Umar—Y«nus ibn ‹Amra—‹A£å›—Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
131  That is to say, between the prescribed prayers of sunset [maghrib] and late evening [‹ishå›].  (See
pp. 27–30 above.)
132  See pp. 68 and 82 above.
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themselves exclusively to the Lord of Truth [ªaqq].  It is a noble hour,
appropriately devoted to seclusion [khalwa] with the Lord (Almighty
and Glorious is He), and to His remembrance [dhikr].  It is an hour when
prayer is the antidote to heedlessness.”

In the interval between the [prescribed ritual prayers of] noon [œuhr]
and afternoon [‹aƒr], the worshipper is recommended to practice
seclusion [i‹tikåf] in the mosque [masjid], for the purpose of [voluntary]
prayer [ƒalåt] and remembrance [dhikr], in order to combine the practice
of seclusion [i‹tikåf] with the anticipation of the [next prescribed] ritual
prayer [intiœår li’ƒ-ƒalåt].  Such was the regular practice of our righteous
predecessors [as-salaf].  An exception must be made, however, in the
case of someone who has failed to catch any sleep before the sun’s
decline from the meridian [zawål].  He should sleep during this hour, so
as to fortify himself in preparation for the night vigil [qiyåm al-lail].  His
sleeping should properly be done before the time of the noon prayer
[qabla ’œ-œuhr], to make up for the previous night, and after the time of
the noon prayer [ba‹da ’œ-œuhr], in preparation for the night that lies
ahead.  He is not recommended to sleep for more than eight hours [all
told], but anything less than this amount of sleep, it has been said, is
likely to result in some kind of physical disturbance, because sleep is the
nourishment and refreshment of the physical body.

Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› has also informed us,
citing traditional authority for his report,133 that the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

If a worshipper performs twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer, every day,
Allåh will have a house built for him in the Garden of Paradise.  Two [of these
twelve] should be performed before the [prescribed prayer of] daybreak [qabla ’l-
fajr], four of them before the [prescribed prayer of] noon [qabla ’œ-œuhr], two of
them after the [prescribed prayer of] noon [ba‹da ’œ-œuhr], two of them before the
[prescribed prayer of the] afternoon [qabla ’l-‹aƒr], and two of them after the
[prescribed prayer of] sunset [ba‹da ’l-maghrib].

As reported on the authority of Sa‹ºd ibn al-Musayyib, ‹Á›isha (may
Allåh be well pleased with her) said that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

As for those who perform four [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [al-muƒall«na
li-arba‹], before the [prescribed prayer of the] afternoon [qabla ’l-‹aƒr], they will
not have time to finish before Allåh grants them forgiveness, quite definitely.

133 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Sahl—his [Sahl’s] father—Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with
him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
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A traditional saying [¥adºth] that refers
in general to supererogatory devotions

[nawåfil] at these times.

In one traditional saying [¥adºth] that has come down to us, we find a
general reference to all supererogatory devotions [nawåfil] at these

particular times of the day.  According to this report, which has been
conveyed to us by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr, with a list of transmitting
authorities,134 Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If a worshipper performs six cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒallå sitta raka‹åt],
after the [prescribed prayer of] sunset [ba‹da’l-maghrib] and before he has talked
to anybody, they will be raised up for him to the Highest Heaven [‹Illiy«n].  He
will be just like someone who is present on the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr]
in the Farthest Mosque [al-Masjid al-Aqƒå],135 and that is better than devoting
half a night to vigil.  These devotions are referred to in the words of Allåh
(Blessed and Exalted is He):

They used to sleep only a little kån« qalºlan mina ’l-laili
during the night, må yahja‹«n:
and with the dawning of each day wa bi’l-as¥åri
they would seek forgiveness. hum yastaghfir«n.
(51:17,18)

—and in the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):

Their sides shun their couches, tatajåfå jun«bu-hum ‹ani ’l-maæåji‹i
as they call on their Lord yad‹«na Rabba-hum
in fear and hope.  (32:16) khawfan wa £ama‹å.

—and also in the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):

And he entered the city wa dakhala ’l-madºnata
at a time when its people ‹alå ¥ºni ghaflatin
were unheeding, and there min ahli-hå fa-wajada
he found two men fighting; fº-hå rajulaini yaqtatilåni

134 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› cites the following chain of
transmission [isnåd] for this report:  His own father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
ibn al-Bannå›—Mu¥ammad ibn A¥mad al-ªåfiœ—Mu¥ammad ibn Badr al-ªumårº—ªammåd
ibn Mudrik—‹Uthmån ibn ‹Abdi’llåh ash-Shåmº—Mu¥ammad ibn Ibråhºm—‹Abdu’llåh ibn
Abº Sa‹ºd—¡åw«s—‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his
father)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
135 Author’s note:  That is to say, in the Mosque of the Temple [in Jerusalem] [Masjid Bait al-Maqdis].
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the one was of his own party, hådhå min shº‹ati-hi
and the other was of his enemies. wa hådhå min ‹aduwwi-h:
Then the one who was fa-’staghåtha-hu ’lladhº
of his own party appealed to him min shº‹ati-hi
for help against the other ‹ala ’lladhº min
who was of his enemies. ‹aduwwi-hi
So Moses struck him with his fist, fa-wakaza-hu M«så
and dispatched him. fa-qaæå ‹alai-h:
He said:  “This is of Satan’s doing; qåla hådhå min ‹amali ’sh-shai£ån:
he is surely an enemy, inna-hu ‹aduwwun
an obvious misleader.   (28:15) muæillun mubºn.

If a worshipper performs four [voluntary cycles], after the [prescribed] ritual
prayer of late evening [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], he will be just like one who arrives in
time to experience the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr] in the Sacred Mosque
[Masjid al-ªaråm].”

If a worshipper performs four [voluntary cycles] before the [prescribed prayer of]
noon [œuhr], and four after it, Allåh (Exalted is He) will forbid the Fire of Hell
ever to consume his physical body.

If a worshipper performs four [voluntary cycles] before the [prescribed prayer of
the] afternoon [‹aƒr], Allåh will record him as entitled to immunity from the Fire
of Hell.

As reported by Nåfi‹, on the authority of Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be
well pleased with him and with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) also said:

The two cycles of the ritual prayer of daybreak [rak‹atå ’l-fajr] are dearer to me
than this world and all that it contains.

As we are reliably informed by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr,136 ‹Alº [ibn Abº
¡ålib] (may Allåh ennoble his countenance) was once asked about the
supererogatory worship [ta£awwu‹] of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace), so he said:  “Who is capable of that?  He used to wait
until the sun was as far to his left as it would be to his right at the time
of the [prescribed prayer of the] afternoon [‹aƒr], at which point he
would perform two cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer [rak‹atain].137

When it was as far to his left as it would to his right at the time of [the
prescribed prayer of] noon [œuhr], he would perform four [voluntary
cycles of prayer].  When the sun declined from the meridian, he would
perform four [prescribed cycles of prayer].  He would then perform two
136 Author’s note:  Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå› narrates this report on the
authority of his father, citing a chain of transmission [isnåd] from ‹Alº (may Allåh ennoble his
countenance).
137  When the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was in Medina, and facing the Qibla
[direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca], the sun would rise on his left and set on his right.
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[voluntary] cycles [rak‹atain] after the [prescribed prayer of] noon [œuhr],
and four before the [prescribed prayer of the] afternoon [‹aƒr].”

To put all this in a nutshell, the servant [of the Lord] should seize the
opportunity, after the call to prayer [adhån] and at the time of the final
announcement [iqåma] [immediately before the prescribed prayer],138 to
perform a [voluntary] prayer [ƒalåt], and to offer supplication [du‹å›] and
humble entreaty [taæarru‹], for it is a moment when the supplicant can
expect a positive response, as we have previously explained.

138  See notes 303 and 304 on p. 225 below.
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Concerning the fifth litany [wird]
of the daytime.

As for the fifth litany [wird] of the daytime, it is performed in the
interval between the [prescribed] ritual prayer of the afternoon

[ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] and the setting of the sun.  It consists entirely of remem-
brance [dhikr], in the form of glorifying the Lord [tasbº¥],139 affirming His
Uniqueness [tahlºl],140 seeking His forgiveness [istighfår], reflecting on
the Heavenly Kingdom [tafakkur fi ’l-Malak«t], and reciting the Qur›ån,
because the performance of supererogatory ritual prayer [ƒalåt an-nåfila]
is forbidden during this period of time.

Before the setting of the sun, the worshipper should recite [the S«ras
that begin with]:

By the sun and its brightness….  (91:1) wa ’sh-shamsi wa æu¥å-hå….

—and:
By the night when it is enshrouding…. wa ’l-laili idhå yaghshå….
(92:1)

Then he should recite the Two Pleas for Refuge [al-Mu‹awwidhatain],141

thereby marking the end of his day.  He should also begin his night by
reciting the Qur›ån and seeking refuge [isti‹ådha].

As reported on the authority of al-ªasan (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said,
while mentioning the mercy of his Lord (Almighty and Glorious is He):

Allåh (Exalted is He) has said:  “O son of Adam, remember Me after the ritual
prayer of the daybreak [ƒalåt al-fajr], for an hour, and after the ritual prayer of the
afternoon [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr], for an hour, for then I shall protect you in the interval
between the two.”

139  See n. 11 on p. 9 above.
140  See n. 10 on p. 9 above.
141 That is to say, the two S«ras that begin with:

Say:  “I take refuge qul a‹«dhu
with the Lord of the Daybreak.”  (113:1) bi-Rabbi  ’l-falaq.

— and:
Say:  “I take refuge qul a‹«dhu
with the Lord of mankind.”  (114:1) bi-Rabbi ’n-nås.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Concerning the five daily ritual prayers

[aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams], with an account of their
times of performance, their customary elements

[sunan], and their special qualities.

1.
Concerning the number of cycles [raka‹åt] to be

performed in each of the prescribed ritual prayers.

The prescribed ritual prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-makt«ba] are five in
number, namely:

1. The dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr], which consists of two cycles
[rak‹atån].

2. The noon prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], which consists of four cycles
[arba‹ raka‹åt].

3.  The afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr], which consists of four cycles
[arba‹ raka‹åt].

4.   The sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], which consists of three cycles
[thalåth raka‹åt].

5.   The late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›], the last of the five, which
consists of four cycles [arba‹ raka‹åt].

This adds up to a daily total of seventeen cycles [sab‹ ‹ashara rak‹a].
Fifty prayers had been prescribed as obligatory on the Night of the

Heavenly Ascension [Lailat al-Mi‹råj], the night when the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) was transported on his Heavenly
Journey [Isrå›].  But then the number was brought back down to five,
as a dispensation of wisdom [¥ikma] on the part of Allåh, so that the
burden He still imposed would seem light and easy, in contrast with that
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from which He had exempted His believing servants.  By a similar act
of dispensation, He relieved them of the duty to stand firm in battle with
the unbelievers [kåfirºn] when the ratio was ten to one against them, and
reduced the ratio to that of two to one against them.  He likewise
canceled the prohibition of eating, drinking, and engaging in sexual
intercourse after sleep during the nights of fasting [in the month of
Ramaæån], by His pronouncement:

It has been made lawful for you, u¥illa la-kum
on the night of the Fast, lailata ’ƒ-ƒiyåmi ’r-rafathu
to go in to your wives; ilå niså‹i-kum:
they are a garment for you, hunna libåsun la-kum
and you are a garment for them. wa antum libåsun la-hun:

Allåh knows that you have been ‹alima ’llåhu anna-kum kuntum
deceiving yourselves, and He has takhtån«na anfusa-kum
relented toward you and pardoned you. fa-tåba ‹alai-kum wa ‹afå ‹an-kum:

So now have intercourse with them, fa-’l-åna båshir«-hunna
and seek that which wa ’btagh« må
Allåh has prescribed for you. kataba ’llåhu la-kum:

And eat and drink until the white wa kul« wa ’shrab« ¥attå yatabayyana
thread becomes distinct to you from la-kumu ’l-khai£u ’l-abyaæu
the black thread of the dawn.  (2:187) mina ’l-khai£i ’l-aswadi mina ’l-fajr.

All this had previously been declared unlawful for them.
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2.
Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] and Prophetic traditions

[akhbår] relating to the obligatory status [wuj«b]
of the five daily prayers, and to the proper times

[awqåt] for their performance.

As far as the obligatory status [wuj«b] of the five daily prayers is
concerned, the principle is established on the basis of His imperative

statement (Almighty and Glorious is He):
And perform the ritual prayer, wa aqºmu ’ƒ-ƒalåta
and pay the alms-due, wa åtu ’z-zakåta
and bow your heads with those wa ’rka‹«
who bow [in worship].  (2:43) ma‹a ’r-råki‹ºn.

When it comes to defining the correct times [awqåt] for the perfor-
mance of the five daily prayers, the authoritative sources include both
Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] and Prophetic traditions [akhbår].142

1.    As for the relevant Qur›ånic verses [åyåt], they are as follows:143

a)   The words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He):
So proclaim the glory of Allåh fa-sub¥åna ’llåhi
when you enter upon ¥ºna
the evening time, tums«na
and when you enter upon wa ¥ºna
the morning time— tuƒbi¥«n

and to Him belongs the praise, wa la-hu ’l-¥amdu
in the heavens and the earth— fi ’s-samå›i wa ’l-aræi

and when the sun is well on the wane, wa ‹ashiyyan
and when you enter wa ¥ºna
upon the noontime hour. tuœhir«n.
(30:17,18)

142  As used by the narrators of tradition, the term khabar (of which akhbår is the plural form) is
sometimes synonymous with ¥adºth, meaning a report than can be traced all the way back to the
Prophet Mu¥ammad himself (Allåh bless him and give him peace), whether the substance of that
report be a saying of his or a description of his behavior in a certain situation.  In some cases,
however, the term khabar is applied to a tradition that may well have originated with the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), but which can only be traced with certainty to one of his
Companions, or to some other reliable early source.
143  In view of the wide range of traditional interpretation applied to the original Arabic, no English
translation of these Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] can be regarded as strictly precise!
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That is to say:  “So proclaim the glory of Allåh by performing the
ritual prayers for the sake of Allåh:144  When you enter upon the
evening time, perform the sunset and late evening prayers [ƒalåt
al-maghrib wa ’l-‹ishå›]; when you enter upon the morning time,
perform the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr]; when the sun is well on the
wane, perform the afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr]; and when you enter
upon the noontime hour, perform the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].”

b)   He has said (Almighty and Glorious is He):
Surely the ritual prayer is a timed inna ’ƒ-ƒalåta kånat ‹ala ’l-mu›minºna
prescription for the believers.  (4:103) kitåban mawq«tå.

c)   He has said (Exalted is He):
And perform the ritual prayer wa aqimi ’ƒ-ƒalåta
at the two ends of the day and £arafayi ’n-nahåri
in some watches of the night. wa zulafan mina ’l-lail.
(11:114)

d)   He has also said (Exalted is He):
Perform the ritual prayer aqimi ’ƒ-ƒalåta
at the sinking of the sun. (17:78) li-dul«ki ’sh-shamsi.

In other words, at its setting [ghur«b]; or, according to some authorities,
at the time of its decline from the meridian [zawål].

e)   He has said (Magnificent is His Majesty Sublime):
And extol the praise of your Lord wa sabbi¥ bi-¥amdi Rabbi-ka
before the rising of the sun, qabla £ul«‹i ’sh-shamsi
and before its setting, and extol wa qabla ghur«bi-hå:
[the praise of your Lord]
in the watches of the night, wa min ånå›i ’l-laili
and at the ends of the day, so that fa-sabbi¥ wa a£råfa ’n-nahåri
you may earn His good pleasure. la‹alla-ka taræå.
(20:130)

Qatåda145 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) has offered the
following interpretation of this Qur›ånic verse [åya]:
144 During the Islåmic ritual prayer [ƒalåt], the glorification of the Lord [tasbº¥] is uttered each time
the worshipper adopts the postures of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d].  While adopting the
bowing posture, one says:  “Sub¥åna Rabbiya ’l-‹Aœºm [Glory to my Lord, the Almighty!]” and when
in prostration:  “Sub¥åna Rabbiya ’l-A‹lå [Glory to my Lord, the Most High!]”
145 Abu ’l-Kha££åb Qatåda ibn Di‹åma ibn Qatåda as-Sad«sº.  Learned in Qur›ånic exegesis [tafsºr]
and Islamic jurisprudence [fiqh], he was also an authority on Arabic poetry.  He died in A.H. 118
(may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).
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“Before the rising of the sun comes the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr];
before its setting comes the afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr]; in the
watches of the night come the sunset and late evening prayers [ƒalåt
al-maghrib wa ’l-‹ishå›]; and at the point between the ends of the day
comes the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].”

2.      As for the relevant Prophetic traditions [akhbår], it is sufficient to
cite the report transmitted on the authority of Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh
be well pleased with him and with his father).  According to this report,
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Gabriel (peace be upon him) came to visit me beside the House [the House of
Allåh; the Ka‹ba].  There he led me in the midday prayer [ƒallå biya ’œ-œuhr], as
soon as the sun had declined from the meridian, just enough to lengthen a
shadow by the width of the strap of a sandal [shiråk].  Then he led me in the
afternoon prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-‹aƒr], when the length of every shadow had
become equal to the height of the corresponding object.  Then he led me in the
sunset prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-maghrib], at the time when the person who was fasting
broke his fast.  Then he led me in the late evening prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-‹ishå›], at
moment when the final glow of twilight disappeared.  Then he led me in the
dawn prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-fajr], at the point when food and drink became unlawful
for anyone who was fasting.

Then he led me again in the midday prayer [ƒallå biya ’œ-œuhr], but this time it
was when the length of every shadow had become equal to the height of the
corresponding object.  Then he led me again in the afternoon prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-
‹aƒr], but this time it was when the length of every shadow had become equal
to twice the height of the corresponding object.  Then he led me again in the
sunset prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-maghrib], and, as on the previous occasion, he did so
at the time when the person who was fasting broke his fast.  Then he led me
again in the late evening prayer [ƒallå biya ’l-‹ishå›], only this time it was near
the end of the first third of the night.  Then he led me again in the dawn prayer
[ƒallå biya ’l-fajr], only this time it was when the glow of daybreak was already
shining bright.

Then he turned to me and said:  “O Mu¥ammad, this is the timing of the
Prophets [Anbiyå›] who came before you, and the timing includes the interval
between these two precise moments.”

This particular tradition [khabar] represents our basic source for the
appointed times [mawåqºt] of the five daily prayers.  With respect to this
subject, several other Prophetic sayings [a¥ådºth]146 have been handed
down to us, but, since they all convey exactly the same meaning as the
one just cited, we have decided to refrain from quoting them here.

146 See note 142 on p. 112 above.
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3.
Concerning those who performed these prayers

[ƒalawåt] before the time of our Prophet
Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace).

As we learn from one of the Prophetic traditions [akhbår]147 that
have been transmitted to us, a man from among the Helpers

[Anƒår]148 once asked the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
about the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr]:  “Who performed it for the very first
time?”  So he informed the man that the first person who ever performed
it was Adam (peace be upon him).  Then he went on to tell him:

“The midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr] was performed by Abraham [Ibråhºm]
(peace be upon him), when Allåh (Exalted is He) delivered him from
Nimrod’s fiery furnace.

“The afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] was performed by Jacob [Ya‹q«b]
(peace be upon him), when Gabriel gave him the news about Joseph
[Y«suf] (peace be upon them both).

“The sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib] was performed by David [Dåw«d]
(peace be upon him), when Allåh relented toward him and accepted his
repentance.

“The prayer of the first third of the night [ƒalåt al-‹atama]149 was
performed by Jonah, the son of Amittai, [Y«nus ibn Mattai] (peace be
upon him).  When Allåh brought him forth from the belly of the whale,
he was emaciated like a chicken that has had all its feathers plucked.  It
was then that Gabriel (peace be upon him) came to him and said:
‘Allåh (Exalted is He) pronounces the greeting of peace upon you, and
He says to you:  “I ask you this with diffidence, in view of the torment
I have inflicted on you in the realm of the lower world:  Are you well
pleased with Me?”  So he stood up and performed four cycles [raka‹åt]
of ritual prayer, then he said:  ‘I am indeed well pleased with my Lord.
Yes, I am truly well pleased with my Lord.’”
147 See note 142 on p. 112 above.
148 The Anƒår [the Helpers] were the citizens of Medina who had embraced Islåm, and who
welcomed and supported the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) and the Muhåjir«n
[the Emigrés] at the time of the Hijra from Mecca to Medina.
149 Another name for the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›].
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4.
Concerning the fact that the first two of the ritual
prayers [ƒalawåt] to be enjoined upon our Prophet

(Allåh bless him and give him peace) were the dawn
prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] and the sunset prayer

[ƒalåt al-maghrib].

The first two of the ritual prayers [ƒalawåt] that were enjoined upon
our Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), and that he was

commanded to perform, were the dawn and sunset prayers [ƒalåt al-fajr
wa ’l-maghrib].

Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) had made the pronouncement:
And extol the praise of your Lord wa sabbi¥ bi-¥amdi Rabbi-ka
in the evening and early bi’l-‹ashiyyi
in the morning.  (40:55) wa ’l-ibkår.

His Messenger therefore made it his regular practice (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) to perform two cycles [rak‹atain] of ritual prayer in
the early morning [ghadåh] and two cycles in the evening [‹ashiyy].  This
continued until the Night of the Heavenly Ascension [Lailat al-Mi‹råj],
the night when the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was
transported on his Heavenly Journey [Isrå›], at which point five daily
prayers [ƒalawåt] were prescribed for him.

The dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] is actually the first prayer of the daytime
[nahår], then comes the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].  It is customary,
however, for the religious scholars [‹ulamå›] to begin their listing and
learned treatment of the prayers with the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].
This custom is based on the saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace), in the tradition [¥adºth] reported by Ibn ‹Abbås (may
Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father):

Gabriel (peace be upon him) came to visit me beside the House [the House of
Allåh; the Ka‹ba].  There he led me in the midday prayer [ƒallå biya ’œ-œuhr], as
soon as the sun had declined from the meridian, just enough to lengthen a
shadow by the width of the strap of a sandal [shiråk].150

150 See p. 114 above, where the author (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has already quoted
this tradition [¥adºth] in full.
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This tradition [¥adºth] begins with the definition of the timing of the
midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].  The scholars have therefore treated the
timing [waqt] of that prayer as the first of the [five] appointed times
[mawåqºt], on the grounds that it was the first [of the five daily prayers]
to be prescribed as an obligatory religious duty.

As we have already explained, however, the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr]
was the one performed by Adam (peace be upon him), and he was the
first Prophet [Nabº], the first member of the human race to be sent on
a mission to the earth.  In the most general sense, therefore, the dawn
prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] is known to be the first ritual prayer that was ever
prescribed as an obligatory religious duty.
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5.
Concerning the correct time

for the performance of the dawn prayer
[ƒalåt al-fajr].

The first moment of the time of the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] is
 the crack of the second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº],151 which presents

itself as a gleam of light in the farthest east, extending beyond the Qibla
[the direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca]152 until it rises and stretches across
the horizon, then spreads itself over the peaks of the mountains and
over the rooftops of the stately mansions and palaces.  The final
moment of its time is marked by the brilliant glow that immediately
precedes the appearance of the eyebrow of the sun.  Between these two
points there is a fairly wide space of time.

It is considered commendable to refer to this prayer as the daybreak
prayer [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥] or the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr], and not to call it
the early morning prayer [ƒalåt al-ghadåh], because Allåh (Exalted is He)
has told us:

And [perform] the recital of dawn; wa qur›åna ’l-fajr:
surely the recital of dawn inna qur›åna ’l-fajri
is witnessed.  (17:78) kåna mash«då.

That is to say:  “The dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] is witnessed by the
angels of the night, as well as by the angels of the day, since it takes place
during the last watch of the angels who are charged with keeping records
through the night, and during the first watch of the angels who are charged
with keeping records through the day (peace be upon them all).”
151 The second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº] is also known as the true dawn [al-fajr aƒ-ƒådiq].
152  The direction of Jerusalem was the first Qibla.  According to tradition, it was in the second year
of the Hijra, in Rajab or Sha‹bån, that the Muslims were commanded to perform their ritual prayers
[ƒalåt] thenceforth in the direction of the Sacred Mosque [Masjid al-ªaråm] in Mecca, which thus
became the second—and permanent—Qibla.  In Vol. 3, p. 62, Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) tells us:

As it is said:  “The Ka‹ba is a Qibla [direction of prayer] for the people of the Mosque, the Mosque is
a Qibla for the people of Mecca, Mecca is a Qibla for the people of the Sacred Precinct, and the Sacred
Precinct is a Qibla for the people of the earth.”
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The most meritorious approach is to perform it in the early phase, the
stage of semidarkness known as ghalas,153 although this is contrary to the
doctrine of Imåm Ab« ªanºfa,154 who maintained that there is greater
merit in performing it when the light of daybreak is more clearly visible.
Our own [ªanbalº] doctrine is based on the traditional report transmitted
from [the Prophet’s wife] ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her),
in which it is stated that she once said:

“During the lifetime of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace), the womenfolk used to go out [to the mosque] to perform
the dawn prayer  [ƒalåt al-fajr] in his company, then they would return
to their homes, with their woolen wrappers draped over their heads,
and nobody would recognize them, on account of the lingering
darkness [ghalas].”

According to another account of his doctrine, however, our own
Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal]155 maintained that the most important
factor to be considered is the state of those who attend the congregation
[al-ma›m«mºn].156  If they tend to show up closer to daybreak, the time
near daybreak is more meritorious, since it makes for an increase in both
the size of the gathering and the amount of the spiritual reward.

As for the first dawn [al-fajr al-awwal],157 no significance should be
attached to it, because it neither causes anything to become unlawful,
nor causes anything to become obligatory.  This assertion is based on
the statement attributed to Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with
him and with his father), who is reported as having said:

“The dawn is actually two dawns [al-fajr fajrån].  As for the one that
results in the performance of the [dawn] prayer becoming lawful, and in
153  The text reads:  wa ’l-afæalu ’t-taghlºsu bihå.  The expression at-taghlºs bi ’ƒ-ƒalåt means “to perform
the [dawn] prayer in the time called ghalas.”  According to the classical Arabic lexicographers, the
term ghalas is applied to “the darkness of the last part of the night, when it becomes mixed with
the light of dawn; or, the beginning of the dawn, until it spreads in the tracts of the horizon.”  (See:
E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, art. GH–L–S. )
154  Imåm Ab« ªanºfa (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is the eponymous founder of the
ªanafº madhhab, which is one of the four Sunnº schools of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh].  He died
in A.H. 150/767 C.E.

155  See note 7 on p. 7 above.
156 In Arabic, the term ma›m«m (of which ma›m«mºn is a plural form) is used to denote someone
who performs the ritual prayer behind an imåm.  (Both words are derived from the same
triconsonantal root <›–m–m> as the preposition amåma, which means “in front of.”)
157  The first dawn [al-fajr al-awwal] is also known as the false dawn [al-fajr al-kådhib].
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eating and drinking becoming unlawful [for someone who is keeping
the fast], it is the one that spreads out over the peaks of the mountains;
that is the one that makes it unlawful [for someone who is keeping the
fast to do anything that would break his fast].”

The two dawns have also been described in astronomical terms by
certain learned scholars, endowed by Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is
He) with knowledge of the cosmos.  These are the definitions they
provide:

1.   The first dawn [al-fajr al-awwal].  This is the manifestation of the
dominant force [sul£ån] controlling the rays of the sun.  When the sun
appears from behind the fifth earth, that force allows its light to gleam
in the middle of the sky—until it cuts it off—for the brief duration of
the first dawn.  That gleam of light, which becomes visible in the sky
in the final third of the night, is the first dawn.  Then the darkness of
the night returns, just as it was before, because the sun sinks into the
lowest inclining orbit, where it is screened by the sixth earth, with the
result that the gleam of light disappears from the sky.

2.   The second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº].  This is the breaking of the sun’s
glow [shafaq], which is the manifestation of its whiteness with an
underlying redness.  This is its second reddish glow, and the first real
display of its power at the end of the night.  It is followed by the rising
of the sun’s disk, which means that the sun has become visible over the
surface of the earth of this world—the seventh earth, in other words—
and that its rays have burst forth from the lowest celestial sphere.  (The
lowest sphere is the fringe of the sky.)  Its eye had been concealed by the
mountains, the oceans, and the regions of high elevation, but now its
rays are clearly visible, as they spread out toward the middle of the sky,
extending horizontally [musta£ºran] as well as vertically.

The first dawn is described as extending vertically [musta£ºlan],
because it makes only a vertical appearance in the sky, then disappears
from view.  The second dawn is different, in that it appears across a
broad front, embracing the whole horizon and all the regions of the sky.
(The sun has two reddish glows [shafaqatån] at the time of its setting, as
well as two reddish glows at the time of its rising.)
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6.
Concerning the time prescribed

for the performance of the midday prayer
[ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].

On how to determine whether the sun has begun
its decline [zawål],and on how to measure the

shadows caused by the sun.

The correct timing [waqt] of the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr]:

As for the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], the first moment of the time
prescribed for its performance is when the sun has begun to

decline from the meridian.  The last moment is reached when the
length of every shadow has become equal to the height of the corre-
sponding object.

The most meritorious approach is to perform the midday prayer [ƒalåt
aœ-œuhr] without delay, except in conditions of extremely intense heat,
and only if the sky is overcast, in the case of a worshipper who intends
to go out and join the congregation.  This qualification is based on the
saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

Put off the midday prayer until the atmosphere gets cooler [abrid« bi’œ-œuhr], for
extremely intense heat is caused by the festering pus of Hell [qai¥ Jahannam].

Bilål158 (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as having said:
“I gave Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) the

call [adhån]159 to the midday prayer, but he said:  ‘Wait till it gets a bit
cooler [abrid]!’  Then I gave him the call a second time, and again he
said:  ‘Wait till it gets a bit cooler!’  Then I gave him the call a third time,
and this time he said:  ‘Wait till it gets a bit cooler—till you can see the
158  Bilål al-ªabashº, an Abyssinian slave who had been ransomed by Ab« Bakr (may Allåh be well
pleased with them both), was the first muezzin [mu›adhdhin] appointed by the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) to summon the Muslim community to the five daily prayers.
159 For the words of the call to prayer [adhån], see note 303 on p. 225 below.
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afternoon shadow of the hills.’  Then he went on to say:  ‘Extremely
intense heat is caused by the festering pus of Hell [qai¥ Jahannam], so
whenever the heat becomes insufferably intense, you should all wait
until the atmosphere gets cooler [before performing the midday prayer].’”

 How to determine whether the sun has begun its
decline from the meridian [zawål]:

When the sun has reached the point where it comes to a momentary
standstill,160 we know that its decline is about to begin.  As soon as it has
in fact declined from the meridian, however slightly, the time pre-
scribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr] has arrived.

According to the Prophetic tradition [¥adºth]:161

When the sun has declined by the width of the strap of a sandal [shiråk], that
is the beginning of the time prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr].
Then, when the length of every shadow has become equal to the height of the
corresponding object, it is the end of the time prescribed for the midday prayer,
and the beginning of the time prescribed for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr].

How to measure the length of the shadow caused by the sun:

If you wish to determine these moments exactly, you need to measure
the length of the shadow caused by the sun.  In order to make the
necessary measurements, you should set up some kind of pillar or pole
on a piece of open ground, making sure that it is perfectly straight and
upright.  Then you must draw a line to mark the point where the shadow
ends.  Then you must watch to see whether the shadow is getting shorter
or longer.  If you notice that it is getting shorter, you will realize that the
sun is not yet in decline.  If you notice that it is steady, neither extending
itself nor shrinking, the reason can only be that the sun has reached its
point of momentary standstill, exactly at the meridian.  It is not
160 This is a reference to the fact that the sun comes to a halt, when it reaches the center of the
sky, and interrupts its progress for a brief moment.  As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh
be well pleased with him) has explained in Vol. 3, pp. 72–73:

The expression ƒåma ’n-nahår [lit., the daytime has kept fast] may be used at the point of midday in
summer, when the sun is at its height, and the shade has almost disappeared.  In the words of the
anonymous poet:

Until, when the day keeps fast [ƒåma ’n-nahår], having reached the point of noon,
and gossamer threads [lu‹åb] appear to fall, in the light of the summer sun….

161 The use of this expression may suggest that the following statement (in the text above) is a
paraphrase of the actual words attributed to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) in
the tradition [¥adºth] quoted earlier.  (See p. 114 above.)
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permissible to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] at that point in time.
As soon as the shadow starts to grow longer, that is a sure indication

of the sun’s decline [zawål].  You must therefore measure the increase,
and compare it with the height of the object you are using as your
standard.  When the increase in the length of the shadow coincides
exactly with the height of the standard, that is the end of the time
prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr].  The slightest additional
increase will mark the advent of the time prescribed for the afternoon
prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr].  This period will last until the shadow has
lengthened by another distance equal to the height of the standard, at
which point the time prescribed for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr]
will have come to its end.  The remainder of the afternoon, until just
before the setting of the sun, is called the time of dire necessity [waqt
aæ-æar«ra].162

Instead of using a pillar or post, you may use your own stature as your
standard of measurement.  You will have to mark the spot where your
own shadow falls, then, if you see that it is getting shorter, you will know
that the sun has not yet begun to decline.  If you notice that the shadow
is holding steady, will realize that the sun is poised at the meridian.  If
it starts to grow longer, the decline [zawål] must be under way, [so you
will realize that the time prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr]
has arrived].

When it comes to reckoning whether the length of your shadow is
equal to your own stature and height, you need to know that your height
is seven times the length of your own foot, not counting the length of
the foot you are standing on.  You should stand with your face toward
the sun, then instruct some other person to mark the farthest point of
your shadow with an unmistakable sign.  Then you must measure the
distance from your heel to that sign.  If the distance between the two
points is less than seven feet, apart from any shadow already caused by
the sun at the moment of its decline, you will know for sure that you are
within the time prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr], and
that the time prescribed for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr] has not
yet arrived.  But if the shadow has lengthened by more than seven feet,
you will recognize the advent of the time prescribed for the afternoon
prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr].
162 In other words, it is a period during which the prayer may still be performed, but only as a last
resort, provided that the worshipper can plead the excuse of dire necessity.  As the author (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) explains on p. 139 below, in connection with the time prescribed
for the late evening prayer [waqt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], the period of true merit [waqt al-faæºla] is
followed by a similar period of excuse and dire necessity [waqt al-‹udhr wa ’æ-dar«ra].
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7.
Concerning the differing lengths

of the shadows caused by the sun in winter
and summer, and in various regions of the world.

In connection with our foregoing discussion, concerning the
measurement of shadows by feet, and the setting up of pillars or posts,

it is important to note the differing conditions that prevail in winter
and in summer.  Depending on the season, the shadow caused by the sun
will be longer or shorter from one month to the next.

The progressive increase in shadow length takes place in the winter
season, because the sun is then in a position diametrically opposite to
the object that casts a shadow, since its progress is confined to the fringe
of the sky, and it does not ascend into the upper reaches of the
atmosphere.

The progressive decrease in shadow length takes place in the summer
season, because it is then that the sun rises high into the atmosphere,
to shine on terrestrial objects from an overhead position.

During the first phase of its ascent, the sun is rising from the edge of
the sky, so it causes a lengthy shadow to be cast by any object facing its
emerging disk.  The higher it rises, the shorter the shadow becomes,
until the sun reaches the end of its ascending journey, at which point
it comes to a momentary halt in the middle of the sky, at the meridian
or zenith [kabid as-samå›].  Then the sun takes off on its “cruise [sayarån],”
its descending journey toward its eventual setting in the west [maghrib],
and the shadow immediately starts to grow longer, for this is the point
of decline from the meridian [zawål].

Just as it differs from season to season, so does the length of shadow
vary from country to country and from town to town.  In those areas that
are situated directly beneath the center of the celestial sphere [wasa£
al-falak], like Mecca and its surrounding districts, any shadow caused by
the sun is very slight indeed, to the point where the sun has no shadow
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at all.  On the other hand, in regions that are remote from the center
of the celestial sphere, like Khuråsån and its neighboring districts, the
sun produces a very lengthy shadow in summer and winter alike.163  As
far as length of shadow is concerned, summer in such areas is just like
winter elsewhere.  Even in summer, at the point when the sun declines
from the meridian, they may already have as much as one whole foot of
shadow.

163  The province of Khuråsån, on the borders of Iran, Afghanistan and Central Asia, must have
seemed very remote and strange—almost “out of this world”—to the medieval inhabitants of
Mecca or Baghdåd.
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8.
Concerning the length of the shadow, measured in
feet, that is already cast, in each month of the solar

year, at the point when the sun declines
from the meridian.

According to the ancient scholars in this field of science, the
minimum length of the shadow already cast, at the moment when

the sun declines from the meridian, is two feet.  That is at the summer
solstice in the solar month of June [ªazºrån].

The maximum length of the shadow already cast, at the moment of
the sun’s decline, is eight feet.  That is at the winter solstice in the solar
month of December [Kån«n al-Awwal].

From September to September, the meridian shadow lengths are as
follows:

•In September [Ayl«l]: five feet.
•In October [Tishrºn al-Awwal]: six feet.
•In November [Tishrºn al-Ákhir]: seven feet.
•In December [Kån«n al-Awwal]: eight feet.
This brings us to the winter solstice, the point where the daytime is

at its shortest, and the night at its longest.164  An eight-foot shadow—
the maximum for the entire year—is already cast at the moment when
the sun declines from the meridian.  Henceforth, the shadow decreases
and the daytime increases.  Thus:

•In January [Kån«n al-Ákhir]: seven feet.
•In February [Shubå£]: six feet.
•In March [Ádhår]: five feet.
This brings us to the vernal equinox, when the day and the night are

exactly equal in duration.165  Then:
164  According to modern works of reference, the winter solstice (in the northern hemisphere)
occurs around December 22.
165  According to modern works of reference, the vernal equinox (in the northern hemisphere)
occurs on March 20 or 21.
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•In April [Nºsån]: four feet.
•In May [Ayyår]: three feet.
•In June [ªazºrån]: two feet.
This brings us to the summer solstice, the point where the daytime is

at its longest, and the night at its shortest.166  A two-foot shadow—the
minimum for the entire year—is already cast at the moment when the
sun declines from the meridian.  The daytime lasts for fifteen hours,
while the night lasts for nine hours.  Then:

•In July [Tamm«z]: three feet.
•In August [Áb]: four feet.
•In September [Ayl«l]: five feet.
This bring us to the autumnal equinox, when the night and the day

are exactly equal in duration.167

Sufyån ath-Thawrº168 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is
reported as having said:

“The maximum length of the shadow already cast, at the point when
the sun declines from the meridian, is seven feet.”

According to a traditional report, it was ‹Abdu’llåh ibn Mas‹«d169

(may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:
“In the summer season, our performance of the midday prayer [ƒalåt

aœ-œuhr], in the company of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace), would take place when the shadow was from three feet
to five feet in length.  In the winter season, it would take place when
the shadow was from five feet to six feet in length.”

166 According to modern works of reference, the summer solstice (in the northern hemisphere)
occurs around June 22.
167 According to modern works of reference, the autumnal equinox (in the northern hemisphere)
occurs on September 22 or 23.
168 Ab« ‹Abdi’llåh Sufyån ibn Sa‹ºd ath-Thawr‚ (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was born
in K«fa in A.H. 97/715 C.E.  He founded a school of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh] which survived for
about two centuries after his death in Baƒra in A.H. 161/778 C.E.

169 Ab« ‹Abd ar-Ra¥mån ‹Abdu’llåh ibn Mas‹«d al-Hudhalº (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
was one of the earliest and closest Companions of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).  A man of lowly antecedents, he became an authority on the recitation and interpretation
of the Qur›ån, and an expert on Islamic law and the Prophetic tradition.  He died in A.H. 32 or 33.
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9.
Concerning a somewhat different view

of this matter, adopted by certain
experts in astronomy.

Certain experts in astronomy have stated these facts and figures in
somewhat different terms, as follows:

On the nineteenth day of March [Ádhår], the sun declines from the
meridian when the shadow cast by a human being is three feet in
length.170  The same principle applies to any object a person may set up
for the purpose of measurement, so that, at the moment when the sun
declines on that day, the length of the shadow cast by the object will be
equal to three sevenths of its height.

The length of the shadow will thenceforth decrease, at the rate of one
foot for every thirty-six days that pass, until the summer solstice is
reached on the nineteenth of June [ªazºrån],171 at which point the
daytime is at its longest, and the night at its shortest.  On that day, the
sun will decline from the meridian when the shadow cast by a human
being is one half of a foot in length.

From that point on, the length of the shadow will increase, at the rate
of one foot for every thirty-six days that pass, until the autumnal
equinox is reached on the nineteenth day of September [Ayl«l].172  On
that day, the sun will decline from the meridian when the shadow cast
by a human being is three feet in length.

The length of the shadow will then continue to increase, but now at
the rate of one foot for every fourteen days, until the winter solstice is
reached on the nineteenth day of December [Kån«n al-Awwal],173 at
which point the night is at its longest, and the daytime at its shortest.
170 That is to say, three times the length of the actual foot of the individual concerned.  (See
p. 123 above.)
171 See note 166  on p. 127 above.
172 See note 167  on p. 127 above.
173 See note 164  on p. 126 above.
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On that day, the sun will decline from the meridian when the shadow
cast by a human being is seven and a half feet in length.  This is the
maximum length attained by the meridian shadow.

Thenceforth, with every fourteen days that pass, the length of the
shadow will decrease by one foot, until the vernal equinox is reached
on the nineteenth day of March [Ádhår].174  On that day, the sun will
decline from the meridian when the shadow cast by a human being is
three feet in length.175  This point marks the sun’s entry into the spring
season.

As we have mentioned above, the rate of increase or decrease in the
length of the shadow is one foot for every thirty-six days in the seasons
of spring and summer, and one foot for every fourteen days in the
seasons of autumn and winter.

174 See note 165  on p. 126 above.
175 That is to say, three times the length of the actual foot of the individual concerned.  (See
p. 123 above.)
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10.
Concerning yet another view of this matter,

suggested by one of our own Shaikhs.

The following tabulation represents the view of this matter pre-
ferred by one of our own Shaikhs.  For each of the solar months, he

lists the length of the shadow cast by a human being:  (a) at the
beginning of the time prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr],
and (b) at the beginning of the time prescribed for the afternoon prayer
[waqt al-‹aƒr].  The length of the shadow is measured in feet, on the
understanding that one foot is equal to one seventh of [the height of]
any given individual, standing in an upright posture.  It should also be
noted that, in each case, the figures apply to the whole of the month
concerned.

Month: Midday Afternoon

June [ªazºrån]:   3 ft.       9 ft.

July [Tamm«z]:   4 ft.       8 ft.

August [Áb]:   5 ft.     10 ft.

September [Ayl«l]:   6 ft.     12 ft.

October [Tishrºn al-Awwal]:       7 ft.     13 ft.

November [Tishrºn al-Ákhir]:     8 ft.     14 ft.

December [Kån«n al-Awwal]:  10 ft.     17 ft.

January [Kån«n ath-Thånº]:176      9 ft.     15 ft.

February [Shubå£]:   7 ft.     14 ft.

March [Ádhår]:   6 ft.     12 ft.

April [Nºsån]:   4 ft.     11 ft.

May [Ayyår]:   3 ft.     10 ft.
176 Kån«n ath-Thånº [January] is also known as Kån«n al-Ákhir.
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These figures represent the distances by which the sun declines from
the meridian during each of the months of the year.  Allåh knows best,
of course, for His knowledge goes beyond the reach of our perception,
and transcends the limited scope of our sciences.
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11.
Concerning the permissibility of using less objective
methods in order to ascertain whether the sun has

declined from the meridian.

In order to determine the moment of the sun’s decline from the
meridian [zawål], it is by no means absolutely necessary to apply the

methods and definitive calculations described above.  They represent
only one of several valid approaches to ascertaining the point of
decline, and not everyone is in a position to adopt that particular
approach.  The crux of the matter is simply this:  Whenever someone
is reasonably persuaded and convinced of the sun’s decline from the
meridian [ghalaba ‹alå œanni-hi wa yaqºn-hi zawålu ’sh-shams], it is
incumbent upon that person to perform the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].

In relation to the prescribed times [awqåt], people fall into three
distinct categories:

a.    Those for whom certainty is a strict obligation [faræu-hu ’l-yaqºn].
If a person belongs within this category, it means that he is familiar with
the minutes and the hours, and with the movement of the stars.  With
this knowledge at his disposal, he is able to determine the exact time
with certainty.

b.   Those for whom it is a strict obligation either to exercise their
independent judgment [ijtihåd],177 by making the necessary calculations
on the basis of their own practical experience, or to follow the example
[taqlºd] set by someone who makes the required effort.

Included in this category are craftsmen who lack objective knowledge
of the times of day.  If they are to exercise their independent judgment,
they must therefore base their calculations on the experience obtained
in the practice of their craft.  For example, a baker will know from
177 As a technical term of Islåmic jurisprudence, ijtihåd means the effort made by a qualified expert
to reach an independent judgment on a point of law, through the interpretation and application
of the four basic sources or principles [uƒ«l], namely the Qur›ån, the Sunna, the consensus [ijmå‹]
of the recognized authorities, and deduction by analogy [qiyås].  A person qualified to exercise
ijtihåd is called a mujtahid.
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experience that he normally bakes two or three batches of kneaded
dough in the time before noon; or a miller will know that it usually takes
him till around noon to grind a bushel [qafºz] of grain.  He will therefore
take advantage of the break before his next round of work, and duly
perform the ritual prayer.

Just as it is hard for anyone to ascertain the time on a day when the
sky is overcast, due to the sun’s invisibility, there may be special
circumstances in which a person is prevented from watching the time,
or is too busily preoccupied to do so.

People in this category may sometimes have another option, namely,
to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] in response to the call to prayer
[adhån], provided that the call is given by someone who has expert
knowledge of the prescribed times, or at least by someone who would
not give the call without the permission of such an expert.

c.   Those for whom it is a strict obligation to consult their intuitive
sense of what is right and proper [at-ta¥arrº], and to delay their
performance of the prayer until they feel reasonably sure that the
prescribed time has indeed arrived.  This applies to anyone who finds
himself in an underground situation, and to all those who are confined
or imprisoned in places where it is impossible to ascertain the time,
whether by external indication, reported information, or the sound of
the call to prayer [adhån].178

To establish the guiding principle in all of this, let us quote the saying
of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

Whenever I give you an order, you must carry it out to the best of your ability.

178 See note 303 on p. 225 below.
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12.
Concerning the subtle and difficult nature of the

task of ascertaining the precise moment
of the sun’s decline from the meridian

[ma‹rifat az-zawål bi’t-ta¥qºq].

It is indeed a subtle and difficult task, to ascertain with precision the
moment of the sun’s decline from the meridian [ma‹rifat az-zawål bi’t-

ta¥qºq].  This is clearly conveyed to us in the tradition [¥adºth], according
to which the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once asked
Gabriel (peace be upon him):  “Has the sun declined from the meridian?”
He received the answer:  “No…, yes,” so he said:  “How can that be?”
and Gabriel (peace be upon him) explained:  “In the time it took for me
to say to you:  ‘No…, yes,’ the sun covered a distance of fifty thousand
leagues [farsakh]179 in its orbit across the celestial sphere.”

It would seem that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
was asking Gabriel (peace be upon him) about the sun’s decline [zawål]
with respect to the knowledge [‹ilm] of Allåh (Exalted is He).  For your
own practical purposes, however, you will find the following guidelines
sufficient:

If you are facing the Qibla [the direction of the Ka‹ba],180 on a day in
the summer season, and the sun is over your right eyebrow, it has already
declined from the meridian, without a doubt.  You should therefore
perform the midday prayer [fa-ƒalli ’œ-œuhr].

If the shadow cast by every object has reached the point where it is
equal in length to the height of the corresponding object, you know
for sure that the time prescribed for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr]
has arrived.
179  According to the classical Arabic lexicographers, the farsakh [parasang, or league] is three miles
of the Håshimº measure, i.e. thirty bow-shots reckoning the bow-shot as four hundred cubits, or
sixty bow-shots reckoning the bow shot as two hundred cubits.  (See E.W. Lane, Arabic-English
Lexicon, art. F-R-S-KH.)
180 See note 152 on p. 118 above.
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If the sun is over your left eyebrow, again in the summer season, while
you are facing the Qibla, you must be aware that the sun has not yet
declined from the meridian.

If the sun is directly between your eyes, it has reached the point where
it comes to a momentary halt in the middle of the sky, at the meridian
or zenith [kabid as-samå›].  It may actually have begun its decline, if this
happens at the beginning of the winter season, when the daytime is
growing shorter.

If the winter season has begun, and the sun is over your right eyebrow,
it has definitely declined from the meridian.  This is true at all times of
the year, because, when this happens in the summer season, it marks the
beginning of the time prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr],
and if it happens in the winter season, it marks the end of the time
prescribed for the midday prayer.

If the sun is over your left eyebrow, this may also mean that it has
already declined from the meridian, on account of the shortening of the
daytime in the winter season.  It is not possible at the beginning of the
summer season, however, on account of the extension that then occurs
in the length of the daytime.

If the sun is directly between your eyes, in the winter season, it must
have declined from the meridian, without a doubt.

If the sun has moved over to the point where it appears above your
right eyebrow, again in the winter season, this marks the end of the time
prescribed for the midday prayer [waqt aœ-œuhr].

All of the foregoing information is relevant to the inhabitants of the
geographical zone of ‹Iråq and Khuråsån,181 who perform their prayers
while facing the Ka‹ba in the direction of the Black Corner [ar-Rukn
al-Aswad]182 and the door of the House [of Allåh].  As for the people of
Yemen [al-Yaman] and the West [al-Maghrib], and those who inhabit
the neighboring regions, the opposite holds true in their case, since they
perform their prayers while facing toward the Yamånº Corner [ar-Rukn
al-Yamånº] and the rear part of the Ka‹ba.  The calculations must differ
accordingly.

181 See note 163 on p. 125 above.
182 The Black Corner [ar-Rukn al-Aswad], which is sometimes called the Corner of the House
[Rukn al-Bait], is the angle of the Ka‹ba in which the Black Stone [ar-ªajar al-Aswad] is lodged.
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13.
On how to identify the Qibla, once you have

ascertained the sun’s decline from the meridian
[zawål].

Once you have ascertained the sun’s decline from the meridian
[zawål], and wish to identify the Qibla183 [direction of the Ka‹ba],

you must cast your shadow to your left, for then you will be facing toward
the Qibla.

You will be relieved to know that this can be summed up so neatly,
and that it can be learned without laborious effort.  If I went on at
such great length, in discussing the ascertainment of the sun’s decline
from the meridian [zawål], I only did so because it happens to be the
most difficult and the most subtle of all the times prescribed for ritual
prayer [awqåt].

As for measuring the length of shadow in feet, this practice goes back
to the time of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), as we
know from the traditional report [khabar]184 of Ibn Mas‹«d185 (may Allåh
be well pleased with him).  We may conclude that the subject has
received a sufficiently thorough explanation in the preceding pages,
though we must acknowledge that Allåh knows best.

183 See note 152 on p. 118 above.
184 See note 142 on p. 112 above.
185 See note 169 on p. 127 above.
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14.
Concerning the time prescribed

for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr].

As for the time prescribed for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr], it
begins, as we have mentioned above, as soon as there is the

slightest increase in the length of shadow, beyond the point where the
shadow is equal in length to the height of the person or object by which
it is cast.  The end of its prescribed time is reached when the shadow has
come to be twice as long as the corresponding object.  As we have also
mentioned above, the remainder of the afternoon, until just before the
setting of the sun, is called the time of dire necessity [waqt aæ-æar«ra].186

The most meritorious approach is to perform the afternoon prayer
[ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] with the least possible delay.

186 See note 162 on p. 123 above.
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15.
Concerning the time prescribed

for the sunset prayer [waqt al-maghrib].

As far the sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib] is concerned, once the sun
has set [gharabat ash-shams], that is to say, as soon the tip of the

sun’s eyebrow has sunk out of sight, its prescribed time has arrived.
It actually has two prescribed times, of course, [to mark both the

beginning and the end of the period allowed for its performance].  One
of these is the setting [ghur«b] of the sun, and the other is the final
disappearance of the sun’s afterglow [shafaq].  The latter refers to the
lingering redness [¥umra] in the western sky, according to the more
authentic of the two traditionally reported doctrines [aƒa¥¥ ar-riwåyatain].
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16.
Concerning the time prescribed for the late evening

prayer [waqt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira].

As soon as the sun’s final reddish afterglow [shafaq] has disappeared
completely, the beginning of the time prescribed for the late

evening prayer [waqt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira] has definitely arrived.  Within
the whole of the time allowed for its performance, the period of true
merit [waqt al-faæºla] lasts until one third of the night has elapsed,
according to one of the two traditionally reported doctrines on the
subject.  According to the other version, it lasts until halfway through
the night [niƒf al-lail].  The period of true merit [waqt al-faæºla] is then
followed by the period of excuse and dire necessity [waqt al-‹udhr wa ’æ-
æar«ra],187 which remains in effect as long as the second dawn [al-fajr
ath-thånº]188 has not yet risen into view.

The time prescribed for this prayer has two Arabic names, one of
them being ‹atama [the first third of the night, after the disappearance
of the sun’s reddish afterglow], while the other is al-‹ishå› al-åkhira [the
late evening].  We know this because the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

The Arabs of the desert [al-A‹råb] have gained the upperhand over you, as far
as the name of this particular prayer [ƒalåt] of yours is concerned, since ‹atama
is what they call it.

In other words, its proper name was al-‹ishå› al-åkhira, but the Arabs
of the desert insisted on calling it ‹atama, so the townspeople came into
line with them in this respect.

The most meritorious approach is to delay its performance until
toward the latter part of its prescribed time, which may mean either the
187  That is to say, the period of true merit [waqt al-faæºla] is followed by an additional period, during
which the prayer may still be performed, as a last resort, provided that the worshipper can plead
the excuse of dire necessity.  (For a similar period of dire necessity [waqt aæ-æar«ra], following the
time prescribed for the afternoon prayer [waqt al-‹aƒr], see p. 137 above.)
188  For precise definitions of the second dawn [al-fajr ath-thånº], which is also known as the true
dawn [al-fajr aƒ-ƒådiq], see p. 118 above.
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end of the first third of the night, or the end of the first half of the night,
as we have explained above.

To be even more precise, the best time to perform this prayer is
when the western twilight [al-bayåæ al-gharbº] has entirely disappeared,
and pitch blackness has taken its place.  (The technical term for the
final glimmer of twilight is “the second reddish afterglow [ash-shafaq
ath-thånº].”)  In order to meet this requirement, the prayer may have to
be postponed until one fourth of the night has elapsed, or one third,
or one half.

All of this hinges on one important condition, namely, that the
worshipper [muƒallº] must not go to sleep before performing the prayer,
for it is considered reprehensible to let sleep intervene as the cause of
its postponement.  So, if the worshipper has reason to fear the irresistible
onset of slumber, his best course is to perform the prayer at once, and
then go off to sleep.  This explains why, according to the doctrine of
Imåm al-Shåfi‹º190 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), it is
preferable to perform the [late evening] prayer at the beginning of its
prescribed time.  When we [of the ªanbalº school] maintain that the
most meritorious approach is to delay its performance, we do so because
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Perform the late prayer late [a‹tim« bi’l-‹atama]!

We also know that he went out one night [to perform the prayer in
the mosque], when it was very late and totally dark [qad a‹tama], and
that he then said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

If it had not meant imposing undue hardship upon my Community, I would
have commanded them to perform it [as I have just done].

It is clear, therefore, that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) not only delayed his own performance of this prayer, but also
encouraged others to postpone their performance of it.

190 Imåm Ab« ‹Abdi’llåh Mu¥ammad ibn Idrºs ash-Shåfi‹º (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon
him) was the founder of one of the four schools [madhåhib] of Islamic jurisprudence.  He died in
the year A.H. 204/820 C.E.  Imåm al-Ghazålº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was one of
the most notable professors of the Shåfi‹º school.
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17.
Concerning the established customary observances
[as-sunan ar-råtiba] that are regularly performed in

conjunction with these five daily prayers
[aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams].

As for the established customary observances [as-sunan ar-råtiba]
that are regularly performed in conjunction with these five

obligatory daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams], they consist of thirteen
cycles [rak‹a] of ritual prayer, distributed as follows:

a.     Two cycles of voluntary ritual prayer performed before the obligatory
dawn prayer [rak‹atån qabla ’l-fajr].191

b.    Two cycles of voluntary ritual prayer performed before the obligatory
midday prayer [rak‹atån qabla ’œ-œuhr].192

c.   Two cycles of voluntary ritual prayer performed after the obligatory
midday prayer [rak‹atån ba‹da ’œ-œuhr].

d.   Two cycles of voluntary ritual prayer performed after the obligatory
sunset prayer [rak‹atån ba‹da ’l-maghrib].193

e.   Two cycles of voluntary ritual prayer performed after the obligatory
late evening prayer [rak‹atån ba‹da ’l-‹ishå› al-åkhira].194

f.    Three cycles of the odd-numbered ritual prayer called witr.195  In
performing this voluntary prayer, the worshipper has two options:
If he so wishes, he may perform it with a single salutation [taslºma]196

191 For a detailed account of the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr], the first of the five obligatory daily
prayers (which is also known as ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥ [the prayer of daybreak]), see  pp. 110 and 118–20 above.
192 For a detailed account of the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], the second of the five obligatory daily
prayers, see pp. 110 and 118–20 above.
193 For a detailed account of the sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], the fourth of the five obligatory
daily prayers, see pp. 110 and 118–20 above.
194 For a detailed account of the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], the last of the five
obligatory daily prayers (which is also known as ƒalåt al-‹atama [the prayer of the first third of the
night, after the disappearance of the sun’s reddish afterglow]), see pp. 110 and 118–20 above.
195 See note 50 on p. 42 above.
196 The term taslºma [salutation] is applied to the act of turning the head to the right and saying:
“as-salåmu ‹alaikum wa ra¥matu’llåh [Peace be upon you, and the mercy of Allåh],” then turning
the head to the left and repeating these same words.
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[at the end of the third cycle], as in the case of the sunset prayer [ƒalåt
al-maghrib]. If he prefers, he may split it into two parts, making one
salutation [taslºma] after two cycles, and another after the single cycle
that concludes the witr.  There is greater merit in choosing the second
of these two options.

In the first of the three [cycles of the witr prayer], the worshipper
should follow his recitation of the Opening S«ra of the Qur›ån
[al-Fåti¥a]197 with the S«ra of the Most High [S«rat al-A‹lå], which reads:

Glorify the Name sabbi¥i ’sma
of your Lord the Most High Rabbi-ka ’l-A‹lå
who created, and then shaped, alladhº khalqa fa-sawwå
and who determined, then guided; wa ’lladhº qaddara fa-hadå
and who brought forth the pasturage, wa ’lladhº akhraja ’l-mar‹å
then turned it fa-ja‹ala-hu
into rust-colored stubble. ghuthå›an a¥wå.

We shall make you recite sa-nuqri›u-ka
[O Mu¥ammad]
so that you shall not forget fa-lå tanså
save that which Allåh wills. illå må shå›a ’llåh:
He surely knows what is spoken aloud inna-hu ya‹lamu ’l-jahra
and that which is kept hidden; wa må yakhfå
and We shall ease your way wa nuyassiru-ka
unto the state of ease. li’l-yusrå.

Therefore remind, fa-dhakkir
in case the reminder in nafa‹ati ’dh-
brings some benefit. dhikrå
He who fears will remember, sa-yadhdhakkaru man yakhshå
but the most wretched will flout it, wa yatajannabu ’l-ashqå
he who will roast in the Great Fire, alladhº yaƒla ’n-nåra ’l-kubrå
in which he then will thumma lå yam«tu
neither die nor live. fº-hå wa lå ya¥yå.

Successful is he who purifies qad afla¥a man tazakkå
himself, and remembers wa dhakara ’sma
the Name of his Lord, Rabbi-hi.
and then performs the prayer. fa-ƒallå
But you prefer the life bal tu›thir«na ’l-¥ayåta ’d-
of this lower world, dunyå
although the Hereafter is better wa ’l-åkhiratu khairun
and more lasting. wa abqå.

Surely this is in the ancient scrolls: inna hådhå la-fi ’ƒ-»u¥ufi ’l-«lå
the scrolls of Abraham and Moses. »u¥ufi Ibråhima wa M«så.
(87:1–19)

197  The recitation of the Opening S«ra of the Qur›ån [al-Fåti¥a] is an essential element [rukn] in
every performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], which is rendered null and void by its omission.
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In the second [cycle of the witr prayer], after al-Fåti¥a, he should
recite the S«ra called “the Unbelievers” [S«rat al-Kåfir«n], which reads:

Say:  “O unbelievers, qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n
I do not worship what you worship, lå a‹budu må ta‹bud«n
and you are not worshipping wa lå antum ‹åbid«na
that which I worship; må a‹bud
nor shall I worship wa lå ana ‹åbidun
what you have worshipped, må ‹abadtum
neither will you worship wa lå antum ‹åbid«na
that which I worship. må a‹bud
To you your religion, la-kum dºnu-kum
and to me my religion!”  (109:1–6) wa liya dºn.

In the third [cycle of the witr prayer], again after al-Fåti¥a, he should
recite the S«ra of Sincere Devotion [S«rat al-Ikhlåƒ], which reads:

Say: “He is Allåh, One! qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad
Allåh, the Everlasting Refuge! Allåhu ’ƒ-»amad
He does not beget, lam yalid
nor was He begotten; wa lam y«lad
and there is none wa lam yakun la-hu
comparable unto Him.”  (112:1–4) kufuwan a¥ad.

In the first of the two cycles of the customary dawn prayer [sunnat
al-fajr], after al-Fåti¥a, the worshipper should recite the S«ra called “the
Unbelievers” [S«rat al-Kåfir«n], then, in the second cycle, again after
al-Fåti¥a, he should recite the S«ra of Sincere Devotion [S«rat al-Ikhlåƒ].
The worshipper is recommended to perform these two cycles of voluntary
prayer in his private residence, and only then to go out [to join
the congregation in the mosque].  He is also recommended to devote
himself to the remembrance of Allåh (Exalted is He), and to refrain
from any conversation that is not absolutely necessary, from the
time of completing the two voluntary cycles until the moment
when he embarks upon the performance of the prayer that is strictly
obligatory [farºæa].

In the two cycles [of customary prayer] after the obligatory sunset
prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], the Qur›ånic recitation should be the same as
in the two cycles preceding the obligatory dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr].

Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
is reported as having said:

“On more than twenty occasions, I heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) reciting:

‘Say:  “O unbelievers…,” ’ qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n…
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—and:
‘Say: “He is Allåh, One!…”’ qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad…

—in the course of performing the two [cycles of customary prayer]
after the obligatory sunset prayer  [ƒalåt al-maghrib].”

In the case of ¡åw«s (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), we
know from a traditional report that he used to recite, in the first of the
two cycles:

The Messenger believes in that åmana ’r-Ras«lu
which has been sent down to him bi-må unzila
from his Lord, ilai-hi
and so do the believers. wa ’l-mu›min«n:

Each one believes in Allåh kullun åmana bi’llåhi
and His angels wa malå›ikati-hi
and His Books and His Messengers— wa kutubi-hi wa rusulih:
we make no distinction between any lå nufarriqu baina a¥adin
of His Messengers—and they say: min rusulih: wa qål«:
“We hear, and we obey.” sami‹nå wa a£a‹nå.

Grant us Your forgiveness, our Lord; ghufråna-ka Rabba-nå
and unto You wa ilai-ka ’l-
is the homeward journey. maƒºr—

Allåh does not charge any soul lå yukallifu ’llåhu nafsan
except to the extent of its capacity. illå wus‹a-hå:
To its credit la-hå
is that which it has earned, and må kasabat wa ‹alai-hå
to its debit is what it has deserved. ma ’ktasabat:

Our Lord, do not take us to task Rabbanå lå tu›åkhidh-nå
if we forget, or miss the mark. in nasºnå aw akh£a›nå:

Our Lord, do not lay  upon us Rabbanå wa lå ta¥mil ‹alai-nå
such a burden iƒran ka-må
as You laid upon ¥amalta-hu ‹ala ’lladhºna
those before us. min qabli-nå:

Our Lord, do not lay upon us Rabbanå wa lå tu¥ammil-nå
more than we have må lå £åqata
the strength to bear. la-nå bih:

And pardon us, and forgive us, wa ’ ‹fu ‹an-nå wa ’ghfir la-nå
and have mercy on us. wa ’r¥am-nå:
You are our Protector, so help us Anta Mawlå-nå fa-’nƒur-nå
against the people of the unbelievers. ‹ala ’l-qawmi ’l-kåfirºn.
(2:285–6)

—and in the second cycle:
Say: “He is Allåh, One!…” qul Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad…
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The worshipper is strongly recommended to perform these two cycles
[of customary prayer] with the least possible delay, because, as we know
from the traditional report transmitted on the authority of ªudhaifa
(may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

Waste no time in performing the two [voluntary] cycles after the sunset prayer
[ar-rak‹atain ba‹da ’l-maghrib], so that the angels may carry them up to heaven,
together with the prescribed prayer.

For the same reason, the worshipper is recommended to keep their
performance fairly short.

In another tradition [¥adºth], the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) has told us:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles after the sunset prayer [ƒallå rak‹atain
ba‹da ’l-maghrib], and before he has engaged in any talk, his prayer [ƒalåt] will be
carried aloft to the uppermost heaven [‹Illiyy«n].199

There is also evidence to support the view that it is commendable to
prolong the performance of these two [voluntary cycles after the
obligatory sunset prayer], inasmuch as Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well
pleased with him and with his father) is reported as having said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to
prolong the Qur›ånic recitation in the two voluntary cycles after the
sunset prayer, to the point where the people in attendance at the
mosque would all have dispersed to their homes.”

We have a similar account from ªudhaifa (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), who is reported as having said:

“I once came [to the mosque] to join Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace), and I performed the sunset prayer [ƒallaitu
ƒalåta ’l-maghrib] together with him.  He then proceeded to perform the
voluntary prayer, until the time prescribed for the obligatory late
evening prayer [al-‹ishå› al-åkhira].  Then he left the mosque and went
back to his house.”

There is also traditional evidence to suggest that the commendable
course is for the worshipper to perform these two [voluntary cycles after
the sunset prayer] in his private residence.
199  In the words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He):

The register of the righteous is in ‹Illiyy«n.  Ah, what will convey to you what ‹Illiyy«n is?
A written record, attested to by those who are brought near [unto their Lord]  (83:18–21).
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For instance, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) is reported
as having said that [her husband] the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) used to perform the two voluntary cycles after the sunset
prayer [ba‹da ’l-maghrib] in his own apartment.  A similar report has come
down to us from Umm ªabºba200 (may Allåh be well pleased with her).

Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
is reported as having said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) would
never perform the two voluntary cycles after the sunset prayer [ba‹da ’l-
maghrib], except in his own apartment.”

Let us give the last word on this subject to Sahl ibn Sa‹d as-Så‹idº
(may Allåh be well pleased with him), who is reported as having said:

“By the time I had attained to manhood, I found myself living in the
age of [the Caliph] ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), and I noticed that, as soon as the obligatory sunset prayer
had ended with the salutation [taslºma],201 there would not be one single
member of the congregation performing the two—meaning the two
voluntary cycles after the sunset prayer [ar-rak‹atain ba‹da ’l-maghrib]—
in the mosque [masjid].  They would all be jostling toward the door of
the mosque, departing in haste to perform the customary prayer in their
own homes.”

200  Like ‹Á›isha, Umm ªabºba (may Allåh be well pleased with them both) is revered as one of
the “Mothers of the Believers [Ummahåt al-Mu›minºn],” the wives of the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace).
201 See note 196 on p. 141 above.
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18.
Concerning the special qualities

of the five daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Ab« Salama ibn
‹Abd ar-Ra¥mån, on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be

well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

If one of you had a stream flowing by his door, in which he bathed himself five
times every day, do you suppose that any trace of his physical dirt would be left
behind?

“No!” was the unanimous response, so he went on to say:
Well, that is just how it is in the case of the five daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt
al-khams].  Allåh (Exalted is He) uses them to wipe away sins.

Ab« Tha‹laba al-Quraœº is reported as having said:  “I heard [the
Caliph] ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
say:  ‘Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

“‘“They [the sinners] feel the scorching heat, but then, when they perform the
prayer of daybreak [ƒallaw aƒ-sub¥], the prayer [ƒalåt] washes off whatever sin
preceded it.  Then they feel the scorching heat again, until they perform the
midday prayer [ƒallaw aœ-œuhr], and the prayer [ƒalåt] washes off whatever sin
preceded it.  Then they feel the scorching heat yet again, until the time of the
afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] is at hand, so they perform it, and the prayer
washes off whatever sin preceded it.”

“‘The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) continued in this
vein, until he had mentioned each of the five daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt
al-khams].’”

Al-ªarth, the freedman [mawlå] of ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån, (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him), is reported as having said:

“On one occasion, [the Caliph] ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be
well pleased with him) had taken his seat, then called for some water
and used it to perform his ritual ablution.  Then he said:  ‘I saw Allåh’s
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Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) perform this ritual
ablution of mine [tawaææa›a wuæ«›º hådhå].’202

“Then he went on to say:  ‘So, if anyone else performs this ritual
ablution of mine, then duly proceeds to perform the midday prayer
[ƒalla’œ-œuhr], he will be granted forgiveness for whatever sins he
may have committed between that point and the prayer of daybreak
[ƒalåt aƒ-sub¥].

“‘Then, if he duly proceeds to perform the afternoon prayer [ƒalla ’l-
‹aƒr], he will be granted forgiveness for whatever sins he may have
committed between that point and the midday prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr].

“‘Then, if he duly proceeds to perform the sunset prayer [ƒalla ’l-
maghrib], he will be granted forgiveness for whatever sins he may have
committed between that point and the afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr].

“‘Then, if he duly proceeds to perform the late evening prayer [ƒalla ’l-
‹ishå› al-åkhira], he will be granted forgiveness for whatever sins he may
have committed between that point and the sunset prayer [ƒalåt
al-maghrib].  Then maybe he will go to bed and spend his night tossing
and turning.

“‘Then, if he duly proceeds to perform the daybreak prayer [ƒalla ’ƒ-
ƒub¥], he will be granted forgiveness for whatever sins he may have
committed between that point and the late evening prayer [ƒalåt
al-‹ishå› al-åkhira].  For:

Surely the good deeds will inna ’l-¥asanåti
drive away the evil deeds. yudhhibna ’s-sayyi›åt.
(11:114)’

“His listeners then said to him:  ‘So, these [five daily prayers] are the
“good deeds [¥asanåt],” but what are the “abiding deeds of righteousness
[al-båqiyåtu ’ƒ-ƒåli¥åt]?’203  To this he replied:  ‘They are the affirmations:

• Glory be to Allåh! sub¥åna ’llåh!
• Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh!
• There is no god but Allåh! la ilåhå illa ’llåh!
• Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar!
• There is no power, lå ¥awla

nor is there any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through Allåh, illå bi’llåhi ’l-
the All-High, the Almighty! ‹Aliyyi ’l-‹Aœºm! ’”

202 The verb tawaææa›a and the noun wuæ«› are both derived from the three-consonant root
w–æ–›.  The ablution called wuæ«› is actually the minor ritual cleansing, as distinguished from
ghusl, the major ritual cleansing, which requires the washing of the whole body.
203 Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has spoken of “the abiding deeds of righteousness
[al-båqiyåtu ’ƒ-ƒåli¥åt]” in Q. 18:46 and 19:76.
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According to a traditional report from Ja‹far ibn Mu¥ammad, his
father told him that his grandfather (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) once told him that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) had said:

The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is the means of pleasing the Lord and the angels [maræåt
ar-Rabb wa ’l-malå›ika]; the exemplary custom of the Prophets [sunnat al-Anbiyå›]
(may Allåh’s blessings be upon them all); the light of spiritual experience
[ma‹rifa] and the root of faith [ºmån]; the response to supplication and the
acceptance of good deeds; a blessing upon sustenance; the comfort of physical
bodies; a weapon against hostile forces; the means of displeasing the Devil
[Shai£ån]; an intercessor between the worshipper and the Owner of the Heavens
[Målik as-Samåwåt]; a lamp in his tomb and a cushion beneath his side; his
response to Munkar and Nakºr;204 and a friendly companion to visit with him
in his tomb, until the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].

Then, when the Day of Resurrection has arrived, the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] will be
a cooling shade above him, a crown upon his head, a garment upon his body,
a guiding light in front of him, a screen between him and the Fire of Hell, the
proof in the presence of the Lord (Almighty and Glorious is He) that he is one
of the true believers [mu›minºn], a weight in the Balance [al-Mºzån],205 a passport
across the Bridge over Hell [aƒ-»irå£],206 and a key to the Garden of Paradise.

This is all because the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is a glorification of the Lord [tasbº¥],207

a declaration that all praise belongs to Him [ta¥mºd],208 a proclamation of His
Sanctity [taqdºs],209 an exaltation of His Might and Majesty [ta‹œºm],210 a
recitation of His Book [qirå›a],211 and a personal supplication [du‹å›].  The most
meritorious of all good deeds is surely the ritual prayer, duly performed at the
time prescribed for it [aƒ-ƒalåt li-waqti-hå].

204 Munkar and Nakºr are the two angels charged with the interrogation of the dead.  Their names
do not occur in the Qur›ån, but they are mentioned in a saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace), in which their work is described in some detail.
205 For a detailed account of the Balance [Mºzån], see Vol. 1, pp. 242–46.
206 For a minutely detailed description of the Bridge over Hell [aƒ-»irå£], in a traditional account
attributed to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), see Vol. 2, p. 251.
207 The verbal noun tasbº¥ is derived from the three-consonant root s–b–¥,  which occurs in the
expression “sub¥åna ’llåh [Glory be to Allåh]!”
208 The verbal noun ta¥mºd is derived from the three-consonant root ¥–m–d, which occurs in the
expression “al-¥amdu li’llåh [Praise be to Allåh]!”  Also derived from this root are Mu¥ammad and
A¥mad, the names of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), which mean “Highly
Praised” and “Praiseworthy.”
209  The verbal noun taqdºs is derived from the three-consonant root q–d–s, which conveys the basic
idea of “holiness, sanctity.”  The verb taqaddasa is used in the expression “taqaddasa’llåh [Sanctified
is Allåh]!”  This same root occurs in the words Maqdis and Muqaddas, which are applied to the
Temple of Jerusalem.
210 The verbal noun ta‹œºm is derived from the three-consonant root ‹–œ–m, which occurs in
al-‹Aœºm [the Almighty; the Sublime], which is one of the Most Beautiful Names of Allåh (Exalted
is He).
211 The word qirå›a [reading; recitation] is derived from the same three-consonant root—q–r–›—
as Qur›ån.  In certain contexts, notably that of the ritual prayer, qirå›a means specifically “the
recitation of the Qur›ån.”
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Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
is reported as having said:  “I once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) say:

‘The five daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams] are the supporting pillar of the true
religion [‹imåd ad-dºn].  Allåh does not accept faith [ºmån] without the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt].’”

Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:

“A man once asked:  ‘O Messenger of Allåh, how many ritual prayers
[ƒalawåt] has Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) enjoined upon His
servants as obligatory religious duties?’  When he received the reply:
‘Five ritual prayers [khams ƒalawåt],’ the man went on to ask:  ‘And is
there anything [obligatory] before them or after them?’  So the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) told him:

“‘As obligatory religious duties, Allåh has enjoined upon His servants a total of
five ritual prayers [ƒalawåt khams].  There is nothing [obligatory] before them or
after them.’

“The man then swore by Allåh that he would perform all five, neither
adding to them nor subtracting from them, whereupon Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) said:  ‘If he is true to his oath, he
will enter the Garden of Paradise!’”

Tamºm ad-Dårº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:  “Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

“‘The first item for which the servant [of the Lord] will be called to account, on
the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], will be his performance of the
obligatory ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  If he has carried it out completely, it will be
recorded as perfect in his credit column.  If he has not carried it out completely,
Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) will say to the angels:  “See if you can find
any voluntary observances [ta£awwu‹] to My servant’s credit, then apply them
in order to make up for what he has omitted in this area.’”

Anas ibn ªakºm aæ-Œabº› is reported as having said:  “Ab« Huraira
(may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:  “‘When you get back
home to your family, be sure to let them know that I heard Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) say:

“‘“The first item for which the servant [of the Lord] will be called to account,
on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], will be his performance of the
prescribed ritual prayer [aƒ-ƒalåt al-makt«ba].  If he has carried it out completely,
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[well and good].  If not, an investigation will be undertaken [by the angels], and
if he has any voluntary observances [ta£awwu‹] to his credit, they will be applied
in order to complete his record of obligatory performance [farºæa].  The same
procedure will then be followed when it comes to  assessing his achievements
in other spheres of duty.”’”

Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is also reported
as having said:  “Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

“‘The first item for which the servant [of the Lord] will be called to account [on
the Day of Resurrection] will be his performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], and
the first obligatory religious duty to be enjoined upon this Community [Umma]
by Allåh (Exalted is He) was none other than the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].’”
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19.
Concerning the practice of going out to the

mosque [masjid], the special merit of worshipping
in congregation [jamå‹a], and the virtue of a

humble attitude toward the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Nåfi‹, on the
authority of Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and

with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

Between the ritual prayer performed in congregation [ƒalåt al-jamå‹a] and that
performed individually [al-fadhdh], the difference [on the scale of merit] is one
of twenty-seven degrees.

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of Ab«
Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:

When the servant [of the Lord] performs his ritual ablution [tawaææa›a], then
goes out to join the congregation in the mosque [masjid], for every step he takes,
Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) records a good deed in his credit column,
deletes a bad deed from his debit column, and raises his spiritual status by one
degree.  The welcome he receives from Allåh (Exalted is He) is just like the
joyful welcome accorded to a long-absent relative, when he finally comes home
to his family.

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted by Ab«
‹Uthmån an-Nahdº, on the authority of Salmån [al-Fårisº] (may Allåh
be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) says:  “When someone performs his ritual
ablution [tawaææa›a] in his own house, and does his ablution really well [a¥sana ’l-
wuæ«›], then visits Me in one of My houses, he is coming to Me as a guest [zå›ir],
and it is a duty [¥aqq] incumbent upon the host [maz«r] to offer his guest an
honorable and generous reception.”212

212 This Divine Saying is a Sacred Tradition [ªadºth Qudsº], not a verse [åya] of the Qur›ån.
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According to yet another traditional report, this one transmitted
on the authority of Sålim ibn ‹Abdi’llåh, [the Caliph] ‹Umar ibn
al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:

“Gabriel came to the Prophet (peace be upon them both) and said to
him:  ‘To those who walk to the mosques [masåjid] on foot, in the
darkness of the night, you must convey the good news that they will be
granted perfect light on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma]!’”

From a similar traditional report, this one transmitted on the authority
of Abu’d-Dardå› (may Allåh be well pleased with him), we learn that
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If a person walks to the mosques [masåjid] on foot, in the darkness of the night,
Allåh (Exalted is He) will grant him light on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm
al-Qiyåma].

It is reported on the authority of Sa‹ºd al-Khudrº (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) that he once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) say:

The ritual prayer performed in congregation [ƒalåt al-jamå‹a] is more merit-
orious, by twenty-five degrees, than the ritual prayer performed in private [ƒalåt
al-fadhdh].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Nåfi‹, on the
authority of Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:213

Between the ritual prayer performed in congregation [ƒalåt al-jamå‹a] and that
performed individually [al-fadhdh], the difference [on the scale of merit] is one
of twenty-seven degrees.

From another traditional report, this one transmitted on the authority
of Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), we learn that
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

O ‹Uthmån ibn Maœ‹«n,214 if someone performs the daybreak prayer as a
member of a congregation [ƒalla ’ƒ-ƒub¥ fº jamå‹a], he will be credited with a
Pilgrimage [ªijja] that has been blessed, and a Visitation [‹Umra] that is worthy
of acceptance.215

213 The author (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has already quoted this saying of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) at the beginning of this subsection.
214 ‹Uthmån ibn Maœ‹«n should not be confused with the Caliph, ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån, (may Allåh
be well pleased with them both).  The former was a talented poet, and a staunch supporter of the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
215 The term ªijja is applied to a specific performance of the ªajj [Pilgrimage].  For a full account
of the rites of the ªajj [Pilgrimage] and the ‹Umra [Visitation; Lesser Pilgrimage], see Vol. 1, pp. 26–52.
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O ‹Uthmån, if someone performs the midday prayer as a member of a congre-
gation [ƒalla ’œ-œuhr fº jamå‹a], he will be credited with twenty-five ritual prayers,
each and every one of them just like it, and he will be awarded seventy degrees
in the Garden of Paradise [Jannat al-Firdaws].
O ‹Uthmån, if someone performs the afternoon prayer as a member of a
congregation [ƒalla ’l-‹aƒr fº jamå‹a], then practices the remembrance of Allåh
(Exalted is He) until the sun goes down, it will be to his credit as if he had
emancipated a band of the offspring of Ishmael [Ismå‹ºl] from slavery, together
with twelve thousand others for every man amongst them.

O ‹Uthmån, if someone performs the sunset prayer as a member of a congregation
[ƒalla ’l-maghrib fº jamå‹a], he will be credited with twenty-five ritual prayers,
each and every one of them just like it, and he will be awarded seventy degrees
in the Garden of Eden [Jannat ‹Adn].

O ‹Uthmån, if someone performs the late evening prayer as a member of a
congregation [ƒalla ’l-‹ishå› al-åkhira fº jamå‹a], it will be just as if he had kept vigil
on the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr].216

When a man sets out for the mosque [masjid], he is strongly recom-
mended to approach it with a feeling of dread, a sense of apprehension,
and an attitude of humility and submissiveness.  He is also recommended
to maintain a bearing of calm serenity and solemn dignity.  He should
persuade himself that he needs to improve his patterns of thought and
behavior, by detaching himself from his recent involvement in the
conditions and concerns of this lower world.  He should set out in a
spirit of hope and fear, self-abasement, humility and contrition, free
from vain conceit, arrogant pride, boastfulness, and the desire to
impress other people and win the admiration of his fellow creatures.  He
should set out with the intention of turning himself in the direction of
Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), by making his way to one of those
houses of worship of His, which:

Allåh has allowed to be raised up, adhina ’llåhu an turfa‹a
and in which [He has allowed] wa yudhkara
His Name to be commemorated; fº-ha ’smu-hu
glorifying Him therein, yusabbi¥u la-hu
in the mornings and the evenings, fºhå bi’l-ghuduwwi wa ’l-åƒål—
are men whom neither commerce rijålun lå tulhº-him tijåratun
nor trafficking diverts wa lå bai‹un
from the remembrance of Allåh. an dhikri ’llåhi.
(24:36,37)

216 For a detailed account of the practice of keeping vigil during the nights of the month of
Ramaæån, especially the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr], see Vol. 3, pp. 126–35.
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If the worshipper finds, on arriving at the mosque [masjid], that the
congregational prayer is already in progress, he must join the congregation
in performing whatever remains of the ritual prayer [må adraka mina ’ƒ-
ƒalåti ƒallå ma‹a ’l-jamå‹a].  Then he must make up [separately] for what
he has missed.  This is in accordance with the tradition [¥adºth] reported
on the authority of Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him),
who stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If one of you arrives when the ritual prayer has already begun [qad uqºmati ’ƒ-
ƒalåt], he should move forward unobtrusively [and join the ranks of the
congregation].  He must perform as much of the congregational prayer as he is
in time for, and then make up [separately] for the part that he has missed by
arriving late.

In another version of this same tradition [¥adºth], the wording is:
He should move forward with a bearing of calm serenity [sakºna] and solemn
dignity [waqår].

The worshipper must be on his guard against vain conceit, in case it
should come to be his motive for extraordinary diligence and unremit-
ting perseverance in the performance of acts of worship [‹ibådåt],
because that would cause him to fall from the approving eye of Allåh
(Almighty and Glorious is He).  It would remove him from His
nearness.  It would make him blind to his true spiritual condition.  It
would deprive him of the light of his faculty of insight, and of the
sweetness he used to discover in his worship.  It would obscure the pure
clarity of his spiritual experience [ma‹rifa].  It might even result in his
work being rejected and shattered, because we are traditionally informed
that Allåh (Blessed and Exalted is He) will not accept any deed from
those who give themselves airs, unless and until they repent.  According
to one traditional account [¥adºth]:

Abraham [Ibråhºm], the Bosom Friend of the All-Merciful [Khalºl ar-Ra¥mån],217

(peace be upon him), once devoted a whole night to vigil and worship [a¥yå
laila].218  Then, when day dawned, he took pride in the fact that he had kept vigil
throughout the night.  He said:  “Good indeed is the Lord, the Lord of Abraham,
and good indeed is His servant, Abraham!”

217 The Prophet Abraham [Ibråhºm] (peace be upon him) is more usually called Khalºlu›llah [the
Bosom Friend of Allåh].  The meaning, of course, is essentially the same, since ar-Ra¥mån [the All-
Merciful] is one of the Names of Allåh (Exalted is He).
218 The noun corresponding to the verb a¥yå is i¥yå›.  In non-religious contexts, the Arabic
expression i¥yå› al-lail (literally, enlivening the night, or bringing the night to life) means simply
“to stay awake throughout the night.”  In a religious context, it refers to the practice of keeping
vigil in order to enliven the night with religious service, worship, adoration and devotion.
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But then, when it was time for his early morning meal, he found that no one
would eat with him, although he (may Allåh bless him and give him peace) was
fond of having other people eat with him.  So he took his meal outside on the
street, in the hope that someone passing by might stop and share it with him.

At this point, a pair of angels descended from heaven above.  When they came
toward him [in human form], Abraham (peace be upon him) invited them to
eat breakfast with him.  They accepted his invitation, so he said to them:
“Come, let us go to this garden over here, for in it there is a fountain of water,
so we can enjoy our breakfast beside it.”

So they went together into the garden, but only to find that the fountain had
dried up, and there was not a drop of water in it.  This was a very distressing
experience for Abraham (peace be upon him), and he was terribly embarrassed
about what he had said, since there was actually no water to be found.  But the
angels said to him:  “O Abraham, offer a supplication to your Lord, and ask Him
to restore the water to the fountain.”

Abraham (peace be upon him) accepted their advice and made his entreaty to
Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), but he received no response whatsoever.
This troubled him greatly, so he said to the angels:  “You two had better appeal
to Allåh!”  One of them thereupon offered a supplication, and the water
returned to the fountain.  Then the other angel made his supplication, and the
fountain began to spout abundantly.  Only then did they let him know that they
were angels [in human form].  They explained to him that his vainglorious pride
in his night of vigil had caused his supplication to be rejected, so that he received
no response to his plea.

If this was how Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) treated His
Bosom Friend, Abraham (peace be upon him), how can He be expected
to deal with others?

Far from taking pride in his devout observance of religious duties, the
servant [of the Lord] must be firmly convinced that all his commitment
to worshipful obedience [£å‹a], and his zealous dedication to it, can only
be attributed to helpful guidance [tawfºq] from Allåh, and to His
blessing, favor, mercy and grace.  He must therefore stand in His
presence (Almighty and Glorious is He) with an attitude of reverence,
humility and self-abasement, as if he could witness Him directly with
his ordinary eyes.  As the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
has told us:

You must worship Allåh as if you could see Him, for, even if you do not see Him,
he surely does see you.

According to the Sacred Tradition [ªadºth Qudsº] that has been
transmitted to us, Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) told Jesus, the
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son of Mary [‹Ïså ’bnu Maryam] (peace be upon them both), by way of
inspiration:

When you stand in My presence, you must stand there with the attitude of one
who is fearful, humble, and reproachful toward his own lower self [nafs], for it
is surely deserving of reproach.  And if you appeal to Me in supplication, your
limbs must be trembling while you offer Me your supplication.

As we also know from traditional sources, Allåh (Exalted is He)
conveyed the same message to Moses [M«så] (peace be upon him),
likewise by way of inspiration.

From a report concerning Ibn Sºrºn (may Allåh bestow His mercy
upon him), we learn that whenever he stood up to perform the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], his face would turn ghastly pale, from fear and dread of
Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He).

In the case of Muslim ibn Yasår (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon
him), as soon as he had embarked upon the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he
became completely deaf to the sound of a human voice, or to any other
sound for that matter, due to intense concentration on the prayer, and
from fear of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He).

‹Ámir ibn ‹Abd Qais once said:  “I would prefer to have daggers at
odds between my shoulder blades, rather than be thinking of any worldly
matter, while I am engaged in performing the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”

It was Sa‹d ibn Mu‹ådh (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who
said:  “It has never once happened, while I was performing the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], that I talked to myself about any worldly matter, until I
got up and left [the place of worship].”

Mujåhid (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) once said:
“Whenever [‹Abdu’llåh] ibn az-Zubair (may Allåh be well pleased

with him and with his father) was engaged in performing the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], he seemed like a very old man, on account of his great
humility.

“As for Wahb (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), when he
stood up to perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he looked like someone who
was catching a glimpse of Hell [Jahannam].

“In the case of ‹Utbat al-Ghulåm,  while he was engaged in performing
the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], even in the season of winter, the sweat would
be pouring from his skin.  When people asked him why this was so, he
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explained:  ‘It is because of my acute sense of shame in the presence of
Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He).’

“A fire once broke out in the house of Muslim ibn Yasår (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him), while he was praying [yuƒallº] in one of its
rooms.  The people of Baƒra become alarmed, so they dashed out and
extinguished the blaze.  Muslim himself was quite unaware of the fire,
until they had already put it out, and he had finished performing his
ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  On another occasion, it is said, he was praying in
a large congregational mosque [jåmi‹], when a column of the building
collapsed and fell right by his side.  This caused a panic among the folk
in the adjoining marketplace, but Muslim himself had no idea that it
had happened.”

From a report concerning ‹Ammår ibn az-Zubair (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him), we learn that he was once engaged in performing
his ritual prayer [yuƒallº], having placed his sandals on the ground in
front of him.  He had recently repaired those sandals of his, and his
attention wandered to the brand new straps.  So, when he had finished
his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he threw his sandals away, and he never wore
sandals again, from then until the day he died (may Allåh bestow His
mercy upon him).

According to the story that is told about ar-Rabº‹ ibn Khaitham (may
Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), he was once performing the ritual
prayer [at night] as an act of voluntary devotion [yuƒallº ta£awwu‹an],
having tethered in front of him a horse worth twenty thousand dirhams
[silver coins].  Along came a thief, who untethered the horse and made
off with it.  Early the next morning, people came to commiserate with
the unfortunate victim, so he told them:  “As a matter of fact, I did
happen to see the person unhitching it, but I was engaged at the time
in something far dearer to me than my horse.”  Later that same day, lo
and behold, the horse came trotting out of nowhere, until it halted right
in front of him!

According to a traditional report, the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) once performed the ritual prayer [ƒallå] while
wearing a black shawl, in which there was a thread of red fiber.  As soon
as he had concluded the prayer by pronouncing the final salutation
[sallama],219 he complained:  “This thread distracted me from my ritual
prayer [alhå-nº ‹an ƒalåtº]!”
219 The verb sallama means “he pronounced the taslºma [salutation].”  In other words, the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) concluded his prayer by turning his head to the right and
saying:  “as-salåmu ‹alaikum wa ra¥matu’llåh [Peace be upon you, and the mercy of Allåh],” then
turning his head to the left and repeating these same words.
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Allåh (Exalted is He) has extolled the virtue of those who are humble
in their attitude toward the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], for He has told us
(Exalted is He):

Successful indeed are the believers, qad afla¥a ’l-mu›min«n:
who are humble alladhºna hum
in their prayers.  (23:1,2) fº ƒalåti-him khåshi‹«n.

As explained by az-Zuhrº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him),
this attitude of humility signifies a person’s calm and complete
commitment to his ritual prayer [suk«n al-mar›i fº ƒalåti-hi].

When a person is in this state, it has been said, he knows neither who
is to his right, nor who is to his left, during the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], on
account of his total preoccupation with the prayer itself.  It is for
this very reason that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

In the ritual prayer, there must truly be a focus of concentration [inna fi ’ƒ-ƒalåti
la-shughlan].
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20.
Concerning the importance of performing the five
daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams] with all due

care and attention to detail, and on what we know
from traditional sources about the punishment

awaiting those who neglect to perform
them correctly.

According to a report transmitted by al-A‹mash, on the authority
of Shaqºq ibn Salama, it was related by Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be

well pleased with him) that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

If the servant [of the Lord] performs the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] during the first part
of the time prescribed for it, his prayer will rise up into the sky above, and it will
have a light to guide it all the way to the Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh].  It will seek
forgiveness on behalf of its owner until the Day of Resurrection [Yawm
al-Qiyåma], and it will say:  “May Allåh take good care of you, as you took good
care of me!”

If the servant [of the Lord] performs the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], but not at the time
prescribed for it, his prayer will rise up toward the sky, but without a light to to
guide it.  So, when it reaches a certain point in the air above, it will flap about
like an article of clothing, or a tattered rag, and he will feel it slapping him in
the face.  Then it will say:  “May Allåh neglect you, as you neglected me!”

According to the tradition [¥adºth] narrated by ‹Ubåda ibn aƒ-»åmit
(may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

If someone performs the ritual ablution [tawaææa›a], and does the ablution
[wuæ«›] with the utmost care and attention to detail, then proceeds to perform
the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], and does every part of it perfectly, whether it be the
bowing posture [ruk«‹], the prostration [suj«d], or the Qur›ånic recitation
[qirå›a], the prayer [ƒalåt] will say to him:  “May Allåh take good care of you, as
you took good care of me!”
Then it will be raised up into the sky above, accompanied by a radiance and a
guiding light.  The gates of heaven will therefore be opened to let it pass through
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so that it can travel all the way to Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), and
then intercede with Him on behalf of its owner.
If, on the other hand, the worshipper is negligent in his performance of the
bowing posture [ruk«‹], the prostration [suj«d], or the Qur›ånic recitation
[qirå›a], the prayer [ƒalåt] will say to him:  “May Allåh neglect you, as you
neglected me!”  Then it will be raised up in darkness toward heaven, so the gates
of heaven will be shut to keep it out.  It will then flap about in the air like a
tattered piece of clothing, and its owner will feel it slapping him in the face.

Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is also reported as
having said:

“I once asked Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace):  ‘Which deeds are the most meritorious?’ and he replied:  ‘The
ritual prayers performed at the times prescribed for them [aƒ-ƒalawåt
li-waqti-hinna], the dutiful treatment of one’s parents [birr al-wålidain],220

and the sacred struggle waged in the cause of Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He) [al-jihåd fº sabºli ’llåh (‹azza wa jall)].’”221

According to a traditional report from Ibråhºm ibn Abº Ma¥dh«ra,
the muezzin [mu›adhdhin], his father told him that his grandfather (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) once told him that Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) had said:

The first part of the time prescribed [for the ritual prayer] is Allåh’s good
pleasure [Riæwånu’llåh].  The middle section of the prescribed time is Allåh’s
mercy [Ra¥matu’llåh].  The last part of the prescribed time is Allåh’s pardon
[‹Afwu’llåh].222

Allåh (Exalted is He) has warned us:
So woe to those who pray, fa-wailun li’l-muƒallºn:
but are heedless alladhºna hum ‹an
of their prayers, ƒalåti-him såh«n:
and to those who make a show, alladhºna hum yurå›«n:
yet withhold the smallest charity. wa yamna‹«na ’l-må‹«n.
(107:4,5)

220 For a detailed account of filial piety [birr], see Vol. 1, pp. 96–99.
221 The Islåmic term jihåd [sacred struggle or holy war] is all too frequently misunderstood,
especially but not only by non-Muslims.  Sometimes, alas, its meaning is willfully misrepre-
sented—by polemicists hostile to Islåm, as well as by misguided zealots within the Islåmic
Community itself.  Fortunately for us, the works of Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be
well pleased with him) contain many valuable explanations of the true significance of the term
jihåd.  (See, for instance, Vol. 2, pp. 44–45.)
222 This is reminiscent of the well-known saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) concerning the month of Ramåæån:

It is a month the beginning of which is a mercy, the middle of which is a forgiveness, and the
last part of which is a deliverance from the Fire of Hell.
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Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
was commenting on these words, when he said:  “By Allåh, it is not that
they abandon their prayers altogether, but rather that they postpone
them beyond the times prescribed for their performance.”

Sa‹d (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:  “I asked the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) about His words
(Almighty and Glorious is He):

So woe to those who pray, fa-wailun li’l-muƒallºn:
but are heedless alladhºna hum ‹an
of their prayers. ƒalåti-him såh«n.

—and he said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):
“‘They are those who postpone the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] beyond the

time prescribed for its performance.’”
Al-Barå› ibn ‹Ázib al-Awsº al-Anƒårº 223 (may Allåh be well pleased

with him and with his father) is reported as having said, when com-
menting on the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):

So now there has succeeeded them fa-khalafa-hum min ba‹di-him
a later generation, who have wasted khalfun aæå‹u ’ƒ-ƒalåta
the prayer and followed wa ’ttaba‹u ’sh-
the desires of the flesh. shahawåti
So they will meet with temptation. fa-sawfa yalqawna ghayyå.
(19:59)

—“‘Temptation [Ghayy]’ is the name of a valley in Hell [Jahannam].”
Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)

was also commenting on these words, when he said:   “The only person
to enter it will be someone who wastes the times prescribed for his
performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Amr ibn al-‹Áƒ (may Allåh be well pleased with him
and with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) was speaking about the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] one day, and he said:

For someone who observes it [i.e., the ritual prayer] with all due care, it will be
a guiding light, a proof [of righteousness], and a means of salvation on the Day
of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].  But for someone who fails to observe it with
all due care, it will not be a guiding light, and it will be neither a proof [of

223 Al-Barå› ibn ‹Ázib al-Awsº al-Anƒårº (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
was a Companion of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) and a devoted follower of
‹Alº (may Allåh ennoble his countenance).  He died in A.H. 71 or 72.
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righteousness] nor a means of salvation from the Fire of Hell.  On the Day of
Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], he will be in the company of Qår«n, Pharaoh,
Håmån224 and Ubayy ibn Khalaf.225

According to a traditional report transmitted by al-ªarth, on the
authority of the Commander of the Believers [Amºr al-Mu›minºn], ‹Alº
ibn Abº ¡ålib (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone treats his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] with disrespect, Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He) will subject that person to fifteen different punishments, six of
them before death, three at the time of death, three in the grave, and three when
he emerges from the grave [at the Resurrection].

As for the six punishments to be inflicted on him before death, they are the
following:

1. He will be deprived of his reputation as one of the righteous [ƒåli¥ºn].
2. He will be deprived of the blessed quality [baraka] of life.
3. He will be deprived of the blessed quality [baraka] of sustenance.
4. He will receive no credit whatsoever for any deeds of goodness, until he
perfects his ritual prayer [ƒalåt].
5. His supplication [du‹å›] will not be answered.
6. No plea on his behalf will be included in the supplication of the righteous
[du‹å› aƒ-ƒåli¥ºn].

As for the three punishments to be inflicted on him at the time of death, they
are the following:

1. He will die so thirsty that, even if seven oceans were poured into his throat,
his thirst could not be quenched.
2. He will die suddenly and without warning.
3. The weight of all the iron in this world, and of all its wood and stones, will
be heaped upon his neck and shoulders.

As for the three punishments to be inflicted on him in the grave, they are the
following:

1. His grave will be too narrow and cramped for him to lie in comfort.
2. His grave will be dark and gloomy place for him.
3. He will become incapable of articulate speech.

Finally, as for the three punishments to be inflicted on him when he emerges
from the grave [at the Resurrection], they are the following:

1. When he meets Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), he will find that He
is angry with him.
2. When he is called to account, his reckoning will be very harsh and severe.
3. He will be banished from the presence of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is
He), and cast into the Fire of Hell, unless Allåh pardons him.

224 Qår«n (who is called Korah in the Hebrew scriptures) and Pharaoh and Håmån (Pharaoh’s
prime minister) are mentioned together in the Qur›ån (40:23,24).
225 Ubayy ibn Khalaf was a treacherous enemy of the Prophet Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and
give him peace).  According to some of the traditional commentators, he is referred to in Q. 25:27.
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21.
Concerning the tremendous importance and the

enormous significance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

Allåh (Blessed and Exalted is He) commanded His Messenger
Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace) to perform the

ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  In many Qur›ånic verses [åyåt], Allåh first of all
revealed his Prophetic mission [aw¥å bi’n-Nubuwwa], then his duty to
perform and establish the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], before any other good
practice [‹amal], and before any other obligatory religious duty [farºæa].
For instance, consider His words (Exalted is He):

Recite what has been revealed utlu må «¥iya ilai-ka
to you of the Book, mina ’l-kitåbi
and establish the ritual prayer. wa aqimi ’ƒ-ƒalåh.
(29:45)

To this He then added (Almighty and Glorious is He):
The ritual prayer helps to prevent inna ’ƒ-ƒalåta tanhå
indecency and reprehensible ‹ani ’l-fa¥shå›i
behavior.  (29:45) wa ’l-munkar.

Allåh (Glorious and Exalted is He) also said [to His Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace)]:

And instruct your family to pray, wa ’mur ahla-ka bi’ƒ-ƒalåti
and be patient in it. wa ’ƒ£abir ‹alai-hå:
We ask of you no provision; lå nas›alu-ka rizqå:
We provide for you.  (20:132) na¥nu narzuqu-k.

Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has also addressed all the
believers [mu›minºn], commanding them to turn to patience [ƒabr] and
the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], for help with all their efforts to serve Him
through acts of worshipful obedience [£å‹åt], for He has said:

O all you who believe, seek help yå ayyuha ’lladhºna åmanu ’sta‹ºnu
in patience and prayer; surely Allåh bi’ƒ-ƒabri  wa ’ƒ-ƒalåh:
is with those who are patient.

inna ’llåha ma‹a ’ƒ-ƒåbirºn.
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He has also said (Exalted is He):
And We appointed them to be leaders wa ja‹alnå-hum a›immatan
guiding by Our command, yahd«na bi-amri-nå
and We revealed to them wa aw¥ainå ilai-him
the doing of good deeds, fi‹la ’l-khairåti
and the performance of the prayer, wa iqåma ’ƒ-ƒalåti
and the payment of the alms-due, wa ºtå›a ’z-zakåh:
and Us they served.  (21:73) wa kån« la-nå ‹åbidºn.

Here he has mentioned all good deeds in general, they being all acts
of worshipful obedience [£å‹åt], together with the avoidance of all acts
of sinful disobedence [ma‹åƒº].  Then He has singled out the perfor-
mance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] for special mention, and enjoined it
upon them in particular.

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) bequeathed the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] to his Community, at the point of his departure from
this world, for he said:

Allåh, Allåh, Allåh!  In [your dutiful performance of] the ritual prayer, and in
[your treatment of] what your right hands possess [fi ’ƒ-ƒalåti wa fº-må malakat
aimånu-kum].226

This was his final bequest (Allåh bless him and give him peace), and
indeed, we are told in the tradition [¥adºth] that this was the last bequest
of every Prophet [Nabº] to his Community [Umma], and his final
testament to them at the point of his departure from this world.

The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] was thus the first obligatory religious duty
[farºæa] to be made incumbent upon the Prophet Mu¥ammad (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) and upon his Community [Umma], and
the dutiful performance thereof was the last injunction bequeathed by
him to his Community.  It will be the final element to be taken away
from Islåm, and the first item about which the servant [of the Lord] will
be questioned on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], when he
is called to account for his religious practice.  It is the supporting pillar
[‹am«d] of Islåm, and once it has gone, there will no longer be either any
such thing as religion [dºn] or any such thing as Islåm.  According to the
tradition [¥adºth], the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

The first element of your religion [dºn] that you lose will be fidelity [amåna], and
the last element of it that you lose will be the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  The time will
come when only good-for-nothing types will still be performing the ritual prayer
[la-yuƒalliyanna aqwåmun lå khalåqa la-hum].

226 The Qur›ånic expression “what your right hands possess [må malakat aimånu-kum]” means
“your slaves.”
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According to the doctrine of our Imåm, A¥mad [ibn ªanbal]227 (may
Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), a person who abstains from the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] should be condemned as an unbeliever [yukaffar], if
he abstains from it deliberately, denying its obligatory status [jå¥idan
li-wuj«bi-hå], in which case he is subject to the penalty of death.  On this
point there is no difference of opinion within the ªanbalº school of
Islåmic jurisprudence [madhhab].

As for the case where a person abstains from the ritual prayer [ƒalåt]
out of careless neglect and laziness, although he does maintain his belief
in its obligatory status, he must be summoned to perform it within a
certain time.  Then, if he does not perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] before
the time allowed for it has expired, he should be condemned as an
unbeliever [yukaffar], and he should be put to death by the sword for his
unbelief [kufr].

In each of the two cases described above, the execution should be
carried out three days after the guilty individual has been called upon
to repent [and has refused to do so], as in the essentially similar case of
the apostate [murtadd].  The offender’s property should then be confis-
cated as fai› [booty obtained without fighting], and deposited in the
public treasury [bait al-mål] of the Muslims.  No funeral prayer should be
performed over him [lå yuƒallå ‹alai-hi], nor should he be buried in any
of the cemeteries in which Muslims are interred.

According to one account of his doctrine, however, our Imåm,
A¥mad ibn ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), main-
tained that the death sentence should not be imposed, in the case of
careless neglect, unless and until the offender has failed to perform
three [consecutive] ritual prayers [ƒalawåt], and there is not enough
time to spare before the fourth becomes due.  He should then be put to
death in the execution of a penalty specifically prescribed by the sacred
law [¥add],228 as in the case of a respectably married man who has been
227 See note 7 on p. 7 above.
228 The specific punishments prescribed by Islåmic law [¥ud«d, plural of ¥add], and the offenses for
which they are prescribed, are as follows:  (1) For zinå in the sense of adultery:  death by stoning
[rajm].  (2) For zinå in the sense of fornication:  one hundred lashes.  (3) For qadhf [falsely accusing
a married person of adultery]:  eighty lashes.  (4) For apostasy [irtidåd]:  death.  (5) For drinking
intoxicating beverages [shurb]:  eighty lashes.  (6) For theft [sariqa]:  amputation of the right hand.
(7) For highway robbery [qa£‹ a£-£arºq]:  (a) amputation of hands and feet (for robbery only) or (b)
death by the sword or crucifixion (for robbery with murder).
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convicted of unlawful sexual intercourse [az-zånº al-mu¥ƒan].229  His
legal status [¥ukm] should be that of the Muslim dead, which means that
his Muslim heirs [waratha] are entitled to inherit his estate.230

According to the doctrine of Imåm Ab« ªanºfa (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him), the offender should not be put to death.  Instead,
he should be held in prison until he performs the ritual prayer [yuƒallº].
That is to say, he must either repent, or languish in prison until he dies.

According to the doctrine of Imåm ash-Shåfi‹º (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him), the offender should be put to death by the sword,
in the execution of a penalty specifically prescribed by the sacred law
[¥add], and should not be treated as an unbeliever [lå yukaffar].

We have already presented the evidence that points to this offender’s
unbelief [kufr], since it is contained within the Qur›ånic verses [åyåt]
and Prophetic traditions [akhbår] cited above.  For the purpose of further
substantiating that evidence, let us conclude this subsection by adding
the following citations:

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of Jåbir
ibn ‹Abdi’llåh (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father),
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

To close the gap between a man on the one side, and unbelief [kufr] and
associating partners with Allåh [shirk] on the other, all it takes is the abandon-
ment of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
‹Abdu’llåh ibn Zaid, who passed it on from his father (may Allåh be well
pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

Between us [the believers] and them [the unbelievers] lies the abandonment of
the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  If a person ceases to observe it, he is thereby guilty of
unbelief [kafara].

According to a traditional report from Ja‹far ibn Mu¥ammad, who
transmitted it on the authority of his father (may Allåh be well pleased
229 Before a respectably married man [mu¥ƒan] can be convicted of unlawful sexual intercourse
[zinå], Islåmic law requires his accuser to produce four male witnesses of impeccable character,
each of whom must be prepared to testify that he had actually seen “the pen in the pen-holder.”
Failing such testimony, the person making the accusation is himself subject to a penalty of
eighty lashes.
230 In other words, according to this version of the ªanbalº doctrine, this offender should be
punished as a guilty Muslim, not as an unbeliever.
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with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once noticed that a man, during the performance of his ritual prayer
[ƒalåt], was bobbing his head, with the kind of pecking motion made by
crows, so he said:

If this creature were to die [at his moment], he would die beyond the pale of the
religion [dºn] of Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace).

According to a traditional report from ‹A£iyya al-‹Awfº, who trans-
mitted it on the authority of Ab« Sa‹ºd al-Khudrº (may Allåh be well
pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If a man abandons his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] deliberately, his name will be inscribed
on the gate of the Fire of Hell, in the list of those who are doomed to enter it.

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messen-
ger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Oh yes indeed, if someone forgets about the prayer of the first third of the night
[ƒalåt al-‹atama], and lies down to sleep without having performed it, the angels
will say to him:  “May your eyes neither sleep nor rest!  May Allåh keep you in
suspense between the Garden of Paradise and the Fire of Hell, as you have kept
us in suspense!”
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22.
Concerning forty-five bad habits

that should be outlawed from the performance
of the obligatory ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-farºæa].

According to a traditional report, transmitted on the authority of
al-ªasan al-Baƒrº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), the

learned scholars [‹ulamå›] among the Companions [Aƒ¥åb] of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to maintain that
forty-five habits are reprehensible, and should be outlawed from the
performance of the obligatory ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-farºæa], namely:

 1.   Grunting [tana¥nu¥] with deliberate intent.
 2.   Fidgeting [tashåghul] with deliberate intent.
 3.   Sneezing [ta‹å£us] with deliberate intent.
 4.   Raising one’s head and gazing up toward the sky.
In this case, the reason for disapproval can best be explained by citing

the following traditional report:
“The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to turn his

gaze toward the sky above, but then he received the Qur›ånic revelation:
Successful indeed are the believers, qad afla¥a ’l-mu›min«n:
who are humble alladhºna hum fº
in their prayers.  (23:1,2) ƒalåti-him khåshi‹«n.

—so Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) kept his
head bowed down [£a›£a›a ra›sa-hu].”

This became the basis for the recommendation that a man should not
extend his gaze beyond the edge of his prayer mat [muƒallå].

 5.   Pressing the flesh beneath the chin against the upper part of the
chest [ilƒåq al-¥anak bi’ƒ-ƒadr].

 6.   Inspecting one’s clothes in search of lice and fleas [faly ath-thawb].
 7.   Wearily stretching one’s limbs [tama££º].
 8.  Heaving a deep sigh [tanaffus aƒ-ƒu‹adå›].
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 9.   Shutting one’s eyes [taghmºæ al-‹ainain].
10.  Turning and glancing around during the prayer [al-iltifåt fi ’ƒ-ƒalåt].
According to a traditional report, ‹Utba ibn ‹Ámir (may Allåh be

well pleased with him) referred to this when he said, in commenting on
the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):

Those who are constant alladhºna hum ‹alå
in their prayer.  (70:23) ƒalåti-him då’im«n.

—“While they are performing the prayer, they turn neither to the
right nor to the left.”

‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) is reported as having
said:  “I once asked Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) about the case of a man who turns and glances around during the
ritual prayer [ƒalat], and he replied:

“‘That is nothing but a crooked trick, by which the Devil [ash-Shai£ån] contrives
to steal from the prayer performed by My servant.’”

It is said that ¡al¥a (viz., the son of Muƒrif) once came to visit ‹Abd
al-Jabbår ibn Wå›il.  He found the latter involved with a group of
people, so he whispered something to him, and took his leave.  ‹Abd
al-Jabbår then said to his companions:  “Do you know what he said?  He
said:  ‘When I saw you yesterday, I noticed that you were turning and
glancing around, while you were performing the ritual prayer [wa anta
tuƒallº].’”

From the following tradition [¥adºth], we learn that Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

When the servant [of the Lord] begins the ritual prayer [fata¥a ’ƒ-ƒalåt], Allåh
confronts him with His face, and He does not turn it away, unless the servant
is the one who turns aside, or glances to right and left.

To quote another tradition [¥adºth]:
As long as the servant [of the Lord] is constant in the performance of his ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], he possesses three characteristics, namely:  (1) Righteousness
[birr] is steadily showering down upon him, from the clouds in the sky onto the
parting of the hair on his head.  (2)  Angels are flying to and fro, between a spot
next to his feet and the clouds in the sky.  (3) An angelic herald is crying:  “If
the person at prayer [al-muƒallº] only knew with Whom he is intimately
conversing [yunåjº], he would not move away [ma ’ntaqal].

That is to say, he would not turn around and leave.
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The habit of turning and glancing around [iltifåt] is very reprehensible
indeed.  It has even been said that it cuts off the prayer [ƒalåt]
completely.  It certainly indicates a serious lack of respect for the prayer
[ƒalåt], and for its rules of conduct [ådåb].

11. Adopting the canine squatting posture known as iq‹å›,231 when in
the sitting position [qu‹«d] during [the final stage of] the ritual prayer.232

12.  Refusing to follow the leader of the prayer [imåm].
13.  Spreading the forearms wide, while in the posture of prostration

[suj«d].
14.  Placing the chest on the thighs, while in the posture of prostration

[suj«d].
15. Pressing the armpits close to the sides of the body, while in the

posture of prostration [suj«d].
The worshipper must keep a space between his armpits and the sides

of his body, and not squeeze the former close against the latter.  We
know this from the traditional report concerning the example set by the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), in which it is stated:

“If a little lamb had tried to pass beneath his arms, when he was
performing the act of prostration [idhå sajada], it would have been able
to get through.”

This was due to the fact that he went to great lengths in raising his
elbows away from the sides of his body, as we are told in another
tradition [¥adºth]:

“When Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was
performing the act of prostration [idhå sajada], he used to keep his upper
arms well apart from the sides of his body.”

16. Keeping the fingers spread apart, while in the posture of prostra-
tion [suj«d], when they should actually be kept close together.

231 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained in
Vol. 1, p. 353:

Subject to disapproval during the ritual prayer is the squatting posture known as iq‹å›, which means
that a person stretches the upper sides of his feet out on the ground and sits on his heels, or that he sits
with both his buttocks on the ground while keeping both his feet erect.  In the words of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace):

It is a way of squatting that is like the squatting posture of the dog; it is forbidden to adopt it.
232 It is while in the sitting position [qu‹«d] that the worshipper concludes his performance of the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt], by pronouncing the greetings [ta¥iyyåt], the testimony [tashahhud], and the
salutation [taslºma].
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17. Placing the hands short of the knees, while in the posture of
bowing [ruk«‹].

18. Planting one foot on top of the other.
19. Keeping either foot dangling off the ground.
20. Allowing one’s waist-wrapper [izår] or trouser pants [saråwºl] to

hang loosely suspended.233

21. Picking one’s teeth [takhlºl].
22. Licking one’s lips [talammuœ].
23. Swallowing food amounting to a grain or a couple of grains.
24. Belching up undigested food, and then swallowing it down again.
25. Expelling saliva with the tongue, while in the posture of prostra-

tion [suj«d].
26. Blowing wind, while in the posture of prostration [suj«d].
27. Arranging pebbles [on the ground in front of you].
28. Stepping sideways.
29. Raising your voice above that of the person sitting next to you,

when pronouncing the testimony [tashahhud].234

233 According to a traditional report, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

The Muslim’s mode of wearing the izår [waist-wrapper] is to have it reaching the middle of the
shank.  There is no offense and no sin with respect to what is between that point and the ankles,
but if anything is lower than the ankles, it is in the Fire of Hell.  If anyone trails his izår out of vain
conceit, Allåh (Exalted is He) will pay no attention to him.  (See Vol. 1 p. 352.)
234 The testimony [tashahhud] is pronounced after two cycles of prayer [rak‹atain] and, in a prayer
consisting of more than two cycles, in the final stage of the last cycle.  While in the sitting position
[qu‹«d], the worshipper recites:

Greetings, prayers and good deeds at-ta¥iyyåtu li’llåhi wa ’ƒ-ƒalawåtu
are due to Allåh.  Peace be upon you, wa ’£-£ayyibåt—as-salåmu ‹alai-ka
O Prophet, and the mercy of Allåh ayyuha ’n-nabiyyu wa ra¥matu’llåhi
and His blessings!  Peace be on us, wa barakåtuh—as-salåmu ‹alai-nå
and on all the rightesous servants of Allåh. wa ‹alå ‹ibådi ’llåhi ’ƒ-ƒåli¥ºn.

Then, while raising the index finger of the right hand, and pointing it to emphasize the
affirmation of Divine Oneness, the worshipper continues:

I bear witness that there is no god but Allåh, ashhadu an lå ilåha illa ’llåh—
and I bear witness that Mu¥ammad wa ashhadu anna Mu¥ammadan
is His servant and His Messenger. ‹abdu-hu wa ras«luh.

Such is the wording preferred by Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal and Imåm Ab« ªanºfa (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon them).  There are slight differences in the version adopted by followers
of the school [madhhab] of Imåm ash-Shåfi‹º (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon them), who recite:

Blessed greetings at-ta¥iyyåtu ’l-mubårakatu
and good prayers are due to Allåh. wa ’ƒ -ƒalawåtu ’£-£ayyibåtu li’llåh—
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alai-ka
O Prophet, and the mercy of Allåh ayyuha ’n-nabiyyu wa ra¥matu’llåhi
and His blessings!  Peace be on us, wa barakåtuh—as-salåmu ‹alai-nå
and on all the rightesous servants of Allåh. wa ‹alå ‹ibådi ’llåhi ’ƒ-ƒåli¥ºn.

I bear witness that there is no god but Allåh. ashhadu an lå ilåha illa ’llåh—
And I bear witness that Mu¥ammad wa ashhadu anna Mu¥ammadan
is the Messenger of Allåh. ras«lu ’llåh.
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30. Recognizing the identity of the person to your right, and that of
the person to your left.

31. Nodding and winking [ºmå›].
32. Making pointed gestures [ishåra].
33. Swallowing vomit [jashå›], or anything that emerges from the

throat.
34. Deliberate coughing [isti‹ål].
35. Blowing one’s nose [tamakhkhu£].
36. Spitting [tabazzuq].
37. Paying attention to clothes.
38.  Rubbing the dust from one’s brow, before leaving [at the end of the

prayer].
39. Arranging pebbles more than one single time.
40. Dusting the spot where the forehead will be placed in the act of

prostration [suj«d].
41. Inserting the supplication [du‹å›] after the testimony [tashahhud],

if you are acting as a prayer leader [imåm].
42. Sitting in the prayer-niche [mi¥råb], after the final salutation

[taslºm], but before the prayer leader [imåm] has shifted from his place
and moved over to his left.

43.  Knotting the fingers with the hand during the performance of the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

44. Fiddling with one’s beard.
45. Fiddling with one’s gown.

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as
having said:

Allåh pays no attention to the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed by a man whose
heart is not in it, as well as his body.

Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once
noticed a man fiddling with his beard, so he said:

If only this man’s heart would be humbly submissive, his physical limbs and
organs would also be humbly submissive.

Al-ªasan [al-Baƒrº] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) once
noticed that a man was playing with the pebbles [on the ground in front
of him], and that he was saying as he did so:  “O Allåh, marry me to one
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of those maidens of Paradise with such lovely eyes [al-¥«r al-‹ºn]!”235  So
al-ªasan said:  “It must be hard for the Matchmaker to take your
marriage proposal seriously, since you offer it while playing a silly game!”

According to ‹Abd ar-Ra¥mån ibn ‹Abdi’llåh, [his father] ‹Abdu’llåh
[ibn Mas‹«d] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) once said:

“If people will insist on raising their eyes toward the sky above, the
outcome may well be that their eyesight does not come back to them!”

That is to say, in the course of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].
It was al-Awzå‹º  (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) who said:
“Although two men are both engaged in the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], the

difference between them is as great as the difference between heaven
and earth.  One of them is dedicated to Allåh (Exalted is He) with his
heart, while the other is heedless and inattentive [låh wa såh].”

From one authentic traditional report [khabar], we learn that Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

The worshipper [muƒallº] will be rewarded for half of his ritual prayer [ƒalåt],
provided that he remembers [what he is doing] for one tenth of it.

That is to say, provided that he is consciously aware of it, and that his
heart is present in it.

According to another tradition [¥adºth], he also said (Allåh bless him
and give him peace):

[For the performance of one prayer] a worshipper [muƒallº] may be credited with
four hundred ritual prayers [ƒalåt]; another worshipper may be credited with two
hundred ritual prayers; another worshipper may be credited with one hundred
and fifty ritual prayers; and yet another worshipper may be credited with seventy
ritual prayers.

One ritual prayer [ƒalåt] may be equal in value to fifty ritual prayers; another
ritual prayer may be equal in value to twenty-seven ritual prayers; another ritual
prayer may be equal in value to ten ritual prayers; and yet another ritual prayer
may have the value of just one single ritual prayer [ƒalåt wå¥ida].

As for the worshipper who is credited with four hundred ritual prayers [ƒalåt],
he is the one who performs the prayer [yuƒallº] at Mecca, in the Sacred House
[al-Bait al-ªaråm], together with the prayer leader [imåm], as a member of the
congregation, without having missed the initial declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [at-takbºrat al-«lå].236

235 See note 9 on p. 9 above.
236 This initial declaration is often called the consecratory declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm].  It is the affirmation “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],”
which is pronounced as an act of consecration [i¥råm] at the beginning of the performance of the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt].
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As for the worshipper who is credited with two hundred ritual prayers [ƒalåt], he
is the prayer leader [imåm], the one who leads the people in prayer [ya›ummu ’n-
nås], but only after he has made himself thoroughly familiar with all the rules
that govern the correct performance of the ritual prayer [a¥kåm aƒ-ƒalåt].

As for the worshipper who is credited with one hundred and fifty ritual prayers
[ƒalåt], he is the muezzin [mu›adhdhin], meaning someone who gives the call to
prayer [adhån].

As for the worshipper who is credited with seventy ritual prayers [ƒalåt], he is the
one who brushes his teeth [yaståku]237 and performs his ritual ablution [wuæ«›]
correctly in every detail, then performs the ritual prayer in the large congrega-
tional mosque, as a member of the congregation [yuƒallº fi ’l-jåmi‹ fi ’l-jamå‹a].

As for the worshipper who is credited with fifty ritual prayers [ƒalåt], he is the
man who performs the ritual prayer in the large congregational mosque,
together with the prayer leader, as a member of the congregation [yuƒallº fi ’l-
jåmi‹ ma‹a ’l-imåm fi ’l-jamå‹a], even though he may have missed the consecra-
tory declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm].

As for the worshipper who is credited with twenty-seven ritual prayers [ƒalåt],
he is the man who performs his ritual ablution [wuæ«›] correctly in every detail,
then performs the ritual prayer in a small mosque [masjid], as a member of the
congregation, and without without having missed the consecratory declaration
of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm].

As for the worshipper who is credited with ten ritual prayers [ƒalawåt], he is the
man who joins the congregation [jamå‹a], although he arrives after the conse-
cratory declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm] has already
been pronounced [by the prayer leader].

As for the worshipper who is credited with one single ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he is
the one who performs the prayer [yuƒallº] by himself, not as a member of a
congregation.

As for the worshipper who is not credited with any ritual prayer [ƒalåt] at all, he
is the one who keeps bobbing his head like a rooster, and does not properly
perform the acts of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d].  This is the person
whose ritual prayer [ƒalåt] will be draped in the air like a tattered rag, so that its
owner will feel it slapping him in the face.  He will be told:  “May Allåh not take
care of you, as you have failed to take care of your ritual prayer [ƒalåt]!”

237 The verb yaståku is derived from the same three-consonant root—s–w–k—as the noun siwåk,
which denotes a small stick, softened at the tip by chewing or beating to form a kind of toothbrush.
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23.
Concerning the intention [niyya]

that must be formulated by every worshipper
[muƒallº] before he begins his ritual prayer [ƒalåt].
A detailed account of the movements, postures and
utterances that constitute the performance of the

ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

It is incumbent upon every worshipper [muƒallº] to formulate the
intention [niyya],238 before proceeding to perform his ritual prayer

[ƒalåt].
He should picture the Ka‹ba, the Sacred House [al-Bait al-ªaråm], in

front of him, and keep his eyes fixed steadily upon it, as we have already
explained in the early part of this book.239

He should be absolutely convinced [yatayaqqan] that he is standing in
the presence of Allåh (Exalted is He), and he should not doubt that he
is holding himself erect in the sight of Allåh, so that He is really seeing
him.  This certitude is fully justified, because Allåh (Exalted is He) has said:

Put your trust in the All-Glorious, wa tawakkal ‹ala ’l-‹Azºzi ’r-
the All-Compassionate, Ra¥ºm:
who sees you when alladhº yarå-ka
you stand and [who sees] ¥ºna taq«m:
your bowing down wa taqalluba-ka
among those who prostrate fi ’s-såjidºn.
themselves.  (26:217–9)

238 At the very beginning of his famous »a¥º¥, Imåm al-Bukhårº has prefaced his vast compilation
of authentic Prophetic traditions [a¥ådºth] with the saying of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace):

Actions derive their value from the intentions [on the strength of which they are performed],
and every man is credited with what he actually intended [innama ’l-a‹målu bi-’n-niyyåti wa innamå
li-kulli ’mri›in bi-må nawå].
239 See Vol. 1, p. 10, where the author (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained:

As for facing the Qibla, this means facing the actual Ka‹ba if one is in Mecca or any place in its vicinity.
If one is at a distance from it, however, it means facing in its direction, [as nearly as this can be ascertained]
by the exercise of judgment [ijtihåd] and by making the effort to deduce it from all available evidence, such
as that provided by the stars, the sun, the winds, etc.
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It is also confirmed by the words of the Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace):

You must worship Allåh as if you could see Him, for, even if you do not see Him,
he surely does see you.

When he formulates his intention [yanwº] to perform the obligatory
ritual prayer [aƒ-ƒalåt al-farºæa], it is more appropriate [though not
absolutely essential] for the worshipper to state specifically whether it
is to be performed as a prompt fulfillment [adå›] [i.e., within the
prescribed time], or as an overdue fulfillment [qaæå›] [i.e., to make up for
his having failed to perform it during the prescribed time].240

The worshipper should then raise his hands to the lobes of his ears,
or to a position level with his shoulders.  (We have given a detailed
description of this in the early part of this book.)241  As to whether he
should keep his fingers close together, or whether he should spread
them apart, there are two conflicting traditional accounts [of the
ªanbalº doctrine on this point].

When he raises his hands, and proclaims the Supreme Greatness of
Allåh by saying “Allåhu Akbar!”  it is as if the worshipper is removing
the veil between him and Allåh (Exalted is He).  He has now arrived
at the place where it is not permissible to turn and glance around, and
where no distraction is allowed, because he must realize that he is in
the sight of One who sees his every movement, and who knows what is
churning in his lower self [nafs], as well as all that is concealed within
his innermost being [sirr] and his heart [qalb].

240 The verb yanwº [he intends; he is intending to…], like the corresponding noun niyya
[intention], is derived from the three-consonant root n–w–y.  The basic form of the verb is nawå
[he has intended; he has made it his intention to…].  The form nawaitu [I have intended; I have
made it my intention to…] is used by the worshipper when he formulates his intention in Arabic.
241 Thus, a typical formulation of the intention [niyya] to perform an obligatory prayer, within the
prescribed time, would be:

I have made it my intention nawaitu
to perform the obligatory sunset prayer, uƒallº faræa ’l-maghrib—
[consisting of] three cycles, thalåtha raka‹åtin
within the prescribed time, adå›an
for the sake of Allåh (Exalted is He). li’llåhi (ta‹ålå).

If the same prayer is to be performed, but after the prescribed time has elapsed, the word qaæå›an
should be substituted in place of adå›an.
281 See Vol. 1, p. 15, where Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
has explained:

This means that one’s hands are brought up close to the shoulders, the thumbs are held beside the lobes
of the ears, and the tips of the fingers next to upper parts of the ears.  Then the hands are lowered again.
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The worshipper must therefore fix his gaze on the spot where he will
shortly place his forehead in the act of prostration [suj«d].  He must not
turn and glance to right and left, nor raise his head toward the sky above,
and when he says:

“Glory be to You, O Allåh, sub¥åna-ka ’llåhumma
and praise be to You! wa bi-¥amdi-ka
Blessed is Your Name, wa tabåraka ’smu-ka
and Exalted is Your Majesty. wa ta‹ålå jaddu-ka
There is no god other than You.” wa lå ilåha ghairu-k.

—he must be aware that he is addressing One who is hearing him,
attending to him, and watching him, and from Whom nothing is
hidden, not even the position of a single hair, nor the slightest
movement made by any limb or organ of his body.

The same must hold true when he says [in his recitation of al-Fåti¥a,
the Opening S«ra of the Qur›ån]:

You alone do we worship, iyyå-ka na‹budu
and of You alone do we seek help. wa iyyå-ka nasta‹ºn—
Guide us in the straight path. (1:4,5) ihdina ’ƒ-ƒirå£a ’l-mustaqºm.

—for he must grasp the meaning of what he is saying, and realize to
Whom he is addressing this recitation.

At the same time, the worshipper must not forget to maintain an
attitude of humility, and to be constantly on his guard against fits of
absentmindedness, which could make him lose track of the stage he has
reached in the performance of his prayer.

In his recitation of al-Fåti¥a, he must be careful to observe the eleven
instances where an intensified pronunciation [tashdºd]242 is required,243

namely:
1,2.  – ll –  and  – bb –  in the first verse [åya]:

al-¥amdu li’LLåhi Praise be to Allåh,
raBBi ’l-‹ålamºn. Lord of All the Worlds,

242 As a term of Arabic grammar, tashdºd denotes the doubling of a consonant, the occurrence of
which is indicated (in some texts, especially that of the Qur›ån) by a special superscript mark.  The
intensified pronunciation of doubled consonants comes naturally to the native speakers of certain
languages, notably Italian, but not to many others, including those whose mother tongue is English!
243 The recitation of al-Fåti¥a is preceded by the invocation [basmala]:  “Bismi ’llåhi ’r-Ra¥måni ’r-
Ra¥ºm [In the Name of Allåh, the All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate].”  This is not counted,
however, as one of its verses [åyåt], the first of which is therefore:

Praise be to Allåh, Lord of All the Worlds. al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn.
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3,4.  – r-r –  twice in the second verse [åya]:

aR-Ra¥måni ’R-Ra¥ºm. the All-Merciful,
the All-Compasionate,

5. – d-d –  in the third verse [åya]:

måliki yawmi ’D-Dºn. Master of the Day of Reckoning.

6,7. – yy –  twice in the fourth verse [åya]:

iYYå-ka na‹budu You alone do we worship,

wa iYYå-ka nasta‹ºn. and of You alone
do we seek help.

8. – ƒ-ƒ –  in the fifth verse [åya]:

ihdina ’»-»irå£a ’l-mustaqºm. Guide us in the straight path,

9. – ll –  in the sixth verse [åya]:

ƒirå£a ’LLadhºna an‹amta ‹alai-him. the path of those whom You have
blessed,

10,11. – æ–æ  – and  – ll –  in the seventh and final verse [åya]:

ghairi ’l-maghæ«bi ‹alai-him not of those who earn Your wrath,

wa la ’Œ-ŒåLLºn. nor of those who go astray.

The worshipper must also be very careful to avoid any mispronunciation
or grammatical mistake [la¥n] that would alter the meaning, because the
recitation of al-Fåti¥a is an obligatory requirement [farºæa].  It is a basic
essential [rukn],244 by the omission of which the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is
rendered null and void.

In all of this, the worshipper should feel as if he is standing on the
Narrow Bridge [»irå£], with the Garden of Paradise and its blissful
attributes to his right, and the Fire of Hell and its terrible contents to
his left.  He should regard himself as making an application, by offering
his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], for what Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He)
has promised, which is the reward of the Garden of Paradise, provided
that his prayer [ƒalåt] meets all the standards of validity.  He should also
have the feeling that he is presenting it in order to obtain immunity
from Allåh’s threat, which is the torment of the Fire of Hell.  All of this

244 As explained by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) in an
earlier Chapter of the present work:

The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] has some elements that are basic essentials [arkån, plural of rukn], some that
are necessities [wåjibåt], others that are recommended practices [masn«nåt], and yet others that are formal
refinements [hai›åt].  (See Vol. 1, pp. 13–16.)
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should be infused with a sense of certainty from his heart, and a present
awareness on the part of his conscious understanding.

Furthermore, the worshipper should be firmly convinced that he is
performing the prayer as a consignor [yuƒallº ƒalåt m«di‹], that his
consignment will undoubtedly be delivered to Allåh (Exalted is He) for
His review, and that the only credit he gets for it will be whatever, in
the sight of Allåh, he is entitled to receive.

Next, after he has completed his recitation of al-Fåti¥a, the worshipper
should go on to recite as many complete S«ras of the Qur›ån as he can
easily manage.245  It is better to recite S«ras from beginning to end,
rather than their final or middle sections.

He should listen carefully to what he is reciting, and try to grasp the
meaning of the words he is uttering and pronouncing.  Likewise, if he
is being led [ma›m«m], he should listen carefully to the recitation of the
prayer leader [imåm] and try to understand its meaning.  He should take
note of the exhortations and admonitions it contains, and resolve to
carry out its commandments and comply with its prohibitions.  His
attention to these points should be maintained until the end of the S«ra
is reached.

Having completed the Qur›ånic recitation, the worshipper must
stand still and keep silent, long enough to catch his breath, before he
proceeds to adopt the bowing posture [qabla an yarka‹a].246  He must not
combine his Qur›ånic recitation uninterruptedly with the affirmation
of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness that precedes the adoption of the bowing
posture [takbºrat ar-ruk«‹].

Then, after this brief pause for breath, the worshipper must say:
Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar!

—while raising his hands to the lobes of his ears, or to a position

245 In the words of Allåh (Almighty and Gorious is He):
Therefore recite of the Qur›ån fa-’qra›« må tayassara
that which is easy for you.  (73:20) mina ’l-Qurån.

246 The basic verb raka‹a (of which yarka‹a is a subjunctive form) is derived from the same three-
consonant root <r–k–‹> as the noun ruk«‹ [bowing; the bowing posture].  The term rak‹a [an act
of bowing] which is also derived from this root, has acquired an extended meaning, since it is
generally used to denote the whole series of movements and postures—including the ruk«‹—that
constitute one cycle of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  (The dual and plural forms, corresponding to the
singular form rak‹a, are rak‹atån/-ain and raka‹åt, respectively.)
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level with his shoulders.  (We have given a detailed description of
this in the early part of this book.)247

As soon as the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr]248

has been accomplished, the worshipper must lower his hands.  Then he
must bend down from his upright stance [qiyåm] in order to perform the
act of bowing [ruk«‹].

The palms of his hands must now be cupped over his knees, while his
fingers are slightly separated.  He should support his weight by leaning
on the full length of his arms [lit., on his upper arms and his forearms].
He must keep his back straight, neither raising his head, nor tilting it
so low that it causes him to lose his balance.

According to one traditional account:

When the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) performed the act of
bowing [raka‹a], if there had been a drop [qa£ra] of water on his back, it would
not have moved from its place.

In a slightly different version, the wording is:
When the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) performed the act of
bowing [raka‹a], if there had been a glass [qada¥] of water on his back, it would
not have moved from its place.

That was because he kept his back so perfectly straight and level
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).

While he is holding this posture, the worshipper must say, three
times:

Glory to my Lord, the Almighty! Sub¥åna Rabbiya ’l-‹Aœºm.

A threefold repetition is actually the minimum of perfection, for, as
al-ªasan al-Baƒrº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) once said:
“The most complete glorification [tasbº¥] is seven repetitions, the
average is five, and the minimum is three.”

247 See note 241 on p. 177 above.
248 In this instance, the verbal noun takbºr is used without the termination -a/-at, which is added
when a single instance of this affirmation is specified, e.g., takbºra wå¥ida [one affirmation of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness], or when the term is grammatically linked to a qualifying noun, e.g., takbºrat
ar-ruk«‹ [the-affirmation-of-Allåh’s-Supreme-Greatness of-the-bowing-posture] and takbºrat
al-i¥råm [the-affirmation-of-Allåh’s-Supreme-Greatness of-the-initial-consecration].
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The worshipper must then raise his head [and his hands as before],
saying [musammi‹an]:249

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

Then, having resumed an upright posture, he must stand calmly
composed [ya£ma›innu], allowing his hands to hang freely by his sides.250

Next, the worshipper must sink down into the posture of prostration
[suj«d].  He must place his knees on the ground first of all, then his
hands, then his forehead and his nose.  He must settle himself firmly on
the ground, and maintain a state of calm composure [ya£ma›innu] in
his prostration [suj«d].  He must align himself so that he is pointing
toward the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba] with every member and part
of his body.

From the following tradition [¥adºth], we learn that the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

I have been commanded to perform the act of prostration [suj«d] by resting on
seven bones.251

In the words of another tradition [¥adºth]:
The servant [of the Lord] is supposed to prostrate himself [yasjudu] by resting on
seven members of his body, so if he leaves any one of those members out of the
act, that member will curse him.

In his posture of prostration [suj«d], the worshipper should be neatly
compact, not sprawled out over the ground.  Far from spreading his
forearms wide, he must place his fingers on the ground in the same
position, relative to his ears or his shoulders, as the one recommended
when the hands are raised in the upright posture [qiyåm], in conjunction

249 In the Arabic text, the participle musammi‹an is sufficient, all by itself, to signify:  “saying:
‘sami‹a ’llåhu li-man ¥amidah [May Allåh hear and accept the praise of one who praises Him!]”
(Like the verb sami‹a, it is derived from the three-consonant root s–m–‹.)
250 At this point, as Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has
mentioned in Vol. 1, p. 14, it is necessary—though not absolutely essential—for the worshipper
to utter a declaration of praise [ta¥mºd], by saying:

Our Lord, and to You be the praise! Rabba-nå wa la-ka ’l-¥amd.

The worshipper is also recommended, as a customary practice, to add the words:
Enough [praise] to fill the heavens and the earth, mil›u ’s-samåwåti wa mil›u ’l-aræ:
and to fill anything beyond them, as You wish. wa mil›u må shi›ta min shai›in ba‹d.

251 That is to say:  (1) the skull bone in the forehead, (2,3) the bones in the two hands, (4,5) the
two kneecaps, and (6,7) the bones in the two feet.
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with the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr].  He must
not place his hands in line with top of his head.

He must keep his fingers close together, and point them toward the
Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba].  As we have previously explained,252 he
must keep his upper arms well clear of the sides of his body, his thighs
from touching the calves of his legs, and his stomach from coming in
contact with the ground.

While he is in the posture of prostration [suj«d], the worshipper
must say:

Glory to my Lord, the Most High! Sub¥åna Rabbiya ’l-A‹lå.

He should utter this glorification three times, as in the posture of
bowing [ruk«‹].

Then he must raise his head, saying [mukabbiran]:253

Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar!

He must now sit on his left leg, while placing his right leg so that the
right foot is in an upright position [i.e., with the heel raised], and so that
his toes are pointing toward the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba].  While
sitting in this posture, he must say:

My Lord, forgive me! Rabbi ’ghfir lº

He should say this three times, while glancing at his breast.
Next, he must prostrate himself [yasjudu] a second time, in the same

manner as before.  Then he must raise his head from the ground, saying
[mukabbiran]:

Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar!

Then he must raise his hands from the ground, and then his knees,
relying on his knees to lift his weight.  As he rises to stand on the soles
of his feet, he should not put one foot ahead of the other, for that is
considered reprehensible.  It has even been said that it cuts off the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], and there is a traditional report to that effect, transmitted
on the authority of Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and
with his father).

252 See the list of forty-five bad habits, on pp. 169–73 above.
253 In the Arabic text, the participle mukabbiran is sufficient, all by itself, to signify:  “saying:  ‘Allåhu
Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]”  Like the superlative adjective akbar, the verb kabbara, and
the verbal noun takbºr, it is derived from the three-consonant root k–b–r.
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The worshipper must now perform the second cycle [rak‹a] in the
same manner as the first, until [after the second prostration] he adopts
a sitting posture, in order to perform the first testimony [at-tashahhud
al-awwal].  He must sit on his left leg, while placing his right leg so
that the right foot is in an upright position [i.e., with the heel raised],
and so that his toes are pointing toward the Qibla [direction of the
Ka‹ba].  He must place his left hand on his left thigh, and his right hand
on his right thigh.

While pointing with the finger next to the thumb, i.e., the index
finger [sabbåba] [of his right hand], he should join the thumb [ibhåm] and
the middle finger [wus£å] to form a circle, and hold the little finger
[khinƒir] and the ring finger [binƒir] in the grip of his hand.  He must keep
a watchful eye on his finger from the beginning of his testimony
[tashahhud] to the end, because the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) is reported as having said:

When one of you is in the sitting posture, in the course of performing the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], he must not fiddle with anything, for he is engaged in intimate
converse with his Lord [yunåjº Rabba-hu].  He must place his left hand on his left
thigh, and his right hand on his right thigh, then focus his heart and his eyes on
his finger, for it can serve as a swatter to whisk away the Devil [midhabba li’sh-
Shai£ån].

The worshipper must now perform the testimony [tashahhud], by saying:
Greetings, prayers and good deeds at-ta¥iyyåtu li’llåhi wa ’ƒ-ƒalawåtu
are due to Allåh. wa ’£-£ayyibåt—

Peace be upon you, O Prophet, as-salåmu ‹alai-ka ayyuha ’n-nabiyyu
and the mercy of Allåh wa ra¥matu’llåhi
and His blessings! wa barakåtuh—

Peace be on us, as-salåmu ‹alai-nå
and on all the rightesous wa ‹alå
servants of Allåh. ‹ibådi ’llåhi ’ƒ-ƒåli¥ºn.

I bear witness that ashhadu an
there is no god but Allåh, lå ilåha illa ’llåh—
and I bear witness that Mu¥ammad wa ashhadu anna Mu¥ammadan
is His servant and His Messenger. ‹abdu-hu wa ras«luh.

Next, the worshipper must stand up,254 saying [mukabbiran]:
Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar.

254 That is to say, in order to perform the third cycle [rak‹a].
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He must recite al-Fåti¥a only, with no additional Qur›ånic recitation,
and then go on to perform the acts of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration
[suj«d], in the same manner as before.

The worshipper must then perform the fourth cycle [rak‹a] in the
same manner as the third [i.e., reciting al-Fåti¥a only].  Then he must
adopt the sitting posture in order to perform the testimony [tashahhud],
which he must carry out in the manner we have described above.  This
time, however, when he reaches the words:

His servant and His Messenger. ‹abdu-hu wa ras«luh.

—he must go on to say:
O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒallº ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammad, wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammadin
as You have blessed Abraham! ka-må ƒallaita ‹alå Ibråhºm.

Surely You deserve inna-ka
to be praised and extolled! ªamºdun Majºd.

And bestow Your grace wa bårik
upon Mu¥ammad, and upon ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
the family of Mu¥ammad, wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammadin
as You have bestowed Your grace ka-må bårakta
upon Abraham! ‹alå Ibråhºm.

Surely You deserve inna-ka
to be praised and extolled! ªamºdun Majºd.

According to another account of the doctrine of our Imåm A¥mad
[ibn ªanbal], the mention of Abraham [Ibråhºm] should be followed by
a reference to his family, so the worshipper must say:

as You have blessed Abraham, ka-må ƒallaita ‹alå Ibråhºma
and the family of Abraham. wa ‹alå åli Ibråhºm.

—and:
as You have bestowed Your grace ka-må bårakta
upon Abraham, ‹alå Ibråhºm.
and the upon family of Abraham. wa ‹alå åli Ibråhºm.

At this point, which marks the conclusion of the testimony [tashahhud],
the worshipper is recommended to seek refuge from four perils.  He
should therefore say:

O Allåh, I take refuge with You Allåhumma innº a‹«dhu bi-ka
from the torment of Hell, min ‹adhåbi jahannam:
and from the torment of the grave, wa min ‹adhåbi ’l-qabr:
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and from the mischief wa min fitnati ’l-
of the False Messiah, masº¥i ’d-dajjål:
and from the mischief wa min fitnati ’l-ma¥yå
of life and death. wa ’l-mamåt.

He should then offer the following supplications:
O Allåh, I beg You to grant me Allåhumma innº as›alu-ka ’l-khaira
all that is good, both what I know ulla-hu må ‹alimtu min-hu
of it and that which I do not know, wa må lam a‹lam.

and I take refuge with You from all wa a‹«dhu bi-ka mina ’sh-sharri
that is evil, both what I know of it kulli-hi må ‹alimtu min-hu
and that which I do not know. wa må lam a‹lam.

O Allåh, I beg You to grant me Allåhumma innº as›alu-ka
the goodness of that which Your min khairi må sa›ala-ka
righteous servants have asked of You, ‹ibådu-ka ’ƒ-ƒåli¥«n.

and I take refuge with You from wa a‹«dhu bi-ka
the evil of that from which Your min sharri
righteous servants have sought ma ’sta‹ådha bi-ka minhu
refuge with You. ‹ibådu-ka ’ƒ-ƒåli¥«n.

O Allåh, I beg You to grant me Allåhumma innº
the Garden of Paradise, and whatever as›alu-ka ’l-jannata wa må
brings one close to it, qarraba ilai-hå
by word and by deed. min qawlin wa ‹amal.

Our Lord, give us Rabba-nå åti-nå
in this world good, fi ’d-dunyå ¥asanatan
and good in the hereafter, and wa fi ’l-åkhirati ¥asanatan
guard us against the torment wa qinå
of the Fire [of Hell]!  (2:201) ‹adhåba ’n-når.

Our Lord, forgive us Rabba-nå fa-’ghfir
our sins, and la-nå dhun«ba-nå
grant us remission for our evil deeds, wa kaffir ‹an-nå sayyi›åti-nå
and let us end our earthly lives wa tawaffa-nå
in the company of the righteous. ma‹a ’l-abrår.

Our Lord, give us that Rabba-nå wa åti-nå
which You have promised us må wa‹adta-nå
through Your Messengers, ‹alå Rusuli-ka
and do not put us to shame wa lå tukhzi-nå
on the Day of Resurrection. yawma ’l-qiyåmah:
Surely You will not fail inna-ka
to keep the tryst!  (3:194) lå tukhlifu ’l-mº‹åd.

If the worshipper wishes to add further supplications to these, it is
permissible for him to do so, unless he is acting as a prayer leader [imåm],
in which case it would make the proceedings unduly lengthy for those
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who are following his lead [ma›m«mºn].  For one who is leading others
in prayer, brevity is the recommended practice [musta¥abb], out of
consideration for their feelings, and because there may be someone
amongst them who has a pressing need to attend to.

The worshipper must then conclude the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] by
performing the salutation [taslºma],255 after which he should offer
supplications for his own sake, for the sake of his parents, and on behalf
of all the Muslims.

At every stage in all of this, the worshipper must be timidly apprehensive
about its ultimate outcome, wondering how his prayer may be received
in the sight of Allåh (Exalted is He), the One who summons us to it, the
One who commands us to perform it, the One who rewards us for it
[if it is acceptable], and the One who punishes us for it, if it is done badly.
So, when he finally emerges from the process, he should undertake a
conscious review of his performance.  Then, if he can honestly give it
a clearance and a clean bill of health, he must offer grateful praise to
Allåh (Exalted is He), since He is the One who made him capable of
such an achievement.  If, on the other hand, he finds it marred by
deficiency and imperfection, he must repent to Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He) and seek Allåh’s forgiveness.  He must prepare himself
to do better, and make a serious effort to be more careful in future.

There is a clear indication to prove that a ritual prayer [ƒalåt] has been
accepted, and an equally clear indication to prove that it has been
rejected.  The sure sign of its acceptance is that it has been effective
in deterring and preventing its owner from indulging in immoral
behavior and reprehensible conduct, while encouraging him to do
better, renewing his intention to strive after righteousness, increasing
his acts of worshipful obedience, his charitable deeds, his eagerness for
spiritual rewards, his resistance to bad influences, and his disapproval
of sinful acts of disobedience and misconduct.  For, as Allåh (Almighty
and Glorious is He) has told us:

The ritual prayer helps to prevent inna ’ƒ-ƒalåta tanhå
indecency and reprehensible behavior. ‹ani ’l-fa¥shå›i wa ’l-munkar:
The remembrance of Allåh is greater; wa la-dhikru ’llåhi akbar:
and Allåh knows the things you do. wa ’llåhu ya‹lamu må taƒna‹«n.
(29:45)

255 In other words, he must turn his head to the right and say:

Peace be upon you, and the mercy of Allåh. as-salåmu ‹alaikum wa ra¥matu’llåh.

—then turn his head to the left and repeat these same words.
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Our treatment of this subject is equally applicable to the prayer leader
[imåm], the worshipper who follows his lead [ma›m«m], and the
worshipper who prays by himself [munfarid].

As for the essential prerequisites of the ritual prayer [sharå›i£ aƒ-ƒalåt],
its necessary elements [wåjibåt], and its customarily recommended
practices [masn«nåt], we have provided a detailed account of these in
the first part of this book.256

Allåh is the One who enables us to do what is right and proper
[al-Muwaffiq li’ƒ-ƒawåb].

256 See Vol. 1, pp. 13–16.
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24.
Concerning the qualifications

and responsibilities of the prayer leader [imåm].

It is not appropriate for a man to act as a prayer leader [imåm] unless
or until he possesses all the attributes we are about to mention,

namely:

1.   He should not be keen to put himself forward, as long as he can
find someone sufficiently qualified to spare him from having to do so,
and on no account should he put himself forward in the presence of
someone better qualified than he.

This is most important, because, as we know from the tradition
[¥adºth], the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported
as having said:

If a man leads [amma] the people in prayer, when there is someone better
qualified in the congregation behind him, they will suffer constant ignominy.

[The Caliph] ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) once said:

“That I should charge to the battlefront and get my head cut off,
without incurring any sin thereby, would be far better than putting
myself forward to lead a congregation that included Ab« Bakr, the
Champion of Truth [aƒ-»iddºq], (may Allåh be well pleased with him).”

2.   He must be a competent reciter [qåri›] of the Book of Allåh, a
trained expert [faqºh] in the religion [dºn] of Allåh, and a proficient
student of the exemplary practice [sunna] of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace), because the latter said, as reported in the
tradition [¥adºth]:

Entrust the oversight of your religion to your experts in Islåmic jurisprudence
[fuqahå›], and let your prayer leaders [a›imma] be the Qur›ån-reciters [qurrå›]
among you.

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:
Those who lead you in prayer are your finest élite [ya›ummu-kum khiyåru-kum],
for they are your ambassadorial delegates [wuf«d] to Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He).
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By according them this special accolade, the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) was simply drawing attention to the fact that
they are people distinguished by religious faith and virtue, knowledge
of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), and fear of Allåh (Exalted is
He), who are concerned not only with their own prayer [ƒalåt], but also
with the prayer performed by those behind them.  They are keenly
aware of the responsibility they must bear, both for themselves and for
those behind them, if they are guilty of any impropriety in their
performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

When he mentioned the Qur›ån-reciters [qurrå›], the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) was not referring to those who have
merely memorized the text of the Qur›ån, without putting it into
practice.  What he meant to emphasize (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) was the importance of acting on the message of the Qur›ån, as
well as learning it by heart.  As we are told in the tradition [¥adºth]:

The person most worthy of this Qur›ån is someone who puts it into practice,
even if he does not read it.

It is quite possible for the Qur›ån to be memorized by someone who
fails to put it into practice, and who makes not the slightest effort to
abide by the rules it lays down, neither implementing the prescriptions
enjoined upon him by Allåh, nor observing the prohibitions He has
imposed upon him.  We are not interested in such a person, and he
deserves no respect.  Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) has told us:

A person can hardly believe in the Qur›ån, if he considers it permissible to do
the things it has declared unlawful.

It is not permissible, therefore, for people to set anyone in front of
them in their ritual prayer [ƒalåt], as a leader [imåm], other than the
individual amongst them who knows Allåh best, and fears him the
most.  If they go against this instruction, and appoint someone less
qualified, they will suffer constant ignominy, backwardness and
deficiency in their religion, and remoteness from Allåh (Exalted is He),
from His good pleasure [riæwån],257 and from His Garden of Paradise.

257 As an ordinary noun, the Arabic word riæwån means “approval; consent; good pleasure.”  In the
standard works of reference, the angel called Riæwån is variously described as the porter, the
gardener, the doorkeeper, the keeper, the guardian, the treasurer, or the custodian of Paradise.
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May Allåh bestow His mercy upon any group of people who take a
serious interest in their religion [dºn] and their ritual prayers [ƒalawåt],
so that they appoint their finest élite [khiyår] to lead them.  In so doing,
they will be following the exemplary practice [sunna] of their Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), and thereby seeking nearness to
their Lord (Blessed and Exalted is He).

3.  It is also important that the prayer leader [imåm] should be
someone who is careful to guard his tongue from responding, when
people engage in faultfinding and backbiting at his expense, unless he
has something good to say.

4.    He must not only enjoin what is right and fair [ma‹r«f], but also
practice it himself, and he must not only forbid what is wrong and unfair
[munkar], but also avoid committing it himself.258

5.     He must love goodness and those who practice it, and he must hate
evil and those who practice it.

6.    He must be thoroughly familiar with the exact times prescribed
for the ritual prayer [mawåqºt aƒ-ƒalåt], and meticulous in observing
them.

7.       He must fully appreciate the significance and the serious importance
of his rôle.

8.     He must be chaste with regard to his stomach and his sexual organs
[‹afºf al-ba£n wa ’l-farj], and keep his hand withdrawn from contact with
things that are unlawful [ma¥årim].

9.     He must expend little energy for any purpose other than seeking
to obtain the approval of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He).

10.  He must be mild-tempered, long-suffering, and patient in the face
of injury and insult.  This means that he must turn a blind eye to
mischievous provocation, be tolerant of those who speak ill of him, be
patient with those who treat him foolishly, and behave well toward
those who behave badly toward him.

11.  He must beware of taking a prurient interest in things that are
unlawful [ma¥årim].  If he sees that a private part [‹awra] is exposed to
view, he must cover it up, and if he happens to notice something
shameful, he must conceal it.
258 Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has devoted an entire
Chapter, earlier in the present work, to the duty to enjoin what is what is right and fair and to forbid
what is wrong and unfair [al-amr bi’l-ma‹r«f wa ’n-nahy ‹ani ’l-munkar].  (See Vol. 1, pp. 151–70.)
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12.  He must shun altercation with ignorant fools, and respond to their
nonsense by saying:  “O Allåh, let there be peace! [Allåhumma salåmå].”259

13.  While other people should find him to be a reassuring source of
comfort, his feeling about himself must be one of grave concern, as he
yearns for deliverance and strives for his personal salvation.

14.  He must acknowledge that he is being put to the test, recognize
the magnitude of the challenge he faces, and understand the momentous
significance and enormous importance of the task assigned to him.
His overriding concern must therefore be to discharge the solemn
responsibility laid upon him, by proving himself worthy of the great
dignity of the prayer leader’s rôle [imåma], its tremendous value, and its
beneficial quality.

15.  He must be a man of few words, except when he needs to speak
about matters relating to his sphere of interest.

16. [He must be aware that] there is a state of being [¥ål] that is
appropriate for him [as prayer leader], and a state of being that is
appropriate for the people [who follow his lead].

17.  When he stands in his prayer-niche [mi¥råb], he must realize that
he is standing in the station of the Prophets [maqåm an-Nabiyyºn] and
of the Caliph of the Chief of the Messengers [Khalºfa Sayyid
al-Mursalºn], and that he is communing with the Lord of All the Worlds
[yunåjº Rabb al-‹Álamºn].

18.  He must exercise his independent judgment [ijtihåd],260 in order
to ensure the complete performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], and also
to ensure the well-being of those behind him, meaning those who are
following his leadership [imåma].

19.  He must keep the performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] as short
and simple as possible, without prejudice to its completeness.

20.  He must conduct the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] in a way that accommo-
dates the weakest member of the congregation.  This means that he
must regard himself as inferior to those who pray behind him, recognizing
that their leadership [imåma] has been assigned to him as a test, and
realizing that Allåh (Exalted is He) will hold him responsible for the
performance of the obligatory duties [farå›iæ], not just on his own
account, but also on that of the weakest member of the congregation.
259 This is a clear allusion to Q. 25:63.
260 See note 177 on p. 132 above.
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21. When putting himself forward to lead the congregation, he
should do so as one who is tearfully lamenting his mistakes, feeling
remorse for his previous negligence and his former sins, and regretting
his lost opportunities.

22.  He must not adopt a proud and haughty attitude toward those who
pray behind him, nor assume an air of superiority over those to whom
he is actually subordinate.

23.   He must not become a fanatical champion of his own cause, when
comments are made about his positive qualities and his shortcomings.
He should neither like it when people praise him, nor dislike it when
they blame him.  His attitude toward the congregation should be the
same in either case.

24.  He must be someone to whom no falsehood can be imputed.
25.  He must be well-mannered in his eating habits.
26.  He must be someone who keeps his clothes clean and tidy.
27.  He must be modest in his style of dressing, and unassuming in the

way he sits in company.
28.  He must not be someone who has been punished [ma¥d«d] for a

serious offense against the law of Islåm.261

29. He must not be the kind of person who arouses misgivings in
people.

30. He must not be the kind of person who would denounce his
brother to the political authority [sul£ån].

31.  He must not be someone who divulges people’s secrets.  (That is
to say, he must not be someone who broadcasts them.)

32.  He must not be someone who goes looking for the worst in people.
33.  He must not be the kind of person who harbors feelings of hatred

and resentment toward his brother.
34. He must not be the kind of person who would cheat in his

management of funds entrusted to him, in his commercial dealings, or
in the repayment of a loan.

35.  He must not put himself forward [to lead the prayer] as long as his
diet and his means of livelihood are unclean.

36. He must not put himself forward as long as he feels a craving to
occupy the prayer leader’s position [imåma].

37.  He must not put himself forward as long as he recognizes that he
261 The term ma¥d«d is applied to a person who has suffered the penalty [¥add] prescribed by Islåmic
law for one of the offenses listed in note 228 on p. 166 above.
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still harbors some feeling of envy, or resentment, or malice, or hatred,
or spite, or grievance, or vindictiveness.

38.  He must not be seeking blood revenge [tha›r].
39.  He must not be trying to win support for himself.
40.  He must not be trying to satisfy a grudge.
41.  He must not be chasing the wife of a Muslim.
42.  He must not be cheating anyone belonging to the Community of

Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
43.  He must not talk about a seditious conspiracy [fitna], and he must

neither get involved in it nor do anything to encourage it.
44.  Far from engaging in such negative activity, he must positively

assist the upholders of the truth [ahl al-¥aqq] against the supporters of
falsehood [ahl al-bå£il], with his hand, his tongue and his heart.

45.  He must always speak the truth, even if it is bitter.
46.   He must not be affected, in his commitment to Allåh, by criticism

from any quarter.
47.  He should neither like it when people praise him, nor dislike it

when they blame him.
48. When offering the supplication [du‹å›], immediately after the

ritual prayer [ƒalåt] in which he has led the congregation, he should not
make any request for himself in particular.  He should rather couch the
supplication in general terms, applicable to them as well as to himself,
for it would amount to a breach of trust on his part, if he were to single
himself out at their expense.

49.  He should not accord preferential respect to certain members of
the congregation over others,262 except to those who are endowed with
knowledge and understanding.  As the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

Let those who follow me closely [in the ritual prayer] be persons endowed with
understanding and restraint [ulu ’l-a¥låm wa ’n-nahy].

They should be treated with the same respect by those who line up
next to them behind the leader’s back.

50. He must not invite the rich man to move close to him, while
treating the poor man with disdain.

51.  It is not appropriate for him to step forward to lead a congregation
that includes people who disapprove of his leadership [imåma].  If there

262 That is to say, by inviting them to occupy the positions immediately behind him, in front of
the rest of the congregation.
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are some amongst them who disapprove of him, and some who do not
disapprove of him, he must investigate the situation thoroughly.  Then,
if he discovers that those who disapprove of him are in the majority, he
must vacate the prayer-niche [mi¥råb] and decline to approach it again.

This only applies if their disapproval of him is based on sound
knowledge and a true assessment of his character.  If it is due to
ignorance, falsehood and stupidity, or to fanatical adherence to a
particular doctrine [‹aƒaba li-madhhab], or to some heretical tendency
[hawå], he should pay no attention to their disapproval.  If such is the
case, he should not refrain from leading them in the performance of the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt], unless he has reason to fear that an outbreak of
public disorder could be sparked by his failure to withdraw.  Under these
circumstances, he should step aside and vacate the prayer-niche [mi¥råb],
until such time as the people have become reconciled with one another,
and are content to accept his leadership.

52. He must not be the kind of person who is always getting into
arguments, or who is constantly swearing and cursing.

53. He must not be someone who finds pretexts for dabbling in
matters that are unsavory and highly suspect.

56.  He must not be on intimate terms, or engage in social intercourse,
with people other than the righteous [ƒåli¥ºn].

57. It is not appropriate for him to serve as a prayer leader [imåm] as
long as he is still has a fondness for mischievous intrigue [fitna] and those
who practice it, and even worse, for sinful disobedience [ma‹ƒiya] and
those who practice it, and for political leadership [riyåsa] and those who
are interested in pursuing it.

58. In order to qualify, he must be very patient in coping with the
injuries and insults people can inflict, lovingly disposed toward them,
eager to secure their welfare, and dedicated to providing them with
constructive advice.

59.  He must not quarrel over the position of prayer leader [imåma],
and he certainly must not come to blows over it, with someone who is
just as well qualified to carry out the task.

As we know from traditional reports concerning the great figures of
the past, our righteous forebears had a strong aversion to assuming the
prayer leader’s rôle [imåma], so much so that they would put forward
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some who was less than their equal in nobility and religious stature, in
their eagerness to offload the burden and obtain relief, and from fear of
incurring the liability for some shortcoming.

60.  When an officer of the government [dh« sul£ån] is present in his
company, it is not appropriate for the usual prayer leader [imåm] to put
himself out in front of him in the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], except with his
permission.  By the same token, he should not sit down in the presence
of such a person, except with his permission.

61. If he stays for some time in a village, or a way station, or an
encampment belonging to a clan [qabºla] or tribe of the Arabs of the
desert [¥ayy min a¥yå› al-‹Arab], he must not act as their prayer leader
[lå ya›ummu-hum] without their permission.   By the same token, if he
happens to find himself in the company of people in a caravan, a group
of travelers who represent a potential congregation, he must not take
it upon himself to act as their prayer leader [lå ya›ummu-hum] without
their permission.

62.  Far from prolonging the performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt],
the prayer leader [imåm] is under an obligation to keep it as short as
possible, without detriment to its essential completeness.  If this needs
any further explanation, we have only to cite the following traditional
reports:

According to Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him),
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Whenever one of you is acting as a prayer leader [imåm], he should keep it short
and easy, for standing behind him are the young and the old, and those who have
pressing needs.  When he is performing the ritual prayer on his own behalf, that
is when he may prolong it as much as he wishes.

Ab« Wåqid (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was one of
the speediest of them all when it came to leading the people in the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], and the most long-drawn-out of them all when it came to
his personal performance.”
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25.
Concerning the intention [niyya] of

the prayer leader [imåm], his instructions
to the congregation, and how he ought to

station himself in the prayer-niche [mi¥råb].

The prayer leader [imåm] must not embark upon the performance of
the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], nor should he pronounce the declaration

of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [lå yukabbir],263 until he has made the
intention, at least with his heart, to carry out the task of leadership [imåma].
If he also expresses his intention with his tongue, so much the better.

[Before starting the prayer] he should turn and look to right and left,
for he must make sure that the worshippers are lined up in perfectly
straight rows.  He should then say:

Hold yourselves erect! istaqºm«
May Allåh bestow His mercy upon you! yar¥amu-kumu ’llåh.

Straighten your ranks! i‹tadil«
May Allåh be well pleased with you! raæiya ’llåhu ‹an-kum.

He should instruct them to fill the gaps in their ranks, to hold their
shoulders in an even line, and to move closer to one another until their
shoulders are actually touching.  This is very important, because any
crookedness of the shoulders and unevenness of the ranks will represent
a diminution of the value of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], and will provide a
opportunity for the devils [shayå£ºn] to come and stand alongside the
people in the rows.  As we learn from the tradition [¥adºth], the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as having said:

Align the rows tightly, keep the shoulders straight, and fill the gaps, so as to
leave no space for the likes of the offspring of the ¥adhaf264 to stand between you.

263 That is to say, [until he has formulated his intention…] he should not utter the takbºra, meaning
the affirmation: “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],” which is pronounced as an act of
consecration [i¥råm] at the beginning of the performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].
264 According to the classical Arabic lexicographers, the term ¥adhaf is applied to small, black
sheep or goats, with short and fine wool or hair, without tails and without ears; or to the young ones
of sheep or goats, in general; or, metaphorically, to various other creatures.  (See: E.W. Lane,
Arabic-English Lexicon, art. ª–DH–F.)
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That is to say, the likes of the offspring of sheep and goats [ghanam],
meaning the devils [shayå£ºn].

According to one traditional report:
“When the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) stood ready

to lead the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he would not pronounce the declaration
of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [lam yukabbir] until he had turned and
looked to right and left.  He would instruct the members of the
congregation to hold their shoulders in an even line, and he would say:
‘Do not stand at odds, for then your hearts will be at odds!’”

According to another traditional report:
“One day, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) noticed

that a man was holding himself in such a way that his chest was sticking
out from the row in which he was standing, so he said:  ‘All of you had
better hold your shoulders in an even line, otherwise Allåh (Exalted is
He) will surely cause your hearts to be out of harmony.’”

The following traditional report is one of those accepted as authentic
by both Imåm Muslim and Imåm al-Bukhårº (may Allåh bestow His
mercy upon them).265  It informs us that Sålim ibn Abi ’l-Ja‹d (may
Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) once heard an-Nu‹mån ibn Bashºr
(may Allåh be well pleased with him) say that Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to say:

You had better straighten your ranks, otherwise Allåh (Exalted is He) will surely
cause your faces to be out of harmony.

According to yet another traditional report, this one transmitted on
the authority of Qatåda (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) from
Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the latter stated
that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

You must keep your ranks straight, for the straightness of the ranks is part of what
makes the ritual prayer complete [taswiyat aƒ-ƒuf«f min tamåm aƒ-ƒalåt].

In the case of [the Caliph] ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well
pleased with him), it is reported that, whenever he acted in the capacity
of prayer leader [imåm], he would not pronounce the declaration of
Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [kåna lå yukabbiru] until a man, to whom he
265 These are the compilers of the two most famous collections of Prophetic traditions, under the
titles »a¥º¥ al-Bukhårº and »a¥º¥ Muslim.  (The term ƒa¥º¥ means “correct; authentic.”)
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had assigned the task of drawing up the ranks, came and informed him
that they had been properly aligned.  Only at that point would he
pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness.  The same
practice was later implemented by [the pious Umayyad Caliph] ‹Umar
ibn ‹Abd al-‹Azºz (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).

It is related that Bilål the Muezzin [al-Mu›addhin] (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) had a special method of his own for persuading the
members of the congregation to straighten their ranks:  He used to
thrash them on their Achilles’ tendons [‹aråqºb] with a kind of whip
called the dirra, until they aligned themselves in proper order.  As one
of the learned scholars [‹ulamå›] has pointed out:

“The obvious conclusion to be drawn, in considering the implica-
tions of this report, is that Bilål (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
must have followed that practice during the lifetime of Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), whenever he was about to make
the announcement of readiness [iqåma],266 just before he [the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace)] embarked on the performance
of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  It must have been during that period, because
Bilål (may Allåh be well pleased with him) did not act as muezzin [lam
yu›addhin] for anyone after the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace), except on one particular day, after his return from Syria during
the time of [the Caliph] Ab« Bakr, the Champion of Truth [aƒ-»iddºq],
(may Allåh be well pleased with him).

“On that one occasion, he responded to the request of Ab« Bakr and
the other Companions [»a¥åba] (may Allåh be well pleased with them
all), for they all shared a sense of longing for Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) and for his era.  But when Bilål (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) reached the words:

I bear witness that Mu¥ammad ashhadu anna
is the Messenger of Allåh. Mu¥ammadan Ras«lu’llåh.

—he suddenly desisted from giving the call to prayer [adhån], because
he was simply unable to continue with it any further.  He swooned and
fell down in a faint, overwhelmed by love for the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) and yearning for his company.  At that point,
the mournful lamentation of those senior citizens of Medina, the
266 See note 304 on p. 225 below.
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Emigrés [Muhåjir«n] and the Helpers [Anƒår],267 became extremely loud
and intense, so much so that the elderly widows and spinsters [‹awåtiq]268

emerged from their private quarters, moved by a nostalgic longing for
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).

“It is therefore definitely established, on the basis of these historical
facts, that his practice of thrashing the members of the congregation on
their Achilles’ tendons [‹aråqºb] was put into effect during the lifetime
of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace).”

It is not appropriate for the prayer leader [imåm] to station himself
inside the inner niche [£åq] of the Qibla, thereby blocking the view of
it that would otherwise be available to the members of the congregation
behind him.  He should rather stand back from it a little way.  [According
to another account of his doctrine, however, our Imåm A¥mad ibn
ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) maintained that it is
actually commendable for the prayer leader [imåm] to station himself
inside the inner niche.]

He must not station himself on a spot that would place him on a
higher level than those who are following his lead [ma›m«mºn].  If he
does this, some experts have argued, his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] will be
rendered null and void.

Once he has concluded his performance of the ritual prayer [sallama
min ƒalåti-hi],269 it is not appropriate for him to linger in his niche
[mi¥råb].  He should get up promptly and move over to his left, then
perform his supererogatory devotions [tanafful] on that side of the niche
[mi¥råb].  This is based on the traditional report of al-Mughºra ibn
Shu‹ba270 (may Allåh be well pleased with him), who stated that the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
267 See note 148 on p. 115 above.
268 The term ‹åtiq (of which ‹awåtiq is the plural form) is applied to a woman who is her own
mistress, in the sense of having outlived her parents, and being beyond the normal age for marriage
(or remarriage, in the case of a widow or divorcée).  The Arabic root ‹–t–q conveys the basic idea
of “emancipation.”  (See:  E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, art. ‹–T–Q.)
269 See note 255 on p. 187 above,
270 Al-Mughºra ibn Shu‹ba (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is often referred to by the
nickname Mughºrat ar-Ra›y [“Quick-witted”], which he acquired in recognition of his proverbial
ingenuity.  He claimed that he was the last man to be with the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace), and he used to say:  “I took my ring and let it fall into the grave, then I said:  ‘My ring
has dropped.’  But I had actually thrown it in on purpose, so that I might touch the Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), and be the last man to be with him.”  At the time of his death,
in A.H. 49., he held the important post of Governor of K«fa.
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The prayer leader [imåm] must not go on to perform voluntary devotions
[lå yata£awwa‹] in the place he occupies while leading the people in the
prescribed prayer [makt«ba].

In the case of the follower [ma›m«m], on the other hand, the
equivalent of this is quite permissible.  Since he is allowed the option,
he may either perform his [voluntary] prayers on the same spot, if he
wishes to do so, or he may choose to move back from it a little way.

The prayer leader [imåm] must observe two moments of silent pause:
(1) at the very beginning of the prayer [iftitå¥ aƒ-ƒalåt], and (2) when he
has finished the Qur›ånic recitation [qirå›a], just before he adopts the
bowing posture [qabla an yarka‹a], so that he may catch his breath and
calm the intense vibration experienced during his recitation.  He
must not combine his Qur›ånic recitation uninterruptedly with the
affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness that precedes the adoption of
the bowing posture [takbºrat ar-ruk«‹], because an instruction to this
effect is attributed to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace),
in the tradition [¥adºth] reported by Samura ibn Jundab (may Allåh be
well pleased with him).

When he performs the prayer with a screening object in front of him
[ƒallå ilå sutra],271 he must position himself very close to it.  If he leaves
any gap at all between himself and the object used as a screen, it must
not be wide enough to allow a wild black dog, or a donkey, or a woman,
to pass through.  Should any of these come in between, his ritual prayer
[ƒalåt] will be cut off at that point, according to the doctrine of A¥mad
ibn ªanbal, our Imåm, (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).  As
far as the donkey and the woman are concerned, however, there is
another account of his doctrine, according to which these two are
harmless in this respect.272

271 According to E.W. Lane (Arabic-English Lexicon, art. S–T–R), the predominant application of
the term sutra [screening object] is to “a thing which a person praying sets up before him; [sticking
it in the ground, or laying it down if the ground be hard, in order that no living being or image may
be the object next before him;] such as a whip, and a staff having a pointed iron at its lower
extremity.”

At various times, according to traditions [a¥ådºth] recorded by Imåm al-Bukhårº (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used a wide range
of creatures and articles as sutra objects, including baggage-camels, horses, trees, saddles, a couch,
a lance, a stick, and the pillars of a mosque.
272 According to a traditional report recorded by Imåm al-Bukhårº, ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well
pleased with her) once exclaimed:  “Would you place us women on the same level as donkeys and
dogs?  By Allåh, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to perform the ritual prayer
[ƒalåt] while I was lying on the couch between him and the Qibla.”
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When the prayer leader [imåm] adopts the bowing posture [idhå
raka‹a], he must utter three glorifications [tasbº¥åt],273 in the manner we
have previously described.  He must be careful not to utter them too
rapidly or too soon, and they should be fully pronounced, in a calm,
deliberate, and clearly audible voice.  This is very important because,
if he utters the glorification [tasbº¥] too quickly, the people behind him
will not be able to keep pace with him.  This may result in a situation
where the members of the congregation [ma›m«mºn] start to anticipate
his movements.  Their prayer will thus be spoiled, and he will incur the
liability for their sin.

The same considerations apply when he raises his head from the
bowing posture [ruk«‹], and says:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

—then stands quite still in an upright posture, while he says:
Our Lord, and to You be the praise! Rabba-nå wa la-ka ’l-¥amd.

He must pronounce these words in an unhurried voice, so that the
members of the congregation [ma›m«m«n] can easily keep up with him.
If he goes on to add the words:

Enough [praise] to fill the heavens mil›u ’s-samåwåti
and the earth, wa mil›u ’l-aræ:
and to fill anything wa mil›u må shi›ta
beyond them, as You wish. min shai›in ba‹d.

—this is quite permissible, because the practice is reliably attributed
to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).

Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:

“When Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
raised his head from the bowing posture [ruk«‹], he used to stand upright
for such a long time [before making the prostration], that people would
say:  ‘He seems to have forgotten [what comes next].’”

In the posture of prostration [suj«d], and when he adopts the sitting
posture [jalsa] between the two acts of prostration [sajdatain], he must
273 In other words, he must say, three times:

Glory to my Lord, the Almighty! Sub¥åna Rabbiya ’l-‹Aœºm.
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likewise hold himself still for a while, so that those behind him can keep
up with him in the performance of each essential element [rukn].274

No serious attention need be paid to the assertion of those who say:
“If he does that [i.e., if he holds his posture for a considerable length of
time], someone who is supposed to be following his lead [ma›m«m] may
anticipate his next move, and that person’s ritual prayer [ƒalåt] will thus
be rendered null and void.”  The reasoning here is faulty, if we are
assuming that he does that on a regular basis, because people will realize,
when they notice that he does it constantly and persistently, that
holding a steady posture is his normal practice.  They will therefore keep
pace with him, and not move prematurely.

The prayer leader [imåm] should also be given the following advice:
“It is recommended that you should instill some fear in them, before
embarking on the performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], and that you
should warn them against anticipating your movements, as we shall
explain in the following subsection.  Far from having a negative effect,
this will be conducive to the common good, and to the completeness
of everyone’s ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”

As we are informed in the words of the tradition [¥adºth]:
Every performer of the ritual prayer is a shepherd, and he will be held responsible
for his flock [kullu muƒallin rå‹in wa mas›«lun ‹an ra‹iyyati-hi].

It has also been said that the prayer leader [imåm] is a shepherd in
relation to those whom he leads in the prayer.

It is therefore incumbent upon the prayer leader [imåm] to give wise
advice to those pray behind him.  He must warn them against premature
movement in the stages of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d].  He
must do what he can to improve their behavior, since he is a shepherd
to them now, and he will be held responsible for them tomorrow [on the
Day of Resurrection].

274 As explained by the author (may Allåh be well pleased with him) in Vol. 1, pp. 13–14:

The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] has some elements that are essential  [arkån, pl. of rukn], some that are
necessities [wåjibåt], some that are recommended [masn«nåt], and yet others that are formal
refinements [hai›åt].  As for the basic essentials [arkån] these are fifteen in number:  (1) Standing
in an upright posture [qiyåm].  (2) The consecratory declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness
[takbºrat al-i¥råm].  (3)  Recitation of al-Fåti¥a.  (4) Bowing [ruk«‹].  (5) Calm composure in the
bowing posture.  (6) Straightening up from the bowing posture.  (7) Calm composure in the erect
posture.  (8) Prostration [suj«d].  (9) Calm composure in the posture of prostration.  (10) Sitting
between the two acts of prostration.  (11) Calm composure in the sitting posture.  (12) The final
testimony [tashahhud].  (13) Adopting a sitting posture in order to make the final testimony.  (14)
Invocation of blessing [ƒalåh] on the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  (15) The
salutation [taslºm].
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He must also strive to perfect his own ritual prayer [ƒalåt], to master
its performance and improve it, in order that he may be entitled to
receive the same reward as those who pray behind him.  Failure to do
so will result in his being charged with the weight of their sins,
whenever he acts badly and falls short.
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26.
Concerning the ma›m«m,

i.e., the worshipper who follows a leader [imåm]
when performing his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], either
singly or as a member of a congregation [jamå‹a].

As for the ma›m«m, i.e., the worshipper who follows a leader [imåm]
when performing his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], it is incumbent upon

him to formulate the intention to pray in that capacity [an yanwiya ’l-
i›timåm].

[If there is only one ma›m«m present] he must station himself to the
right of the prayer leader [imåm]; he must not stand in front of him, and
he must not stand to his left.

If they are a congregation [jamå‹a],275 however, the customary
practice [sunna] is for them to stand behind the prayer leader [imåm].
So, if only one ma›m«m is present at the outset, standing to the leader’s
right as he utters the initial declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness
[kabbara], and another worshipper arrives at that point, the newcomer
should join him in saying “Allåhu Akbar,” while squeezing into line
beside him.  Then the two of them should move back together, to form
a row behind the prayer leader [imåm].  If there is not enough space to
accommodate the second person, the prayer leader [imåm] should push
the pair of them back with his hand.  He should not move forward from
his own spot, unless there is a severe shortage of space behind him.

If a worshipper arrives when the congregation [jamå‹a] is already
assembled, and he can find a gap in the row, he should insert himself
into it.  If he cannot find any gap to occupy, he must station himself to
the right of the prayer leader [imåm].  He must not pull a man back
abruptly, to stand beside him and form a new row, because that is likely
to result in confusion and disharmony, and may stir up feelings of hatred
and hostility.  It will also have the effect of invalidating the prayer [ƒalåt]
275 That is to say, if there is more than one ma›m«m present.
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performed by the one who is pulled out of his row, because he will
become a solitary individual [fadhdh] in the process, and that [detachment
from the ranks of the congregation] invalidates the ritual prayer [ƒalåt],
according to our doctrine [‹inda-nå].276

The late arrival should make a serious effort to squeeze his shoulders
into the row, so that he can utter the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [yukabbiru] and enter into the ritual prayer in a state of
consecration [yu¥rimu bi’ƒ-ƒalåt].277  He may then step back, together
with one of the other worshippers, to form a new row.

If he enters the mosque [masjid] at the stage where the prayer leader
[imåm] is already in the bowing posture [ruk«‹], the latecomer should
pronounce two declarations of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [kabbara
takbºratain]:  one of them for the purpose of consecration [li’l-i¥råm], and
the other in connection with the act of bowing [li’r-ruk«‹].278  It is
permissible, however, for him to utter only one such declaration, while
intending them both [in kabbara wå¥ida wa nawå-humå].

If he enters at the stage where the prayer leader [imåm] is already
pronouncing the final testimony [at-tashahhud al-akhºr],279 his recom-
mended course is to formulate the intention to perform the prayer
[an yanwiya ’ƒ-ƒalat], to pronounce the [consecratory] declaration of
Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [yukabbira], and to sit down next to the
prayer leader [imåm], so that he will still be in time to share the merit
of the congregation [jamå‹a].  Then, when the leader concludes the
congregational prayer with the salutation [idhå sallama ’l-imåm], the
late arrival should build on his [consecratory] declaration of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness, and go on to perform a complete ritual prayer by
himself [banå ‹alå takbºrati-hi wa ƒallå].

276  When he uses the expression ‹inda-nå [in our opinion; according to our doctrine], Shaikh ‹Abd
al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is referring to the doctrine of the ªanbalº
school [madhhab] of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh].
277 In other words, he must insert himself sufficiently to be counted as a member of the
congregation, at which point he can validly pronounce the consecratory declaration of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm], by saying:  “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!].”
278 See the description of takbºrat ar-ruk«‹ on pp. 180–81 above.
279 That is to say, when the performance of that particular ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is within a few
moments of being concluded.  (For the wording of the final testimony [at-tashahhud al-akhºr], see
pp. 184 and 185 above.)
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27.
Traditional sayings [a¥ådºth] attributed

to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
and his Companions [»a¥åba]

(may Allåh’s good pleasure be upon them all)
concerning the proper conduct of the ma›m«m.

The following requirements must also be observed by the ma›m«m,
i.e., the worshipper who follows a leader [imåm] when performing

his ritual prayer [ƒalåt]:
He must not anticipate the utterances and movements of prayer

leader [imåm], especially when it comes to pronouncing the declaration
of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr], adopting the postures of bowing
[ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d], and rising up from these two postures.

While he must be extremely careful to avoid acting prematurely at
these stages in particular, he must also spare no effort in striving to
ensure that every single one of his actions in the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is
subsequent to the corresponding action of the leader [imåm].  We have
inherited many traditional sayings [a¥ådºth] to that effect, some attributed
to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), and others to his
Companions (may Allåh’s good pleasure be upon them all).

For instance, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is
reported as having said:

How dare a person raise his head in advance of the prayer leader [imåm]?  Is he
not afraid that Allåh may transform his head into the head of an ass?

According to another tradition [¥adºth], he once said (Allåh bless him
and give him peace):

The prayer leader [imåm] bows down [yarka‹u] before you do, prostrates himself
[yasjudu] before you do, and raises his head before you do.

It was al-Barå› ibn ‹Ázib280 (may Allåh be well pleased with him and
with his father) who said:
280 See note 223 on p. 162 above.
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“We used to pray behind the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace), and whenever he sank down from his upright posture [to
perform the act of prostration], not one of us would bend his back until
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) had placed his
forehead on the ground.”

In other words, the Companions of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) used to stand quite still behind him, maintaining
an upright posture, until the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) sank down, pronounced the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [¥attå yan¥a££a wa yukabbira], and placed his forehead on the
ground.  Only then did they follow him [in performing the act of
prostration].

Several of the Companions [»a¥åba] (may Allåh be well pleased with
them) are reported as having said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) would
[have risen from his prostration and] be standing up straight, while we
were still prostrating ourselves [sujjad].”

According to one traditional report, transmitted on the authority of
Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

How dare a person raise his head in advance of the prayer leader [imåm]?  Is he
not scared that Allåh may transform his head into the head of an ass, or into the
head of a pig?

Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:  “I once heard Abu’l-Qåsim281 (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) say:

“‘How dare a person raise his head in advance of the prayer leader [imåm]?  Is he
not scared that Allåh may transform his head into the head of an ass?’”

It is related that Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
once noticed that a man was anticipating the movements of the prayer
leader [imåm], so he said to him:

“You have neither performed the prayer by yourself, nor have you
performed it while following your leader [må ƒalaita wa¥da-ka wa lå
bi-imåmi-ka ’qtadaita].  He who has neither prayed by himself, nor
followed his prayer leader, that is someone who has no prayer at all to
his credit [lå ƒalåta lah].”
281 Abu’l-Qåsim [father of al-Qasim] is the kunya [surname of relationship] of the Prophet
Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace), whose son al-Qåsim died in infancy.  (See
Vol. 1, p. 100.)
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It is also related that Ibn ‹Umar 282 (may Allåh be well pleased with
him and with his father) once noticed that a man was anticipating the
movements of the prayer leader [imåm], so he said to him:  “You have
neither performed the prayer by yourself, nor have you performed it
with the prayer leader [må ƒalaita wa¥da-ka wa lå ƒalaita ma‹a ’l-imåm].”
He then gave the culprit a beating, and ordered him to perform the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] all over again.

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of Ab« »åli¥283 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him),
from Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the latter
stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

The prayer leader [imåm] has been appointed for no other purpose than to
set an example for the congregation to follow [li-yu›tamma bi-hi].  So, when he
pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness, you must
then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [idhå kabbara
fa-kabbir«].284  When he bows down, you must then bow down [idhå raka‹a
fa-’rka‹«].  When he raises his head, you must then raise your heads.  When he says:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

—you must then say, all of you together:

Our Lord, to You be the praise! Rabba-nå la-ka ’l-¥amd.

When he prostrates himself, you must then prostrate yourselves [idhå sajada
fa-’sjud«], but you must not prostrate yourselves before he prostrates himself.

When he raises his head, you must then raise your heads, but you must not raise
your heads before he raises his.  And if he performs the entire prayer in a sitting
position, you must all remain seated throughout the prayer [idhå ƒallå jålisan
fa-ƒall« jamº‹an jul«så].285

282  ‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Umar, the son of the Caliph ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased
with them both), was a revered Companion in his own right.  He died in A.H. 73 or 74.
283 Ab« »åli¥ as-Sammån al-Madanº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was a famous
mu¥addith [narrator of Prophetic tradition], from whom al-A‹mash (may Allåh bestow His mercy
upon him) is said to have transmitted a thousand traditions [a¥ådºth].  He died in A.H. 101.
284 In other words:  “When he says:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],’ you must say:
‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!].’”
285 This last sentence refers to a situation where the prayer leader [imåm] is physically incapable
of assuming an upright posture.  According to a manual of ªanbalº jurisprudence [fiqh]:

“In the exceptional case of a long-bearded [i.e., very old] prayer leader [imåm al¥å], who performs
the entire prayer in a sitting posture, on account of a sickness from which he can be expected to
recover, the members of the congregation must remain seated behind him throughout the
performance of the ritual prayer.”  (See:  Imåm Muwaffaq ad-Dºn ‹Abdu’llåh ibn A¥mad ibn
Qadåma al-Maqdisº.  Al-‹Umda: fº fiqh Imåm as-Sunna A¥mad ibn ªanbal ash-Shaibånº [raæiya ’llåhu
‹an-hu].  Cairo, Egypt: Al-Maktabat as-Salafiyya, n.d.: p. 36.)
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In a scholarly treatise [risåla] of his, our own Imåm, Ab« ‹Abdu’llåh
A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), has
informed us that Ab« M«så al-Ash‹arº  (may Allåh be well pleased with
him), the Companion [»å¥ib] of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace), is reported as having said:286

“It was Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
who taught us how to perform our ritual prayer [ƒalåt], and it was he who
taught us what we had to say in the course of performing it.

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) gave us these
instructions:

“‘When the prayer leader pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Great-
ness, you must then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness
[idhå kabbara ’l-imåm fa-kabbir«].287

“‘When he recites from the Qur›ån, you must listen in silence [idhå qara›a
fa-anƒit«].

“‘Then, when he [reaches the end of al-Fåti¥a and] pronounces the words:

not of those who earn Your wrath, ghairi ’l-maghæ«bi ‹alai-him
nor of those who go astray.  (1:7) wa la ’æ-æållºn.

—you must say:  “Ámºn [Amen],” so that Allåh (Exalted is He) may grant you
a favorable response.

“‘When he pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness, and bows
down, you must then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness,
and bow down [idhå kabbara  wa raka‹a fa-kabbir« wa ’raka‹«].288

“‘When he raises his head [from the bowing posture], and says:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

—you must then raise your heads, and say:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
our Lord, to You be the praise! Rabba-nå la-ka ’l-¥amd.289

—so that Allåh may hear you.

“‘When he says “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],” and prostrates
himself, you must then say “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],” and
prostrate yourselves [idhå kabbara wa sajada fa-kabbir« wa ’sjud«].

286 Author’s note: Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) has provided
a chain of transmitting authorities [isnåd] to establish the authenticity of this report.
287 This refers to the consecratory declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm].
288 This refers to the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness at the stage of bowing [takbºrat
ar-ruk«‹].
289 Note the addition of Allåhumma [O Allåh!] in this instance.
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“‘When he raises his head and says “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],”
you must then raise your heads and say “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely
Great!]” [idhå…kabbara…fa-…kabbir«].’”

“At this point, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) remarked:

“‘And so on, and so forth [fa-tilka bi-tilka].

 “‘When he is in the sitting posture [qa‹da], each of you must repeat the words:

Greetings, prayers and good deeds at-ta¥iyyåtu li’llåhi wa ’ƒ-ƒalawåtu
are due to Allåh… wa ’£-£ayyibåt…

—until you come to the end of the testimony  [tashahhud].’”290

The following explanations have been provided by Imåm Ab«
‹Abdu’llåh A¥mad ibn Mu¥ammad ibn ªanbal ash-Shaibånº (may
Allåh bestow His mercy upon him; may He allow us to die faithful, root
and branch, to the doctrine of his school [madhhab], and may He
assemble us at the Resurrection as members of his company!):

“Let us first consider the statement of the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace):

When he pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness, you must
then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [idhå kabbara
fa-kabbir«].

“This means that the members of the congregation must wait for the
prayer leader [imåm] to say:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]’
[¥attå yukabbira].  They must wait and listen until he has completed his
declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr], and until the sound
of his voice can no longer be heard.  Then, and only then, should they
repeat after him:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]’  [yukabbir«na
ba‹dah].

“People grossly misinterpret these Prophetic sayings [a¥ådºth], and
even ignore them altogether, not to mention the fact that most of them
regard the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] as a trivial matter, which hardly deserves
their serious attention.  So it sometimes happens that, as soon as the
prayer leader [imåm] starts to pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness [takbºr], they all launch into the takbºr simulta-
neously with him, thereby committing a grave mistake.  It is not correct
for them to start pronouncing the takbºr until the prayer leader [imåm]
290 For the complete wording of the testimony [tashahhud], see pp. 84 and 85 above.
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has finished saying: ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],’ and the
sound of his voice can no longer be heard.  This is what the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) meant, when he said:

When the prayer leader pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness, you must then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [idhå kabbara ’l-imåm fa-kabbir«].

“The prayer leader [imåm] does not become a proclaimer of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness [mukabbir] until he says:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is
Supremely Great!]’  If he were to say:  ‘Allåhu…,’ and then fall silent,
the prayer leader [imåm] would not yet be a proclaimer of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness [mukabbir]—not before having said:  ‘Allåhu Akbar
[Allåh is Supremely Great!]’

“The people [in the congregation] should therefore pronounce the
declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [yukabbiru ’n-nås] after he has
said:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]’  By launching into the
takbºr simultaneously with the prayer leader [imåm], they are commit-
ting a grave mistake.  They are also guilty of disregarding the word of the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), for the following reason:

“Suppose you were to say:  ‘When so-and-so performs his ritual prayer
[idhå ƒallå fulån], I shall speak to him.’  The meaning you intended to
convey would be:  ‘I shall wait for him to perform his ritual prayer, and
then, when he has finished praying, I shall speak to him.’  You would
not mean to suggest that you were going to speak to him while he was
still performing his prayer!  Well then, the same principle applies to the
meaning intended by the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace), when he used the expression:

When the prayer leader pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness, you must then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [idhå kabbara ’l-imåm fa-kabbir«].

“If the prayer leader [imåm] lacks training in religious jurisprudence
[fiqh], he is all too likely to prolong the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [takbºr], while someone who utters it simultaneously with
him [yukabbiru ma‹a-hu] is all too likely to pronounce it abruptly, so that
he finishes the takbºr before the leader has finished.  The person
concerned will thus become a proclaimer of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness
[mukabbir] in advance of the prayer leader [imåm].
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“If a member of the congregation pronounces the declaration of
Allåh’s Supreme Greatness in advance of the prayer leader [imåm], he
will not be credited with the performance of a ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  Since
he has embarked upon the prayer in advance of the leader [qabla ’l-
imåm], and has said:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]’ before
[the leader completed] the sentence [qabla ’l-kalåm], he does not have
a ritual prayer [ƒalåt] to his credit.

“Let us now move on to consider the statement of the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace):

“‘When he pronounces the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness, and bows
down, you must then pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness,
and bow down [idhå kabbara  wa raka‹a fa-kabbir« wa ’raka‹«].

“This means that the members of the congregation must remain
standing upright, as they wait for the prayer leader [imåm] to say:  ‘Allåhu
Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]’ and adopt the bowing posture [¥attå
yukabbira wa yarka‹a], and that they must maintain their upright
posture until the sound of his voice can no longer be heard.  Then, and
only then, should they follow him.

“Next comes the statement of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace):

“‘When he raises his head [from the bowing posture], and says:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

—you must then raise your heads, and say:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
our Lord, to You be the praise! Rabba-nå la-ka ’l-¥amd.

“This means that the members of the congregation must remain quite
still in the bowing posture [ruk«‹], until the prayer leader [imåm] raises
his head, and says:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

“They must maintain the bowing posture [ruk«‹] until the sound of his
voice can no longer be heard.  Then, and only then, should they follow
him, raising their heads and saying:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
our Lord, to You be the praise! Rabba-nå la-ka ’l-¥amd.
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“Next comes the statement of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace):

“‘When he says “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],” and prostrates
himself, you must then say “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],” and
prostrate yourselves [idhå kabbara wa sajada fa-kabbir« wa ’sjud«].

“This means that the members of the congregation must remain
standing upright, while the prayer leader [imåm] says:  ‘Allåhu Akbar
[Allåh is Supremely Great!],’ and sinks down into the posture of
prostration [suj«d]. They must maintain their upright posture until he
places his forehead on the ground.  Then, and only then, should they
follow him.

“This interpretation is confirmed by the traditional report, according
to which it was al-Barå› ibn ‹Ázib (may Allåh be well pleased with him
and with his father) who said:

“‘We used to pray behind the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace), and whenever he sank down from his upright posture [to
perform the act of prostration], not one of us would bend his back until
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) had placed his
forehead on the ground.’

“Besides, all of this is fully in accordance with statement of the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

“‘The prayer leader [imåm] bows down [yarka‹u] before you do, prostrates himself
[yasjudu] before you do, and raises his head before you do.’

“Let us now go on to consider the statement of the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace):

“‘When he raises his head [from the posture of prostration] and says “Allåhu
Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!],” you must then raise your heads and say
“Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]” [idhå…kabbara…fa-…kabbir«].’

“This means that the members of the congregation must remain quite
still in the posture of prostration [suj«d], until the prayer leader [imåm]
raises his head, and says:  “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]”
They must maintain the posture of prostration [suj«d] until the sound
of his voice can no longer be heard.  Then, and only then, should they
follow him, for at that point they must raise their heads.

“Finally, we must consider the terse statement of the Prophet (Allåh
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bless him and give him peace):
“‘And so on, and so forth [fa-tilka bi-tilka].’

“This is a way of saying that, as you now proceed to perform the second
cycle [rak‹a] of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], you must observe each of these
instructions at the appropriate stage.  For instance:

“You must remain standing upright, as you wait for the prayer leader
[imåm] to say:  ‘Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]’ and adopt the
bowing posture [¥attå yukabbira wa yarka‹a], and you must maintain
your upright posture until the sound of his voice can no longer be heard.
Then, and only then, should you follow him.

“You must remain quite still in the bowing posture [ruk«‹], until the
prayer leader [imåm] raises his head, and says:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

“You must maintain the bowing posture [ruk«‹] until the sound of his
voice can no longer be heard.  Then, and only then, should you follow
him, raising your heads and saying:

Our Lord, to You be the praise! Rabba-nå la-ka ’l-¥amd.

“In other words, the statement of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace):

“‘And so on, and so forth [fa-tilka bi-tilka].’

—is a succinct reference to every raising and lowering [of the head].
“This is all about perfecting the valid performance of the ritual prayer

[itmåm aƒ-ƒalåt], so you must grasp it with your understanding, study it
in depth, and master it thoroughly.  You must realize that there will be
many people, on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], who have
no ritual prayer [ƒalåt] to their credit, due to their habit of anticipating
the prayer leader [imåm] in adopting the postures of bowing [ruk«‹] and
prostration [suj«d], and in the raising and lowering [of the head].    In the
words of the Prophetic tradition [¥adºth]:

There will come a time when people pray, yet do not perform the prayer
[yuƒall«na wa lå yuƒall«n].

“That time could well be this present age of ours, since people
nowadays are generally in the habit of anticipating the prayer leader
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[imåm], and of failing to perform the basic essentials [arkån] of the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], not to mention their neglect of its necessary elements
[wåjibåt], its recommended practices [masn«nåt], and [other elements
that contribute to] its complete refinement [tamåm].”291

291 For lists of the basic essentials [arkån] of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], its  necessary practices [wåjibåt],
recommended practices [masn«nåt],and formal refinements [hai›åt], see Vol. 1, pp. 13–16.
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28.
Concerning what is required of someone

who notices that another person is performing his
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] incorrectly.

If someone happens to notice that another person is not performing
his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] correctly, especially if he sees him omitting

some of its basic essentials [arkån]292 and necessary elements [wåjibåt],293

as well as its customary refinements [ådåb],294 it is incumbent upon the
observer to admonish him, to make him aware of his shortcomings, and
to offer him sound advice, so that he may correct his mistakes from that
time on, and seek forgiveness for those he has made in the past.  If the
observer fails to do this, he will be counted as a partner [sharºk] in the
culprit’s misconduct, and will thus be charged with the burden of the
latter’s guilt and sin.

As we are informed in the tradition [¥adºth], the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) once said:

Woe betide the learned [‹ålim] on account of the ignorant [jåhil], inasmuch as
the former fails to teach the latter.

If it had not been the case that teaching the ignorant [jåhil] is
incumbent upon the man of learning [‹ålim], as a strict obligation and
a prescribed religious duty, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) would not have threatened him with woe, as the dire conse-
quence of his failure to provide instruction.  In order to deserve such a
threat [wa‹ºd], a person must be guilty of failing to carry out a duty that
is strictly incumbent [wåjib] and obligatory [faræ], as opposed to one that
is merely voluntary and supererogatory [nafl].
292 See note 291 on p. 216 above.
293 See note 291 on p. 216 above.
294 In this context, the term ådåb [good manners; proprieties] is obviously meant to cover those
elements in the performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] that are customary and highly recom-
mended, though not absolutely essential to its validity.
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Bilål ibn Sa‹d295 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is traditionally
reported as having said:

“As long as the sinful error remains concealed from public view, it
causes harm to no one except the person who commits it.  But once it
becomes openly apparent, and if it does not get to be corrected, it causes
harm to members of the community in general.”

That is because of their failure to do their duty, which requires them
to change the situation for the better, and to express their disapproval
to the person whose sinful error has become so conspicuous, instead of
saying nothing about it.  As a result of their failure to speak out, the
situation is bound to deteriorate still further, and the entire community
becomes responsible for the unfortunate consequences.  The virtuous
individual [mu¥sin] is actually participating with the wrongdoer in his
wrongdoing, as long as he fails to admonish him and offer him good advice.”

As we learn from traditional sources, it was Ibn Mas‹«d (may Allåh
be well pleased with him) who said:

“When someone happens to notice that another person is doing
something wrong in the way he performs his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], but fails
to warn him of the consequences, the observer is associating himself
with the culprit as his partner in sin and shame, and he is serving as an
accomplice of Satan the accursed [ash-Shai£ån al-la‹ºn].”

That is because the Devil wants him to keep quiet and say nothing
about the problem, and to refrain from engaging in mutual assistance
toward piety [birr] and true devotion [taqwå], the two virtues enjoined
by Allåh (Exalted is He) in His words (Almighty and Glorious is He):

And help one another to practice wa ta‹åwun« ‹ala ’l-birri
piety and true devotion. wa ’t-taqwå.
And do not help one another wa lå ta‹åwan«
to practice sin and enmity, ‹ala ’l-ithmi
and be careful wa ’l-‹udwån:
to observe your duty to Allåh; wa ’ttaqu ’llåh:
surely Allåh is terrible Inna ’llåha
in retribution.  (5:2) Shadºdu’l-‹iqåb.

295 Bilål ibn Sa‹d Tamºm as-Sak«rº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was the regular prayer
leader [imåm] at the Great Mosque of Damascus.  He was renowned for his pious devotion, which
is said to have been comparable to that of al-ªasan al-Baƒrº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon
him).  He died in A.H. 122.
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The Devil wants him to refrain from offering the good advice which
they [as fellow servants of Allåh] are duty-bound to give to one another.
He wishes to see the religion [dºn] fade away, to see Islåm disappear, and
to see all creatures engaged in sinful conduct.  For an intelligent person,
therefore, it makes no sense to obey the Devil [ash-Shai£ån].  Allåh
(Almighty and Glorious is He) has told us:

O Children of Adam, yå Banº Ádama
let not Satan lå yaftinanna-kumu ’sh-shai£ånu
tempt you as he brought your parents ka-må akhraja abawai-kum
out of the Garden [of Paradise], mina ’l-jannati
stripping them of their garments. yanzi‹u ‹an-humå saw›åti-himå.
(7:27)

He has also told us (Glorious and Exalted is He):
[The Devil] summons his party only innamå yad‹«
that they may be among ¥izba-hu
the inhabitants li-yak«n«
of the blazing inferno.  (35:6) min aƒ¥åbi ’s-sa‹ºr.

As you ought to be aware, everything that is currently found wanting
in the performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], in the payment of the
alms-due [ƒalåt], and in the observance of all the other forms of
worshipful service [‹ibådåt], is due to the silence and reticence of the
experts in religious knowledge and Islåmic jurisprudence [ahl al-‹ilm
wa ’l-fiqh], and to their failure to provide sound advice, instruction and
education.  This tendency may originate in the first place among the
ignorant, but then it spreads to include the people of knowledge, and
comes to represent their typical attitude.

What a strange state of affairs!  If one of these people happened to see
a man stealing a single grain of wheat, let alone a whole loaf of bread,
from a Jewish person or a Muslim, he would not restrain himself for a
moment from yelling at the thief, scolding him, and rebuking him for
his bad behavior.  Yet when he notices that someone, while praying, is
stealing the basic essentials of the ritual prayer [arkån aƒ-ƒalåt], omitting
them along with necessary elements, and moving in advance of the
prayer leader, that same observer remains silent and says nothing to the
culprit.  What he ought to do, of course, is let him know that he is doing
something wrong, provide him with instruction, and make him aware
of the need for improvement.
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Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported
as having said:

The worst kind of thief is a person who steals from his own ritual prayer [ƒalåt].

His listeners asked:  “O Messenger of Allåh, how can a person steal
from his own ritual prayer [ƒalåt]?”  So he explained (Allåh bless him and
give him peace):

[He steals from it when] he does not perform its bowing [ruk«‹] and its
prostration [suj«d] correctly and completely.

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
al-ªasan al-Baƒrº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Shall I tell you who is the worst kind of thief?

His listeners said:  “Yes, of course, O Messenger of Allåh, do tell us
who he is!”  So he explained (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

He is someone who performs neither the bowing posture [ruk«‹] of the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], nor its prostration [suj«d], correctly and completely.

It was Salmån al-Fårisº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:
“The ritual prayer is a measure [aƒ-ƒalåtu mikyål], so to one who

performs it in full, the recompense will be paid in full.  As for anyone
who gives short measure, you know what Allåh (Exalted is He) has said
about those who give short measure [al-mu£affifºn]!”296

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Alº, or ‹Alº ibn Shaibån (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), who was a member of one of the deputations [wafd] that
came to visit Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
[after the conquest of Mecca],297 the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

Allåh takes no notice of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed by a servant [of His]
who does not straighten his spine in his act of bowing [ruk«‹] and his act of
prostration [suj«d].

296 Salmån al-Fårisº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) was alluding to Q. 83:1–9.
297 In A.H. 9, after the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) had gained possession of
Mecca, Arab tribal deputations came to him from all directions.
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Ab« Huraira386 (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as
having said:

“A man once came into the mosque [masjid], while Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) was sitting to one side of the place
of worship, and proceeded to perform the ritual prayer [fa-ƒallå].  Then
he came over to Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) and saluted him with the greeting of peace [sallama ‹alai-hi].  The
Messenger returned his greeting [radda ‹alai-hi ’s-salåm], and said:  ‘Now
go back and pray [ƒalli], for you have not yet performed the ritual prayer
[lam tuƒalli].’  So the man performed the prayer as he had performed it
the first time [fa-ƒallå ka-må ƒallå], then he came over and offered the
greeting of peace [sallama].  Once again, Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) said to him:  ‘Now go back and pray [ƒalli], for
you have not yet performed the ritual prayer [lam tuƒalli].’  When he had
done this three times, the man said:  ‘By Him who sent you to convey
the Truth as a Prophet [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan], if there is a better way [of
performing the prayer] than this, please tell me what it is!’

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) responded
to this by telling him:

“‘When you are ready to perform your ritual prayer [ƒalåt], you must start by
making a thorough job of the ritual ablution [wuæ«›].  Then you must stand
facing the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca], and proclaim the Supreme
Greatness of Allåh [kabbir].298  Then you must recite as much of the Qur›ån as
you can manage with ease.  Then you must bow down, so that you are calmly
composed in the bowing posture [¥attå ta£ma›inna råki‹an].  Then you must
straighten up, so that you assume a steady upright posture [¥attå ta‹tadila
qå›iman].  Then you must prostrate yourself, so that you are calmly composed
in the posture of prostration [¥attå ta£ma›inna såjidan].  Then you must sit up, so
that you are are calmly composed in the sitting posture [¥attå ta£ma›inna jålisan].
Then you must prostrate yourself [a second time], so that you are calmly
composed in the posture of prostration [¥attå ta£ma›inna såjidan].   Then you must
sit up [again], so that you are are calmly composed in the sitting posture [¥attå
ta£ma›inna jålisan].  Then you must do likewise at every stage in your performance
of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].’”

According to another traditional account [¥adºth], Rifå‹a ibn Råfi‹299

298 The word kabbir is the imperative form of the verb kabbara (see note 248 on p. 181 above).
299 Ab« Mu‹ådh Rifå‹a ibn Råfi‹ ibn Målik az-Zarqº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) was a
Companion of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), from whom he related many
traditions [a¥ådºth].  He died in A.H. 41.
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(may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported as having said:
“While we were sitting in a circle around Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh

bless him and give him peace), a man came in [to the mosque], stood
facing the Qibla, and proceeded to perform the ritual prayer [fa-ƒallå].
As soon as he had finished his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he came over and
offered the greeting of peace [sallama] to Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) and to the people in his company.  Then
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) told him:
‘Now go back and pray [ƒalli], for you have not yet performed the ritual
prayer [lam tuƒalli].’  He gave him this same instruction two or three
times, so the man said:  ‘I am simply incapable of doing what you require
of me, since I do not know what it is that you find lacking in my
performance of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt]!’

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) responded
to this by saying:

“‘The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is not performed correctly and completely by any one
of you, unless he starts by by making a thorough job of the ritual ablution
[wuæ«›], as commanded by Allåh (Exalted is He).  This means that he must wash
his face, and his hands [and lower arms] up to the elbows, that he must rub his
head [with his wet hands],300 and that he must wash his feet up to the ankles.

“‘He must then proclaim the Supreme Greatness of Allåh (Exalted is He) and
extol Him [yukabbiru ’llåha—ta‹åla—wa ya¥madu-hu].

“‘Then he must recite as much of the Qur›ån as his knowledge of it permits.

“‘Then he must proclaim the Supreme Greatness of Allåh [yukabbiru] and place
the palms of his hands on his knees, so that his joints are comfortable and
relaxed.

“‘Then he must say:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

—and assume an upright posture, so that his spine is straight and erect, and so
that every member of his body is in its proper position.

“‘Then he must proclaim the Supreme Greatness of Allåh [yukabbiru] and
prostrate himself [yasjudu], placing his forehead firmly on the ground, so that all
his joints are comfortable and relaxed.

“‘Then he must proclaim the Supreme Greatness of Allåh [yukabbiru], sit evenly
on his buttocks, and straighten his spine.’

300 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained in
Vol. 1, pp. 8–9, when listing the obligatory elements [farå›iæ] of ritual purification:

Rubbing the head [mas¥ ar-ra›s].  The way to do this is by dipping the hands in water, then raising them
[wet but] empty, placing them on the front part of the head, drawing them to the back of the head, then
returning them to their original position.
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“The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) continued in this
vein, until he had described every stage of a ritual prayer [ƒalåt]
consisting of four cycles [raka‹åt].  When he had finished, he added:

“‘The ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is not performed correctly and completely by any one
of you, unless and until he does it in the manner I have just described.’”

From this we learn that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) insisted on the correct and complete performance of the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], including the act of bowing [ruk«‹] and the act of
prostration [suj«d].  He has let it be known, in fact, that the the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt] will not be accepted unless it is duly performed in this
manner.  We also learn that it was out of the question for him (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) to remain silent, when he noticed that
the man was performing a defective version of the ritual prayer [yuƒallº
ƒalåt nåqiƒa].

If it had been permissible to postpone the explanation beyond the
moment of need, and to refrain from rebuking the ignorant person and
offering him instruction, the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) would surely have kept silent.  He would have entrusted the
handling of the situation to the discretion of the Companions [»a¥åba]
(may Allåh be well pleased with them all), and would have been
content to let it pass without comment.  Since he actually went to
such great lengths in order to rebuke the man, and to provide him
with instruction, he clearly meant to indicate the necessity of active
intervention.

To those of his Companions (may Allåh be well pleased with them)
who were present with him on that occasion, it must have been obvious
that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was exhorting
them to take the same action he was taking, whenever they noticed
someone doing the kind of thing that man was doing in the perfor-
mance of his ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  They must have realized that he
expected them to instruct their own companions, and their companions’
companions, concerning the nature and application of the rules of the
Sacred Law [kaifiyya a¥kåm ash-Shar‹], from then until the arrival of the
final Hour [as-Så‹a].
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29.
Concerning the qualifications of the muezzin

[mu›adhdhin], and how he should act when giving
the call to prayer [adhån] and the announcement

that the prayer is about to begin [iqåma].

It is incumbent upon the muezzin [mu›adhdhin] to improve his
elocution, to make sure that he does not commit any mispronunciation

in the two declarations of faith [shahådatain].301

He must be thoroughly familiar with the times prescribed for the
performance of the five obligatory daily prayers.

He must not give the call to prayer [lå yu›adhdhina] until after the
commencement of the period of time prescribed for a particular prayer,
except in the case of the [prayer of] daybreak [al-fajr].302

In giving his call to prayer [adhån], he must count on obtaining the
favor of Allåh (Exalted is He), and he must not accept any worldly
remuneration for giving the call.

He must face the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca] while
301 The first declaration of faith [shahåda] is:

I bear witness that there is no god but Allåh. ashhadu an lå ilåha illa ‘llåh.*

The second declaration of faith [shahåda] is:
I bear witness that ashhadu anna Mu¥ammadan
Mu¥ammad is the Messenger of Allåh. Ras«lu ‘llåh.**

(* The final n-sound in an assimilates to the following l-sound, so that the actual pronunciation
is “al lå ilåha….”   ** The final n-sound in Mu¥ammadan  assimilates to the following  r-sound, so
that the actual pronunciation is “…Mu¥ammadar ras«lu ‘llåh.” )
302 In the case of the dawn or daybreak prayer [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥ / ƒalåt al-fajr], the call to prayer [adhån]
may be given earlier, to allow people time to wake up and prepare themselves.  As their authority
for this solitary exception to the general rule, the religious scholars cite the saying of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

Bilål will give the call to prayer [yu›adhdhinu] while it is still nighttime, so you may eat and drink until
Ibn Umm Makt«m gives the call [at daybreak].

(See:  Imåm Muwaffaq ad-Dºn ‹Abdu’llåh ibn A¥mad ibn Qadåma al-Maqdisº. Al-‹Umda:
fº fiqh Imåm as-Sunna A¥mad ibn ªanbal ash-Shaibånº [raæiya ’llåhu ‹an-hu].  Cairo, Egypt:
Al-Maktabat as-Salafiyya, n.d.: p. 27.)
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uttering the proclamation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr] and
the two declarations of faith [shahådatain].

While uttering the actual summons to prayer [ad-du‹å› ila ’ƒ-ƒalåt], he
must turn his face to the right and to the left.

When he has given the call to the sunset prayer [adhdhana li-ƒalåt
al-maghrib], he must sit down for a little while, allowing a brief interval
to elapse between the adhån [the summoning call] 303 and the iqåma [the
announcement that the actual performance of the ritual prayer is about
to begin].304

303 The call to prayer [adhån] is uttered in the following words:
Allåh is Supremely Great!  Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar: Allåhu Akbar.
Allåh is Supremely Great!  Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar: Allåhu Akbar.

I bear witness that there is no god but Allåh. ashhadu an lå ilåha illa ‘llåh.*
I bear witness that there is no god but Allåh. ashhadu an lå ilåha illa ‘llåh.*
I bear witness that Mu¥ammad ashhadu anna Mu¥ammadan
is the Messenger of Allåh. Ras«lu ‘llåh.*
I bear witness that Mu¥ammad ashhadu anna Mu¥ammadan
is the Messenger of Allåh. Ras«lu ‘llåh.*

Come to prayer!  Come to prayer! ¥ayya ‹ala ’ƒ-ƒalåh: ¥ayya ‹ala ’ƒ-ƒalåh.
Come to salvation!  Come to salvation! ¥ayya ‹ala ’l-falå¥: ¥ayya ‹ala ’l-falå¥.

Allåh is Supremely Great!  Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar: Allåhu Akbar.

There is no god but Allåh! lå ilåha illa ‘llåh.

(* See note 301 on p. 224.)

In the call [adhån] to the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr], the words:
Prayer is better than sleep! aƒ-ƒalåtu khairun mina ’n-nawm,
Prayer is better than sleep! aƒ-ƒalåtu khairun mina ’n-nawm.

—are added after:
Come to salvation!  Come to salvation! ¥ayya ‹ala ’l-falå¥: ¥ayya ‹ala ’l-falå¥.

304  The iqåma, the announcement that the ritual prayer is about to begin, is an abbreviated version
of the adhån [call to prayer], with the addition of the words (repeated twice):  qad qåmati’ ƒ-ƒalåh
[The prayer is about to begin!]  Thus:

Allåh is Supremely Great!  Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar: Allåhu Akbar.

I bear witness that there is no god but Allåh. ashhadu an lå ilåha illa ‘llåh.*

I bear witness that Mu¥ammad Mu¥ammadan ashhadu anna
is the Messenger of Allåh. Ras«lu ‘llåh.*

Come to prayer! ¥ayya ‹ala ’ƒ-ƒalåh.

Come to salvation! ¥ayya ‹ala ’l-falå¥.

The prayer is about to begin! qad qåmati ’ƒ-ƒalåh.
The prayer is about to begin! qad qåmati ’ƒ-ƒalåh.

Allåh is Supremely Great!  Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar: Allåhu Akbar.

There is no god but Allåh! lå ilåha illa ‘llåh.

(* See note 301 on p. 224.)
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It is reprehensible on his part, that he should give the call to prayer
[an yu›adhdhina] while he is in a state of major or minor ritual impurity
[junub aw mu¥dith].305

When he has finished pronouncing the iqåma, it is not appropriate for
him to split the ranks [formed by the members of the congregation], in
order to station himself in the first row.

Once he has delivered the call to prayer [adhån] from a particular spot,
it is not appropriate for him to move to a different spot in order to
pronounce the iqåma.  This does not apply, however, if it would be
difficult for him to do both in the same place.  If he has given the call
[qad adhdhana] from a minaret [manåra],306 for instance, he should
pronounce the iqåma in a spot that is suitable for performing the prayer
[ƒalåt], or wherever is most convenient for him.

305 The term junub is applied to a man who is in a state of major ritual impurity, by reason of sexual
intercourse and discharge of the semen, and who is therefore disqualified from performing a valid
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] until he has completed a total ablution [ghusl].

The term mu¥dith is applied to a man who is in a state of minor ritual impurity, and who is
therefore disqualified from performing a valid ritual prayer [ƒalåt] until he has completed a lesser
ablution [wuæ«›].  Causes of minor ritual impurity include the discharge of urine, fecal excrement,
or wind, and the loss of consciousness (through normal sleep, as well as insanity and other
abnormal states).
306 The words ma›dhana and mi›dhana—derived from the same root, ›–dh–n, as adhån [the call to
prayer] and mu›adhdhin [muezzin, one who gives the call to prayer]—are also used in Arabic as
synonyms for manåra [minaret].
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30.
On the importance of approaching the ritual prayer

[ƒalåt] with an attitude of true humility and
complete dedication.

Allåh will surely bestow His mercy upon the worshipper who
approaches his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] with an attitude of humility,

meekness, and submissiveness toward Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is
He), fearfully and attentively, eagerly and apprehensively, anxiously
and hopefully.  He feels that nothing is more important to him than
performing his prayer [ƒalåt] for the sake of his Lord (Exalted is He),
engaging in intimate converse [munåjåt] with Him, and establishing
himself in His presence, in the postures of standing [qå›im] and sitting
[qå‹id], and in the acts of bowing [råki‹] and prostration [såjid].  In order
to commit himself to this completely, he empties his heart and mind of
their concerns.  He makes a dedicated effort to fulfill his obligatory
duties [farå›iæ], for he does not know whether he will be able to perform
another ritual prayer [hal yuƒallº ƒalåt], after the one in which he is
currently engaged, or whether his demise [wafåt] will suddenly overtake
him, before that opportunity can arise.  So he stands in the presence of
his Lord (Almighty and Glorious is He), melancholy and apprehensive,
hoping that his performance will be accepted, and fearing its rejection.
If He accepts it, he will experience blissful happiness, and if He rejects
it, he will suffer painful distress.

How much is therefore at stake where you are concerned, O believer
[mu›min] endowed with the radiant lights of Islåm, in this ritual prayer
[ƒalåt] and in the other components of your religious practice [‹amal]!
All the more reason why you should approach it, as well as all those
other duties, with an attitude of anxiety, despondency, timidity and
apprehension.

As part of what He has prescribed for you, Allåh (Exalted is He) has
decreed that you may never know whether or not a ritual prayer [ƒalåt],
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or any good deed, has been accepted of you, and that you may never
know whether or not you have been forgiven for committing a bad deed.
Yet there you go, laughing and making merry, heedlessly immersed in
the pleasures of worldly life!  I wonder how you can be so free of care,
in light of the certain knowledge [yaqºn], which has come from an
Informant who is Truthful and Trustworthy [Mukhbir »ådiq Amºn], that
you are heading toward the Fire of Hell.  For He has said (Glorious and
Exalted is He):

And there is not one of you wa in min-kum
but shall go down to it illå wåridu-hå:
[the Fire of Hell];
that, for your Lord, kåna ‹alå Rabbi-ka
is a thing decreed, determined. ¥atman maqæiyyå.
(19:71)

What you have not received is the certain knowledge [yaqºn] that you
will also emerge from it!  For whom, therefore, is a prolonged state of
lamentation and sorrow more suitable than for you, until Allåh sees fit
to accept your offering?

Even then, you will not know exactly what lies in store for you.  When
evening falls, will you live to see the break of day?  You may see the
dawn, but will you still be alive when the evening comes around?  Will
you be greeted with tidings of the Garden of Paradise, or with tidings of
the Fire of Hell?  You have very good reason, therefore, to be less than
completely happy with a wife, a child, or a piece of property.

Nothing could be more utterly astounding than the extent of your
heedlessness, and the extent of your indifference to this enormously
important matter.  You are being driven toward your destination at a
rapid pace, every day and every night, with every hour and with every
twinkling of an eye, so you must prepare yourself for imminent arrival
at your appointed term [ajal].  You must not continue to be heedless of
this mighty peril that hangs over you like a shadow, for you are bound
to experience death, and your encounter with it is inevitable; it may
alight in your personal space tomorrow morning or tomorrow night.
You must dispose of your worldly interests, for you will soon be extracted
from all of that, and dispossessed of it completely.  Whether you are
bound for the Garden of Paradise or for the Fire of Hell, those interests
will cease to be of any relevance whatsoever.
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Especially in the case of the Fire of Hell, verbal explanations and
stories fall far short of describing the reality of its nature, of imparting
a true understanding of its size and scope and the variety of its torments,
and of communicating the full extent of what it represents.

Al-‹Abd aƒ-»åli¥ [the Righteous Servant] (may Allåh bestow His
mercy upon him) once said:

“Where the Fire of Hell is concerned, I find it astonishing that
someone who is supposed to be fleeing from it can fall asleep, and as for
the Garden of Paradise, I find it astonishing that someone who is
supposed to be seeking it can fall asleep.”

By Allåh, if you ever withdraw from the flight from the one, and the
quest for the other, you will surely be doomed to manifest disaster.
Great will be your agony, and prolonged will be your grief and lamen-
tation, tomorrow [at the Resurrection] in the company of those miser-
able wretches who are condemned to suffer painful torment.

If, on the other hand, you are determined to be a refugee [from the Fire
of Hell] and a seeker [of the Garden of Paradise], you must on no
account allow yourself to be misled by entertaining fanciful desires, or
by taking pride in the signs of grace with which you are endowed.  You
must make a truly earnest commitment and a truly dedicated effort.  You
must be on your guard against the lower self [nafs] and the Devil
[Shai£ån], for each of them exerts a subtle influence, each of them poses
a serious threat, and each of them is capable of wicked tricks and ruses.
You must also be on your guard against this world, so that it does not
captivate you with its charm, and so that it does not deceive you with
vanities, its falsehood, its opulence and its glamorous appeal.

In the words of the tradition [¥adºth] that has come down to us from
the Chief of Mankind [Sayyid al-Bashar]:307

This world is ever deceiving, fickle, and harmful.308

Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has told us:
O mankind, be careful to observe yå ayyuha ’n-nåsu ’ttaq«
your duty to your Lord, Rabba-kum
and dread a day wa ’khshaw yawman
when no parent shall give lå yajzº wålidun
satisfaction on his child’s behalf, ‹an waladi-hi
and no child shall wa lå mawl«dun
give any satisfaction whatsoever huwa jåzin ‹an wålidi-hi shai›å:

307 That is to say, from Allåh’s Messenger, the Prophet Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him
peace).
308 inna ’d-dunyå taghurru tamurru wa taæurru.
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for his parent.  Allåh’s promise is true inna wa‹da ’llåhi ¥aqqun fa-lå
indeed, so do not let taghurranna-kumu ’l-
the life of this world delude you, ¥ayåtu ’d-dunyå:
and do not let the Deceiver wa lå yaghurranna-kum
deceive you in regard to Allåh. bi-’llåhi ’l-ghar«r.
(31:33)

The Deceiver [al-Ghar«r]309 is none other than Satan the accursed
[ash-Shai£ån ar-rajºm].  [From him we take refuge with] Allåh, Allåh, and
then again Allåh!

You must be on your guard against the pitfalls that lead to perdition
and ruination.  You must faithfully observe the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], as
well as all the other commandments, and you must beware of infringing
any of the prohibitions [imposed by the Sacred Law].  You must refrain
from sinful behavior, in private as well as in public.  You must surrender
to your Lord, by accepting with resignation whatever has been destined
for you and for other people.  You must submit to your Lord, through
obedience to Him in whatever He commands or forbids you to do.  You
must not distance yourself from Him, by committing that which he has
forbidden you to perpetrate.  You must not incur His displeasure, by
remonstrating with Him against the course He has prepared for you, and
by refusing to be satisfied with what He has allotted to you in the form
of worldly goods and means of livelihood, and with the actions He has
taken for your sake.  He has hidden from you some of the benefits that
will eventually accrue from those actions, and He has concealed from
you their ultimate consequences, but some of their finest fruits and
beneficial results will soon become apparent to you.

He has said (More Glorious is He than any other sayer):
But it may happen that you hate wa ‹aså an takrah« shai›ån
a thing that is good for you, wa huwa  khairun la-kum:
and it may happen that you love wa ‹aså an tu˙ibb« shai›an
a thing which is bad for you. wa huwa sharrun la-kum:
Allåh knows, wa ’llåhu ya‹lamu
and you know not.  (2:216) wa antum lå ta‹lam«n.

You must always be obedient to your Master [Mawlå], content with
His verdict, patient in the face of His trials and tribulations, grateful for
309 Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has also mentioned the Deceiver [al-Ghar«r] in the
following verse [åya] of the Qur›ån:

And wishful expectations beguiled you wa gharratkumu ’l-amåniyyu
until the ordinance of Allåh came to pass, ¥attå jå›a amru ’llåhi
and the Deceiver deceived you wa gharrakum
concerning Allåh.  (57:14) bi’llåhi ’l-Ghar«r.
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His blessings, invoking His Names, remembering His gracious favors
and His revelations [åyåt], harmonizing with His work [fi‹l] and His will
[muråd], and harboring no doubts concerning the wisdom of His
management [tadbºr], as it applies to you, and as it applies to His entire
creation.  You must make this your constant practice, until death comes
to claim you, for then you will be taken from this world in the company
of the good [a£-£ayyibºn], you will be resurrected in the company of the
Prophets [al-Anbiyå›], and you will enter the Gardens of Bliss, by the
Mercy of the Lord of All the Worlds [Rabb al-‹Álamºn], and by the Will
of the God of the First and the Last [Ilåh al-Awwalºn wa ’l-Ákhirºn].
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31.
Concerning the ritual prayer

of the spiritual élite [ƒalåt al-khåƒƒa].

As for the ritual prayer of the spiritual élite [ƒalåt al-khåƒƒa], it serves
to alert the wakeful, the humbly submissive, the vigilant, the

guardians of hearts, the welcome guests of the All-Merciful [ar-Ra¥mån]
(may they enjoy the good pleasure of Allåh, and may His peace be upon
them all).  A good description of it is related in the following report:

Y«suf ibn ‹Iƒåm was passing through one of the large congregational
mosques [jåmi‹ min jawåmi‹] of Khuråsån, when he came across an
enormous circle [¥alqa] of people.  He stopped to ask someone about it,
and he was told:  “That is the circle of ªåtim.  He is speaking on the
subjects of abstinence [zuhd] and pious caution [wara‹], and about fear
and hope.”

Y«suf then turned to his companions and said:  “Come on, let us ask
him a question on the subject of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt]!  Then, if he
gives us a satisfying answer, we shall sit with him and join his circle.”  He
thereupon went up to ªåtim, saluted him with the greeting of peace
[sallama ‹alai-hi], and said:  “May Allåh bestow His mercy upon you
[ra¥ima-ka ’llåh]!  I have a question I wish to put to you.”  “Go ahead and
ask it,” said ªåtim, and the following conversation then took place
between the two of them:

Y«suf said:  “I wish to ask you about the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].”
ªåtim said:  “Do you wish to ask me about its significance as a spiritual

experience [ma‹rifa], or about the discipline [adab] to be observed in its
performance?  There are two distinct questions here, requiring two
separate answers.”

Y«suf said:  “In that case, let me ask you about the discipline [adab] to
be observed in its performance.”

ªåtim said:  “It means that you rise to the occasion, and walk [to the
place of worship] with an attitude of total dedication [i¥tisåb].  It means
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that you begin the actual prayer with the appropriate intention [niyya],
and pronounce the declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [by saying
‘Allåhu Akbar’] in a spirit of glorification [tukabbiru bi’t-ta‹œºm].  It means
that you recite [from the Qur›ån] with a clear and distinct enunciation
[tartºl].310  It means that you perform the act of bowing with humility
[tarka‹u bi’l-khush«‹], the act of prostration with submissiveness [tasjudu
bi’t-tawåæu‹], the testimony with sincerity [tatashahhadu bi’l-ikhlåƒ], and
the salutation with a feeling of compassion [tusallimu bi’r-ra¥ma].”

Y«suf’s companions then prompted him to ask about its significance
as a spiritual experience [ma‹rifa], so he went ahead and asked this
second question, to which ªåtim responded by explaining:

“It means that you set the Garden of Paradise to your right, the Fire
of Hell to your left, the Bridge [aƒ-»irå£] beneath your feet, and the
Balance [al-Mºzån] beneath your eyes, and [that you worship] the Lord
as if you could see Him, for, even if you do not see Him, He does see you.”

“O young man [yå shåbb],” said Y«suf, “how long have you been
performing this kind of ritual prayer [ƒalåt]?”

“For twenty years,” said ªåtim.
Y«suf said to his companions:  “Come now, let us commit ourselves

to peforming such a prayer [ƒalåt] for the next fifty years!”
Then he turned to ªåtim and asked him:  “Where did you find out

about this?”
ªåtim replied:  “From those books of yours, which you used to dictate

to us!”
The traditional report [¥adºth] of Ab« ªåzim al-A‹raj [“the Lame”]

(may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is highly relevant to this
whole topic, so we shall now proceed to recount it.

To quote the actual words of Ab« ªåzim al-A‹raj (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him):

“One day, while I was at the seashore, one of the Companions of
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) came up to me
and said:  ‘O Ab« ªåzim, do you know how to perform the ritual prayer
[a-tu¥sinu an tuƒalliya]?’

“‘How could I not know how to perform the ritual prayer,’ said I, ‘since
I am thoroughly familiar with its strictly obligatory elements [farå›iæ],
310 In the technical vocabulary of tajwºd [the art of reciting the Qur›ån], the term tartºl is applied
to the slowest and most deliberate of the three rates of recitation.
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as well as with the customary observances [ma ’stanna] established by
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)?’

“‘O Ab« ªåzim,’ he then said to me, ‘what is required of you, as an
obligatory duty [faræ], before you stand ready to perform the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt]?’

“‘There are six requirements,’ I replied.
“‘What are they?’ he asked.
“I said:  ‘They are (1) a state of ritual purity [£ahåra], (2) covering

oneself [to conceal the private parts] [istitår], (3) choosing a suitable spot
on which to perform the prayer [ikhtiyår mawæi‹ aƒ-ƒalåt], (4) standing
ready to perform the prayer [al-qiyåm ila ’ƒ-ƒalåt], (5) formulating the
intention [niyya], and (6) facing toward the Qibla [direction of the
Ka‹ba in Mecca].’

“‘O Ab« ªåzim,’ he asked me next, ‘with what intention [niyya] do
you set out from your house toward the mosque [masjid]?’

“I said:  ‘With the intention to visit [the place of worship] [bi-niyyat
az-ziyåra].’

“He said:  ‘With what intention [niyya] do you enter the mosque
[masjid]?’

“I said:  ‘With the intention to perform an act of worship [bi-niyyat
al-‹ibåda].’

“He said:  ‘With what intention [niyya] do you stand ready to perform
the ritual prayer [ƒalåt]?’

“I said:  ‘With the intention of servitude [bi-niyyat al-‹ub«diyya],
acknowledging the state of servitude to Him.’”

Ab« ªåzim (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) then continued
his account of his conversation with the Companion of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace):

“He came closer to me, and said:  ‘O Ab« ªåzim, with what do you
confront the Qibla?’

“I said:  ‘With three obligatory observances [farå›iæ] and one customary
practice [sunna].’

“He said:  ‘And what are they?’
“I said:  ‘Facing toward the Qibla is an obligatory observance [faræ].

Formulating the intention [niyya] is an obligatory observance [faræ].
The initial declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [at-takbºrat al-«lå]311

311 This initial declaration—“Allåhu Akbar [Allåh is Supremely Great!]”—is often called the
consecratory declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm].
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is also an obligatory observance [faræ].  The act of raising the hands312

is a customary practice [sunna].’
“He said:  ‘In how many instances is pronouncing the declaration of

Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr] required of you as an obligatory
observance [faræ], and how often as a customary practice [sunna]?’

“I said:  ‘The basic principle of takbºr [the affirmation of the Supreme
Greatness of Allåh] is expressed through ninety-four takbºra’s [utter-
ances of the declaration: “Allåhu Akbar (Allåh is Supremely Great!)”].
Five of these are strictly obligatory [faræ], while all the rest of them are
customary [sunna].’

“He said:  ‘With what do you mark the opening of the ritual prayer
[bi-må tastafti¥u ’ƒ-ƒalåt]?’

“I said:  ‘With the affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [bi’t-takbºr].’
“He said:  ‘And what [element of the prayer] is its manifest proof

[burhån]?’
“I said:  ‘Its Qur›ånic recitation [qirå›a].’
“He said:  ‘And what is its jewel, its very essence [jawhar]?’
“I said:  ‘Its glorification [of the Lord] [tasbº¥].’
“He said:  ‘And what is its animation [i¥yå›]?’
“I said:  ‘Its humble submission [khush«‹].’
“He said:  ‘And what is its humble submission [khush«‹]?’
“I said:  ‘Fixing one’s gaze on the spot where the act of prostration

[suj«d] is to be performed.’
“He said:  ‘And what is its solemn dignity [waqår]?’
“I said:  ‘Its state of calm tranquillity [suk«n].’
“He said:  ‘And what is its consecration [ta¥rºm]?’
“I said:  ‘The [initial] declaration of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness

[takbºr].’
“He said:  ‘And what is its deconsecration [ta¥lºl]?’
“I said:  ‘The [concluding] salutation [taslºm].’
“He said:  ‘And what is its emblem [shi‹år]?’
“I said:  ‘The glorification [of the Lord] [tasbº¥] when its performance

has been duly completed.’
312 See Vol. 1, p. 15, where Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
has explained:

This means that one’s hands are brought up close to the shoulders, the thumbs are held beside the lobes
of the ears, and the tips of the fingers next to upper parts of the ears.  Then the hands are lowered again.
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“He said:  ‘And what is the key to all of that, O Ab« ªåzim?’
“I said:  ‘The ritual ablution [wuæ«›].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to the ritual ablution [miftå¥ al-wuæ«›]?’
“I said:  ‘The invocation of Allåh’s Name [tasmiya].’313

“He said:  ‘And what is the key to the invocation of Allåh’s Name
[miftå¥ at-tasmiya]?’

“I said:  ‘The intention [niyya].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to the intention [miftå¥ an-niyya]?’
“I said:  ‘Certitude [yaqºn].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to certitude [miftå¥ al-yaqºn]?’
“I said:  ‘Absolute trust [in the Lord] [tawakkul].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to absolute trust [miftå¥ at-tawakkul]?’
“I said:  ‘Fear [khawf].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to fear [miftå¥ al-khawf]?’
“I said:  ‘Hope [rajå›].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to hope [miftå¥ ar-rajå›]?’
“I said:  ‘Patience [ƒabr].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to patience [miftå¥ aƒ-ƒabr]?’
“I said:  ‘Contentment [riæå].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to contentment [miftå¥ ar-riæå]?’
“I said:  ‘Worshipful obedience [£å‹a].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to worshipful obedience [miftå¥

a£-£å‹a]?’
“I said:  ‘Acknowledgment [of truth and reality] [i‹tiråf].’
“He said:  ‘And what is the key to acknowledgment [of truth and

reality] [miftå¥ al-i‹tiråf]?’
“I said:  ‘Acknowledgment of the Divine Oneness and Lordship

[al-i‹tiråf bi’l-wa¥dåniyya wa ’r-rub«biyya].’
“He said:  ‘And by what means did you become acquainted with all

of that?’
“I said:  ‘Through knowledge [‹ilm].’
“He said:  ‘And by what means did you acquire knowledge [‹ilm]?’
“I said:  ‘Through the process of learning [ta‹allum].’
“He said:  ‘And by what means did you pursue the process of learning

[ta‹allum]?’
“I said:  ‘Through intelligence [‹aql].’

313 The tasmiya [invocation of Allåh’s Name] is pronounced by saying:  “Bismi’llåh [In the Name
of Allåh].”
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“He said:  ‘And by what means did you acquire intelligence [‹aql]?’
“I said:  ‘There are two kinds of intelligence [al-‹aql ‹aqlån].  For the

making of one kind of intelligence, Allåh is solely responsible, to the
exclusion of His creatures.  The other kind of intelligence is one that
human beings can develop, through the discipline of training and
education.  When the two kinds are combined together as a team, each
of them assists and supports the other.’

“He said:  ‘And by what means did you accomplish all of that?’
“I said:  ‘Through the enabling grace [of Allåh] [tawfºq].  May Allåh

enable us, and you, to succeed in achieving that which is worthy of love
and approval.’

“Then he said:  ‘By Allåh, you have already perfected the keys to the
Garden of Paradise!  So let me hear your answers to the following
questions:  (1) What is the obligatory duty [faræ] that you must perform?
(2) What is the obligatory duty of the obligatory duty [faræ al-faræ]?
(3) What is an obligatory duty that leads to an obligatory duty [faræ
yu›addº ilå faræ]?  (4) What is the customary practice [sunna] that is
included within the obligatory duty [faræ]?  (5) What is a customary
practice [sunna] by which the obligatory duty [faræ] is completed?

“I answered his questions as follows:  ‘(1) As for the obligatory duty
[faræ], that is the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  (2) As for the obligatory duty of
the obligatory duty [faræ al-faræ], that is the state of ritual purity [£ahåra].
(3) As for an obligatory duty that leads to an obligatory duty [faræ
yu›addº ilå faræ], that refers to your taking water in your right hand, and
using it to wash your left hand.  (4) As for the customary practice [sunna]
that is included within the obligatory duty [faræ], that refers to your
making water flow between your fingers and toes [when performing the
ritual ablution].  (5) As for a customary practice [sunna] by which the
obligatory duty [faræ] is completed, that is circumcision [khitån].’

“He said:  ‘You have not left yourself vulnerable to any charge that
might be brought against you, O Ab« ªåzim!  Now let me ask you this:
‘How many duties, obligatory [faræ] and customary [sunna], are you
required to observe in connection with the consumption of food?’

“I said:  ‘Are there obligatory and customary observances [faræ wa
sunna] connected with the consumption of food?’

“He said:  ‘Yes, there are.  Four of them are obligatory [faræ], four are
customary [sunna], and four are acts of courtesy [makruma].
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“‘1. As for the four that are obligatory [faræ], they are:  (a) the
invocation of Allåh’s Name [tasmiya]; (b) giving praise [to Allåh]
[¥amd]; (c) giving thanks [to Allåh] [shukr]; and (d) the conscious
recognition [ma‹rifa] of that which Allåh has provided for you to eat.

“‘2. As for the four that are customary [sunna], they are:  (a) sitting so
that your weight is supported on your left thigh; (b) eating with three
fingers; (c) thoroughly chewing your food; and (d) licking your fingers.

“‘3. As for the four that are acts of courtesy [makruma] they are:  (a)
washing your hands; (b) taking small mouthfuls; (c) eating from the
part of the dish that is close to you; and (d) seldom looking at the person
who is sitting and eating beside you.  Such was the practice of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace).’”

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

This brings us to the end of the Chapter concerning
the five daily ritual prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams],
 the times times prescribed for their performance,

their customary elements [sunan],
and their special qualities.

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].
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CHAPTER NINE

In this Chapter we provide a concise treatment
of certain special ritual prayers [ƒalawåt], namely:

1.  The ritual prayer of the Friday congregation [ƒalåt al-jum‹a].

2.  The ritual prayer of each of the Two Festivals [ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain].

3.   The ritual prayer for relief from drought [ƒalåt al-istisqå›].

4.  The ritual prayer at the eclipse of the sun [ƒalåt al-kus«f].
      and at the eclipse of the moon [ƒalåt al-khus«f].

5.  The ritual prayer in time of danger [ƒalåt al-khawf].

6.  The shortened version of the ritual prayer [qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt].

7.  The combination of two ritual prayers [al-jam‹ baina ’ƒ-ƒalåtain].

8.  The ritual prayer at the funeral service [aƒ-ƒalåt ‹ala ’l-jinåza].
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1.
Concerning the ritual prayer
of the Friday congregation

[ƒalåt al-jum‹a].

As for the ritual prayer of the Friday congregation [ƒalåt al-jum‹a],
the necessity [wuj«b]314 of its performance is based on the words

of Allåh (Exalted is He):

O you who believe!  When the call yå ayyuha ’lladhºna åman«
is proclaimed for the prayer idhå n«diya     li’ƒ-ƒalåti
on the Day of Congregation, min yawmi ’l-jumu‹ati
hasten to the remembrance of Allåh fa-’s‹aw ilå dhikri ’llåhi
and leave trading aside. wa dharu ’l-bai‹:
That is better for you, dhålikum khairun la-kum
if you did but know.  (62:9) in kuntum ta‹lam«n.

It is also based on the saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace):

If someone fails to attend the Friday congregation [jum‹a] on three [consecutive]
occasions, without having a  valid excuse to offer, Allåh will stamp a seal on
his heart.

The duty to attend the Friday congregational prayer [faræ al-jum‹a] is
incumbent, therefore, upon every individual for whom the five daily
prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams]315 are obligatory—provided that he is a
permanent local resident [mustaw£in], settled in a town or in a rural
community [qarya jåmi‹a], in which there is a population of at least forty
legally mature males, all of whom must be of sound mind, and all of
whom must be free men.

314 The noun wuj«b corresponds to the adjectival form wåjib, which is applied—as a technical term
of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh]—to a religious duty that is “necessary,” but which cannot be classed
as “absolutely obligatory” [faræ].
315 Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has devoted an earlier
Chapter to the subject of the five daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams].  (See pp. 110–238.)
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If he resides in a village or settlement in which there are fewer than
forty men, and his situation is such that he can hear the call [nidå›] from
another village, or a town or city, from which he is separated by the
distance of a league [farsakh],316 it is incumbent upon him to go there.

It is not permissible for him to absent himself from it [the Friday
congregational prayer], unless he has a valid excuse.  Under certain
circumstances, he will be excused for failing to attend, not only this, but
also the congregational performance of all other [prescribed] prayers
[ƒalawåt].  This exemption will apply in cases like the following:

1.   He is sick.
2.    He has reason to fear the loss or destruction of some property of his.
3.    He has reason to fear the death or disappearance of a close relative.
4.  His freedom of movement is restricted by a serious problem

connected with the bladder and the bowel, or one of the two.
5.    A meal has been prepared for him, and he is urgently in need of it.
6.               He has reason to fear being arrested by a worldly authority, or being

grabbed by a creditor who is constantly harassing him, when he has
nothing on him to give the man.

7.    He is getting ready to travel, and is afraid of missing his caravan.
8.  He is afraid of damage to his property, or hopes to locate its

whereabouts by staying away from the Friday congregation [jum‹a], as
well as other congregational attendance [jamå‹a].

9.      Sleepiness [nu‹ås] overwhelms him, so that he misses the prescribed
time.

10.  He is afraid of being badly affected by the rain, the mud, and the
strong wind.

The Friday congregational prayer [ƒalåt al-jum‹a] consists of two
cycles [rak‹atån], performed after the sermon [khu£ba]317 and together
with the prayer leader [imåm].  If someone misses it, he must perform a
noon prayer [œuhr] of four cycles.318  He may do this either by himself,
if he so wishes, or as a member of a congregational group.
316 The farsakh [parasang, or league] is three miles of the Håshimº measure, i.e. thirty bow-shots
reckoning the bow-shot as four hundred cubits, or sixty bow-shots reckoning the bow shot as two
hundred cubits.  (See E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, art. F-R-S-KH.)
317 Since this sermon is delivered in two parts, it is sometimes referred to as “the two sermons
[al-khu£batån].”  (See, for instance, p. 242 below.)
318 The regular noon prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], which is one of the five prescribed prayers [aƒ-ƒalåt
al-khams] on the other days of the week, is replaced on a Friday by the congregational prayer [ƒalåt
al-jum‹a]—except, as noted here, for those who fail to attend the latter.
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The appropriate time for it is before the sun’s decline from the
meridian, coinciding with the time when the ritual prayer of the
Festival [ƒalåt al-‹Ïd] is performed.  According to some of our fellow
[ªanbalº] scholars, [it should be performed] in the fifth hour [of
daylight].

One prerequisite, without which it cannot be convened, is the
presence of forty men, from among those on whom it is incumbent to
perform the Friday congregational prayer [al-jum‹a].319  (According to
one reported version [of the ªanbalº doctrine], the required number is
fifty, and according to another it is only thirty.)

In the course of its performance, it is customary320 to pronounce the
Qur›ånic recitation in an audible voice [jahr].  It is also customary
for that recitation to consist of the S«ra of the Congregation [S«rat
al-Jumu‹a]321 —after the Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a]—in the first cycle,
and the S«ra of the Hypocrites [S«rat al-Munåfiqºn]322 in the second cycle.

Is it necessary to obtain official authorization [idhn al-imåm]?  On this
point, there are two [conflicting] accounts of the [ªanbalº] doctrine.

One of the preconditions for the valid performance of the Friday
congregational prayer [ƒalåt al-jum‹a] is that it must be preceded by the
two sermons [al-khu£batån].

It has no customary ritual prayer [sunna] to precede it.  As for the one
that may be performed afterwards, it should consist of at least two cycles
[rak‹atån], and of six cycles at the very most.  There is a tradition [¥adºth]
to this effect, reported by some of the Companions (may Allåh be well
pleased with them all), who attribute it to the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace).  According to a certain scholar, however, one of
those well versed in the knowledge of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is
He), the recommended practice is to perform twelve cycles of [volun-
tary] ritual prayer in advance of the Friday congregational prayer [ƒalåt
al-jum‹a], and six cycles after it.
319 That is to say, they must be legally mature, of sound mind, and free men.
320 By “customary” we mean following the exemplary custom [Sunna in Arabic] of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).
321 The S«ra of the Congregation [S«rat al-Jumu‹a] takes its title from the verse [åya] quoted at the
beginning of this Chapter (p. 240 above).
322 The S«ra entitled  “The Hypocrites”  [S«rat al-Munåfiq«n] is the 63rd S«ra of the Qur›an.
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As soon as the call to prayer [adhån] has been delivered beside the
pulpit [minbar], everyone must desist from buying and selling, in
accordance with the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):

O you who believe!  When the call yå ayyuha ’lladhºna åman«
is proclaimed for the prayer idhå n«diya     li’ƒ-ƒalåti
on the Day of Congregation, min yawmi ’l-jumu‹ati
hasten to the remembrance of Allåh fa-’s‹aw ilå dhikri ’llåhi
and leave trading aside.  (62:9) wa dharu ’l-bai‹:

This is a reference to the call to prayer [adhån] as it was delivered
[beside the pulpit] in the lifetime of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace).  It is necessary [wåjib]323 according to our under-
standing of the [ªanbalº] doctrine, while others maintain that it is a
collective duty [faræ ‹ala ’l-kifåya].324  He [Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal] is
also reported as having declared it a customary practice [sunna].

As for the call to prayer delivered from the minaret [adhån
al-manåra],325 it was ordained by ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be
well pleased with him) during his time [as Caliph],326 as a measure to
promote the public interest [li-maƒla¥a ‹åmma], its purpose being to
323 In the technical vocabulary of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh], the term wåjib is applied to a religious
duty that is “necessary,” but which cannot be classed as “absolutely obligatory” [faræ].
324 In Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh], a distinction is drawn between faræ ‹ain, i.e., a religious duty that
is incumbent on every individual Muslim, and faræ ‹ala ’l-kifåya, meaning a collective duty,
incumbent on the Islåmic community as a whole, though not on every individual Muslim.  As
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has pointed out in an earlier
Chapter of the present work, duties classed as faræ ‹ain include the obligation to acquire knowledge
of the rules governing the five fundamentals or “pillars,” namely, the profession of faith [shahåda];
the ritual prayer [ƒålåt]; the alms-due [zakåt]; fasting [ƒawm] during the month of Ramaæån; and
the pilgrimage [¥ajj].  There is also an obligation to study subjects that go beyond these
fundamentals, but the pursuit of “higher learning” is an example of a collective duty [faræ ‹ala ’l-
kifåya], which can be discharged by qualified experts on behalf of the community as a whole.
(See Vol. 1, n. 63, p. 87.)
325 The words ma›dhana and mi›dhana—derived from the same root, ›–dh–n, as adhån [the call to
prayer] and mu›adhdhin [muezzin, one who gives the call to prayer]—are also used in Arabic as
synonyms for manåra [minaret].
326 The Caliphate [Khilåfa] of ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be well pleased with him) began
in A.H. 23/643 C.E., when he succeeded ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
as Commander of the Believers [Amºr al-Mu›minºn], and ended when he was assassinated in A.H.

35/656 C.E., at the age of eighty-two.  He is often referred to as Dhu ’n-N«rain [He of the Two
Lights], in honor of the fact that he married two daughters of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace): first Ruqayya, then, after her death, which occurred during the Battle of Badr,
her sister Umm Kulth«m (may Allåh be well pleased with them).

Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has described his
succession to the Caliphate in an earlier Chapter of the present work.   (See Vol. 1, pp. 261-62.)
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broadcast to people outside the main urban centers [amƒår]327 and the
smaller towns, thereby preventing invalid commercial transactions.

As soon as the worshipper enters the congregational mosque [jåmi‹],
he is recommended—provided there is time to spare—to perform four
cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer [raka‹åt], in the course of which he
should recite “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”328 two
hundred times (that is to say, fifty times in each cycle).  This practice
is recommended on good authority, because the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) is reported as having said:

If someone does this, he will not die without having seen his place of abode in
the Garden of Paradise, or having been absolved [of all sin].

This saying was reported by Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased
with him and with his father).

[It is also recommended that] whenever he enters the congregational
mosque [jåmi‹], the worshipper should not sit down until he has
performed two cycles of [voluntary] ritual prayer [rak‹atain]; only then
may he sit down.

We have already mentioned the special qualities of the Friday, the
Day of the Congregation [al-Jum‹a], described how one should behave
when setting out for the congregational mosque [jåmi‹], and discussed
all other relevant topics, in earlier sections of the present work.329

327 The amƒår were the regional capitals established in places like K«fa and Baƒra, in the wake of
the rapid expansion of Islåm beyond the confines of Arabia.
328 S«ra 112.
329 For the passages alluded to here by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), see Vol. 1, pp. 83–84, and Vol. 3 pp. 295–325 ).
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2.
Concerning the ritual prayer of the Two Festivals

[ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain].330

As for the ritual prayer of the Two Festivals [ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain], it is a
collective duty [faræ ‹ala ’l-kifåya].331  Provided that it is performed

by a congregation [jamå‹a] attended by some of the inhabitants of a
given locality, the duty is thereby discharged as far as the rest of them
are concerned.  If the inhabitants unanimously agree to omit its
performance, however, the Leader of the Islamic Community [al-Imåm]
must take forceful action to combat them, until they repent.

The time prescribed for its performance begins when the sun has
risen, and ends when the sun has declined from the meridian.  Its
performance on the early side is recommended, in the case of the
Festival of Sacrifices [‹Ïd al-Aæ¥å], for the sake of the animal to
be sacrificed [uæ¥iya].  In the case of the Festival of Fastbreaking
[‹Ïd al-Fi£r], on the other hand, it is preferable to delay, since this is not
a factor to be considered.

Its preconditions of validity include permanent local residence [istº£ån],
a sufficient number [of qualified males], and official authorization [idhn
al-imåm], as in the case of the Friday congregational prayer [al-jum‹a].
According to another account of his doctrine, however, our Imåm
A¥mad [ibn ªanbal]332 (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him)
maintained that none of that is stipulated.  This latter view is also held
330 The Two Festivals [al-‹Ïdån/-ain] are the Festival of Fastbreaking [‹Ïdu ’l-Fi£r] at the end of the
month of Ramaæån, and the Festival of Sacrifices [‹Ïdu ’l-Aæ¥å] in Dhu’ l-ªijja, the month of
Pilgrimage.
331 See note 324 on p. 243 above.
332 Imåm Ab« ‹Abdi’llåh A¥mad ibn Mu¥ammad ibn ªanbal ash-Shaibånº (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him) was the founder of one of the four schools [madhåhib] of Islamic jurisprudence.
He died in the year A.H. 241/855 C.E.  The legal doctrines of the ªanbalº school were those studied
most intensively by the author, Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) as a young man.
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by the school  [madhhab] of Imåm ash-Shåfi‹º (may Allåh bestow His
mercy upon him).

Those who attend are recommended to arrive early, to wear elegant
clothes, and to perfume themselves, as we have mentioned previously,
in connection with the special qualities of Friday, the Day of Congre-
gational Prayer [al-Jum‹a].333

The most appropriate setting for its performance is a large space in the
open air,334 and it is considered improper to convene it inside the
congregational mosque [jåmi‹], unless there is a valid pretext for doing so.

There is no objection to the attendance of women.
The most appropriate course is to make one’s way to the site on foot,

and then to return home by a different route.  We have mentioned the
reason [‹illa] for this in our discussion of the special qualities of the Two
Festivals [al-‹Ïdain].335

The summons to it is the cry:
The ritual prayer is being convened! aƒ-ƒalåtu jåmi‹a.336

[The ritual prayer of the Two Festivals] consists of two cycles
[rak‹atån].  In the first cycle, seven affirmations of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness [takbºråt] are proclaimed,337 after the introductory invocation
[du‹å› al-istiftå¥],338 but before the plea for refuge with Allåh
[ta‹awwudh].339  In the second cycle, five affirmations of Allåh’s Supreme
333 See Vol. 3, pp. 295–325 , where Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) has devoted a lengthy Discourse to the special qualities of Friday, the Day of Congregational
Prayer [al-Jum‹a].
334 Literally, “in the desert [ƒa¥rå›].”
335 See Vol. 3, pp. 146–49, 162–65 and 276–77.
336 This brief announcement takes the place of the usual call to prayer [adhån].
337 The affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness is expressed by declaring:  “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh
is Supremely Great!]”  The general term for this affirmation is takbºr.  A specific utterance thereof
is called a takbºra, and the form takbºråt is the plural of takbºra.
338 The introductory invocation [du‹å› al-istiftå¥], is often referred to simply as al-istiftå¥ or al-iftitå¥
[the introduction].  It is uttered quietly, in the following words:

Allåh is Supremely Great, immensely so! Allåhu Akbar kabºrå:
And praise be to Allåh, abundantly! wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi kathºrå:
And glory be to Allåh, both early and late. wa sub¥åna ’llåhi bukratan wa aƒºlå:

339 The plea for refuge with Allåh [ta‹awwudh] is made by uttering the words:
I take refuge with Allåh a‹«dhu bi-’llåhi
from Satan the accursed. mina ’sh-shai£åni ’r-rajºm.
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Greatness [takbºråt] are proclaimed, before the Qur›ånic recitation.
With each affirmation [takbºra], the worshipper raises his hands [to the
lobes of his ears] and says:

Allåh is Supremely Great, Allåhu Akbar
immensely so! kabºrå:
And praise be to Allåh, abundantly! wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi kathºrå:
And glory be to Allåh, wa sub¥åna ’llåhi
both early and late. bukratan wa aƒºlå:
And Allåh’s blessings wa ƒalawåtu ’llåhi
upon our Master ‹alå Sayyidi-nå
Mu¥ammad the Prophet, Mu¥ammadini ’n-Nabiyyi
and his family, wa åli-hi
and may He grant [him] peace. wa sallama taslºmå.

When he has finished affirming Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr],
he must seek refuge with Him [ista‹ådha], and recite the Opening S«ra
[al-Fåti¥a]. Then [in the first cycle] he should recite [the S«ra that
begins with the words]:  “Sabbi¥i ’sma Rabbi-ka ’l-A‹lå… [Glorify the
Name of your Lord the Most High…].”340  In the second cycle, he should
recite [the S«ra that begins with the words]:  “Hal atå-ka ¥adºthu ’l-
ghåshiya [Have you received the story of the Calamity?]”341

As an acceptable alternative, he may recite, in the first cycle, [the
S«ra that begins with the words]:  “Qåf: wa ’l-Qur›åni ’l-majºd [Qåf: By
the glorious Qur›ån!],”342 and in the second cycle, [the S«ra that begins
with the words]:  “Iqtarabati ’s-så‹atu wa ’nshaqqa ’l-qamar [The Hour has
drawn near and the moon has been split in two].” 343  A statement to this
effect has been attributed to our Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him).

The recitation of yet other S«ras [instead of those mentioned above]
is also permissible.

Concerning the postponement of the introductory invocation
[al-istiftå¥] until the moment of the Qur›ånic recitation, there are
likewise two [conflicting] reports.  According to one of them, it should
be pronounced immediately after the consecratory affirmation of
Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºrat al-i¥råm].  According to the other,

340 That is to say, the S«ra of the Most High [S«rat al-A‹lå].  (Q. 87.)
341 That is to say, the S«ra of the Calamity [S«rat al-Ghåshiya].  (Q. 88.)
342 That is to say, the S«ra entitled “Qåf” [S«ra Qåf].  (Q. 50.)
343 That is to say, the S«ra of the Moon [S«rat al-Qamar].  (Q. 54.)
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it should be deferred, together with the plea for refuge [ta‹awwudh],
until the moment of the Qur›ånic recitation.

When a worshipper takes part in the Festival prayer [ƒalla ’l-‹Ïd], he
should not concern himself with supererogatory ritual practices [nawåfil
mina ’ƒ-ƒalåt], nor should he perform any [voluntary] prayer in advance
of it.  He should rather go home to his family, so that all of its members
may rally together in his presence.  He should be on his very best
behavior with his family, and should make every effort to provide for
them with extra generosity, because, as the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) has told us:

The days of the Festival [‹Ïd] are the days of eating, drinking, and cultivating
family ties.

This applies to the two days of the Two Festivals [‹Ïd], and also to the
Days of Drying Meat [Ayyåm at-Tashrºq.]344

If they [the members of a local community] choose to perform it [the
Festival prayer] in the mosque [masjid] [rather than in an open space],
it is permissible for them to do so.  When the worshipper enters the
mosque, he should not sit down until he has performed the two cycles
of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] known as “the greeting of the mosque [ta¥iyyat
al-masjid],” in accordance with the saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace):

Whenever one of you enters the mosque, he should not sit down until he has
performed two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain].

This applies to the two days of the Two Festivals [‹Ïd], as well as to all
other occasions.

When our Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] propounded the ban on
supererogatory observance [tanafful], he obviously assumed that the site
of the prayer [al-muƒallå] would be in an open space, because it is
traditionally reported, through several lines of transmission, that the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) performed no ritual
prayer beforehand, and none afterward.  This was stated explicitly by
[the Caliph] ‹Umar [ibn al-Kha££åb], by ‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Abbås, and by
Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with them all).  [On the days of
the Two Festivals], the Prophet’s own prayer [ƒalåt an-Nabº] (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) was always performed at the [open-air] site of
344 The term tashrºq denotes the drying up of the blood from the animals sacrificed.  The Days of
Drying Meat [Ayyåm at-Tashrºq] are the three days immediately following the Day of Sacrifice
[Yawm an-Na¥r].
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prayer in the area of the burial ground [al-muƒallå fi ’l-jabbåna].345  Had
it been in the mosque [masjid], he would certainly not (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) have omitted [the two cycles of ritual prayer known
as] the greeting of the mosque [ta¥iyyat al-masjid].

If a worshipper misses the whole of the ritual prayer of the Festival
[ƒalåt al-‹Ïd], it is considered commendable for him to make it up.  In
order to do so, he may adopt either of two options:  He may perform
four cycles, as in the forenoon prayer [ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å],346 without the
[multiple] affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr], or he may
copy the format [of the Festival prayer], by including the [multiple]
affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºr].

All of this should rally his family and friends around him, and he will
thereby earn considerable grace and favor.

345 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has informed us in
Vol. 3, p. 147:

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as having said:

When the Day of Breaking the Fast [Yawm al-Fi£r] comes around, and the people emerge from their
homes to pray in the open space near the burial ground [jabbåna], Allåh (Exalted is He) will take notice
of them, and He will say:  “My servants, for My sake you have kept the fast, and for My sake you have
performed the prayers.  Now take your leave, knowing that you have been granted forgiveness!”

346 See note 98 on p. 83, also pp. 90–92 above.
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3.
Concerning the ritual prayer

for relief from drought [ƒalåt al-istisqå›].

As for the ritual prayer for relief from drought [ƒalåt al-istisqå›], it is
performed as a customary observance [sunna].

The prayer leader [imåm] goes out [of town] to conduct it in the
forenoon [æa¥wa], as he does in the case of the Two Festivals [‹Ïdain].
It closely resembles the ritual prayer of the Two Festivals [ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain]
in all of its characteristic features, the site of its performance, and its
rules [a¥kåm].

It is appropriate for those who attend it to be neatly dressed, and
scrupulously purified of all forms of defilement and dirt.  It is not
appropriate for them to perfume themselves, however, because the
situation calls for begging, self-abasement, and petitioning for relief
that is sorely needed.  What is recommended, therefore, is that they
should set out to attend it in their everyday work-clothes [thiyåb
al-bidhla], with an attitude of submissiveness, earnest entreaty, abject
humility, contrition and sorrow.  They should be accompanied by the
old men and old women, the youths, and the handicapped members of
their community.

They should also extricate themselves from acts of injustice, from
liabilities incurred through misappropriation and other forms of
misconduct, and from obligations owed to Allåh (Almighty and
Glorious is He), such as alms-dues [zakawåt], vows [nudh«r], and
expiations [kaffåråt].  They should do a great deal of charitable giving
[ƒadaqa], and a great deal of fasting [ƒiyåm].  They should renew their
repentance [tawba], and commit themselves to steadfast perseverance
in it until death.  They should not affront the Lord (Glory be to Him)
with sins, whether they be major [kabºra] or minor [ƒaghºra].  They
should be modestly aware of Him (Almighty and Glorious is He) in
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their private quarters, since there is no place so private as to be secluded
from Him.  No secret can be kept hidden from Him, neither on earth
nor in heaven, for He is Aware of the secret and of all hidden things
[Huwa ‹Álimun bi-’s-sirri wa ’l-khafiyyåt].347

It is likewise recommended that they should invoke the good offices
of the pious abstainers [zuhhåd], the righteous [ƒåli¥ºn], and people
devoted to learning, virtue and religion.  This recommendation is based
on the precedent set by [the Caliph] ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh
be well pleased with him), when he once went out to pray for relief from
drought [kharaja yastasqº].  As we learn from a traditional report, he took
al-‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him) by the hand, then
turned his face toward the Qibla [the direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca],
and said:  “O Allåh, this is the paternal uncle of our Prophet.  We have
come to appeal to You, invoking his good offices, so grant us water
[fa-’sqi-nå] for his sake!”  The reporter added:  “And before they got back
home, they were blessed with rain.”

In order to grasp the point of this, one must understand that the
withholding of rain is a chastisement, a requital for the sinful acts of
disobedience committed by human beings [ma‹åƒº banº Ádam].  This
explains why [according to the traditional account]:

When the unbeliever [kåfir] dies and is buried in his grave, and when [the
interrogating angels called] Munkir and Nakºr come and ask him about his Lord
[Rabb], his Prophet [Nabº] and his religion [dºn], and when he cannot answer
their questions, the pair of them will beat him with an iron hammer [mirzabba].
This will cause him to yell so loud that his screams will be heard by all created
beings, apart from the jinn and humankind.  Every single thing will curse him,
even the sheep held by the butcher, with the knife at its throat, for it will say:
“May Allåh curse him!  It was because of him that we were deprived of the
rainfall!”

This is in keeping with the words of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious
is He):

They will be cursed by  Allåh, ulå›ika yal‹anu-humu ’llåhu
and all who can curse will curse them. wa yal‹anu-humu ’l-lå‹in«n.
(2:159)

347 As Allåh (Exalted is He) has told us in His own words:
Say:  “The death from which you flee qul inna ’l-mawta ’lladhº tafir«na
is bound to meet up with you; min-hu fa-inna-hu mulåqº-kum
then you will be returned thumma turadd«na
to the Knower of the unseen ilå ‹Álimi ’l-ghaibi
and the visible, wa ’sh-shahådati
and He will tell you fa-yunabbi›u-kum
what you have been doing.”  (62:8) bi-må kuntum ta‹mal«n:
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For, when the human being [ådamº] becomes corrupt, his corruption
infects every other living creature, and when he behaves righteously,
his righteousness extends its influence to everything.  His corruption is the
result of his sinful disobedience to his Lord, while his righteousness is the
result of his worshipful obedience to Him (Almighty and Glorious is He).

[This is how the prayer must be performed]:
The Leader of the Community [al-Imåm], or his deputy, must lead the

people in a ritual prayer of two cycles [rak‹atain], without a call to prayer
[adhån], and without a last-minute announcement [iqåma].348

In the first cycle, he must pronounce the affirmation of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness six times, in addition to the consecratory affirmation
[takbºrat al-i¥råm], and then five times in the second cycle, in addition
to the affirmation uttered when rising from the posture of prostration
[takbºrat al-qiyåm mina ’s-suj«d].  This should all be done in the manner
we have described above, in connection with the Festival prayer [ƒalåt
al-‹Ïd].349  He must likewise extol Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He)
between every two affirmations of His Supreme Greatness [takbºratain].

As soon as he has finished leading the people in the ritual prayer [idhå
ƒallå bi-him], he should deliver a sermon [khu£ba] to the assembled
congregation.  It is also permissible for him to deliver the sermon before
the performance of the prayer [ƒalåt].  According to one account of the
[ªanbalº] doctrine, he is free to choose either option.  It is also reported
that he [Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon
him) maintained that he [the prayer leader] is not required to deliver
any sermon at all on this occasion, and that he should simply offer a
prayer of supplication [yad‹« fa-¥asb].

The prayer leader [imåm] should therefore do whatever is easiest and
most convenient for him in this regard.  If he does deliver a sermon, he
should open it with the affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness
[takbºr], as he would in the case of the Festival sermon [khu£bat al-‹Ïd],
and he should repeat the invocation of blessings upon Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) many times over.  In the course
of his sermon, he should recite the Qur›ånic verses [åyåt]:

And I have said:  “Seek forgiveness fa-qultu ’staghfir«
from your Lord; Rabba-kum:

348 The iqåma, the announcement that the ritual prayer is about to begin, is an abbreviated version
of the adhån [call to prayer], with the addition of the words (repeated twice):  qad qåmati’ ƒ-ƒalåh
[The prayer is about to begin!]
349 See pp. 246–47 above.
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He is ever All-Forgiving, and He inna-hu kåna Ghaffårå
will let loose the sky for you, yursilu ’s-samå›a
in plenteous rain ‹alai-kum midrårå.
and He will succor you wa yumdid-kum
with wealth and sons, bi-amwålin wa banºna
and He will assign unto you gardens, wa yaj‹al la-kum jannåtin
and He will assign unto you rivers.” wa yaj‹al la-kum anhårå.
(71:10–12)

When he has finished delivering his sermon, he should stand with his
face toward the Qibla, then turn his cloak around, moving the part that
was on his right shoulder over to the left, and the part that was on his
left shoulder over to the right, without turning it upside down.  All the
people present should do likewise, and they should leave their cloaks
reversed until they get back home to their families, at which point they
may remove them, when they change their other clothes.  They should
do this as a gesture of optimism, betokening the transformation of the
drought, and because the Tradition [Sunna] provides a precedent for it,
as we know from the report of ‹Abbåd ibn Tamºm, whose paternal uncle
(may Allåh be well pleased with him) told him:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) led the
people out [into the desert] to pray for rain [yastasqº].  He then led them
in the performance of two cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå bi-him rak‹atain],
pronouncing the Qur›ånic recitation in an audible voice in each cycle.
He reversed his cloak, offered a supplication [da‹å], prayed for rain
[istasqå], and stood facing the Qibla.”

Then, having reversed his cloak, the prayer leader [imåm] should raise
his hands, facing the Qibla as he does so, and offer the prayer of
supplication [du‹å›] offered by the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace):

O Allåh, grant us a rainfall Allåhumma ’sqi-nå
that is helpful, ghaithan
wholesome, healthful, productive, mughºthan marº›an hanº›an
copious and widespread.350 marº‹an ghadaqan mujallilå.

O Allåh, grant us the gift of rain, Allåhumma ’sqi-na ’l-ghaitha
and do not include us wa lå taj‹al-nå
among the hopeless. mina ’l-qåni£ºn:

O Allåh, let it be a downpour of mercy, Allåhumma suqyå ra¥matin
not a downpour of torment, lå suqyå ‹adhåbin
nor of obliteration, nor of tribulation, wa lå ma¥qin wa lå balå›in
nor of destruction, nor of flooding. wa lå hadmin wa lå gharaq.

350 Author’s note: According to one traditional report, the wording at this point should rather be:
widespread, general, layer-upon-layer, mujallilan ‹åmman
streaming, continuous. £abaqan sa¥¥an då›imå
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O Allåh, in these lands, Allåhumma inna bi’l-bilådi
and among [Your] servants wa ’l-‹ibådi
and creatures, wa ’l-khalqi
there is such great hardship mina ’l-la›wå›i
and affliction, wa ’l-balå›i
and so much trouble and distress, wa ’l-jahdi wa ’æ-æanki
that no complaint [is meaningful], må lå shakwå
unless it be addressed to You. illå ilai-k.

O Allåh, irrigate the crops for us, Allåhumma anbit la-na ’z-zar‹a
and cause the udders to yield wa adirra
milk for us. la-na ’æ-æar‹a
Let us drink from the bounty wa ’sqi-nå min barakati ’s-
of the sky, samå›i
and let the bounties of the earth wa anbit la-nå min
grow for us. barakåti ’l-aræ.

O Allåh, relieve us of the agony, Allåhumma ’rfa‹ ‹an-na ’l-juhda
the hunger and the destitution, wa ’l-j«‹a wa ’l-‹urya
and remove from us the suffering wa ’kshif ‹an-nå mina ’l-balå›i
that none but You can take away. må lå yakshifu-hu ghairu-k.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
we seek forgiveness from You. innå nastaghfiru-ka
Surely You are ever All-Forgiving, inna-ka kunta Ghaffårå:
so let loose the sky for us fa-arsili ’s-samå›a
in plenteous rain.351 ‹alai-nå midrårå.

—He should likewise plead [yad‹«]:
O Allåh, You have Allåhumma inna-ka amarta-nå
commanded us to appeal to You, amarta-nå bi-du‹å›i-ka
and You have promised us wa wa‹adta-nå
Your response. ijåbati-ka
Now we have appealed fa-qad da‹awnå
as You commanded us, ka-må amarta-nå
so respond to us as You promised us! fa-’stajib la-nå ka-må wa‹adta-nå.

It has also been maintained that he should turn his face toward
the Qibla while delivering the sermon, and that he should be facing the
Qibla when he brings it to its conclusion, at which point he should
follow it immediately with the prayer of supplication [du‹å›].  The most
appropriate procedure, however, is the one we have already mentioned,
351 This is the very plea invited by (Almighty and Glorious is He), in the words of the Qur›ånic
recitation included in the sermon [khu£ba] referred to above, namely:

And I have said:  “Seek forgiveness from fa-qultu ’staghfir« Rabba-kum:
your Lord; He is ever All-Forgiving, inna-hu kåna Ghaffårå
and He will let loose the sky for you yursilu ’s-samå›a
in plenteous rain.”  (71:10,11) ‹alai-kum midrårå.
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namely, that he should finish delivering the sermon, and only then turn
his face toward the Qibla.  This is because the purpose of the sermon is
to exhort, to admonish and to intimidate, and this can only be achieved
if the preacher faces the people and addresses them directly, so that he
can reach both their ears and their hearts.  If he stands facing the Qibla,
he will be turning his back on them again, as he had to do when he
stood out in front and led them in the ritual prayer [ƒallå bi-him].
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4.
The ritual prayer at the eclipse of the sun

[ƒalåt al-kus«f] and at the eclipse of the moon
[ƒalåt al-khus«f].

As for the ritual prayer at the eclipse of the sun [ƒalåt al-kus«f], it is
a firmly established custom [sunna mu›akkada].

The time for its performance lasts from the moment of the eclipse
[kus«f] until the point of clarity, when the light is fully restored to the
sun or the moon.  That is to say, the period begins when the sun is
eclipsed [kasafat as-shams], or when the moon is eclipsed [khasafa ’l-qamar].

In other words, the time of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] extends from the
first appearance of blackness, opaqueness and diminished radiance,
until the disappearance thereof, at which point the time of the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt] expires.

According to customary practice [sunna], this prayer should be
performed in the congregational mosque [jåmi‹], the site of the Friday
prayer [ƒalåt al-jum‹a].

The summons to it is the cry:

The ritual prayer is being convened! aƒ-ƒalåtu jåmi‹a.352

The prayer leader [imåm] must lead the congregation in the perfor-
mance of two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain].  In the first cycle, he
should proceed as follows:

1.  Pronounce the consecratory affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness.353

2.    Pronounce the introductory invocation.354

3.   Pronounce the the plea for refuge with Allåh.355

352  As in the case of the prayer of the Two Festivals [ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain], this brief announcement takes
the place of the usual call to prayer [adhån].  (See p. 246 above.)
353 See note 236 on p. 174 above.
354 See note 338 on p. 246 above.
355 The plea for refuge with Allåh [ta‹awwudh] is made by uttering the words:

I take refuge with Allåh a‹«dhu bi-’llåhi
from Satan the accursed. mina ’sh-shai£åni ’r-rajºm.
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4.   Recite the Opening S«ra of the Qur’ån [al-Fåti¥a].
5.   Recite the S«ra of the Cow [S«rat al-Baqara].356

6.   Perform the act of bowing, and maintain the posture of bowing
[ruk«‹] for a considerable period of time, while repeating the glorification
of Allåh [tasbº¥] for as long as it would take to recite one hundred verses
[åyåt] of the Qur›ån.

7.   Raise his head, saying as he does so:
May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

8.   Recite the Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a] and the S«ra of the Family of
‹Imrån [Ál ‹Imrån].357

9.   Perform a second act of bowing [ruk«‹], distinct from the first.
10. Raise his head, in the same way as before.
11. Perform two prolonged acts of prostration [sajdatain], repeating

the glorification of Allåh [tasbº¥], in each of the two, for as long as it
would take to recite one hundred verses [åyåt] of the Qur›ån.

12.  Stand erect, in readiness to perform the second cycle.
In the second cycle, he should recite the Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a],

followed by the S«ra of Women [an-Niså›].358  Then he should perform
the act of bowing, and maintain the posture of bowing [ruk«‹] for a
considerable period of time.  He should then straighten up, and recite
the Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a] and the S«ra of the Table [al-Må›ida].359

If he is not proficient in the recitation of these long S«ras, he may
recite other S«ras of the Qur›ån instead, so long as the verses [åyåt] add
up to the same total number.  If he only knows the S«ra that begins with
“Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’],”360 he should therefore
recite it in precisely that manner.

356 The S«ra of the Cow [S«rat al-Baqara] is the second S«ra of the Qur›ån.  It consists of 286 verses
[åyåt].
357 The S«ra of the Family of ‹Imrån [S«rat Ál ‹Imrån] is the third S«ra of the Qur›ån.  It consists
of 200 verses [åyåt].
358 The S«ra of Women [S«rat an-Niså›] is the fourth S«ra of the Qur›ån.  It consists of 177 verses
[åyåt].
359 The S«ra of the Table [S«rat al-Må›ida] is the fifth S«ra of the Qur›ån.  It consists of 120 verses
[åyåt].
360 S«ra 112.
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In the second upright posture, the length of his Qur’ånic recitation
should be two thirds of his recitation in the first upright posture.  In the
third upright posture, the one he assumes on rising from the posture of
prostration [suj«d], the length of his recitation should be half of his
recitation in the first upright posture.  In the final upright posture, i.e.,
the fourth, it should be two thirds the length of the recitation in the
third upright posture, i.e., the one before it.

As for the glorification of Allåh [tasbº¥], it should be the equivalent
of two thirds of his recitation, in each upright posture.  Once he has
completed it, he should immediately adopt the bowing posture [ruk«‹];
there is no disagreement on this point.

Then [after the two final prostrations] he should conclude the prayer
by pronouncing the salutation.  Thus [in the complete prayer] there are
four acts of bowing [raka‹åt] and four acts of prostration [sajadåt], since
the bowing posture [ruk«‹] is adopted twice in each cycle [rak‹a].361

If the eclipse departs while the people are still engaged in the ritual
prayer [ƒalåt], the recommended practice is to complete a simplified
version its performance, rather than discontinue it abruptly.

If a person wishes to perform this prayer at home, either by himself or
with his family, it is permissible for him to do so.  The preferable course,
however, is the one we have described.

Our basic authority concerning the ritual prayer at the eclipse of the
sun [ƒalåt al-kus«f], as we have explained its performance, is the traditional
account provided by ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her), who
is reported as having said:

“An eclipse of the sun occurred in the time of Allåh’s Messenger
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), so the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) came to the place of prayer [muƒallå].  He
proclaimed the Supreme Greatness of Allåh [kabbara], and the people
did likewise.  Then he recited from the Qur›ån, pronouncing his
recitation in an audible voice.  He remained standing erect for a
considerable length of time, then he bowed down [raka‹a] and main-
tained the bowing posture [ruk«‹] for a long time.  Then he raised his
head, and declared:

May Allåh hear and accept sami‹a ’llåhu
the praise of one who praises Him! li-man ¥amidah.

361 The term rak‹a [an act of bowing] has acquired an extended meaning, since it is generally used
to denote the whole series of movements and postures—including the bowing posture [ruk«‹]—
that constitute one cycle of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  (The dual and plural forms, corresponding to
the singular form rak‹a, are rak‹atån/-ain and raka‹åt, respectively.)
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“Then he recited again from the Qur›ån, and continued his recitation
for a long time.  Then he bowed down [raka‹a] and maintained the
bowing posture [ruk«‹] for a long time.  Then he raised his head.  Then
he prostrated himself [sajada].  Then he stood up straight, and went on
to perform the second [cycle of prayer] in similar fashion.  Then he said
(Allåh bless him and give him peace):

“‘The sun and the moon are two of the signs of Allåh’s [åyatån min åyåti’llåh].
They do not become eclipsed on account of someone’s death, nor on account
of someone’s birth.  So, if you see that [eclipse] occurring, take refuge at once
in the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].’”
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5.
Concerning the ritual prayer in time of danger

[ƒalåt al-khawf].

As for the ritual prayer in time of danger [ƒalåt al-khawf], its
performance is permissible, provided that four preconditions are

fulfilled, namely:
1.   The enemy [who poses the danger] must be one against whom it

is permissible to wage war.
2.    The enemy must not be positioned directly in front of the Qibla472

[direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca].
3.  There must be no security from attack by the enemy.
4.  The numerical strength of the people [threatened by the enemy]

must be sufficient to enable them to split into two contingents, with a
mininum of three members to each contingent, so that one of the two
contingents can be stationed in the face of the enemy, while the other
lines up behind the prayer leader [imåm].

The prayer leader [imåm] should lead one contingent in one cycle of
ritual prayer [rak‹a].  Then, when he stands up [after the prostration],
in readiness to perform the second cycle, that contingent should move
away from him, and perform the second cycle by themselves.  They must
formulate the intention to move away, because it is never permissible
for the follower [ma›m«m] to move away from his prayer leader [imåm]
without a specifically formulated intention [niyya].  Then, having
pronounced the salutation [at the conclusion of the second cycle of
prayer], they must station themselves in the direction of the enemy.

The second contingent should then line up behind the prayer leader
[imåm], pronounce the consecratory affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme
Greatness, and perform the [second] cycle of ritual prayer [rak‹a]
together with him.  Then, while the prayer leader [imåm] remains in the
sitting posture [at the end of the second cycle], the second contingent
must stand up and perform the first cycle [which they have missed].
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Once they have adopted the sitting posture [after the two prostrations],
and have pronounced the testimony [tashahhud], the prayer leader
[imåm] will lead them in the final salutation [yusallimu bi-him].

The prayer leader [imåm] should prolong his Qur›ånic recitation in
the second cycle, thereby allowing sufficient time for the first contingent
to complete the second cycle [by themselves], before changing places
with their comrades.  The second contingent can then come and
consecrate themselves to prayer in his company.  He should also prolong
the testimony [tashahhud] for the benefit of the second contingent, thereby
giving them time to complete the cycle they have missed, until they
catch up with him in the testimony, at which point he should lead them
in the final salutation.

The second contingent will thus obtain the merit of pronouncing the
salutation [salåm] together with the prayer leader [imåm], while the first
contingent will obtain the merit of pronouncing the initial consecration
[ta¥rºm] together with the prayer leader [imåm].

This was how Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) led the Muslims in the performance of this ritual prayer [ƒallå-hå
bi’l-Muslimºn] during the military campaign [ghazwa] of Dhåt ar-Riqå‹.362

According to the traditional report [¥adºth] of Sahl ibn Abº Khuzaima
(may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) explained:

The prayer leader [imåm] should stand with one row behind him, and one row
in front of the enemy.  He should lead those behind him in one act of bowing
[rak‹a] and two acts of prostration [sajdatain], then stand up and maintain an
upright posture, until they have performed a cycle of prayer [rak‹a] by them-
selves.  Then they should change places with the contingent at the front, and
he should then lead the second contingent in turn in one act of bowing [rak‹a]
and two acts of prostration [sajdatain].  Then he should remain in the sitting
posture, until they have completed another cycle [rak‹a] to make up for the one
they missed.  Then he should lead them in pronouncing the final salutation.

According to a statement attributed to our Imåm [A¥mad ibn
ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), there is evidence to
support the permissibility of postponing the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], in
wartime situations of close combat and hot pursuit, until such conditions
no longer prevail, and war has laid down its burdens.

In our treatment of it up to this point, we have described the ritual
prayer in time of danger [ƒalåt al-khawf] as a two-cycle prayer, corresponding
362 In the campaign of Dhåt ar-Riqå‹, the Muslim troops were four hundred strong.
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to the prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt al-fajr] and to the four-cycle prayers363

that are shortened to two cycles during a journey.364

As for the [three-cycle] sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], its perfor-
mance in time of danger should be conducted as follows:  The prayer
leader [imåm] should lead the first contingent in two cycles [rak‹atain],
and the second contingent in one cycle [rak‹a].  There must be no
subtraction from it, because it is not a prayer that can be curtailed.

When should the first contingent move away from the prayer leader
[imåm]?  Should they do so when he adopts the sitting posture to
pronounce the first testimony [tashahhud], or when he stands up in
readiness to perform the third cycle?  There are two conflicting opinions
with regard to this question.

If danger threatens troops in their home base [where four-cycle
prayers may not be curtailed], the prayer leader [imåm] should lead each
contingent in the performance of two cycles [of a four-cycle prayer],476

and they should then complete the other two cycles by themselves.  If
he divides them into four sections, his own prayer [ƒalåt] will not be
valid, nor will the prayer [ƒalåt] of the third and fourth sections.  As for
whether the prayer [ƒalåt] of the first and second sections will also be
rendered null and void, there are two conflicting opinions on the subject.

In the account we have given thus far, we have assumed that the
enemy’s position is either to the rear of the Qibla, or to the right and left
of it.  If the enemy is stationed directly in front of the Qibla, so that the
opposing forces can see each other, and there is no reason to suspect a
lurking ambush, it is still permissible for the prayer leader [imåm] to
conduct the ritual prayer of danger [ƒalåt al-khawf].  In this case,
however, he should arrange the troops in two or three rows, depending
on how many or how few they happen to be, and then lead them all
together in the consecratory affirmation.  Then he should lead them all
together in the performance of the first cycle [rak‹a].  When he reaches
the act of prostration [suj«d], they should all prostrate themselves, with
the exception of those in the first row, the row immediately behind him.

They must remain standing to keep watch over the others, until the
latter stand up in readiness to perform the second cycle, at which point
they should also prostrate themselves, and then rejoin the rest in the
363 Under normal conditions, the noon prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], the afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] and
the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›] are all prayers of four cycles [raka‹åt].
364 See pp. 264–67 below.
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upright posture.  When the prayer leader [imåm] prostrates himself in
the second cycle, the row to remain standing should be the first of the
rows that performed the prostration with him in the first cycle.  This row
must now keep watch over the others, until the prayer leader [imåm]
adopts the sitting posture to pronounce the testimony [tashahhud], at
which point they must join him in the testimony.  They should follow
him, therefore, so that he can lead all of them together in the final
salutation.

According to traditional report, this is how the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) conducted the prayer, when danger threatened
at ‹Usfån [a place near Mecca].

As a permissible alternative, in the second cycle, the first row can
move to the rear, while the second row moves forward and takes its
place, in order to stand guard in front.

If the danger is extremely intense, and the combat is being waged at
very close quarters, the troops may pray in congregation, or as separate
individuals, in whatever manner they find possible under the circum-
stances:  walking or riding, facing the Qibla or with their backs to it, by
making gestures or without making gestures.  As to whether or not they
are required to face the Qibla at the very beginning of the prayer [ƒalåt],
there are two conflicting traditional reports.

Then, if safety is assured, and the enemy is routed, they should bring
their prayer [ƒalåt] to completion.  They should dismount from their
riding beasts, turning to face the Qibla as they do so.

If they embark on the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] with a sense of security, but
then grave danger suddenly threatens, they should mount up and
complete the prayer of danger [ƒalåt al-khawf], even if they need to strike
and thrust, as they charge to and fro in battle.

This form of the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is permissible for anyone who is
in danger of being attacked by any kind of enemy, including savage
beasts, torrential floods, highway robbers, and other such menacing
threats.  According to one of two conflicting reports, it is likewise
permissible if he is in pursuit of the enemy, and in danger of letting him
escape, just when his defeat is imminent.
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6.
Concerning the shortened version of the ritual

prayer [qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt].

As for the shortened version of the ritual prayer [qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt], it is
permissible for the long-distance traveler to perform it, once he

has passed beyond the houses of his own town or village, or beyond the
tents of his nomadic tribe.

In the case of a four-cycle prayer [rubå‹iyya],365 the traveler may
shorten it to two cycles [rak‹atain], provided that his journey is a long
one.  In this context, a long journey means one that covers a distance
of sixteen leagues, i.e., four courier-stages, or forty-eight miles according to
the Håshimº measure, one courier-stage [barºd] being equal to four
leagues [faråsikh, pl. of farsakh].

The traveler may shorten his prayer while he is on the road, whether
he is outward bound or making the homeward journey.

If he enters a town or village along the way, and intends to perform
twenty-two prescribed prayers during his stay there, he must perform
them in full, since his status will then be the same as that of a local
resident.  If he intends to perform twenty-one prescribed prayers, there
are two conflicting accounts of the doctrine regarding his status.  If the
number is less than that, he may unquestionably shorten his prayers.

If he breaks his journey in a town, without knowing when he is going
to move on—if he has no specific intention, but says:  “I may leave
today, or I may leave tomorrow”—he may shorten his prayers.  This is
based on a traditional report, according to which the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once stopped in Mecca for eighteen
days—some say fifteen days—and he shortened his prayers throughout
his stay.
365 Under normal conditions, the noon prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], the afternoon prayer [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr] and
the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›] are all prayers of four cycles [raka‹åt].  There is no shortened
version of the dawn/daybreak prayer [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥/al-fajr], which always consists of two cycles, nor
of the sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], which invariably consists of three cycles.
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To quote the traditional report [¥adºth] of ‹Imrån ibn al-ªuƒain (may
Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father):

“During the conquest [fat¥] of Mecca, at which I was present in the
company of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace),
the ritual prayers he performed were all of two cycles [rak‹atain] only.
But then he said to the inhabitants of the city:  ‘Unlike us, you must
perform four cycles of ritual prayer, for we are people on a journey
[qawm safar].’”

On another occasion, when the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) spent twenty days at Tab«k, he likewise shortened his ritual
prayers, as did his Companions [»a¥åba] (may Allåh be well pleased
with them all).

It was Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) who said:
“The Companions of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give

him peace) spent seven months in Råmhurmuz, and they shortened the
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] throughout that period.”

According to another traditional report, Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be
well pleased with him and with his father) once stayed for six months
in Azerbaijån, and the ritual prayers he performed there were all of two
cycles [rak‹atain] only.

It may sometimes happen that a person is a local resident, at the
moment when he enters the consecrated state of ritual prayer [a¥rama
bi-’ƒ-ƒalåt], but then he becomes a traveler.  Take the case of a passenger
aboard a ship.  When he starts to perform his ritual prayer, the ship is
still moored within the limits of his own town, in a dock inside the walls
of its port.  But then the ship’s captain sets sail, and the vessel leaves the
confines of the town.  In a case like this, the worshipper is obliged to
perform the ritual prayer in full.

A similar rule would apply, if a person entered the state of consecration
[a¥rama] while still traveling, but then arrived in a town.  If he was
himself a resident of that town, or if he was following the lead [i›tamma]
of a local resident—or of someone who might be either a resident or a
traveler, for all he knew—and he had not begun the prayer with the
express intention of shortening it, he would be obliged to perform the
prayer in full, in any such case.

When someone is performing the ritual prayer to make up for having
missed it at the prescribed time [qåæiyan li’ƒ-ƒalåt], it is not permissible
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for him to shorten it, because it rests on his conscience in the complete
form.  The fact that he is on a journey is irrelevant, except from the
purely practical standpoint.

If someone enters the state of consecration [a¥rama] with the intention
[niyya] of shortening the ritual prayer, but then decides to regard himself
as a resident, he must perform the prayer in full.  By the same token, if
he enters the state of consecration [a¥rama] as a local resident, but then
decides to set out on a journey, he must perform the prayer in full.

Furthermore, if a person’s journey constitutes a sinful act of disobe-
dience, or a trip undertaken for idle sport and entertainment, he is not
entitled to take advantage of the traveler’s dispensation.  No one can
legitimately avail himself of that dispensation, unless his journey is
undertaken for some obligatory purpose, such as the Pilgrimage [ªajj]
or the Sacred Struggle [Jihåd], or for one that is permissible, such as
trade, or the settlement of a debt, and any comparable endeavor.

If we allow the sinner to enjoy it on his travels, we shall actually be
helping him to disobey his Lord, encouraging him to persist in his sinful
disobedience, and giving him no incentive to reform himself through
worshipful obedience to Him.  Far from offering him positive support
and assistance in the right direction, we shall be holding him back and
discouraging him from taking a better course.

According to the doctrine of our Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may
Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), it is more meritorious to shorten
the ritual prayer than to perform it in full.  The traveler may choose to
perform either the complete or the shortened version of the prayer, just
has he may choose to keep the fast or to break it.  In all such cases,
however, it is better to refrain from trying to impress Allåh (Almighty
and Glorious is He) with a show of hardy endurance, and to accept His
dispensation and His kindness instead.

If, in choosing to perform the complete version of the ritual prayer
[ƒalåt] and keep the fast [ƒiyåm], the traveler had no motive other than
personal pride, vanity, conceit and self-aggrandizement—and if, in
choosing to shorten the prayer and break the fast, he had no motive
other than to make the lower self [nafs] humble, contrite, and submissively
resigned to forsaking complete worship and strict observance—it could
certainly be said, with total credibility:  “It is better to shorten the prayer
and break the fast.”
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Indeed, how could it be otherwise, in view of the Prophet’s response
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), when someone remarked to him
concerning the shortened version of the ritual prayer [qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt]:
“Why should we continue to perform the shortened version, now that
we are safe from danger [on this journey]?”  To this he replied (Allåh
bless him and give him peace):

That is a charitable gift [ƒadaqa].  Allåh has graciously bestowed it on His
servants, so accept His charitable gift!

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:
Allåh loves to have His dispensations accepted, just as He loves to have His
strict injunctions accepted.

What astounding arrogance, therefore, on the part of someone who
performs the complete prayer on a journey, and keeps the fast, thereby
refusing to accept the dispensation, even though he is guilty of such
major sins [kabå›ir] as eating unlawful food, drinking intoxicating
liquor, wearing silk, committing adultery [zinå]366 and sodomy [liwå£a],367

holding false beliefs concerning fundamental principles [uƒ«l], and
other atrocious offenses.

366 In the vocabulary of Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh], the Arabic word zinå covers both adultery and
fornication.  For a precise technical definition, see J. Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law
(Oxford University Press, 1979), p. 178.
367 The noun liwå£a is derived from the triliteral root l-w-£, which indicates that it refers to the
homosexual vices of the people of Lot [L«£], whose name is spelled l-w-£ in the Arabic script.
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7.
Concerning the combination of two ritual prayers

[al-jam‹ baina ’ƒ-ƒalåtain].

As for the combination of two ritual prayers [al-jam‹ baina ’ƒ-
ƒalåtain], it is permissible for the traveler to combine the prayers

of noon [œuhr] and afternoon [‹aƒr], and those of sunset [maghrib] and
late evening [‹ishå›], with the proviso that the journey must be a long
one.  In this context, a long journey is one that covers a distance of
sixteen leagues [farsakh], as we have already explained.368  This practice
is not permissible on a short journey, i.e., one that covers less than the
distance mentioned.

The traveler is free to choose either of two options, namely:
1.    He may postpone the first [of the two prayers concerned] until the

earliest time prescribed for the second.
2.    He may bring the second prayer forward to the time prescribed for

the first.
The recommended choice is postponement, meaning that he should

delay his performance of the first prayer, and perform the second early
[in its prescribed period].  In other words, he should  perform them both
at the beginning of the period of time prescribed for the second.

If he chooses to perform both prayers in the period of time prescribed
for the first, he must begin with the first, and then perform the second
immediately after it.

He must formulate the intention to combine [the two prayers] at the
point of consecration [i¥råm] for the first.  He should not leave any
interval between the two, except to allow for the iqåma,369 and for the
ritual ablution [wuæ«›], if his ablution needs to be renewed.
368 In connection with the shortened version of the ritual prayer [qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt], on p. 264 above.
369 The iqåma, the announcement that the ritual prayer is about to begin, is an abbreviated version
of the adhån [call to prayer], with the addition of the words (repeated twice):  qad qåmati’ ƒ-ƒalåh
[The prayer is about to begin!]
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If he performs a customary ritual [sunnat aƒ-ƒalåt] between the two
[obligatory prayers], the combination [jam‹] is rendered null and void,
according to one of the two accounts of the relevant doctrine.  According
to the other, it is not rendered null and void.  In any event, the best
course is for him to postpone the customary practice [sunna], until after
he has duly completed the obligatory observance [faræ], and to refrain
from anything else that would separate the combined prayers.

If he performs the combination during the time prescribed for the
second prayer, having formulated his intention [niyya] during the time
prescribed for the first, that intention will be sufficient.  He does not
need to renew the intention, at the time when he actually performs the
two prayers, because his only reason for postponing the first was to
combine it with the second. It makes no difference, whether he
formulates the relevant intention at the beginning of the time prescribed
for the first prayer, or whether he does so with only a fraction of that
time remaining.  But if the time prescribed for the first prayer expires
completely, before the intention to combine [niyyat al-jam‹] has been
formulated, it is not permissible to perform the two prayers in combination.

If he chooses to perform the combination during the time prescribed
for the second prayer, he must begin with the first, and then perform the
second immediately after it, as if he were performing them in the time
prescribed for the first.

Is it strictly stipulated that he must not separate the two [obligatory]
prayers, by interposing a customary practice [sunna], or any other
[supererogatory observance]?  There are two conflicting opinions
regarding this matter.

Among our fellow [ªanbalº] scholars, there is one who maintains that
combining [jam‹] and shortening [qaƒr] do not require a specific inten-
tion [niyya].  The scholar in question is Ab« Bakr370 (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him).

As for the combining of prayers [jam‹] on account of rain, this is
permissible when the prayers concerned are those of sunset [maghrib]
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370 Ab« Bakr al-Khallål (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) was responsible for compiling
and systematizing the legal teachings of Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal (may Allåh bestow His mercy
upon him).  He died in A.H. 311/923-4 C.E.
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and late evening [‹ishå›].  Is it also permissible to combine the prayers
of noon [œuhr] and afternoon [‹aƒr]?  On this point there are two
conflicting opinions.

What if people are sheltering indoors, on account of bad weather?  Is
that sufficient reason to permit the combining of prayers [jam‹], even if
no rain is actually falling, and no bitterly cold wind is actually blowing?
Here again, there are two conflicting opinions.  We must therefore
examine the particular situation in detail, if someone does in fact
combine two prayers under such conditions.  If he does so during the
time prescribed for the first prayer, because rain is then falling, he is
justified in assuming that rain will be present at the beginning of
the first prayer, at the conclusion thereof, and at the beginning of the
second.  If he performs the combination during the time prescribed for
the second prayer, it will likewise be permissible, regardless of whether
the rain is still falling, or whether it has stopped by then, because he had
a valid excuse for postponing the first prayer.  The fact that the excuse
has disappeared is irrelevant, because the first period has now elapsed
and expired, so there is no possibility of restoring and recapturing it.

If we advise such a person that the combining of prayers [jam‹] is
permissible, we do so in recognition of the hardship that people suffer
in wet weather.  Since their clothes, their shoes and their pouches get
soaked and damp, it is extremely inconvenient for them to move in and
out of doors [between their homes and the mosques].  The Prophet
himself (Allåh bless him and give him peace) has told us:

When the hard and rugged tracts of ground are wet and slippery, the ritual prayer
should be performed in the shelter of people’s homes [idha ’btallati ’n-ni‹ål—
fa-’ƒ-ƒalåtu fi ’r-ri¥ål].371

This saying is reported in the »a¥º¥ain [the two most famous collections
of authentic traditions].

According to our [ªanbalº] doctrine, the status of the sick person is
the same as that of the traveler, as far as the combining of ritual prayers
[jam‹] is concerned, because Allåh (Exalted is He) has linked them
371 In the context of this saying of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), the word
ni‹ål—which usually means ‘shoes; sandals’—is interpreted by traditional authorities as synony-
mous with ¥irår [hard and rugged tracts of ground].  (See: E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon,
art. R–ª–L.)
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together.  He has mentioned them both in a single sentence, for He has
said (Almighty and Glorious is He):

And whoever of you is sick, fa-man kåna min-kum marºæan
or on a journey, [let him fast the same] aw ‹alå safarin
number of other days.  (2:184) fa-‹iddatun min ayyåmin ukhar.

The reason for the alleviation is the incidence of disability and
hardship, and this is more unequivocally and obviously applicable to
the person who is sick, because the traveler may be a comfortable and
pampered passenger, pleasantly relaxed, perfectly fit and sprightly.
While he is on a journey, the traveler may enjoy even greater ease and
luxury than at home, through the influence of his wealth, authority and
power, yet he is nonetheless entitled to avail himself of the relevant
dispensations [rukhaƒ].  The sick person is at the opposite extreme, so
he is even more entitled to the dispensations than is the traveler.
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8.
The ritual prayer at the funeral service

[aƒ-ƒalåt ‹ala ’l-jinåza].

As for the ritual prayer at the funeral service [aƒ-ƒalåt ‹ala ’l-
jinåza],372 it is a collective duty [faræ ‹ala ’l-kifåya].373  According to

our [ªanbalº] doctrine, the person best qualified to lead this prayer is
the executor [waƒº] of the deceased, followed by the head of state
[sul£ån], then by the male relatives of the deceased, in order of closeness.

The prayer leader [imåm] should stand opposite the chest of a male
corpse, and opposite the waist of a female.

If there are several corpses, they should be arranged so that their heads
are in line with one another.374  If they are of various classes, they should
be arranged in order of priority, with the most distinguished lying
closest to the prayer leader [imåm].  Suppose, for instance, that the
corpses are those of men, women, slaves, hermaphrodites [khanåthå],
and boys.  The men should take precedence, then the slaves, then the
boys, then the hermaphrodites, and then the women.375  Each class
should then be inspected in detail, and rearranged if necessary, so that,
within each class, those lying closest to the prayer leader [imåm] are the
most distinguished in terms of learning [‹ilm], knowledge of the Qur›ån,
religious devotion [dºn] and piety [wara‹].

When the prayer leader [imåm] stands in his place at the head of the
congregation, he must turn and look to right and left, making sure that
the rows are straight, as he does in all other ritual prayers [ƒalawåt].  He
must beg forgiveness of Allåh (Exalted is He), repent his sins, and
remember his own mortality, as well as the abode of the Hereafter.  He
372 The form janåza is also used, as an acceptable alternative to jinåza.
373 See note 324 on p. 243 above.
374 Author’s note:  If a male corpse and a female corpse are lying next to each other, some
authorities maintain that the waist of the woman should be placed opposite the chest of the man.
375 Author’s note:  According to one account of his doctrine, he [Imåm A¥mad ibn ªanbal]
maintained that boys should take precedence over slaves.
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must be thoroughly convinced that death is a cup from which he is
bound to drink, and that it will inevitably be passed to him.  He must
therefore ensure that his inner feeling is fully conscious, and that his
limbs and organs are in a state of humble submissiveness, so that he can
respond to his summons with alacrity.  Only then should he perform the
ritual prayer for the deceased [yuƒallº ‹ala ’l-mayyit], in the manner now
to be described:

He will begin by saying:
I am performing the ritual prayer uƒallº
for this person deceased, ‹alå hådha ’l-mayyiti
in fulfillment of a collective duty. faræan ‹ala ’l-kifåya.

(There is no need for him to specify whether the person concerned
is male or female.)

He will then pronounce four affirmations of the Supreme Greatness
of Allåh [yukabbiru arba‹a takbºråt].376  Immediately after pronouncing
the first of these, he should recite the Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a], because
Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father)
is reported as having said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) instructed
us to recite the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] at the funeral
service [‹ala ’l-jinåza].”

After the second affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [takbºra],
he should invoke His blessings on the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace), just as he invokes them in the testimony [tashahhud],377

because Mujåhid (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) is reported
as having said:

“I asked eighteen men, from among the Companions of Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace), about how to conduct
the ritual prayer at the funeral service [aƒ-ƒalåt ‹ala ’l-jinåza], and all of
them told me:

“‘Pronounce the affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness [kabbir].
Then recite the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb]. Then
pronounce the [second] affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness

376 The affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness is expressed by declaring:  “Allåhu Akbar [Allåh
is Supremely Great!]”  The general term for this affirmation is takbºr.  A specific utterance thereof
is called a takbºra, and the form takbºråt is the plural of takbºra.
377 See pp. 84 and 85 above.
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[kabbir].  Then invoke Allåh’s blessings on the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace).  Then pronounce the [third] affirmation of Allåh’s
Supreme Greatness [kabbir].

“‘Immediately after the third affirmation, you should offer prayers of
supplication for the deceased, and also for yourself, for your parents, and
for the Muslims in general.  Various kinds of supplication [du‹å›] are
permissible, so you may choose whichever you know best, and which-
ever you find easiest.’”

The recommended practice, however, is for the prayer leader [imåm]
to say:

O Allåh, forgive Allåhumma ’ghfir li-¥ayyi-nå
our living and our dead, li-¥ayyi-nå wa mayyiti-nå
and those of us who are present wa shåhidi-nå
and those of us who are absent, wa ghå›ibi-nå
and our young and our old, wa ƒaghºri-nå wa kabºri-nå
and those of us who are male wa dhakari-nå
and those of us who are female. wa unthå-nå.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
those of us whom You keep alive, man a¥yaita-hu
let them live in accordance min-nå fa-a¥yi-hi
with Islåm and the Sunna, ‹ala ’l-Islåmi wa ’s-Sunna:
and those of us whom wa man
You cause to die, tawaffaita-hu
let them die in min-nå fa-tawaffa-hu
accordance with the same. ‹alai-himå.

You surely know inna-ka ta‹lamu
our destination munqalaba-nå
and our final resting place, wa mathwå-nå
and You are Powerful over all things. wa Anta ‹alå kulli shai›in Qadºr.

O Allåh, he is Your servant, Allåhumma inna-hu ‹abdu-ka
and the son of Your servant. wa ’bnu ‹abdi-ka
He has now lodged with You, nazala bi-ka
and You are the Best to lodge with, wa Anta khairu manz«lin bi-hi
and we know nothing but good wa lå na‹lamu illå khairå.
[about him].

O Allåh, if he has been beneficent, Allåhumma in kåna mu¥sinan
reward him for his beneficence, fa-jåzi-hi bi-i¥såni-hi
and if he has been maleficent, wa in kåna musº›an
grant him an amnesty. fa-tajåwaz ‹an-h.

O Allåh, we have come to You Allåhumma innå ji›nå-ka
as intercessors on his behalf, shufa‹å›a la-hu
so accept our intercession fa-shaffi‹-nå
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for his sake. fº-hi
Protect him from the wa qi-hi min
torture of the grave, fitnati ’l-qabri
and from the torment of the Fire wa ‹adhåbi ’n-nåri
[of Hell].
Pardon him, wa ’‹fu ‹an-hu
and honor his resting place. wa akrim mathwå-hu
Grant him a home wa abdil-hu dåran
that is better than his [earthly] home, khairan min dåri-hi
and an environment that is better wa jiwåran
than his [earthly] environment. khairan min jiwåri-hi
And do the same for us wa ’f‹al dhålika bi-nå
and for all the Muslims. wa bi-jamº‹i ’l-muslimºn.

O Allåh, do not deprive us Allåhumma lå ta¥rim-nå
of his recompense, ajra-hu
and do not desert us after him. wa lå tafut-nå ba‹da-h.

Immediately after the fourth affirmation of Allåh’s Supreme Greatness
[takbºra], the prayer leader [imåm] should say:

O Allåh, our Lord, give us Allåhumma Rabba-nå åti-nå
in this world that which is good, fi ’d-dunyå ¥asanatan
and in the Hereafter wa fi ’l-åkhirati
that which is good, ¥asanatan
and guard us against wa qi-nå
the torment of the Fire ‹adhåba ’n-når.
[of Hell].  (2:201)378

(Among our fellow [ªanbalº] scholars, however, there are some who
maintain that the prayer leader [imåm] should stand still for a little
while [after the fourth affirmation], without saying anything at all
[before the salutation].)

He should then pronounce a single salutation [taslºma],379 while
turning his face to his right.  If he pronounces two salutations [one to
the right and then one to the left], this is also permissible.  The twofold
salutation is preferred by the school [madhhab] of Imåm ash-Shåfi‹º
(may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), while the single salutation
[taslºma] represents the preference of our Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal]
(may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).
378 The word Allåhumma [O Allåh] is not part of the Qur›ånic quotation.
379 In other words, the prayer leader [imåm] should say:

Peace be upon you, and the mercy of Allåh. as-salåmu ‹alaikum wa ra¥matu’llåh.
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According to traditional reports, at least six of the Companions
[»a¥åba] are known to have pronounced only one salutation [taslºma] at
the funeral service, namely:  ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib, ‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Abbås,
Ibn ‹Umar, Ibn Abº Awfå, Ab« Huraira, and Wåthila ibn al-Asqa‹
(may Allåh be well pleased with them all).

There is also a traditional report concerning the Prophet himself
(Allåh bless him and give him peace), in which it is stated:  “He
performed the ritual prayer at a funeral service [ƒallå ‹alå jinåza], so he
pronounced the salutation to his right.”

If the prayer leader [imåm] wishes to offer a different supplication
[du‹å›], instead of the one suggested above, he may do so.  He may also say:

Praise be to Allåh, al-¥amdu li’llåhi
who has caused some to die ’lladhº amåta
and some to live, wa a¥yå
and praise be to Allåh, wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi ’lladhº
who restores the dead to life. yu¥yi ’l-mawtå
To Him belongs the Majesty la-hu ’l-‹aœamatu
and the Grandeur and the Kingdom wa ’l-kibriyå›u wa ’l-mulku
and the Power and the Glory, wa ’l-qudratu wa ’th-thanå›u
and He is Powerful over all things. wa Huwa ‹alå kulli shai›in Qadºr.

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammad, wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammadin
as You have bestowed Your blessings ka-må ƒallaita wa ra¥imta
and Your mercy and Your grace wa bårakta
upon Abraham ‹alå Ibråhºma
and the family of Abraham. wa ‹alå åli Ibråhºma
Surely You deserve inna-ka
to be praised and extolled! ªamºdun Majºd.

O Allåh, he is Your servant, Allåhumma inna-hu ‹abdu-ka
and the son of Your servant, wa ’bnu ‹abdi-ka
and the son of Your maidservant. wa ’bnu amati-ka
You created him and nourished him. Anta khalaqta-hu wa razaqta-hu
You caused him to die, wa Anta amatta-hu
and You will restore him to life. wa Anta tu¥yº-hi
You know his innermost secret. Anta ta‹lamu bi-sirri-h.

We have come to You ji›nå-ka
as intercessors on his behalf, shufa‹å›a la-hu
so accept our intercession for his sake. fa-shaffi‹-nå fº-h.

O Allåh, we invoke the bond Allåhumma innå nastajºru
of Your compact to afford him refuge. bi-¥abli juwåri-ka la-hu
You are indeed Reliable inna-ka Dh« wafå›in
and Faithful to Your covenant. wa dhimma.
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O Allåh, protect him Allåhumma qi-hi
from the torture of the grave, min fitnati ’l-qabri
and from the torment of Hell. wa min ‹adhåbi Jahannam.

O Allåh, forgive him, Allåhumma ’ghfir la-hu
and have mercy on him, wa ’r¥am-hu
and excuse him, and pardon him. wa ‹åfi-hi wa ’‹fu ‹an-hu
Honor his resting place, wa akrim mathwå-hu
and make its entrance wide. wa wassi‹ madkhla-hu
Wash him with the water wa ’ghsil-hu
of snow and ice, bi-må›i ’th-thalji wa ’l-baradi
and cleanse him of sinful mistakes, wa naqqi-hi mina ’l-kha£åyå
as white cloth is cleansed ka-må yunaqqa ’th-thawbu ’l-abyaæu
of the stain of dirt. mina ’d-danas.

Grant him a home to live in, wa anzil-hu dåran
that is better than his [earthly] home, khairan min dåri-hi
with a spouse who is better wa zawjan khairan
than his [earthly] spouse, min zawji-hi
and a family that is better wa ahlan khairan
than his [earthly] family. min ahl-hi
Cause him to enter the Garden wa adkhil-hu ’l-jannata
and save him from the Fire. wa najji-hi mina ’n-når.

O Allåh, if he has been beneficent, Allåhumma in kåna mu¥sinan
add to his beneficence, fa-zid fº i¥såni-hi
and reward him for his beneficence; fa-jåzi-hi bi-i¥såni-hi
and if he has been maleficent, wa in kåna musº›an
grant him an amnesty. fa-tajåwaz ‹an-h.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
he has now lodged with You, inna-hu qad nazala bi-ka
and You are the Best to lodge with. wa Anta khairu manz«lin bi-hi
He is poor, in need of Your mercy, wa huwa faqºrun ilå ra¥mati-ka
whereas You are Rich, wa Anta Ghaniyyun
in no need of his punishment. ‹an ‹adhåbi-h.

O Allåh, confirm his speech Allåhumma thabbit
at his interrogation. ‹inda mas›alati-hi man£iqa-hu
and do not try him in his grave wa lå tabtali-hi fº qabri-hi
with more than he bi-må lå
is capable of bearing. £åqata la-hu bi-h.

O Allåh, do not deprive us Allåhumma lå ta¥rim-nå
of his recompense, ajra-hu
and do not desert us after him. wa lå tafut-nå ba‹da-h.

If the deceased person is a woman, the prayer leader [imåm] should say
[at the appropriate point]:

O Allåh, she is Your maidservant, Allåhumma inna-hå amatu-ka
and the daughter of Your servant wa ’bnatu ‹abdi-ka
and Your maidservant. wa amati-ka.
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He should then complete the supplication [du‹å›], [using the feminine
form of the pronoun, etc., wherever necessary].

The person best entitled to conduct the funeral service—according
to the doctrine of our Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow
His mercy upon him)—is the person appointed to the task by the
deceased, in his last will and testament.  Second in line is the ruler or
governor [wålº].  After that, the order of precedence is as follows:

1.  The closest male relative in the direct line of ascent, viz., the
father, the father’s father, and so on, by however many generations.

2.   The closest male relative in the direct line of descent, viz., the son,
the son’s son, and so on, by however many generations.

3.   The closest male collateral, viz., the brother, the brother’s son, the
paternal uncle, the son of the paternal uncle.

Should the husband take precedence over the son?  On this point
there are two conflicting opinions.

The Companions [»a¥åba] (may Allåh be well pleased with them all)
usually bequeathed the task of conducting their funeral prayer [aƒ-ƒalåt
‹alai-him] to a person named in their last will and testament.  For
instance, as we know from traditional reports:

Ab« Bakr (may Allåh be well pleased with him) bequeathed the task
of conducting his funeral prayer [waƒƒå an yuƒaliyya ‹alai-hi] to ‹Umar
(may Allåh be well pleased with him).

‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him) bequeathed the task of
conducting his funeral prayer to »uhaib (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), even though his own son, ‹Abdu’llåh (may Allåh be well
pleased with him), was alive and available.

Shurai¥ bequeathed the task of conducting his funeral prayer to Zaid
ibn al-Arqam.

Maisara bequeathed the task of conducting his funeral prayer to Shurai¥.
[The Prophet’s wife] ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her)

appointed Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him) as her
executor.

[The Prophet’s wife] Umm Salama (may Allåh be well pleased with
her) bequeathed the task of conducting her funeral prayer [waƒƒat an
yuƒaliyya ‹alai-hå] to Sa‹ºd ibn Jubair.

When the supplication [du‹å›] is offered on behalf of an infant, the
prayer leader [imåm] should say:
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O Allåh, he is Your servant, Allåhumma inna-hu ‹abdu-ka
and the son of Your servant, wa ’bnu ‹abdi-ka
and the son of Your maidservant. wa ’bnu amati-ka
You created him and nourished him. Anta khalaqta-hu wa razaqta-hu
You caused him to die, wa Anta amatta-hu
and You will restore him to life. wa Anta tu¥yº-h.

O Allåh, let him be for his parents Allåhumma ’j‹al-hu li-wålidai-hi
a predecessor and a treasure, salafan wa dhukhran
a precursor and a recompense. wa fara£an wa ajran
Let him weigh heavy in their scales, wa thaqqil bi-hi mawåzºna-humå
and enhance their rewards wa ‹aœœim bi-hi
on his account. uj«ra-humå.
Deprive neither us wa lå ta¥rim-nå
nor the two of them wa iyyå-humå
of his recompense, ajra-hu
and desert neither us wa lå tafut-nå
nor them, after him. wa iyyå-humå ba‹da-h.

O Allåh, join him together with Allåhumma al¥iq-hu
the righteous believers of the past, bi-ƒåli¥i salafi ’l-mu›minºna
in the custody of Abraham. fº kafålati Ibråhºma
Grant him a home wa abdil-hu dåran
that is better than his [earthly] home, khairan min dåri-hi
and a family that is better wa ahlan khairan
than his [earthly] family, min ahl-hi
and save him from wa ‹åfi-hi min
the torment of Hell. ‹adhåbi Jahannam.

O Allåh, forgive Allåhumma ’ghfir
our children who die before us, li-afrå£i-nå
and our ancestors, wa aslåfi-nå
and those who have wa man sabaqa-nå
preceded us in faith. bi-’l-ºmån.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
those of us whom You keep alive, man a¥yaita-hu min-nå
let them live fa-a¥yi-hi
in accordance with Islåm, ‹ala ’l-Islåm:
and those of us wa man
whom You cause to die, tawaffaita-hu min-nå
let them die in faith. fa-tawaffa-hu ‹ala ’l-ºmån.

Forgive the believing men wa ’ghfir li’l-mu›minºna
and the believing women: wa ’l-mu›minåti ’l-a¥yå›i
those of them who are still alive, min-hum
as well as those who are dead. wa ’l-amwåt.

In the case of a miscarried fetus [siq£], the funeral prayer and ritual
washing may also be required, but only if it has developed to the point
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where the shape of a human being is already apparent.  If it is merely a
piece of flesh, in which no embryonic form can be discerned, it should
simply be buried, with neither ritual washing nor funeral prayer.  When
ritual washing is legally required [yushra‹u fº-hi ’l-ghusl], in a case of this
sort, it does not matter whether the washing is performed by a man or
by a woman, because it is traditionally reported that Ibråhºm, the son
of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), died at the age of
eighteen months, and the women washed his corpse.
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Concerning the proper treatment of someone whose
moment of death has arrived, and the procedures

to be followed in the ritual washing [ghusl],
enshrouding [takfºn], embalming [ta¥nº£]

 and burial [dafn] of his corpse.

a.
Concerning the preparations a true believer
[mu›min] should make, in order to be ready

for his own inevitable death.

For every intelligent believer [mu›min], convinced of the certainty of
death, it is commendable to remember death frequently, and to

prepare for it.  He should maintain a state of readiness and vigilant
anticipation, through the hourly renewal of repentance, through self-
examination, through disengagement from wrongs and debts, and by
writing a definitive testamentary disposition.  He should not be heedless
of this sure and certain fact, general and universal in its significance for
all humanity, for there is no escape from its arrival, its onslaught and its
advent, and it is a cup from which all are bound to drink.

When we say that it is commendable for him to practice this advice,
we do so for the simple reason that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) is reported as having said:

Remember often the wrecker of delights [håzim al-ladhdhåt].380

—and, in another wording:
Remember death often, for if you remember it in affluence, it will shake your
confidence in wealth, and if you remember it in straitened circumstances, it will
make your hardship easier to bear.

380 As the German scholar Bauer has pointed out, “the wrecker of delights [håzim / hådim / hådhim
al-ladhdhåt].” became the standard epithet of Death in the stories of A Thousand and One Nights
[Alf laila wa laila].
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The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:
Do you know which is the cleverest of all people, and which is the most prudent?
The cleverest of them is the one who most frequently remembers death, and the
most prudent of them is the one who prepares for it most frequently.

“O Messenger of Allåh,” his listeners asked, “what symptom is
indicative of that?”  So he replied:

Utter indifference to the abode of delusion [dår al-ghur«r], and keen interest in
the abode of eternity [dår al-khul«d].

Luqmån381 (peace be upon him) said to his son:
“O my dear son, do not put off repentance till tomorrow, for death

may come and take you by surprise.”
The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:

By what right does a man of property spend two whole nights, without having
his will and testament written in his presence?

—and:
Call yourselves to account before you are called to account, and weigh your own
selves before they are weighed.

‹Abdu’llåh ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with
his father) once said:  “I heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) say:

“‘For the sake of your worldly interests, work as if you are going to live forever,
and for your interest in the Hereafter, work as if you are going to die tomorrow.’”

The intelligent believer [mu›min] must therefore strive to acquit
himself, before death comes, of all his outstanding obligations, whether
they be sins and wrongs committed, or debts incurred.  If he fails to do
so, he must recognize and acknowledge the fact that he will be taken in
pledge for those obligations.  He must realize that, before very long, he
will be chastised and punished in his grave.  All his energies will then
be cut off, and his faculties and senses will be out of action.  His relatives
and his neighbors will dissociate themselves from him, and his enemies
and friends—men, women and children alike—will conspire to gain
control of his property.
381 Luqmån is commonly known as Luqmån the Wise [Luqmån al-ªakºm], because Allåh (Exalted
is He) has told us in the Qur›ån:

And We did indeed give Luqmån wisdom.  wa la-qad åtainå Luqmåna ’l-¥ikmata
(31:12)
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To save himself from the consequences of leaving obligations unful-
filled, he must therefore do whatever he can to discharge them while he
is still in this world, by making payment [adhå›], appealing for absolution
[isti¥lål],382 expressing repentance [tawba], and demonstrating his
willingness to make concessions [idh‹ån].  Nothing else can save him
from those consequences, apart from the covering provided by the
All-Compassionate [ar-Ra¥ºm], through His Kindness [Ra›fa] and His
Mercy [Ra¥ma].  Since He is the Most Merciful of the merciful [Ar¥am
ar-Rå¥imºn], He may compensate the claimants with whatever He wills
in the Abode of Eternity and the Gardens of Paradise.

Samura ibn Jundab (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported
as having said:

“We were in the company of Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) when he conducted the ritual prayer at a funeral service
[ƒallå ‹alå jinåza].  When he was leaving, he said:  ‘Is there anyone here
who belongs to the family of So-and-so?’  A man said:  ‘I do,’ so he
(blessing and peace be upon him) said to him:  ‘So-and-so is held as a
prisoner because of his debt.’

“As I then observed, his family, and others who were mourning over
him, got up and took to settling debts on his behalf, until there was no
one left who had any claim against him.”

In another version of this traditional report, the wording is:  “So-and-so
is held in confinement at the gate of the Garden of Paradise, because of
an unpaid debt of his.”
382  In Vol. 2, p. 159, Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
has explained:

It is strictly necessary for the penitent to acquaint his victim with the full extent of each offense he
has committed against him, and he must not give him an ambiguous description of any of the wrongs to
which he is confessing.  A vaguely worded plea for absolution [isti¥lål] is not sufficient in such cases,
because it is always possible that the injured party [maœl«m], if he came to know all the facts concerning
the extent of his injury, would not feel disposed to waive his right to exact retribution.  He might prefer
to postpone that retribution to the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], in order to receive his
compensation by having good deeds transferred to his account from that of his malefactor, or by having
some of his own bad deeds transferred to the debit scale of the latter.

This rule does not apply, however, if the victim would suffer further injury from the knowledge of every
specific item in the whole catalog of offenses against him.  For instance, the offender would only add to
the harm he had already caused, if he told his victim that he was guilty of sexual misconduct [zinå] with
his maidservant or his wife, or that he had spread rumors about some hidden defect in his character.  In
cases like this, the penitent has no alternative but to couch his plea for absolution in rather vague terms.
Even if he succeeds in obtaining the pardon he seeks, he will still be in debt to his victim because of a
certain element of unrequited wrong, so he must repair that wrong by performing good deeds, just as he
would have to repair the wrong if his victim happened to be dead or otherwise absent beyond his reach.
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‹Alº [ibn Abº ¡ålib] (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported
as having said:

“A man died—he was one of the People of the Bench [Ahl aƒ-»uffa]383

—and someone said:  ‘O Messenger of Allåh, he has left a dºnår [gold
coin] and a dirham [silver coin] behind.’  So the Prophet (Allåh bless
him and give him peace) replied:  ‘Two purses of fire!  Perform the
funeral prayer for your companion, for there may be a debt outstanding
against him.’”

According to another traditional report [¥adºth]:
“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was present

at the funeral service [jinåza] of a man who was one of the Helpers
[Anƒår],384 so he said:  ‘Has he left any unpaid debt?’  ‘Yes,’ someone said,
so he turned to leave, but ‹Alº (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
said:  ‘I accept responsibility for what he owes.’  The Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) thereupon came back and performed the
funeral prayer for him [ƒallå ‹alai-hi], then said:  ‘O ‹Alº, may Allåh
redeem your pledge, as you have ransomed your Muslim brother!
Whenever a man redeems another man of his debt, Allåh will redeem
him on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].’”

 The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:
All rightful claims will surely be awarded to their claimants on the Day of
Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], so that even the hornless sheep will receive
compensation from the sheep with horns.

He also said (Allåh bless him and give him peace):
Beware of injustice [œulm], for it will result in murky shades of darkness [œulumåt]
on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].  Beware of obscenity [fu¥sh], for
Allåh does not like obscenity.  And beware of greed [shu¥¥], for greed was the
downfall of your kinsfolk who preceded you.  It incited them to sever the bonds
of kinship, so they severed those bonds, then it incited them to perpetrate
injustice [œulm], so they took to acting unjustly.

383 A special group of materially impoverished Muslims were known as the People of the Bench
[Ahl aƒ-»uffa], or the Companions of the Bench [Aƒ¥åb aƒ-»uffa], because they used to shelter on
a bench in the porch outside the mosque of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) in
Medina.
384 See note 267 on p. 200 above.
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b.
Concerning the treatment of a fellow believer

[mu›min] who is sick, and who seems
unlikely to recover.

If a fellow believer [mu›min] has fallen sick, it is commendable to pay
him a visit.
When his Muslim brother visits the sick person, he should examine

his condition carefully, and if he finds evidence to suggest that he is
likely to recover from his illness, the visitor should offer a prayer of
supplication on his behalf [da‹å la-hu], then take his leave.

If, on the other hand, the visitor has reason to fear that the sick
person’s death may be imminent, he should encourage him to repent his
sins, and to make a testamentary disposition [waƒiyya], bequeathing one
third of his property to the poor among those of his relatives who will
not inherit from him automatically.385  If all those relatives are rich, the
bequest should be made in favor of the poor and the needy [in the
community at large], and the people of learning [‹ilm] and virtue [faæl]
and religion [dºn].  It should be made in favor of those whom destiny
[qadar] has deprived of material means [asbåb], and whom pious restraint
[wara‹] has inhibited from taking an active interest in their acquisition.

From the viewpoint of such pious paupers, the material means [asbåb]
have turned into lords [arbåb], so they have abandoned them, insis-
tently declaring that the Lord [ar-Rabb] (Glory be to Him) can have no
partner [sharºk], and resorting directly to Him for sustenance.  Their
property has thus become reliance on the Lord of Truth (Almighty and
Glorious is He), and renunciation of what is in the hands of people.
Their affirmation of Oneness [taw¥ºd] is thus preserved intact, and they
yearn for Him with all parts of their being, purely and spontaneously,
385 In accordance with the Islåmic law of inheritance, the estate of a deceased Muslim is distributed
automatically to the prescribed heirs.  The power of testamentary disposition [waƒiyya] is restricted
to a maximum of one third of a Muslim’s property.  (For details of the Islåmic rules of inheritance,
see Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, arts. FARÁ›IŒ, MÏRÁTH and WA»ÏYA.)
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without penalty in this world or punishment in the Hereafter.  So
congratulations to anyone who grants them a gift, or makes them a
present, or treats them with gracious favor, or spends a day in their
service, or devotes an hour to saying “åmºn” to their prayer of supplication
[ammana ‹alå du‹å›i-him], or seizes an opportunity to speak well of them.
Congratulations to him, and congratulations to him yet again!

He deserves to be congratulated because they are the people of Allåh,
because they are His favored élite [khåƒƒa].  Who can gain access to the
presence of the king, without the assistance of his favored élite?  How
can one receive recompense from the ruler [sul£ån], except by way of his
attendants and his servants?  If someone establishes friendly relations
with the attendants and servants, treats them well and serves their
interests, they will soon introduce him to the King Almighty [al-Malik
al-A‹œam], at which point every one of them will mention his good
qualities and refer to his noble deeds.  The King will then bestow
gracious favors upon him, in recompense for the beneficial services and
meritorious acts he has performed.

So, if the symptom of death is clearly apparent, it is recommended
that a member of the sick person’s family should remain constantly by
his side.  The relative who undertakes this task should be the one who
is most kindly disposed toward him, the one who is most familiar with
his traits of character and the factors that govern his behavior, and the
one who is most conscious of his duty to his Lord, so that he can make
him aware of Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He), and encourage him
to obey Him by attending to the matters we have discussed above.  He
should take care to maintain the moisture of the dying person’s throat,
by keeping it supplied with drops of water or some other suitable liquid,
and he should use a piece of damp cotton to wet his lips.  He should also
prompt him to say, one time at least:  “There is no god but Allåh [lå ilåha
illa ’llåh].”  He should not urge him to say it more than three times,
however, in case the effort makes him irritated and disturbed, with the
result that his spirit departs while he is feeling an aversion to that.  If he
prompts him to say these words, but then the dying person utters
something else, he should repeat his prompting, to ensure that his final
utterance will be:  “There is no god but Allåh [lå ilåha illa ’llåh].”  For,
as the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) has told us:

If someone’s last words are:  “There is no god but Allåh [lå ilåha illa ’llåh],” that
person will enter the Garden of Paradise.
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The attendant relative should do his prompting in a gentle and
coaxing manner.  It is also appropriate for him to recite in his presence
the S«ra entitled Yå Sºn, so that it can be an aid to the departure of his
spirit, and so that it can make the experience easier for him to bear.386

As soon as his spirit has departed, his attendant should arrange the
body of the deceased so that he is stretched out on his back, with his face
toward the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca], in other words, in
such a manner that his face will be toward it when he is caused to sit up.
Then he should waste no time in closing the eyes of the deceased,
because, as we know from the traditional report of Shaddåd ibn Aws
(may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

When you approach your dead, you must be sure to close their eyes, for the
eyesight follows the spirit.  And say something good, for he will say “åmºn” to
what is said by the members of the family, then he will clamp his jawbones tight.

As for the manner in which the eyes of the dead should be closed, we
have a description of it in the following traditional report:  When [the
Caliph] ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
realized that he was at the point of death, he said to his son ‹Abdu’llåh
(may Allåh be well pleased with him):  “Stand close beside me.  Then,
when you see that my spirit has reached my uvula, place the palm of your
right hand upon my forehead, [draw it down] beneath my chin, and
close my eyes.”

Next, the attendant should loosen the joints of the deceased, by
moving his forearms back until they come in contact with his upper
arms, then putting them straight again.  He should bend his legs to meet
his thighs, and move his thighs up to his stomach, then return them to
their normal positions.

He should remove the clothes of the deceased, and shroud him in a
garment that covers his entire body, because the whole of him becomes
a private part [‹awra] by reason of death.  This is why it is necessary to
conceal the whole of his body in the shroud.

A heavy object, such as a mirror or a sword, should also be placed upon
his stomach, because the corpse of the deceased becomes puffed up and
inflated when his spirit has departed.

Then he should be laid out on the bench for his ritual washing [ghusl],
arranged so that his body is sloping down toward his feet.
386 The S«ra entitled Yå Sºn is the 36th S«ra of the Qur›an.
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Prompt measures should then be taken to discharge his obligations,
and to relieve him of all responsibility for debts and legacies, so that he
can meet his Lord in a state of innocence, free of any liability for acts
of injustice, exempt from unpaid dues and unfulfilled commitments.
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c.
Concerning the ritual washing [ghusl], grooming

[tajhºz], shrouding [takfºn] and burial
[dafn] of the deceased.

As soon as the abovementioned matters have been duly attended
to, no time should be wasted in performing the ritual washing

[ghusl] of the deceased, followed by his grooming [tajhºz], his shrouding
[takfºn] and his burial [dafn].  There should be no delay, unless the
person’s death has occurred suddenly and unexpectedly, in which case
these actions must be postponed until his death has been established
with absolute certainty.  His palms must be unclenched, his legs unbent,
his nose running, and his temples sunk into his head; only then can the
process be expedited.

As for the ritual washing [ghusl], it may be described as follows:
The ritual washer [ghåsil] must lay the corpse bare, though keeping it

veiled from the navel to the knees, because this is most convenient for
him, and most conducive to a really thorough washing.  He must avert
his gaze as much as possible, especially from the area of the private parts
[‹awra].  (Some authorities maintain that it is most appropriate for him
to wash the corpse inside a loosely fitting gown, made from a light
material.  If it proves to be too tight, he can always split the stitching
at the top of the panels.)

Then he must gently loosen its joints, if it is easy for him to do so.  If
not, he should leave them alone, because the use of force might result
in their being broken, and the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) has told us:

Breaking the bone of the corpse is like breaking it when the person is alive.

Then he should bend the dead body slightly, enough to bring it close
to the sitting position.  He should then squeeze its belly, applying only
gentle pressure.
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Next, he should wrap a rag around his hand, as a precaution against
touching the private region [‹awra] of the corpse with his hand, and also
because the rag is a more effective means of removing the dirt, on
account of its rough surface.  He is likewise recommended to avoid
touching the rest of the body, except with the rag.  He should keep
pouring water over his hand, then throw the rag away and replace it
with one that is clean.  Then, after repeating this process three times,
he should discard the rag completely, and give his hand a thorough wash.

He should then proceed to give the corpse the ritual ablution [wuæ«›]
that is normally performed in preparation for the ritual prayer [ƒalåt],
following the prescribed sequence.  This means that he must begin by
formulating the intention, and then invoke the Name of Allåh.  He
must insert his two fingers, wet with water, between the lips of the
corpse, and rub its teeth.  He must do the same with its nostrils, in order
to clean them out.  He must pour water over its mouth and its nose, as
if for the actions called maæmaæa [moving water all around inside the
mouth, then spitting it out and ejecting it] and istinshåq [snuffing water
up the nostrils, then blowing it out]—except that the water will not
actually enter the mouth and nose of the corpse.

He must proceed in this fashion, until he has performed the ritual
ablution [wuæ«›] on the last member of the body [for which it is
prescribed].  Next, when he has finished that part of his task, he must
wash the head of the corpse with water and the ground leaves of the
lotus tree [sidr].  Then he must wash its beard.  He should not comb the
hair, however.

Then he must pour fresh water over the entire body, from its head to
its feet, and thoroughly wash its right side.  Then he must turn it over
to the left, and give its left side a thorough wash.  He must wash the rest
of the body in similar fashion, using water and lotus leaves in each act
of washing, but he should also wipe it dry immediately after each
washing with lotus leaves and fresh water.  If he needs waterskins for
washing dirt away, and a spike for cleaning out what lies beneath the
nails of fingers and toes, he may use such implements.  He may also wrap
cotton around the spike, in order to remove unpleasant substances from
the nose and the ear canals, and to make them properly clean.

Then [having completed the first washing of the corpse] he should
begin the process all over again.  He should bend the body, then repeat
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its ritual ablution [wuæ«›] a second time, in the manner we have described.
Then [having completed the second washing of the corpse] he should

wash it for the last time, using water containing camphor.  Then he
must wipe it dry with a piece of cloth.

(The corpse must be washed at least three times, and seven times at
most.  If three washings are not sufficient to make it properly clean, it
should therefore be given extra washings, up to a maximum of seven.
Whatever the final total, however, it must always be an odd number, in
other words, three or five or seven.)

If something is excreted from the corpse after that [third washing], the
washing should be repeated up to seven times.  If that is still not enough
to put a stop to the excretion, the orifice should be plugged with cotton,
and covered with a patch and hot perfume.  According to some of our
fellow [ªanbalº] scholars, however, the corpse should not be plugged,
because Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon
him) disapproved of the practice.

According to certain authorities, if something is excreted from the
corpse after the washing has been completed, the entire process of
washing should not be repeated.  Further washing should rather be
confined to the place of the impurity.

Then the corpse should be given the ritual ablution [wuæ«›] that is
normally performed in preparation for the ritual prayer [ƒalåt], wrapped
in its shroud, and carried to the place of burial.

The best practice is to perform the first washing of the corpse with
water and ground lotus leaves [sidr], and the rest of the washings with
pure water, as in the ritual ablution normally performed to remove a
state of major impurity [ghusl al-janåba].  Camphor should be added in
the final washing, then the corpse should be wiped dry and wrapped in
its shroud.
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The shrouding [takfºn] of the corpse.

As for the shrouding [takfºn] of the corpse, three pieces of cloth are
used for the purpose of wrapping it completely. They must

be plain white sheets [lafå›if].  They must not include any kind of
shirt or gown [qamºƒ], waist wrapper [mi›zar], baggy trouser pants
[saråwºl], or anything stitched or sewn.  The sheets themselves may be
stitched, however, if the available cloth would otherwise be too narrow
and too small.

The sheets must be spread out, one on top of the other, after they have
been fumigated with aloeswood [‹«d], incense [nadd]387 and camphor
[kåf«r].  Perfume should also be placed between each pair of sheets.

According to certain authorities, however, the corpse must be shrouded
in a gown [qamºƒ], a waist wrapper [mi›zar] and a sheet [lafºfa].  The waist
wrapper should be next to the skin of the corpse, and the gown should
not be buttoned up over it.

Three pieces of plain cloth are more appropriate, in view of the fact
that [the Prophet›s wife] ‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her)
is reported as having said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) was
shrouded in three pieces of white cotton cloth, none of them being a
gown [qamºƒ] or a turban [‹imåma].”

Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him)
confirmed the authenticity of the tradition [¥adºth] of ‹Á›isha (may
Allåh be well pleased with her), and he based his doctrine [madhhab]
upon it.

The perfume, consisting of an embalming mixture [¥an«£]388 and
camphor, should then be placed in a piece of cotton.  Some of this
387 According to some of the classical Arabic lexicographers, the term nadd or nidd is applied to
a compound of aloeswood aromatized with musk, ambergris and frankincense.  (See E.W. Lane,
Arabic-English Lexicon, art. N–D–D.)
388 According to the classical Arabic lexicographers, the term ¥an«£ is applied to “odiferous
substances of any kind that are mixed for a corpse, in particular, or for grave-clothes and for the
bodies of the dead, consisting of musk, or ambergris, or camphor, or Indian cane, or sandalwood,
bruised…, and other things that are sprinkled upon it for the purpose of perfuming it and drying
up its moisture.”  (See E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, art. ª–N–¡.)
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should be inserted between the buttocks of the corpse, and kept there
by fixing a rag on top of it.  The rest of it should be applied to the parts
of the body that touch the ground in the act of prostration [suj«d],389 and
to places where the skin is creased, like the thighs, under the armpits,
the facial apertures, the ear holes, the brow, the knees, the palms of the
hands, and the area outside the eyes.  The embalmer must not insert the
mixture into the eyes themselves.  If he is afraid that the state of purity
may be annulled, and that what is inside the body may be excreted to
the outside, he should plug the inside of the nose and the ear holes with
cotton and camphor.  If he perfumes the whole of the corpse with
camphor and sandalwood, that is even better.  As we learn from the
traditional report of Nåfi‹, Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well pleased with
him and with his father) used to apply musk to the creases and elbows
of the corpse.

Next, he should fetch the corpse and set it down on the sheets.  He
should fold one edge of the uppermost sheet over the right side of the
corpse, then pull the other edge over its left side, thereby wrapping it
completely in the sheet.  Then he should do the same with the second
and third sheets in turn, placing the one beside his head away from the
one beside his feet.  Then, having tucked the top edges together as they
are tucked in a turban, he should repeat the process over the face and
the feet, unless he has reason to fear that the tucked edges could come
apart, in which case he should knot them together.  Then, when the
corpse is laid in the grave, he should untie the knots, without creating
any gap in the shroud [kafan].

389 The act of prostration [suj«d] is performed during the ritual prayer [ƒalåt].  The Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

I have been commanded to perform the act of prostration [suj«d] by resting on seven bones.

That is to say:  (1) the skull bone in the forehead, (2,3) the bones in the two hands, (4,5) the
two kneecaps, and (6,7) the bones in the two big toes.
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The shrouding [takfºn] of a female corpse.

As for the corpse of a woman, it must be shrouded in five pieces of
cloth, namely, a shawl [izår], a smock or chemise [dir‹], a head-

and-face veil [khimår], and two plain sheets [lifåfatain].  Her corpse must
be wrapped in these completely, and the shawl alone must be big
enough to envelop her entire body.

According to some of our fellow [ªanbalº] scholars, it is recom-
mended that a fifth piece of cloth should be used in her case, for the
purpose of binding her thighs together.  [The pieces are still five in
number] so this will take the place of one of the two sheets.

The hair of the female corpse should be braided in three plaits, and
should be arranged so that it hangs down behind her.  Both the male and
the female should be treated to the kind of preparation given to a bride
or bridegroom.

If the circumstances are such that it is not feasible to provide the
female corpse with all that we have mentioned, even one single piece
of cloth can serve the necessary purpose.
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The washing, shrouding and burial of a ritually
consecrated pilgrim [mu¥rim].

As for the ritually consecrated pilgrim [mu¥rim], his corpse should
be washed with water and ground lotus leaves [sidr].   It should not

have perfume applied to it.  Neither the head nor the feet should be
veiled, and the corpse should not be clothed in anything that has been
stitched or sewn.  It must be shrouded only in the two pieces of cloth
[worn by the pilgrim in a state of consecration], because Ibn ‹Abbås
(may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father) is reported as
having said:

“Suddenly, while Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) was waiting at ‹Arafa, a man who was also waiting there [as a
pilgrim] fell down from his riding camel, and the animal broke his neck.
So Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) said:

“‘Wash him with water and ground lotus leaves [sidr], and shroud him in the two
pieces of cloth he is wearing [as a ritually consecrated pilgrim].  Do not veil his
head, for, when Allåh brings him forth on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm
al-Qiyåma], he will be uttering the pilgrim’s cry of readiness to serve his Lord
[mulabbiyan].’”390

390 That is to say, he will be pronouncing the talbiyya [expression of willing compliance].  In the
context of the Pilgrimage [ªajj], the term talbiyya refers to the declaration, repeatedly uttered by
the pilgrim:

Doubly at Your service, O Allåh! labbaika Allåhumma
Doubly at Your service! labbaik
No partner have You! lå sharºka laka
Doubly at Your service! labbaik
Yours is the praise and the gracious favor, inna ’l-¥amda wa ’n-ni‹mata laka
and Yours is the kingdom! wa ’l-mulku lak
No partner have You! lå sharºka lak.
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The ritual washing of the miscarried fetus
[ghusl as-siq£].

As for the miscarried fetus [siq£], if it is delivered after more than four
months in the womb, it should be given a ritual washing and a

funeral prayer.391  If it is not clear whether it is a male or a female, it
should be given a name that is equally suitable for a person of either sex.

In a case of this sort, it does not matter whether the washing is
performed by a man or by a woman, because the women washed the
corpse of Ibråhºm, the son of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace), when he died at the age of eighteen months.  This fact is
mentioned in the tradition [¥adºth] of Umm ‹A£iyya (may Allåh be well
pleased with her).

391 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained on
pp. 279–80:

In the case of a miscarried fetus [siq£], the funeral prayer and ritual washing may also be required, but
only if it has developed to the point where the shape of a human being is already apparent.  If it is merely
a piece of flesh, in which no embryonic form can be discerned, it should simply be buried, with neither
ritual washing nor funeral prayer.
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With certain exceptions, the ritual washing
should be performed by a person of the same

sex as the deceased.

The ritual washing of a male corpse should normally be performed
by a man, and of a female corpse by a woman.  If the wife washes

the corpse of her husband, however, this is permissible; on this point
there is no disagreement in the [ªanbalº] school [madhhab].  The same
rule applies to the mother of the male child.  As to whether the husband
may wash the corpse of his wife, there are two conflicting reports [of the
ªanbalº doctrine], although it is known for a fact that ‹Alº performed
the funeral washing of [his wife] Fåtima the Radiant [az-Zahrå›] (may
Allåh be well pleased with them both).392

392 Få£ima the Radiant [az-Zahrå›], daughter of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him piece),
became the wife of the latter’s cousin, ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib, and bore him two sons, al-ªasan and
al-ªusain.  May Allah be well pleased with them all.
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Defraying the cost of the shroud [kafan].

As a charge on a man’s estate, the cost of his shroud [kafan] takes
precedence over the settlement of his debts and the distribution

of his testamentary disposition [waƒiyya].  If he has no property, the cost
must be defrayed by the person responsible for his maintenance.  If there
is no such person, the expense must be met from the public treasury [bait
al-mål].  The same applies to the cost of a woman’s shroud, which is not
incumbent upon her husband.
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The burial [dafn].

The best practice is for the burial [dafn] of the corpse to be carried
out by the same person who took charge of its ritual washing

[ghusl].  The grave [qabr] should be dug to the depth of one fathom
[qåma]393 and an arm’s length [bus£a].  Its length should be three cubits
and a span, and in width it should measure one cubit [dhirå‹]394 and a
span [shibr].395  This is in accordance with the words addressed by the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) to ‹Umar ibn al-Kha££åb
(may Allåh be well pleased with him):

How will it be for you, when a hole in the ground is made ready to receive you,
three cubits and a span [in length] by one cubit and a span in width?  Then your
family will approach you, to wash you and shroud you and embalm you.  Then
they will carry you [to your grave], in order to bury you in it.  Then they will pile
the earth on top of you.  Then they will go away and leave you….396

Following the recommended practice, the corpse should be drawn
headforemost from the bier.  If this is too difficult, however, it may be
taken from the side of the grave, or from whichever direction happens
to be easiest.  This is in accordance with one report of the doctrine of
Imåm A¥mad [ibn ªanbal] (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him).

As for the corpse of a women, its burial [dafn] should be carried out by
women, just as they take charge of its ritual washing [ghusl].  If this is
impracticable in a particular instance, the task should be performed by
men who are closely related to her.  If this is also unfeasible, it should
be carried out by old men who are unrelated to her.
393 The qåma [fathom] is equal to six feet.
394 As a unit of length, the Arabic term dhirå‹—like the medieval English cubit—is based on the
length of the forearm from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger.  While it is usually equal to
about 18 inches, it sometimes signifies a length of 21 inches or even more.  (See E.W. Lane, Arabic-
English Lexicon, art. DH–R–‹.)
395 A span [shibr] is defined by the Arabic lexicographers as “the space between the extremity of
the thumb and the little finger, when extended apart in the usual manner.”  (See E.W. Lane,
Arabic-English Lexicon, art. SH–B–R.)
396 Author’s note:  This is only a partial quotation of the tradition [¥adºth], which continues beyond
this point.
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It is recommended that her grave should be veiled, as opposed to that
of a man, because she is subject to concealment [‹awra].  ‹Alº (may
Allåh be well pleased with him) once passed by a group of people, just
when they had spread a cloth over [the grave of] of man, so he pulled
it away and said:  “This treatment is appropriate only for women.”

As soon as the corpse has been laid to rest in the grave, facing toward
the Qibla [direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca], three handfuls of dust
should be scattered over it.  That is in accordance with the Sunna [the
exemplary practice of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace)].  Then the earth should be heaped on top of the corpse.

The grave should be raised above the ground to the extent of one span
[shibr].397  Water should be sprinkled over it, and pebbles should be
placed upon it.  If it is coated with clay, this is permissible, but the
application of whitewash is subject to disapproval.

It is customary to give a humped shape to the surface of the grave,
rather than to make it flat, because al-ªasan [al-Baƒrº] (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him) is reported as having said:

“I noticed that the grave of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) was humped in shape, as were those of his Companions.”

When the person in charge has finished the interment [taqbºr] of the
corpse, it is customary for him to address the deceased, prompting him
to respond.  This practice is based on the traditional report of Ab«
Umåma (may Allåh be well pleased with him), who stated that the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

When one of you has died, and you have spread the dust upon him, one of you
should stand at the head of his grave, and then say:  “O So-and-so, son of the
lady So-and-so!”  For he will hear, although he will not answer.  Then the
prompter should say a second time:  “O So-and-so, son of the lady So-and-so!”
For he will then sit up straight.  Then the prompter should say again:  “O So-
and-so, son of the lady So-and-so!”  For then he will say, although you will not
hear him:  “Guide us aright!  May Allåh bestow His mercy upon you!”

So then the prompter should say:  “Remember that with which you left the
abode of this world, namely, the testimony [shahåda] that there is no god but
Allåh [an lå ilåha illa ’llåh], and that Mu¥ammad is His servant and His
Messenger [wa anna Mu¥ammadan ‹abdu-hu wa Ras«lu-hu].  Remember that you
are well pleased with Allåh as a Lord [Rabban], and with Islåm as a religion
[dºnan], and with Mu¥ammad as a Prophet [Nabiyyan], and with the Qur›ån as
a leader [imåman].”  For [the interrogating angels] Munkar and Nakºr531 will
then say:  “We shall not sit beside this one, for he has already stated his case.”

397 See note 395 on p. 299 above.
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“O Messenger of Allåh,” a man asked, “what if the prompter does not
know the name of the mother of the deceased?”  So he told him:  “In that
case, he may simply address him as the son of Eve [ªawwå›].”

If he wishes to do so, it is quite permissible for the prompter to add:
“And [that you are well content] with the believers [mu›minºn] as
brothers [ikhwånan], and with the Ka‹ba as a direction in which to turn
in prayer [qiblatan],” and other such distinctive features of Islåm.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

This brings us to the end of the Chapter in which we have provided
a concise treatment of certain special ritual prayers [ƒalawåt],

namely:

1. The ritual prayer of the Friday congregation [ƒalåt al-jum‹a].
2. The ritual prayer of each of the Two Festivals [ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain].
3. The ritual prayer for relief from drought [ƒalåt al-istisqå›].
4. The ritual prayer at the eclipse of the sun [ƒalåt al-kus«f] and at the
eclipse of the moon [ƒalåt al-khus«f].
5. The ritual prayer in time of danger [ƒalåt al-khawf].
6. The shortened version of the ritual prayer [qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt].
7. The combination of two ritual prayers [al-jam‹ baina ’ƒ-ƒalåtain].
8. The ritual prayer at the funeral service [aƒ-ƒalåt ‹ala ’l-jinåza].

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].
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CHAPTER TEN
Concerning the special qualities of the

[voluntary] ritual prayers [ƒalawåt]
performed in the daytime on each

of the days of the week.398

1.
Traditional reports concerning

[voluntary] ritual prayers performed during the
daytime [ƒalawåt an-nahår].

As for what has come down to us on the subject of the daytime ritual
prayers [ƒalawåt an-nahår], one item is the traditional report,

transmitted on the authority of Ab« Salama, according to which Ab«
Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him) said:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said
to me:

“‘Whenever you are about to go out of your place of residence, you should
perform two cycles of ritual prayer [fa-ƒalli rak‹atain], for they will prevent you
from making a bad exit, and whenever you enter your place of residence, you
should likewise perform two cycles of ritual prayer, for they will prevent you
from making a bad entrance.’”

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of Anas ibn Malik (may Allåh be well pleased with him),
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said, with
reference to the prayer of daybreak [ƒalåt aƒ-ƒub¥]:

Whenever someone performs the ritual ablution [tawaææa›], then sets out for
the mosque [masjid], and then performs the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] inside it, for every

398 While some of the ritual prayers [ƒalåwåt] discussed in this Chapter are obligatory in themselves,
the emphasis here is on their performance in congregation [jamå‹a], which, while strongly
recommended, is not strictly compulsory.
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step he takes, he will be credited with a good deed, and a bad deed will be erased
from his record.  Moreover, the good deed will carry the value of ten of its kind.
If he performs the ritual prayer [ƒallå], then takes his leave [from the mosque] at
the rising of the sun, Allåh (Exalted is He) will record a good deed in his favor
for every hair on his body, and he will return home with an accepted Pilgrimage
[ªijja mabr«ra]537 to his credit.

If he sits until he is ready to perform a cycle of prayer [¥attå yarka‹a], for every
act of sitting [jalsa] Allåh (Exalted is He) will record a million good deeds in his
credit column.

Whenever someone performs the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹atama],399 he is
entitled to receive a similar reward, and he will return home with an accepted
Visitation [‹Umra mabr«ra]400 to his credit.

[The Caliph] ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) is reported as having said:  “I once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) say:

“‘When someone performs the late evening prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå›]
 
in a congre-

gation [jamå‹a], it is as if he has devoted half the night to worship.  And when
someone performs the dawn prayer [ƒalåt al-fajr] in a congregation [jamå‹a], it is
as if he has spent the entire night in prayer.’”

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of Ab« »åli¥, Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

No ritual prayer [ƒalåt] is more burdensome for the hypocrites [munåfiqºn] than
the prayer of late evening and that of the dawn [ƒalåt al-‹ishå› wa ’l-fajr].  If they
did but know what [blessings] these two contain, they would surely come to
perform them, even if they had to come crawling on their hands and knees!  I
once considered the idea of ordering my servants to gather firewood, so I could
make it too hot for men who do not attend [the congregation] with us to stay
in their houses!

According to ‹A£å› ibn Yasår, Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) reported that the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

If someone performs four cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå arba‹a raka‹åt] after the sun
has declined from the meridian, paying proper attention to their Qur›ånic
recitation [qirå›a] and to their acts of bowing [ruk«‹] and prostration [suj«d],
seventy thousand angels will pray together with him, begging forgiveness on his
behalf until the night sets in.

399 The term ªijja is applied to a specific performance of the ªajj [Pilgrimage].  For a full account
of the rites of ªåjj [Pilgrimage] and ‹Umra [Visitation; Lesser Pilgrimage], see Vol. 1, pp. 26–52.
400 See Vol. 1, pp. 44 and 47.
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According to this same report, Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) went on to say:

“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) would
never fail to perform four [voluntary cycles of prayer] after the sun’s
decline from the meridian.  He would prolong them, and he used to say:

“‘The gates of heaven are opened at this hour, so I would like to have a good deed
of mine rise up into it.’

“Someone asked:  ‘O Messenger of Allåh, is there a [ritual salutation
of] “Peace!” in them, marking a division [of the four cycles into two
segments]?’  ‘No,’ said he (Allåh bless him and give him peace).”

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is also reported as
having said:

May Allåh bestow His mercy upon any servant [of His] who performs four
[voluntary cycles of prayer] before [the obligatory ritual prayer of] the afternoon
[al-‹aƒr].
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2.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed

on a Sunday [ƒalåt yawm al-a¥ad].

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet

(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
If someone performs four cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå arba‹a raka‹åt] on a
Sunday—reciting the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] in each
cycle, and [the passage that begins with] “Ámana ’r-Ras«lu… [The Messenger
believes…]”  (2:285) one time —Allåh (Exalted is He) will record in his favor
a number of good deeds, a number corresponding to the total figure arrived at
by counting every Christian man and Christian woman [Naƒrånº wa Naƒråniyya].
He will grant him the spiritual reward of a Prophet [Nabº].  He will record a
Pilgrimage [ªijja] and a Visitation [‹Umra] in his credit column.  For each cycle
[rak‹a], He will credit him with a thousand ritual prayers [alf ƒalåt].  Then, for
every letter [in the words of his Qur›ånic recitation], Allåh (Exalted is He) will
grant him, in the Garden of Paradise, a city constructed from the most fragrantly
aromatic musk.

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of [the Caliph] ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib (may Allåh be well pleased
with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

Affirm the Oneness of Allåh (Exalted is He) by performing the ritual prayer
[ƒalåt] frequently on Sunday, for He is Single [Wå¥id], without any partner
[lå sharºka la-h].  If someone performs four [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå
arba‹a raka‹åt] on a Sunday, after the noon prayer [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr] that is strictly
obligatory [farºæa] and that which is customary [sunna]—reciting, in the first
cycle, the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and the S«ra of Prostra-
tion [as-Sajda], which begins with “Alif–Låm–Mºm…,” (Q. 32) and, in the
second cycle, the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and the S«ra of
Sovereignty [al-Mulk], which begins with “Tabåraka… [Blessed is He…];” (Q. 67)
then pronouncing the testimony and the salutation [yatashahhad wa yusallim];
then standing up and proceeding to perform the last two cycles, reciting in both
of them the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and the S«ra of the
Congregation [S«rat al-Jumu‹a];(Q. 62)  and asking [in his supplication] for his
need to be satisfied—it will be an obligation [¥aqq] incumbent upon Allåh
(Exalted is He) to satisfy his need, and to declare him innocent of the errors
committed by the Christians [Naƒårå].
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3.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed

on a Monday [ƒalåt yawm al-ithnain].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Abu ’z-Zubair, on
the authority of Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi ’llåh [al-Anƒårº] (may Allåh be

well pleased with him and with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] at
daybreak on a Monday—reciting the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at
al-Kitåb] once in each cycle, the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]401 one time,
“Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”402 one time, and the Two Pleas
for Divine Refuge [al-Mu‹awwidhatain]403 one time each—and if, when he
pronounces the salutation [idhå sallama], he appeals ten times to Allåh for
forgiveness, and invokes His blessing upon the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) ten times—Allåh will forgive him all his sins.

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted by
Thåbit al-Bunånº, on the authority of Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be
well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

If someone performs twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ƒallå ithnatai
‹ashrata rak‹a] on a Monday, reciting the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at
al-Kitåb] in each cycle, and the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº] one time—
and if, when he has concluded his performance of the prayer [ƒalåt], he recites
“Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” twelve times, and seeks
forgiveness twelve times—an angelic voice will call for him on the Day of
Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], saying:  “Where is So-and-so, the son of So-
and-so?  Let him step forward to receive his reward from Allåh (Exalted is He)!”
He will then be given, as the first part of his reward, a thousand fine articles of
clothing.  A crown will be placed upon his head, and he will be told:  “Enter the
Garden of Paradise!”  A thousand angels will bid him welcome, each angel
bearing a gift, and they will escort him on a tour of a thousand palaces
constructed from glittering light.

401 Q. 2:255.
402 S«ra 112.
403 S«ra 113 and S«ra 114.
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4.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on

a Tuesday [ƒalåt yawm ath-thalåthå›].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Yazºd ar-Raqåshº,
on the authority of Målik ibn Anas (may Allåh be well pleased

with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If someone performs ten [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt] on a
Tuesday, in the middle of the day—reciting the Opening S«ra of the Book
[Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] once in each cycle, the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]404

one time, and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”405 three times—
no sinful error will be recorded in his debit column for seventy days.  Then, if
he dies before the seventy days are up, he will die as a martyr [shahºd], and he will
be forgiven the sins of seventy years.

404 Q. 2:255
405 S«ra 112.
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5.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on

a Wednesday [ƒalåt yawm al-arba‹å›].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Ab« Idrºs
al-Khawlånº, on the authority of Mu‹ådh ibn Jabal (may Allåh be

well pleased with him), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) once said:

If someone performs twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ithnatai ‹asharata
rak‹a] on a Wednesday, at the high point of the day—reciting the Opening S«ra
of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] in each cycle, the Verse of the Throne [Áyat
al-Kursº]406 one time, “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”407 three
times, and the Two Pleas for Divine Refuge [al-Mu‹awwidhatain]408 three
times—an angel will call out to him from beside the Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh]:
“O servant of Allåh, you may now set to work with a clean slate, for all your
previous sins have been forgiven!”  Allåh will exempt him from the torment of
the tomb, and from its narrowness and gloom.  He will also exempt him from
the terrible hardships of the Resurrection, and He will accept his day’s work
with the honor conferred on the work of a Prophet [Nabº].

406 Q. 2:255.
407 S«ra 112.
408 S«ras 113 and 114.
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6.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on

a Thursday [ƒalåt yawm al-khamºs].

According to a traditional report transmitted by ‹Ikrima, on the
authority of Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and

with his father), Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] on a
Thursday, at some point between the [obligatory prayers of] noon [aœ-œuhr] and
afternoon [al-‹aƒr]—reciting in the first cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book
[Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, and the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]409 one
hundred times, and in the second cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at
al-Kitåb] [one time], and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”410 one
hundred times—and if, when he has finished [performing the ritual prayer], he
invokes Allåh’s blessing upon me one hundred times—Allåh (Exalted is He)
will grant him the spiritual reward of someone who fasts in the months of Rajab,
Sha‹bån and Ramaæån.  The amount of his spiritual reward will be comparable
to that of a Pilgrim of the House [of Allåh] [ªåjj al-Bait].  As for the good deeds
to be recorded in his credit column, their number will be equal to the total figure
arrived at by adding up all the people who believe in Allåh (Exalted is He) and
put their trust in Him.

409 Q. 2:255.
410 S«ra 112.
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7.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on

a Friday [ƒalåt yawm al-jum‹a].

According to a traditional report, ‹Alº ibn al-ªusain heard from his
father that his grandfather411 (may Allåh’s good pleasure be upon

them all) had told him:  “I once heard the Prophet (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) say:

“‘The whole of Friday, the Day of the Congregation, is [a time devoted to] ritual
prayer [Yawm al-Jum‹a kullu-hu ƒalåt].  If any truly believing servant of the Lord
[‹abd mu›min] gets up—when the sun has emerged and risen by the length of a
spear, or more than that—and performs the ablution and does so thoroughly
[tawaææa›a fa-asbagha ’l-wuæ«›], and performs two cycles [rak‹atain] of the
supererogatory forenoon prayer [sub¥at aæ-æu¥å],412 as an act of faith and with
an attitude of total dedication [i¥tisåb], Allåh (Exalted is He) will record two
hundred good deeds in his credit column, and He will also erase two hundred
bad deeds from his debit column.

“‘If someone performs four cycles [raka‹åt], Allåh (Exalted is He) will upgrade
his status in the Garden of Paradise by four hundred degrees.

“‘If someone performs eight cycles [raka‹åt], Allåh (Exalted is He) will upgrade
his status in the Gardens of Paradise by eight hundred degrees, and He will
forgive him all his sins.

“‘If someone performs twelve cycles [ithnatai ‹asharata rak‹a], Allåh (Exalted is
He) will record one thousand two hundred good deeds in his credit column, and
He will also erase one thousand two hundred bad deeds from his debit column.
He will also upgrade his status in the Garden of Paradise by one thousand two
hundred degrees.’”

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on the
authority of Ab« »åli¥, Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If someone performs the [obligatory] daybreak prayer [ƒalla ’ƒ-ƒub¥] on a Friday,
as a member of a congregation [jamå‹a], then sits in the mosque [masjid],

411 That is to say, the Caliph ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib (may Allåh ennoble his countenance).
412 See note 98 on p. 83, also pp. 90–921 above.
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practicing the remembrance of Allåh (Exalted is He), until the sun has risen
into view, he will be entitled to seventy degrees in Paradise [Firdaws].  More-
over, in the space between two degrees, he will have trained horses at his
disposal for seventy years.

If someone performs the Friday [Congregational] prayer [ƒalla ’l-jum‹a], as a
member of a congregation [jamå‹a], he will be entitled to fifty degrees in
Paradise [Firdaws], and he will have thoroughbred horses at his disposal for
fifty years.
If someone performs the [obligatory] afternoon prayer [ƒalla ’l-‹aƒr] on a Friday,
as a member of a congregation [jamå‹a], it will be to his credit as if he had
emancipated eighty of the offspring of Ishmael [Ismå‹ºl], delivering each of them
from slavery.
If someone performs the [obligatory] sunset prayer [ƒalla ’l-maghrib] on a Friday,
as a member of a congregation [jamå‹a], it will be to his credit as if he had
performed a Pilgrimage [ªijja] blessed with acceptance and a Visitation [‹Umra]
worthy of approval.

According to yet another traditional report, this one transmitted on
the authority of Mujåhid, Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with
him and with his father) stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) once said:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] on a
Friday, at some point between the [obligatory prayers of] noon [aœ-œuhr] and
afternoon [al-‹aƒr]—reciting in the first cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book
[Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]413 one time,
and “Qul a‹«dhu bi-Rabbi ’l-Falaq [Say: I take refuge with the Lord of the
Daybreak’]”414 twenty-five times; and reciting in the second cycle the Opening
S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is
Allåh, One!’]”415 one time, and “Qul a‹«dhu bi-Rabbi ’l-Falaq [Say: I take refuge
with the Lord of the Daybreak’]” twenty times—and if, when he has pro-
nounced the salutation [sallama], he says, fifty times:

There is no power, lå ¥awla
nor is there any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through Allåh, illå bi’llåhi ’l-
the All-High, the Almighty! ‹Aliyyi ’l-‹Aœºm!

—he will not depart from this world until he has seen his Lord (Almighty and
Glorious is He) in a dream, and has seen his situation in the Garden of Paradise,
or had it shown to him.

It is related that an Arab of the desert [A‹råbº] once came to town to
visit the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  “O Messenger

413 Q. 2:255.
414 S«ra 113.
415 S«ra 112.
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of Allåh,” he said, “we are out in the desert, far from the city, and we
cannot come to join you every Friday.  So advise me of some practice
that can appropriately be observed on the Day of Congregation, and I shall
tell my people about it when I return to them.”  To this Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) responded by saying:

O Arab of the desert, when Friday [the Day of Congregation] comes around,
perform two cycles of ritual prayer [ƒalli rak‹atain] when the day is near its height.
In the first cycle, recite the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Qul
a‹«dhu bi-Rabbi ’l-Falaq [Say: I take refuge with the Lord of the Daybreak’].  In
the second cycle, recite the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Qul
a‹«dhu bi-Rabbi ’n-Nås [Say: I take refuge with the Lord of Mankind’].”416  Then
pronounce the testimony and the salutation [tashahhad wa sallim], and recite the
Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]417 seven times, remaining in a sitting posture
while you do so.

Then perform eight cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt], as two sets of four.  In the
each cycle, recite the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Idhå jå›a
naƒru ’llåhi wa ’l-fat¥… [When the help of Allåh comes, and victory…’]” 418 one
time, and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”419 twenty-five times.
Then, when you have finished performing your prayer [ƒalåt], say, seventy times:

There is no power, lå ¥awla
nor is there any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through Allåh, illå bi’llåhi ’l-
the All-High, the Almighty! ‹Aliyyi ’l-‹Aœºm!

By the One who holds the soul of Mu¥ammad in His hand, no truly believing
man [mu›min], and no truly believing woman [mu›mina], will perform this
particular ritual prayer [ƒalåt] on a Friday, exactly as I have just described it,
without my being his [or her] guarantor of the Garden of Paradise.  Nor will any
such person leave his place [of prayer] until Allåh has granted forgiveness to him
and to his parents, if they are Muslims.  And an angelic herald will cry out from
beneath the Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh]:  “O servant of Allåh, you may now set
to work with a clean slate, for all your previous and more recent sins have been
forgiven!”

Many more special qualities have been attributed to it [i.e., to
voluntary ritual prayer performed on a Friday], but it would take too
long to mention them all here.  As we have in fact mentioned
previously, in connection with other special qualities, there is another
[voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒalåt], appropriately performed on a Friday, in
which “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” is recited
eighteen times.  So, if anyone wishes to perform such a prayer, let him
perform it!
416 S«ra 114.
417 Q. 2:255.
418 That is to say, the S«ra of [Divine] Help [S«rat an-Naƒr] (Q. 110).
419 S«ra 112.
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8.
Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on

a Saturday [ƒalåt yawm as-sabt].

According to a traditional report transmitted by Sa‹ºd, Ab«
Huraira (may Allåh be well pleased with him) stated that Allåh’s

Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
If someone performs four [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt] on a
Saturday—reciting in each cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at
al-Kitåb] one time, and “Qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n… [Say: ‘O unbelievers…’]”420

three times—and if, when he has finished performing his ritual prayer [ƒalåt] and
has pronounced the salutation [sallama], he recites the Verse of the Throne
[Áyat al-Kursº]421—for every letter [in the words of his Qur›ånic recitation]
Allåh (Exalted is He) will record a Pilgrimage [ªijja] and a Visitation [‹Umra]
in his credit column.  For every letter, He will confer upon him the merit of a
whole year devoted to fasting by day and keeping vigil by night.  For every letter
[¥arf],422 Allåh will grant him the spiritual reward of a martyr [shahºd], and [in
the Hereafter] he will be in the company of the Prophets [Anbiyå›] and the
martyrs [shuhadå›] beneath the Heavenly Throne [‹Arsh].

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

This brings us to the end of the Chapter concerning
the special qualities of the [voluntary] ritual prayers [ƒalawåt]
performed in the daytime on each of the days of the week.

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].

420 S«ra 109.
421 Q. 2:255.
422 The basic meaning of the term ¥arf (of which ¥ur«f and a¥ruf are plural forms) is “a letter of the
Arabic alphabet.”  In some contexts, however, it may also signify “a connected group of Arabic
letters, representing either a separate word, or, in some cases, a grammatical combination of two
or more elements, only one of which can normally be written separately.”
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Concerning the special qualities of [voluntary]

ritual prayers [ƒalawåt] performed in the nighttime
on each of the days of the week.423

1.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual

prayer performed during the night of Sunday
[ƒalåt lailat al-a¥ad].424

Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is reported
as having said:  “I once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him

and give him peace) say:
“‘If someone performs twenty [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [‹ishrºn rak‹a] on
a Sunday night—reciting in each cycle “Al-¥amdu li’llåhi… [Praise be to
Allåh…’]”425 one time, “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”426 fifty
times, and the Two Pleas for Divine Refuge [al-Mu‹awwidhatain]427 three
times—and if he begs forgiveness of Allåh (Glory be to Him) one hundred
times, and begs forgiveness of Allåh for himself and his parents one hundred
times, and invokes Allåh’s blessing on the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) one hundred times, and renounces all personal claim to power and
strength [tabarra›a min al-¥awli wa ’l-quwwa], and takes refuge in the power and
strength of Allåh428—and if he then says:

423 While some of the ritual prayers [ƒalåwåt] discussed in this Chapter are obligatory in themselves,
the emphasis here is on their performance in congregation [jamå‹a], which, while strongly
recommended, is not strictly compulsory.
424 It is important to remember that the Islåmic day (in the sense of a 24-hour period) begins at
sunset.  This means that the night of Sunday [lailat al-a¥ad] begins when the sun sets on Saturday.
425 Sura 1.
426 S«ra 112.
427 S«ras 113 and 114.
428 In other words, if he declares:

There is no power, lå ¥awla
nor is there any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through Allåh, illå
the All-High, the Almighty! bi’llåhi ’l-‹Aliyyi ’l-‹Aœºm.
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I bear witness ashhadu an
that there is no god but Allåh, lå ilåha illa ’llåh:
and I bear witness that Adam wa ashhadu anna Ádama
is the Choice of Allåh, »afwatu ’llåhi
and His Creation, wa Fi£ratu-h:
and Abraham is the Bosom Friend wa Ibråhºma
of Allåh Khalºlu ’llåhi
(Almighty and Glorious is He), (‹azza wa jall):
and Moses is the Interlocutor wa M«så Kalºmu ’llåhi
of Allåh (Exalted is He), (ta‹ålå):
and Jesus is the Spirit of Allåh wa ‹Ïså R«¥u ’llåhi
(Glory be to Him), (sub¥åna-h):
and Mu¥ammad is the Beloved wa Mu¥ammadan
of Allåh ªabºbu ’llåhi
(Almighty and Glorious is He). (‹azza wa jall).

—he will be entitled to as many grants of recompense and reward as the total
figure arrived at by counting all those who call Allåh (Almighty and Glorious
is He) a “Son,” as well as all those who do not call Him a “Son.”  On the Day
of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma], Allåh (Exalted is He) will bring him back
to life in the company of those who have nothing to fear [al-åminºn], and it will
be an obligation [¥aqq] incumbent upon Allåh to admit him to the Garden of
Paradise in the company of the Prophets [an-Nabiyyºn].
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2.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual

prayer performed during the night of Monday
[ƒalåt lailat al-ithnain].429

According to a traditional report, transmitted on the authority of
al-A‹mash, Anas ibn Malik (may Allåh be well pleased with him)

stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If someone performs four [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt] on a
Monday night—reciting in the first cycle “Al-¥amdu li’llåhi… [Praise be to
Allåh…’]”430 one time, and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”431

ten times, and in the second cycle “Al-¥amdu li’llåhi… [Praise be to Allåh…’]”
one time, and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” twenty times,
and in the third cycle “Al-¥amdu li’llåhi… [Praise be to Allåh…’]” one time, and
“Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” thirty times, and in the fourth
cycle “Al-¥amdu li’llåhi… [Praise be to Allåh…’]” one time, and “Qul Huwa’llåhu
A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” forty times—and if he then pronounces the
testimony and the salutation [tashahhada wa sallama], and recites “Qul Huwa’llåhu
A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” seventy-five times, and begs forgiveness of
Allåh for himself and his parents seventy-five times, and invokes Allåh’s
blessing on the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) seventy-five
times, and then asks [in his supplication] for his need to be satisfied—it will be
an obligation [¥aqq] incumbent upon Allåh (Exalted is He) to satisfy his need.

This is actually called the Ritual Prayer of Need [ƒalåt al-¥åja].
According to another traditional report, this transmitted on the

authority of Ab« Umåma (may Allåh be well pleased with him), Allåh’s
Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] on a
Monday night—reciting in the each cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book
[Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”
fifteen times—and if he recites the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº]432 fifteen

429 The night of Monday [lailat al-ithnain] begins when the sun sets on Sunday.
430 S«ra 1.
431 S«ra 112.
432 Q. 2:255.
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times after the salutation [taslºm], and begs forgiveness of Allåh (Glorified and
Exalted is He) fifteen times—Allåh (Exalted is He) will include his name
among the names of those who belong to the Garden of Paradise, even if he is
one of those who [would otherwise] belong to the Fire of Hell, and  He will
forgive him his sins of flagrant wrongdoing.  For every Qur›ånic verse [åya] he
recites, He will credit him with a Pilgrimage [ªijja] and a Visitation [‹Umra],
and if he dies between that Monday and the next Monday, he will die as a martyr
[shahºd].
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3.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual

prayer performed during the night of Tuesday
[ƒalåt lailat ath-thalåthå›].433

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as
having said:

If someone performs twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ithnatai ‹asharata
rak‹a] on a Tuesday night—reciting in each cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book
[Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, and “Idhå jå›a naƒru ’llåhi… [When the help of Allåh
comes…’]”434 five times—Allåh (Exalted is He) will build him a house in the
Garden of Paradise, and each of the dimensions of that house will be ten times
the size of this lower world.

433 The night of Tuesday [lailat al-thalåthå›] begins when the sun sets on Monday.
434 S«ra 110.
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4.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual
prayer performed during the night of Wednesday

[ƒalåt lailat al-arba‹å›].435

The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as
having said:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] on a
Wednesday night—reciting in the first cycle the Opening S«ra of the Book
[Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, and “Qul a‹«dhu bi-Rabbi ’l-Falaq [Say: I take refuge
with the Lord of the Daybreak’]”436 ten times, and in the second cycle the
Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, and “Qul a‹«dhu bi-Rabbi ’n-
Nås [Say: I take refuge with the Lord of Mankind’]”437 ten times—seventy
thousand angels will come down from every heaven, recording the reward in his
credit column until the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].

435 The night of Wednesday [lailat al-arba‹å›] begins when the sun sets on Tuesday.
436 S«ra 113.
437 S«ra 114.
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5.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual

prayer performed during the night of Thursday
[ƒalåt lailat al-khamºs].438

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on
the authority of Ab« »åli¥, Ab« Huraira (may Allåh be well

pleased with him) stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

If someone performs two [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain] on a
Thursday night, at some point between the [obligatory prayers of] sunset
[al-maghrib] and late evening [al-‹ishå›]—reciting in each cycle the Opening
S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] one time, “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad
[Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]” five times, and the Two Pleas for Divine Refuge
[al-Mu‹awwidhatain]439 five times—and if, when he has finished performing his
ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he begs forgiveness of Allåh (Exalted is He) fifteen times,
and donates the spiritual reward for it [his prayer] to his parents—he will have
discharged his obligation to them both, even if he has been undutiful [‹åqq] in
his treatment of them,440 and Allåh (Glorified and Exalted is He) will grant him
the gracious favor that He bestows upon the champions of truth [ƒiddºqºn] and
the martyrs [shuhadå›].441

438 The night of Thursday [lailat al-khamºs] begins when the sun sets on Wednesday.
439 S«ras 113 and 114.
440 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained in
Vol. 2, p. 110:

The undutiful treatment of one’s parents [‹uq«q al-wålidain]…may mean any or all of the
following:  failing to respect their solemn warnings, striking them when they speak to you
reproachfully, refusing to give them something when they ask you for it, or refusing to feed them
when they are hungry and begging you to feed them.

Nevertheless, as the Shaikh (may Allåh be well pleased with him) also points out in Vol. 1, p. 97:
Obedience to parents cannot go so far as to include the abandonment of obligatory religious duties

[farå’iæ], such as the testimony of Islåm [¥ujjat al-islåm], the five ritual prayers [aƒ-ƒalåwåt al-khams],
payment of the alms-due [zakåt], an act of atonement [kaffåra] or the fulfillment of a solemn vow [nadhr].

441 This is an allusion to Q. 4:69.
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6.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual

prayer performed during the night of Friday
[ƒalåt lailat al-jum‹a].442

According to another traditional report, this one transmitted on
the authority of Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi ’llåh [al-Anƒårº] (may Allåh be

well pleased with him and with his father) the Prophet (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) once said:

If someone performs twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ithnatai ‹asharata
rak‹a] on a Friday night, at some point between the [obligatory prayers of] sunset
[al-maghrib] and late evening [al-‹ishå›]—reciting in each cycle the Opening
S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb], and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh,
One!’]” ten times—it will be as if he had devoted himself to the worshipful
service of Allåh (Exalted is He) for twelve whole years, by fasting every day and
keeping vigil every night throughout that time.

According to yet another traditional report, this one transmitted on
the authority of Kathºr ibn Salama, Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well
pleased with him) stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and
give him peace) once said:

If, on a Friday night, someone performs the [obligatory] late evening ritual
prayer [ƒalåt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira] in a congregation [jamå‹a], and follows it with the
performance of the two cycles of customary prayer  [rak‹atayi ’s-sunna], then
goes on to perform ten cycles [of additional, voluntary] prayer—reciting in each
cycle  “Al-¥amdu li’llåhi… [Praise be to Allåh…’]”443 one time, “Qul Huwa’llåhu
A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”444 one time, and the Two Pleas for Divine
Refuge [al-Mu‹awwidhatain]445 one time each—and if he then performs a witr446

prayer of three cycles, and sleeps on his right side, with his face turned toward
the Qibla [the direction of the Ka‹ba in Mecca] —it will be as if he had kept vigil
throughout the Night of Power [Lailat al-Qadr].

442 The night of Friday [lailat al-jum‹a] begins when the sun sets on Thursday.
443 S«ra 1.
444 S«ra 112.
445 S«ras 113 and 114.
446 See note 50 on p. 42 above.
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The Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) also said:
Invoke Allåh’s blessing upon me, many times over, in the course of the
illustrious night [al-lailat al-gharrå›], and during the brightly shining day
[al-yawm al-azhar]—on the night of Friday, the Day of Congregational Prayer
[Lailat al-Jum‹a], and then on the Day itself.
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7.
Concerning the special quality of [voluntary] ritual

prayer performed during the night of Saturday
[ƒalåt lailat as-sabt].447

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the

Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
If someone performs twelve [voluntary] cycles of ritual prayer [ithnatai ‹asharata
rak‹a] on a Saturday night, at some point between the [obligatory prayers of]
sunset [al-maghrib] and late evening [al-‹ishå›], Allåh (Exalted is He) will build
a palatial mansion for him in the Garden of Paradise.  It will be as if he had made
a charitable donation [taƒaddaqa] to every believing man and woman [mu›min
wa mu›mina].  He will be uncontaminated by the errors of Judaism [al-Yah«diyya],
and it will be an obligation [¥aqq] incumbent upon Allåh to grant him
forgiveness.

447 The night of Saturday [lailat as-sabt] begins when the sun sets on Friday.
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A reminder concerning the importance of
fulfilling one’s obligatory religious duties

[farå›iæ] before engaging in the performance of
supererogatory devotions [nawåfil]; and before

performing supererogatory devotions [nawåfil] with
the intention of making up for previous omissions
in the performance of obligatory religious duties

[farå›iæ].

We have already discussed this topic in the Discourse on
Repentance [Majlis at-Tawba],448 as well as elsewhere in the course

of this book, but the following points deserve to be reiterated here:
The worshipper’s first priority must be the complete and proper

performance of all obligatory religious duties [farå›iæ] and customary
observances [sunan].  After these have been discharged, and only then,
he may engage in supererogatory devotions [nawåfil], whether these be
connected with ritual prayer [ƒalåt], fasting [ƒiyåm], charitable donation
[ƒadaqa], or any of the various forms of worshipful service [‹ibådåt].

In all his acts of worshipful service [‹ibådåt], of whatever type they
may be, his conscious intention should be to fulfill the strict obligations
[farå›iæ] that are incumbent upon him.  Thus, with respect to all
these [voluntary] ritual prayers [ƒalåwåt] we have mentioned, as being
appropriate to the various nights and days of the week, the worshipper
should perform them with the intention of making up [qaæå›] for
previous omissions.  He will thereby acquit himself of outstanding
duty [faræ], and he will also obtain additional merit [faæl].  Allåh
(Exalted is He) will combine the two, through His grace, His mercy, and
His noble generosity.

448 Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) is referring to the Third
Discourse of the present work. (See Vol. 2, pp. 105–208.)
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Finally, once he has really and truly acquitted himself of strictly
obligatory duties [farå›iæ], the worshipper may legitimately intend
[yanwº] his performance of all that [additional worship] to be a purely
supererogatory devotion [nåfila].

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

This brings us to the end of the Chapter concerning
the special qualities of the [voluntary] ritual prayers [ƒalawåt]
performed in the nighttime on each of the days of the week.

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].
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CHAPTER TWELVE
Concerning certain special ritual prayers [ƒalawåt],

namely:

1.  The ritual prayer of glorification [ƒalåt at tasbº¥].

2.  The ritual prayer for guidance in choosing the best option
   [ƒalåt al-istikhåra].

3.   The ritual prayer for sufficient protection [ƒalåt al-kifåya].

4.   The ritual prayer for one’s adversaries in litigation [ƒalåt al-khuƒamå›].

5.   The ritual prayer of those who are emancipated [from the Fire of Hell]
   in the month of Shawwål [ƒalåt al-‹utaqå› fº Shawwål].

6.  The ritual prayer for the removal of the torment of the tomb
   [aƒ-ƒalåt li-raf ‹ ‹adhåb al-qabr].

7.   The ritual prayer for help in time of need [ƒalåt al-¥åja].
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1.
Concerning the special merit of

the ritual prayer of glorification [ƒalåt at-tasbº¥].449

As for the special quality of the ritual prayer of glorification [ƒalåt
at-tasbº¥], we learn from a traditional report, transmitted [by a

chain of reliable authorities]450 from Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well
pleased with him and with his father), that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said to al-‹Abbås ibn ‹Abdi’l-
Mu££ålib (may Allåh be well pleased with him):

O ‹Abbås, my dear uncle!  I really must give you a gift!  I really must make you
a present!  I really must do you a favor!  I really must let you know about ten
special practices [khiƒål], for, if you carry them out, Allåh will forgive you your
sin, the first and the last of it, the old and the new, the unintentional and the
deliberate, the small and the great, the private and the public.

You must perform four cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt], reciting in each cycle the
Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and one other S«ra.

When you have finished the Qur›ånic recitation in the first cycle [rak‹a], and
while you are still standing erect, you must say—fifteen times:

Glory be to Allåh, sub¥åna ’llåhi
and praise be to Allåh, wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi
and there is no god but Allåh, wa lå ilåha illa ’llåhu
and Allåh is Supremely Great! wa ’llåhu Akbar.

Then you must perform the act of bowing, pronouncing it [the same affirmation]
ten times while you are in the posture of bowing [råki‹].

449 The verbal noun tasbº¥ is derived from the three-consonant root s–b–¥, which occurs in the
expression “sub¥åna ’llåh [Glory be to Allåh]!”
450 Author’s note:  This report was conveyed to us by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,
on the authority of his father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi ’llåh ibn al-Bannå›, who
cited the following chain of transmission [isnåd]: Abu’l-Fat¥ Mu¥ammad ibn A¥mad ibn Abi ’l-
Fawåris and Ab« Mu¥ammad al-ªasan ibn Mu¥ammad al-Khallål [the Vinegar Merchant]—
Ab« ªafƒ ‹Umar ibn A¥mad al-Wå‹iœ [the Preacher]—‹Abdu’llåh ibn Mu¥ammad
al-Baghawº—Is¥åq ibn Abº Isrå›ºl—M«så ibn ‹Abdi’ l-‹Azºz—al-ªakam ibn Abbån—‹Ikrima—
Ibn ‹Abbås (may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father—al-‹Abbås ibn ‹Abdi ’l-
Mu££ålib (may Allåh be well pleased with him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace).
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Then you must raise your head from the act of bowing [rak‹a],451 and pronounce
it ten times.

Then you must perform the act of prostration, and pronounce it ten times.

Then you must raise your head from the posture of prostration [suj«d], and
pronounce it ten times.

Then you must perform the [second] act of prostration, and pronounce it ten
times.

Then you must raise your head from the posture of prostration [suj«d], and
pronounce it ten times.

That all adds up to a total of seventy-five in each cycle [rak‹a].  You must do the
same in all four cycles [raka‹åt].

If you are able to perform this special prayer once every day, then do so.  If you
cannot do it that often, then once every Friday [the Day of Congregation].  If
you cannot do it that often, then once every month.  If you cannot do it that
often, then once every year.  If you cannot do it that often, then at least once
in your lifetime.

According to another version of this report, the Qur›ånic recitation
should be:

In the first cycle:  the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Sabbi¥i
’sma Rabbi-ka ’l-A‹lå… [Glorify the Name of your Lord the Most High…].” 452

In the second cycle:  the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Idhå
zulzilat… [When (the earth) is shaken…].” 453

In the third cycle:  the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Qul yå
ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n… [Say:  ‘O you unbelievers…’].” 456

In the fourth cycle:  the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and “Qul
Huwa ’llåhu A¥ad [Say:  ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”457

According to yet another traditional report,458 the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) once said to Ja‹far ibn Abº ¡ålib (may
Allåh be well pleased with him):

I really must make you a present!  I really must do you a favor!  I really must give
you a gift!

(Our informant went on to quote the rest of the report [¥adºth].)
451 In this instance, the term rak‹a is applied specifically to the act of bowing, rather than to the
whole “cycle” of which it constitutes a major element.  (See note 246 on p. 180 above.)
452 S«ra 87.
453 S«ra 99.
454 S«ra 109.
455 S«ra 112.
456 Author’s note:  This report was conveyed to us by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,
on the authority of his father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi ’llåh ibn al-Bannå›, complete
with its chain of transmission [isnåd].
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2.
Concerning the ritual prayer for guidance

in choosing the best option [ƒalåt al-istikhåra],
and the prayer of supplication [du‹å›]

appropriate to it.

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
Mu¥ammad ibn al-Munkadir, it was Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi’llåh (may

Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father) who said:
“Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) used to

teach us how to seek guidance in choosing the best option available in
a practical enterprise [al-istikhåra fi ’l-amr], just as he would sometimes
teach us a Chapter [S«ra] from the Qur›ån:

“‘If one of you is concerned about some practical undertaking, or about making
plans for a journey, he should perform two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain], not
as an obligatory observance [farºæa], but voluntarily.  Then he should say:

‘“O Allåh, I ask You to show me Allåhumma innº
what is best, through Your knowledge, astakhºru-ka bi-‹ilmi-ka
and I ask You to empower me, wa astaqdiru-ka
through Your power, bi-qudrati-ka
and I beg You to grant me wa as›alu-ka
Your tremendous favor, min faæli-ka ’l-‹aœºm:
for You have power, fa-inna-ka taqdiru
while I am without power, wa lå aqdiru
and You have knowledge, wa ta‹lamu
while I am without knowledge, wa lå a‹lamu
and You are the One who knows wa Anta
all things invisible. ‹Allåmu ’l-ghuy«b:

O Allåh, if You know that this Allåhumma in kunta ta‹lamu
undertaking457 is in the best interests anna hådha ’l-amra khairun lº
of my religion, my life in this world, fº dºnº wa dunyåya
and my life in the Hereafter, wa åkhiratº
and can yield successful results in both wa ‹åqibati amrº
the short term and the long term, wa ‹åjili-hi wa åjili-h:

457 An instruction is inserted at this point in the Arabic text, to the effect that the supplicant
should state the exact nature of the proposed undertaking.
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then make it possible for me fa-’qdir-hu lº
and make it easy for me, wa yassir-hu lº
and then bless me in it. thumma bårik lº fº-h:

If not, then turn it away from me, wa illå fa-’ƒrif-hu ‹an-nº
and make it easy for me to do well, wa yassir liya ’l-khaira
wherever I may happen to be, and ¥aithu kåna må kuntu
make me content with Your verdict, wa raææi-nº bi-qaæå›i-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful.’” yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn:
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2a.
Prayers of supplication [ad‹iya] to be offered

at the start of a journey and during the course of
one’s travels.458

As soon as someone has made a definite decision to embark on a
journey away from home, whether it be a business expedition, a

Pilgrimage [ªajj], or a visit, he should say, immediately after performing
the two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain]:

O Allåh, I intend to set set out Allåhumma innº urºdu ’l-khur«ja
on this expedition of mine fº wajhº hådha
with no reliance on anyone bi-lå thiqati min-nº
other than You, bi-ghairi-k:
and no expectation wa lå rajå›i
of anyone but You. illå bi-k:
In no power do I place my trust, wa lå quwwati atawakkalu ‹alai-hå:
and to no stratagem do I resort, wa lå ¥ºlati alja›u ilai-hå
apart from seeking illå £alabi
Your gracious favor, faæli-k:
and applying for Your kindness wa ’t-ta‹arruæi li-ma‹r«fi-ka
and Your mercy, wa ra¥mati-k:
and relying on the value wa ’s-suk«ni ilå ¥usni
of serving You well. ‹ibådati-k:

You know best, wa Anta
through Your foreknowledge, A‹lamu bi-må
what has been predestined for me qad sabaqa lº fº ‹ilmi-k:
in this expedition of mine— fº wajhº hådha
both what I like and what I dislike. mim-må u¥ibbu wa akrah:

O Allåh, avert from me therefore, Allåhumma fa-’ƒrif ‹an-nº
through Your power, bi-qudrati-ka
all possibilities of disaster, maqådºra kulli balå’:
and dispel from me wa naffis ‹an-nº
all trouble and sickness, kulla karbin wa då›:

653 In an earlier Chapter of the present work, where he has devoted a lengthy subsection to the good
manners to be observed when traveling [ådåb as-safar], Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh
be well pleased with him) has also recommended certain traditional prayers of supplication
[ad‹iya], which differ in some respects from those provided here.  (See Vol. 1, pp. 85–90.)
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and spread over me wa ’bsu£ ‹alayya
a wing of Your mercy, kanafan min ra¥mati-ka
a gracious gift of Your help, wa lu£fan min ‹awni-ka
a shield of Your safekeeping, wa ¥irzan min ¥ifœi-ka
and every form of Your protection. wa jamº‹a mu‹åfåti-k.

Then he should load up his luggage and start out on his journey,
saying as he does so:

O my Lord, Your verdict on me yå Rabbi qaæå›u-ka ‹alayya
is sure to be realized. ¥aqºqa:
Let my expectation turn out well, a¥sin amalº
and protect me wa ’dfa‹
from that of which I am wary, ‹an-nº må a¥dhiru
of which You are More Aware mim-må Anta A‹lamu
than I, bi-hi min-nº:
and cause that to be good for me, wa ’j‹al dhålika khairan lº
for the sake of my religion fº dºnº
and my life hereafter. wa åkhiratº:

I beseech You, O my Lord, as›alu-ka yå Rabbi
to deputize for me an takhlufa-nº
by taking care fº må khalaftu
of those I have left behind— warå›º
my wife, min ahlº
my children and my close relatives— wa wuldº wa qaråbatº
with the best caretaking bi-a¥sani må
You ever performed khalafta bi-hi
for any believer away from home, ghå›iban
in order to ensure the chastity mina ’l-mu›minºna
of every genital organ. fº ta¥ƒºni kulli ‹awra:
[I beg You] to provide protection wa ¥ifœan
from every cause of harm, min kulli maæarra:
to satisfy every serious concern, wa kifåyata kulli muhimm:
to ward off everything wa ƒarfa kulli
that is repugnant, makr«h:
and to grant me wa kamåla må
a perfect combination tajma‹u lº bi-hi
of all that contributes mina ’r-riæå
to my contentment wa ’s-sur«ri
and happiness in this world fi ’d-dunyå
and the Hereafter. wa ’l-åkhira.

Then grant that thumma ’rzuq-nº
I may acknowledge all of that fº dhålika kulli-hi
by showing gratitude to You, shukra-ka
by remembering You, wa dhikra-ka
and by serving You well, wa ¥usna ‹ibådati-k:
so that You will approve of me ¥attå taræå ‹an-nº
and cause me to enter wa tudkhila-nº
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Your Garden of Paradise, jannata-k:
through Your mercy bi-ra¥mati-ka
after that approval ba‹da ’r-riæå:
O Most Merciful of the merciful. yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn:

He should repeat the following prayer of supplication [du‹å›] frequently
in the course of his travels, for the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) used to utter it frequently:

Praise be to Allåh, who created me, al-¥amdu li’llåhi ’lladhº khalqa-nº:
though I was a thing wa lam aku shai›an
of no importance. madhk«rå:
O Allåh, Allåhumma
help me to face the terrors a‹in-nº ‹alå
of this world, ahåwºli ’d-dunyå
and the calamities of the ages, wa bawå›iqi ’d-duh«ri
and the misfortunes wa maƒå›ibi ’l-
of the nights and the days, layålº wa ’l-ayyåm:
and guard me from the wickedness wa ’kfi-nº sharra
of what the tyrants do. må ya‹malu ’œ-œålim«n:

O Allåh, accompany me therefore Allåhumma fº safarº
in my journey, and deputize for me fa-’ƒ¥ab-nº
in  looking after my family, wa fº ahlº fa-’khluf-nº:
and bless me wa fº-må razaqta-nº
in what You have provided for me, fa-bårik lº:
and make me humble in myself, wa fº nafsº fa-dhallil-nº:
and exalt me in the eyes wa fº a‹yuni ’n-nåsi
of other people, fa-‹aœœim-nº:
and reform me in my character wa fº khulqº fa-qawwim-nº:
and make me dear, O my Lord, to You. wa ilai-ka yå Rabbi fa-¥abbib-nº:

I take refuge a‹«dhu
with Your Noble Countenance, bi-Wajhi-ka ’l-karºmi ’lladhº
by which the heavens ushriqat
have been made to shine, bi-hi ’s-samåwåt:
and the darknesses wa kushifat
have been dispelled, bi-hi ’œ-œulumåt:
and the welfare of the ancients wa ƒalu¥a ‹alai-hi
and the moderns has been assured, amru ’l-awwalºna wa ’l-åkhirºn:
so that You will not cause Your anger an lå tu¥illa ‹alayya
to alight upon me, ghaæaba-k:
and so that You will not wa lå
make me suffer tunzila bº
Your displeasure. sukh£a-k:

To You belongs the credit la-ka ’l-‹utbå
for whatever I have been able to do, fº-ma ’sta£a‹t:
and there is no power, wa lå ¥awla
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nor any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through You. illå bi-k:

O Allåh, I take refuge with You Allåhumma innº a‹«dhu bi-ka
from hardship on the journey, min wa‹thå›i ’s-safar:
and from trouble on the way home, wa ka›åbati ’l-munqalab:
and from depletion after plenty, wa mina ’l-¥awri ba‹da ’l-kawr:

and the claim of one wa da‹wati ’l-
who has been wronged. maœl«m:

O Allåh, make the distance Allåhumma ’£wi
seem short to us, la-na ’l-aræa
and make the journey wa hawwin
a smooth one for us ‹alai-na ’s-safar.
I beg You to convey as›alu-ka
a communication balåghan
that conveys a blessing from You, yuballighu khairan
and forgiveness wa maghfiratan
and a sign of approval. wa riæwånå.

I beg You to grant me as›alu-ka ’l-khaira
all that is good, kulla-h:
You are indeed Powerful inna-ka ‹alå
over all things. kulli shai›in Qadºr.

At the moment of departure from the place where he has made a halt,
the traveler should say:

In the Name of Allåh, Bismi’llåhi
I put  my trust in Allåh, tawakkaltu ‹ala ’llåh:
and there is no power, wa lå ¥awla
nor any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through Allåh. illå bi’llåhi.

—for, according to the traditional report [khabar], he will then be
told:

You are protected, wuqºta
guarded and shielded. wa kufºta wa ¥umºt.

On mounting his riding camel [rå¥ila], he should say:
Allåh is Supremely Great! Allåhu Akbar.

—three times, and:
Praise be to Allåh! al-¥amdu li’llåh.

—also three times.  Then he should say:
Glory to the One who has made sub¥åna ’lladhº sakhkhara
this subservient for us (to use), la-nå hådha
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for we would not wa må kunnå
have been equal to the task. la-hu muqrinºn.
(43:13)

Glory be to You! sub¥åna-ka
There is no god but You. lå ilåha illå Ant:
I have wronged myself, œalamtu nafsº
so forgive me. fa-’ghfir lº: inna-hu
No one can forgive sins lå yaghfiru ’dh-dhun«ba
except You. illå Ant.

—because this practice is traditionally attributed to the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).

According to the tradition [¥adºth] of Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well
pleased with him and with his father), whenever the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) went traveling, he used to say, when he
mounted his means of transport:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
I beg You to let me practice innº as›alu-ka
true devotion fº safarº
in the course of this journey, hådha ’t-tuqå:459

and behavior that wa mina ’l-‹amali
is pleasing to You. må taræå:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
make the journey hawwin
a smooth one for us, ‹alai-na ’s-safar:
and make the distance wa ’£wi la-na
seem short to us. bu‹da ’l-aræ:

O Allåh, You are the Companion Allåhumma Anta ’ƒ-»å¥ibu
on the journey, fi ’s-safar:
and the Deputy in charge wa ’l-Khalºfatu
of the family [left at home]. fi ’l-ahl:

O Allåh, keep us company Allåhumma ’ƒ¥ab-nå
on our journey, fº safari-nå:
and deputize for us wa ’khluf-nå
in the interest of our family. fº ahli-nå:

Ibn Juraij added the words:
I take refuge with You innº a‹«dhu bi-ka
from hardship on the journey, min wa‹thå›i ’s-safar:
and from  trouble on the way home, wa s«›i ’l-munqalab:

459 The Arabic noun tuqan (pronounced at-tuqå when the definite article al- is prefixed to it) is
virtually synonymous with taqwå [true devotion], the subject to which Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir
al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has devoted the Fourth Discourse of the present
work.  (See Vol. 2, pp. 209–303.)
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and from finding wa ka›åbati ’l-
that things look bad manœari
where my family fi ’l-ahli
and property are concerned. wa ’l-mål:

Whenever the traveler proposes to enter a village or a town, it is
appropriate for him to say what the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give
him peace) is reported as having said, namely:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
Lord of the seven heavens Rabba ’s-samåwåti ’s-sab‹i
and all that they overshadow, wa må aœlalna:
Lord of the devils wa Rabba ’sh-shayå£ºna
and all that they lead astray, wa må aælalna:

I beg You to grant me the goodness as›alu-ka min khairi
of this village, hådhihi ’l-qaryati
and the goodness of its people, wa khairi ahli-hå
and the best of what it contains. wa khairi må fº-hå:

I take refuge with You from its evil, wa a‹«dhu bi-ka min sharri-hå
and the evil of its people, wa sharri ahli-hå
and the worst of what it contains. wa sharri må fº-hå:

I beg You to grant me as›alu-ka
the loving friendship mawaddata
of the very best of them. khiyåri-him:
and to keep me from having to deal wa an tajnuba-nº
with the worst of the worst of them. min sharri ashråri-him.
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2b.
More traditional reports concerning prayers
of supplication [ad‹iya] for the protection

of the traveler.

For safe refuge from every thief, predatory animal, and harmful
nuisance, the traveler should offer the following prayer of supplication

[du‹å›]:
O Allåh, keep watch over us Allåhumma ’¥rus-nå
with Your eye that never sleeps,460 bi-‹ain-ka ’llatº lå tanåm:
and protect us with Your support wa ’kfi-nå bi-rukn-ka ’lladhº
that cannot be dislodged, lå yuråm:
and mercifully shield us wa ’r¥am-nå
with Your power. bi-qudrati-ka ‹alai-nå
that we may not perish, lå nahlik
for You are our hope. wa Anta rajå›u-nå.

[The Caliph] ‹Uthmån ibn ‹Affån (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) is reported as having said:  “I once heard Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh
bless him and give him peace) say:

“‘If someone says, three times, in the first part of the night:

In the Name of Allåh, bismi ’llåhi
in the presence of whose Name ’lladhº lå yaæurru
there is nothing on earth or in ma‹a ’smi-hi shai›un fi ’l-aræi
heaven that can cause any harm, wa lå fi ’s-samå›:
for He is the All-Hearing, wa Huwa ’s-Samº‹u ’l-
the All-Knowing. ‹Alºm.

—no sudden calamity will afflict that person before he wakes up in the
morning.’”

According to Ab« Y«suf al-Khuråsånº, it was Ab« Sa‹ºd ibn Abi ’r-
Raw¥å› who recounted the following experience:

“I had lost my way one night on the road to Mecca, when I heard the
sound of a voice behind me.  I was terrified, so I listened to it—and it
was reciting the Qur›ån!  Then it caught up with me and said:  ‘Do you
460 This is an allusion to Q. 2:255.
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consider yourself lost?’  ‘Yes,’ said I, so it went on to ask:  ‘Shall I teach
you something to say when you are lost, so that you will be guided aright,
or when you are lonely, so that you will find yourself in good company,
or when you are suffering from insomnia, so that you will be able to get
off to sleep?’  ‘Oh yes,’ I replied, so the voice told me to say:

In the Name of Allåh, bismi’llåhi
the All-Competent, Dhi ’sh-sha›n:
Sublime in the demonstration ‹Aœºmi ’l-
of theTruth, burhån:
Stern in the wielding of authority. Shadºdi ’s-sul£ån.

Every day He is about kulla yawmin Huwa
some awesome business.461 fº sha›n.

I take refuge with Allåh a‹«dhu bi’llåhi
from Satan. mina ’sh-shai£ån.

Whatever Allåh wills, må shå›a
comes into being.462 ’llåhu kån.

There is no power, lå ¥awla
nor is there any strength, wa lå quwwata
except through Allåh. illå bi’llåh.

“So I said it, and lo and behold, my companions turned out to be close
by!  Then I looked for the man, but I could not find him anywhere.”

Ab« Bilål, who is one of the respected narrators of tradition [ruwåt
al-¥adºth], remarked:

“I once lost contact with my family at Minå,463 so I said this, then turned
to look in a certain direction—and there I was, reunited with my family!”

According to Abu ’d-Dardå› (may Allåh be well pleased with him),
Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:

If someone says, seven times each day:

My Protecting Friend is Allåh, inna Waliyyiya ’llåhu ’lladhº
who has sent down the Book, nazzala ’l-Kitåba
and He befriends wa Huwa
and protects the righteous.464 yatawalla ’ƒ-ƒåli¥ºn.

Allåh is enough for me; ¥asbiya ’llåhu
there is no god but He. lå ilåha illå H«:
In Him I have put my trust, ‹alai-hi tawakkaltu
for He is the Lord wa Huwa Rabbu ’l-
of the Mighty Throne.465 ‹arshi ’l-‹aœºm.

461 This sentence is a direct quotation from the Qur›ån (55:29).
462 This sentence is an allusion to several verses [åyåt] of the Qur›ån, including Q. 2:117.
463 Minå is a valley near Mecca, where some of the rites of the Pilgrimage [ªajj] are conducted.
464 This is a direct quotation from the Qur›ån (7:196).
465 This is a also direct quotation from the Qur›ån (9:129).
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—Allåh (Exalted is He) will provide that person with a satisfactory solution to
whatever happens to be troubling him, regardless of whether he is honest or
deceitful, if Allåh (Exalted is He) so wills.

The following saying [¥adºth] is also attributed to the Prophet (Allåh
bless him and give him peace):

If someone says, while in distress:

There is no god but Allåh, lå ilåha illa ’llåhu ’l-
the All-Forbearing, the All-Generous, ªalºmu ’l-Karºm:
Glory be to Allåh, sub¥åna ’llåhi
the Lord of the Mighty Throne. Rabbi ’l-‹Arshi ’l-‹Aœºm:
Praise be to Allåh, al-¥amdu li’llåhi
the Lord of All the Worlds. Rabbi ’l-‹Álamºn.

—he will be relieved of his distress, with the permission of Allåh (Exalted is He).
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3.
Concerning the ritual prayer for

sufficient protection
[ƒalåt al-kifåya].466

The ritual prayer for sufficient protection [ƒalåt al-kifåya] consists of
two cycles [rak‹atån], which may be performed at any time what-

soever.  In each cycle [rak‹a], the worshipper must recite the Opening
S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥a] one time, “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is
Allåh, One!’]” 467 ten times, and:

Allåh will give you fa-sa-yakfº-
sufficient protection against them; ka-humu ’llåh:
He is the All-Hearing, wa Huwa ’s-Samº‹u ’l-
the All-Knowing.  (2:137) ‹Alºm.

—fifty times.  Then, having pronounced the salutation, he should
offer the following prayer of supplication [du‹å›]:

O Allåh!  O All-Merciful One! yå Allåh: yå Ra¥mån:
O Most Beneficent One! yå Mannån:
O Most Compassionate One! yå ªannån:
O You who are glorified yå Musabba¥an
in every tongue! bi-kulli lisån:
O You whose hands are extended, yå Man yadå-hu
offering all that is good! bi’l-khairi mabs«£atån:

O Protector of Mu¥ammad yå Kåfiya Mu¥ammadan
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) (ƒalla ’llåhu›alai-hi wa sallam)
from the confederates!468 al-a¥zåb:

466 The word kifåya is one of many Arabic terms for which it is hard, if not impossible, to find a
satisfactory one-word equivalent in English.  The basic idea conveyed by the root k–f–y is “enough;
sufficient,” and “sufficiency” is sometimes an adequate translation of kifåya.  In certain contexts,
however, the meaning is “sufficient protection,” or even “spiritual protection” (which is ulti-
mately sufficient for the believer, whatever suffering he or she may be exposed to in the outer life).
467 S«ra 112.
468 As explained by Y«suf ‹Alº in his commentary on his translation of the Qur›ån (33:1): “The
fifth year A.H. was a critical year in the external history of early Islam....  The Grand Confederacy
against Islam came and invested Medina and failed utterly.  It consisted of the Meccan
Unbelievers, the desert Arabs of Central Arabia, the Jews previously expelled for treachery from
Medina, the Jews remaining in Medina, and the Hypocrites led by ‹Abdullåh ibn Ubai.”

The Day of [the Battle with] the Confederates [Yawm al-A¥zåb] is also known as Yawm
al-Khandaq [the Day, or Battle, of the Trench or Moat].
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O Protector of Abraham wa yå Kåfiya Ibråhºma
(peace be upon him) from the fires! (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm) an-nºrån:

O Protector of Moses yå Kåfiya M«så
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from Pharaoh! Fir‹awn:

O Protector of Jesus yå Kåfiya ‹Ïså
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from the cruel tyrants! al-jabåbira:

O Protector of Noah wa yå Kåfiya N«¥an
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from drowning [in the Flood]! al-gharaq:

O Protector of Lot wa yå Kåfiya L«£an
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from the lewdness of his people! fu¥sha qawmi-h:

O Protector from everything, but yå Kåfiya min kulli shai›in
from Whom wa lå
nothing can be protected! yukfå min-hu shai›:

O Protector of ‹Á›isha670 yå Kåfiya ‹Á›ishata
(may Allåh be well pleased with her) (raæiya ’llåhu ‹an-hå)
and of Ásiya!671 wa Ásiya:

Protect me from mighty affliction ikfi-nº ‹aœºma ’l-balå›i
due to anything at all, min kulli shai›in
so that, with Your Mighty Name ¥attå lå akhåfa wa lå akhshå
“the Almighty,” I may have nothing ma‹a ’smi-ka ’l-‹aœºmi ’l-a‹œami
whatsoever to fear and dread. shai›å.

469 As Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has explained in
Vol. 1, p. 267:

We hold a good opinion of all the wives of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  We
firmly believe that they are the Mothers of the Believers [Ummahåt al-Mu›minºn], and that ‹Á›isha (may
Allåh be well pleased with her) is one of the most excellent women in the entire universe.  Allåh (Exalted
is He) has declared her completely innocent of the charges [of marital infidelity] brought against her by
the renegades, as we read [in the Qur›ån] and as people will go on reading until the Day of Judgment
[Yawm ad-Dºn]. *

* This is a reference to the words of Allåh (Exalted is He):
Those who spread the slander inna ’lladhºna jå›« bi’l-ifki
are a gang among you. (24:11) ‹uƒbatun min-kum:
They are liars in the sight of Allåh. fa-ulå›ika ‹inda ’llåhi humu ’l-kådhib«n.
(24:13)

470 The lady Ásiya (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon her) maintained her faith in the One
Almighty God in the face of cruel torment, inflicted by her husband, Pharaoh.  She is mentioned,
though not by name, in Q. 66:11.
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4.
Concerning the ritual prayer

for one’s adversaries in litigation
[ƒalåt al-khuƒamå›].

The ritual prayer for one’s adversaries in litigation [ƒalåt al-khuƒamå›]
consists of four cycles [raka‹åt], with only one salutation [taslºma].

In the first cycle, the worshipper must recite the Opening S«ra of the
Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] [one time] and “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He
is Allåh, One!’]”471 eleven times.  In the second cycle, he must recite the
Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a] [one time], “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is
Allåh, One!’]” ten times, and “Qul yå ayyuha ’l-kåfir«n… [Say: ‘O
unbelievers…’]”472 three times.  In the third cycle, he must recite the
Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a] [one time], “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is
Allåh, One!’]” ten times, and “Alhå-kumu ’t-takåthuru… [Gross rivalry
distracts you…]”473 one time.  In the fourth cycle, he must recite the
Opening S«ra [al-Fåti¥a] [one time], “Qul Huwa’llåhu A¥ad [Say: ‘He is
Allåh, One!’]” fifteen times, and the Verse of the Throne [Áyat
al-Kursº]474 one time.

Then he must donate the spiritual reward [earned by his performance
of this prayer] to his adversaries in litigation [khuƒamå›], so that Allåh
may satisfy their claim on the Day of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma],
if Allåh (Exalted is He) so wills.

He must perform this ritual prayer [ƒalåt] on seven specific occasions,
namely:  (1) on the first night of [the month of] Rajab; (2) on the night
of the middle of [the month of] Sha‹bån; (3) on the last Friday of [the
month of] Ramaæån; (4,5) on each of the two Days of Festival  [al-‹Ïdain];
(6) on the Day of ‹Arafa; and (7) on the Day of ‹Ásh«rå›.
471 S«ra 112.
472 S«ra 109.
473 That is to say, the S«ra of Rivalry in Worldly Increase [S«rat at-Takåthur] (Q. 102).
474 Q. 2:255.
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5.
Concerning the ritual prayer of those

who are emancipated [from the Fire of Hell]
in the month of Shawwål

[ƒalåt al-‹utaqå› fº Shawwål].475

As for the ritual prayer of those who are emancipated [from the Fire
of Hell] in [the month of] Shawwål [ƒalåt al-‹utaqå› fº Shawwål], we

learn from a traditional report, transmitted [by a chain of reliable
authorities]476 from Anas [ibn Målik] (may Allåh be well pleased with
him), that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If someone performs eight cycles of ritual prayer [raka‹åt] in the month of
Shawwål, either during the night or during the day—reciting in each cycle the
Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] [one time] and “Qul Huwa’llåhu
A¥ad [Say: ‘He is Allåh, One!’]”686 fifteen times—and if, when he has finished
performing his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], he glorifies Allåh [sabba¥a] seventy times,
and invokes Allåh’s blessing upon the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) seventy times—by Him who sent me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-
ªaqqi Nabiyyan], no servant [of the Lord] will perform this ritual prayer [ƒalåt],
without Allåh causing the fountains of wisdom [yanåbº‹ al-¥ikma] to well up in
his heart, and causing his tongue to speak with wisdom, and showing him both
the sickness of this world and the cure for that sickness.

By Him who sent me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan], if
someone performs this ritual prayer [ƒalåt], exactly as I have just described it,
that person will not raise his head from his final prostration [suj«d] until Allåh
has granted him forgiveness, and if he dies, he will die as a martyr [shahºd] to
whom forgiveness has been granted.

475 In the Islåmic calendar, Shawwål is the month that follows the month of Ramaæån.
476 Author’s note:  This report was conveyed to us by Shaikh Ab« Naƒr Mu¥ammad ibn al-Bannå›,
on the authority of his father, Shaikh Ab« ‹Alº ibn A¥mad ibn ‹Abdi’llåh ibn al-Bannå›, who cited
the following chain of transmission [isnåd]: Ab« ‹Abdi’llåh al-ªusain ibn ‹Umar al-‹Allåf—
Abu ’l-Qåsim al-Qåæº [the Judge]—Mu¥ammad ibn A¥måd ibn »iddºq—Ya‹q«b ibn ‹Abd
ar-Ra¥mån—Ab« Bakr A¥måd ibn Ja‹far al-Marwazº—‹Alº ibn Ma‹r«f—Mu¥ammad ibn
Ma¥m«d—Ya¥yå ibn Shubaib—ªamºd—Anas [ibn Målik] (may Allåh be well pleased with
him)—the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).
686 S«ra 112.
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Nor will any servant [of the Lord] perform this ritual prayer [ƒalåt], in the course
of a journey, without Allåh making it smooth and easy for him to travel and
arrive at his intended destination.  If he is burdened with debt, Allåh will settle
his debt.  If he is needy, Allåh will satisfy his needs.

By Him who sent me as a Prophet bearing the Truth [bi’l-ªaqqi Nabiyyan], no
servant [of the Lord] will perform this ritual prayer [ƒalåt], without Allåh
(Exalted is He) granting him—for every letter [¥arf] and every verse [åya] [of his
Qur›ånic recitation]—a makhrafa in the Garden of Paradise.477

Someone asked:  “And what is this makhrafa, O Messenger of Allåh?”
So he went on to explain (Allåh bless him and give him peace):

[The term makhrafa is applied to] orchards in the Garden of Paradise, through
which the rider may travel for a hundred years without passing beyond the shade
of just one of the trees that grow there.

477 According to the classical Arabic lexicographers, the term makhrafa, or makhraf, denotes “a
garden of palm trees,” or “an avenue between two rows of palm trees, such that one may gather,
or pluck, the fruit from whichever of them he will.”  (See:  E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon,
art. KH–R–F.)
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6.
Concerning the ritual prayer for the removal

of the torment of the tomb
[aƒ-ƒalåt li-raf ‹ ‹adhåb al-qabr].

According to a traditional report, transmitted on the authority of
‹Abdu’llåh ibn al-ªasan, ‹Alº (may Allåh be well pleased with

him) stated that Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) once said:

If someone performs two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain]—reciting in one of
the two cycles the last part of [the S«ra of] the Criterion [al-Furqån], from
“Tabåraka ’lladhº ja‹ala fi ’s-samå›i bur«jan [Blessed is He who has placed in the
heaven mansions of the stars]” until he reaches the end of the S«ra478—then
starting into the second cycle, and reciting in it, after the Opening S«ra
[al-Fåti¥a], from the beginning of the S«ra of the Believers [S«rat al-Muminºn]
until he reaches “Fa-tabåraka ’llåhu A¥sanu ’l-khåliqºn [So Blessed be Allåh, the
Fairest of creators]”479—he will be safe from the double-dealing of the jinn and
of humankind.  He will receive his record sheet with his right hand on the Day
of Resurrection [Yawm al-Qiyåma].

He will be safe from the torment of the tomb, and safe from the greatest terrror
[al-faza‹ al-akbar].480  The Book will teach him, even if he is not an eager student.
He will be relieved of poverty.  Allåh will bring him [into compliance with] the
law [¥ukm].  He will give him insight into His Book, which He has sent down
to His Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  He will instill in him the
evidence he will need [in order to make his case] on the Day of Resurrection
[Yawm al-Qiyåma].  He will install a light in his heart.

Thus he will not grieve when other people grieve, and he will not be afraid when
they are afraid.  Light will be installed in his faculty of vision, the love of this
world will be extracted from his heart, and he will be recorded in the presence
of Allåh as one of the champions of truth [aƒ-ƒiddºqºn].

478 That is to say, Q. 25:61–77 (from the S«ra of the Criterion [S«rat al-Furqån]) must be recited.
479 That is to say, Q. 23:1–14 ( from the S«ra of the Believers [S«rat al-Muminºn]) must be recited.
480 This is an allusion to Q. 21:103.
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7.
Concerning the ritual prayer for help in time

of need [ƒalåt al-¥åja].

According to a traditional report, transmitted by Ab« Håshim
al-Ayyilº on the authority of Anas ibn Målik (may Allåh be well

pleased with him), the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace)
once said:

If someone has a seriously pressing need, requiring Allåh’s help, he should
perform the ritual ablution [wuæ«›] with proper care.  He should then perform
two cycles of ritual prayer [rak‹atain].  In the first cycle he should recite the
Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at al-Kitåb] and the Verse of the Throne [Áyat
al-Kursº],481 and in the second cycle, the Opening S«ra of the Book [Fåti¥at
al-Kitåb] and “Ámana ’r-Ras«lu… [The Messenger believes…]” to the end of
that passage.482  Then, having pronounced the testimony [tashahhud] and the
salutation [taslºma], he should make his plea by offering this prayer of supplica-
tion [du‹å›], for his need will then be satisfied.  The words of the prayer of
supplication [du‹å›] are as follows:

O Allåh!  O Intimate Friend Allåhumma: yå Mu›nisa
of every lonely individual! kulli wa¥ºd:
O Companion of wa yå »å¥iba
every solitary individual! kulli farºd:
O You who are Near, not distant! wa yå Qarºban ghaira ba‹ºd:
O You who are Present, not absent! wa yå Shåhidan ghaira ghå›ib:
O You who are Invisible, wa yå Ghå›iban
but not vanquished! ghaira maghl«b:

I beseech you as›alu-ka
by invoking Your Name: bi’smi-ka
In the Name of Allåh, bi’smi’llåhi ’r-
the All-Merciful, Ra¥måni ’r-
the All-Compassionate, Ra¥ºm:
the Ever-Living, al-ªayyi ’l-
the Eternally Self-Sustaining, Qayy«m:
the One whom neither slumber alladhº lå ta›khudhu-hu
nor sleep can overtake.483 sinatun wa lå nawm.

481 Q. 2:255.
482 That is to say, the concluding passage of the S«ra of the Cow [S«rat al-Baqara] (Q. 2:285–86).
483 This invocation echoes the beginning of the Verse of the Throne [Áyat al-Kursº] Q. 2:255.
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Again I beseech you wa as›alu-ka
by invoking Your Name: bi’smi-ka
In the Name of Allåh bi’smi’llåhi ’r-
the All-Merciful, Ra¥måni ’r-
the All-Compassionate, Ra¥ºm:
the Ever-Living, al-ªayyi ’l-
the Eternally Self-Sustaining, Qayy«m:
the One before whom alladhº ‹anat
faces are humbled, la-hu ’l-wuj«h:
and voices are subdued wa khasha‹at la-hu ’l-aƒwåt:
and hearts quake and tremble. wa wajilat min-hu ’l-qul«b:

[I beseech You] to bless Mu¥ammad an yuƒalliya ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammad wa ‹alå åli  Mu¥ammad
and to grant me a happy solution wa an taj‹ala lº min amrº
and a way out of my problem, farajan wa makhrajan
and to satisfy my need. wa taqæiya ¥åjatº.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

This brings us to the end of the Chapter concerning:

The ritual prayer of glorification [ƒalåt at-tasbº¥].
The ritual prayer for guidance in choosing the best option

[ƒalåt al-istikhåra].
The ritual prayer for sufficient protection [ƒalåt al-kifåya].

The ritual prayer for one’s adversaries in litigation
[ƒalåt al-khuƒamå›].

The ritual prayer of those who are emancipated [from the Fire of
Hell] in the month of Shawwål [ƒalåt al-‹utaqå› fº Shawwål].

The ritual prayer for the removal of the torment of the tomb
[aƒ-ƒalåt li-raf‹ ‹adhåb al-qabr].

The ritual prayer for help in time of need [ƒalåt al-¥åja].

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].

Chapter Twelve       347
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Concerning prayers of supplication [ad‹iya]

to be offered in certain special circumstances.

1.
The prayer of supplication [du‹å›] for the

removal of oppression [œulm]
and precaution against it.

According to a traditional report narrated by Jåbir ibn ‹Abdi’llåh
(may Allåh be well pleased with him and with his father), Allåh’s

Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace) taught this prayer of
supplication [du‹å›] to [his son-in-law] ‹Alº and [his daughter] Få£ima484

(may Allåh be well pleased with them both).  He said to the pair of them:
“If an affliction ever befalls you, if you are afraid of the tyrannical oppression of
a worldly ruler [jawr sul£ån], or if the attainment of a long-cherished goal eludes
you, perform the ritual ablution [wuæ«›] with proper care, perform two cycles of
ritual prayer [ƒalliyå rak‹atain], then raise your hands toward heaven and say:

‘O Knower of the unseen yå ‹Álima ’l-ghaibi
and of all secret things; wa ’s-sarå›ir:
O You who must be Obeyed! yå Mu£å‹:
O Omnipotent One! yå ‹Azºz:
O All-Knowing One! yå ‹Alºm:
O Allåh!  O Allåh! O Allåh! yå Allåh: yå Allåh: yå Allåh:

O Vanquisher of the confederates yå Håzima ’l-a¥zåbi
for the sake of Mu¥ammad li-Mu¥ammad
(Allåh bless him (ƒalla ’llåhu ‹alai-hi
and give him peace); wa sallam):

O Deceiver of Pharaoh for the sake yå Kå›ida Fir‹awna
of Moses (peace be upon him); li-M«så (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm):

484 The Lady Få£ima, daughter of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), became the
wife of the latter’s cousin, ‹Alº ibn Abº ¡ålib, and bore him two sons, al-ªasan and al-ªusain.  May
Allah be well pleased with them all.
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O Savior of Jesus yå Munjiya ‹Ïså
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from the hands of his oppressors; min yadi œalamati-h:

O Rescuer of the people of Noah yå Mukhalliƒa qawmi N«¥in
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from drowning [in the Flood]; mina ’l-gharaq:

O You who took pity on the tears yå Rå¥ima ‹abrati Ya‹q«b
of Jacob (peace be upon him); (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm):

O Reliever of the suffering of Job yå Kåshifa æurri Ayy«b
(peace be upon him); (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm):

O Rescuer of Jonah yå Munjiya Dhi ’n-N«n
(peace be upon him) (‹alai-hi ’s-salåm)
from the threefold gloom; mina ’œ-œulumåti ’th-thalåth:

O Doer of all that is good; yå Få‹ila kulli khair:
O Guide to all that is good; yå Hådiyan ilå kulli khair:
O Director to all that is good; yå Dållan ‹alå kulli khair:
O Proprietor of all that is good; yå Ahla ’l-khair:
O Creator of all that is good; yå Khåliqa ’l-khair:
O Proprietor of all good things; yå Ahla ’l-khairåt:

You are Allåh. Anta ’llåh:
I have requested of You aghibtu ilai-ka
that which You already know, fº-må qad ‹alimt:
for You are the One who wa Anta
knows all things invisible. ‹Allåmu ’l-ghuy«b:
I beseech You as›alu-ka an
to bless Mu¥ammad tuƒalliya ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammad.’ wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammad.

“Then ask for your need to be satisfied, and you will receive a positive response,
if Allåh (Exalted is He) so wills.”

Chapter Thirteen       349
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2.
Another prayer of supplication [du‹å›].

This is the prayer of supplication offered [du‹å›] by the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) on the Day of the Confederates

[Yawm al-A¥zåb],485 as reported by Ibn ‹Umar (may Allåh be well
pleased with him and with his father):

O Allåh, I take refuge You, Allåhumma innº a‹«dhu bi-ka:
and with the light of Your Holiness, wa bi-n«ri Qudsi-k:
and the splendor of Your Purity, wa ‹aœamati ¡ahårati-k:
and the blessed grace wa barakåti
of Your Majesty, Jalåli-k:
from every plague and blight, min kulli åfatin wa ‹åhatin
and from every nocturnal visitor, wa £åriqi ’l-jinni
of the jinn or of humankind, wa ’l-ins:
unless it be a visitor who comes illå £åriqan
at night with something ya£ruqu
good from You. min-ka bi-khair:

You are indeed my refuge, inna-ka Anta ‹iyådhº
so with You do I take refuge, fa-bi-ka a‹«dh:
and You are my shelter, wa Anta malådhº
so with You do I take shelter. fa-bi-ka al«dh:

O You before whom the necks yå man dhallat la-hu
of cruel tyrants bow, riqåbu ’l-jabåbira:
and by whom all the keys wa jumi‹at la-hu
of guardianship are held! maqålºdu ’r-ri‹åya:
I take refuge with the majesty a‹«dhu
of Your Countenance, bi-jalåli Wajhi-k:
and the nobility of Your Majesty, wa karami Jalåli-k:
from Your scorn and min khizyi-ka:
the removal of Your protection, wa kashfi sitri-k:
and the forgetful neglect wa nisyåni
of Your remembrance. dhikri-k:
and failure to persist wa ’l-inƒiråfi
in giving thanks to You. ‹an shukri-k:

I am under Your wing ana fº kanafi-ka
by day and by night, and in fº lailº wa nahårº:

485 See note 468 on p. 340 above.
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my sleep, in the time I spend at home, wa nawmº wa qarårº:
and in my travels and my journeys. wa œa‹nº wa asfårº:
Your remembrance is dhikru-ka
my undergarment, shi‹årº
and Your praise wa thanå›u-ka
is my outer garment.486 dithårº:

There is no god but You, lå ilåha illå Anta
so hallowed be Your Name, tanzºhan li’smi-k:
and honored be wa takrºman
the glories of Your Countenance. li-subu¥åti Wajhi-k:

Grant me asylum from Your scorn, ajir-nº min khizyi-k:
and from the agony of Your torment wa min sharri ‹adhåbi-k:
and the wickedness of Your servants, wa ‹ibådi-k:
and pitch over me the canopies wa ’ærib ‹alayya
of Your safekeeping, surådiqåti ¥ifœi-k:
and admit me into the safekeeping wa adhkhil-nº fº ¥ifœi
of Your providential care, ‹inåyati-k:
and guard me against the trials wa qi-nº sayyi›åti
of Your punishment, ‹adhåbi-k:
and enrich me with goodness wa aghni-nº bi-khairin
from You, and with Your Mercy, min-ka wa bi-Ra¥mati-k:
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

486 The term shi‹år is applied to the garment that is worn next to the body, while the dithår is defined
as “a garment which one wears for warmth, above the shi‹år.”  According to a traditional report,
the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said to the Anƒår [Helpers]:  “You are the
shi‹år, while the people in general are the dithår.”

Chapter Thirteen       351
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3.
Concerning the prayer of supplication
[du‹å›] for the dispelling of worries

and the settlement of debts.

According to a traditional report transmitted on the authority of
Ab« M«så (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the Prophet

(Allåh bless him and give him peace) once said:
Whenever a person is beset with worry or grief, he should offer a prayer of
supplication [fa-’l-yad‹u] in these words:

O Allåh, I am Your servant Allåhumma ana ‹abdu-ka
and the son of Your servant. wa ’bnu ‹abdi-k:
My forelock is in Your hand. nåƒiyatº bi-yadi-k:
Your verdict upon me is already cast. måæin fiyya ¥ukmu-k:
Your judgment concerning me is just. ‹adlun fiyya qaæå›u-k:

O Allåh, I beseech You, Allåhumma innº as›alu-ka
by every Name of Your Power, bi-kulli ’smi hawli-k:
by which You have called Yourself, sammaita bi-hi nafsa-k:
or which You have revealed aw anzalta-hu
in Your Book, fº Kitåbi-k:
or which You have taught aw ‹allamta-hu
to anyone among Your creatures, a¥adan min khalqi-k:
or which You have kept to Yourself awi ’sta›tharta bi-hi
in the knowledge of the unseen. fº ‹ilmi ’l-ghaibi ‹inda-k:

[I beg You] to make the Noble Qur›ån an taj‹ala ’l-Qur›åna ’l-karºma
the springtime of my heart, rabº‹a qalbº:
and the light of my breast, wa n«ra ƒadrº:
and the dispersal of my sorrow, wa jalå›a ¥uznº:
and the removal of my grief wa dhahåba ghammº
and my worry. wa hammº:

Someone said:  “O Messenger of Allåh, anyone who misses the
opportunity to memorize these words will surely be the loser!”  “Yes,
indeed!” he replied (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  “So you must
repeat them and learn them, for if someone repeats them, as a request
for what they contain, Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) will
remove his sorrow and prolong his happiness.”
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‹Á›isha (may Allåh be well pleased with her) is reported as having
said that [her father] Ab« Bakr, the Champion of Truth [aƒ-»iddºq] (may
Allåh be well pleased with him), once entered her presence and said:

“Did you hear from Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) the prayer of supplication [du‹å›] that he used to teach us?  He
mentioned that Jesus the son of Mary [‹Ïsa ’bnu Maryam] (peace be upon
him) used to teach it to his disciples, and that he used to say:  ‘Even if
one of you happened to be burdened with a debt the size of a whole
mountain, Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) would settle it for him.’”

To this she replied:  “He used to say:
‘O Allåh, the Dispeller of care, Allåhumma Fårija ’l-hamm:
the Remover of grief, Kåshifa ’l-ghamm:
Ever-Responsive to the plea Mujºba
of those in dire need, da‹wati ’l-muæ£arrºn:
the All-Merciful Lord of this world, Ra¥måna ’d-dunyå
the All-Compassionate Lord Ra¥ºma ’l-
of the Hereafter, åkhira:
I beseech You to bestow upon me as›alu-ka an tar¥ama-nº
a mercy from You, ra¥matan min ‹inda-k:
by which You will leave me tughnº-nº
in no need of mercy bi-hå
from anyone other than You.’” ‹an ra¥matin min siwå-k.

Chapter Thirteen       353
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4.
Another prayer of supplication [du‹å›]

for the same purpose [the settlement of debt].

According to a traditional report, [Ab« Sa‹ºd] al-ªasan al-Baƒrº
(may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him) once received a visit

from a friend of his, a man who held him in very high esteem.  “O Ab«
Sa‹ºd,” said the friend, “I am burdened with a debt, and I would like you
to teach me the Mightiest Name of Allåh (Exalted is He) [Ismu ’llåhi—
ta‹ålå—al-A‹œam].”  So he told him:  “If that is what you wish, get up and
perform the ritual ablution [tawaææå’].”  The friend got up at once and
performed the ritual ablution, whereupon al-ªasan told him to say:

O Allåh!  O Allåh!  You are Allåh! yå Allåh: yå Allåh: Anta ’llåh:
Yes indeed, by Allåh, You are Allåh! balå wa ’llåhi Anta ’llåh:
There is no god but You! lå ilåha illå Ant:
Allåh!  Allåh!  Allåh! Allåh: Allåh: Allåh:
By Allåh, there is no god but Allåh! wa ’llåhi lå ilåha illa ’llåh:
Settle my debt for me, and aqæi ‹an-niya ’d-dain:
provide for me after the debt wa ’rzuq-nº ba‹da ’d-dain.
[is settled].

When the next morning came around, the man discovered a hundred
thousand genuine dirhams [silver coins] in the room where he per-
formed his private prayers.  These assorted silver coins were stored
inside a traveling case, the top of which bore the inscription:

Even if you had asked law sa›alta
for more than this, akthara min hådhå
We would have granted la-a‹£ainå-k.
your request, so why fa-kaifa
did you not ask for lam tas›ali ’l-
the Garden of Paradise? Janna.

The man came to al-ªasan (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him)
and told him about this, so he accompanied his friend back to his house,
where he saw the silver coins with his own eyes.  Then the man said:  “I
feel a sense of remorse, inasmuch as I did not ask Allåh to grant me the
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Garden of Paradise.”  So al-ªasan said:  “He who taught you [the
invocation of] this Name [Ism]487 had no intention, in teaching it to you,
other than to do you a good turn, for I would normally treat this Name
as my personal secret.  [The cruel governor] al-ªajjåj 488 must not get to
hear it, for no one at all would then be able to escape from him!”

487 The Arabic word ism, for which “name” is in most instances a perfectly satisfactory translation,
can sometimes mean “the act of calling by a name.”  The term “appellation” conveyed this latter
meaning in archaic English usage, but in the modern language it almost always means “an
identifying name or title.”
488 As governor of the province of ‹Iråq, in the time of al-ªasan al-Baƒrº (may Allåh bestow His
mercy upon him), al-ªajjåj ibn Y«suf was notorious for his cruelty and brutality.  He killed many
righteous men who incurred his displeasure, including Ab« ‹Abdi’llåh [or Ab« Mu¥ammad] Sa‹ºd
ibn Jubair ibn Hishåm al-Asadº (may Allåh bestow His mercy upon him), a pious Tabi’º [member
of the generation following that of the Companions], who was renowned for his learning in
Qur›ånic exegesis [tafsºr], Prophetic tradition [¥adºth] and Islåmic jurisprudence [fiqh].
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5.
Another prayer of supplication [du‹å›],
taught by Gabriel (peace be upon him)

to our Prophet Mu¥ammad
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).

This prayer of supplication [du‹å›] was taught by Gabriel (peace be
upon him) to our Prophet Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give

him peace), at the time when he set out from Mecca, the Ennobled City
[al-Musharrafa], and headed for Mount ªirå›, in fear of Quraish489 and
in pursuit of his purpose and provision.

According to the account narrated by Ab« Bakr Ab« Bakr, the
Champion of Truth [aƒ-»iddºq] (may Allåh be well pleased with him),
Gabriel (peace be upon him) said:

“O Mu¥ammad, Allåh (Exalted is He) extends to you the greeting of
peace [yuqri›u-ka ’s-salåm].  He has taught me a prayer of supplication
[du‹å›] for you to offer, so that Allåh may establish a protective screen
between you and them.  Shall I teach it to you now?”  “Yes, O Gabriel,”
said the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace), so he told him
to say:

O Supremely Great One! yå Kabºru kullu kabºr:
O All-Hearing One! yå Samº‹:
O All-Seeing One! yå Baƒºr:
O You who have no partner yå man lå sharºka la-hu
and no minister! wa lå wazºr:
O Creator of the sun yå Khåliqa ’sh-shamsi
and the shining moon! wa ’l-qamari ’l-munºr:
O Safeguard of the fearful wretch yå ‹Iƒmata ’l-bå›isi ’l-
who seeks protection! khå›ifi ’l-mustajºr:
O Nourisher of the little child! yå Råziqa ’£-£ifli ’ƒ-ƒaghºr:
O Mender of the broken bone! yå Jåbira ’l-‹aœmi ’l-kasºr:
O Crusher of every stubborn tyrant! yå Qåƒima kulli jabbårin ‹anºd:

489 Quraish is the name of the Arab tribe into which the Prophet Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him
and give him peace) was born.
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I beseech You as›alu-ka
and entreat You with wa ad‹«-ka
the supplication, du‹å›a ’l-
of the wretched pauper bå›isi ’l-faqºr:
the supplication du‹å›a ’l-
of the destitute cripple, muæ£arri ’æ-æarºr:
and I beg You as›alu-ka
by the nodes of glory490 bi-ma‹åqidi ’l-‹izzi
concentrated in Your Throne, min ‹arshi-k:
and the keys of mercy wa mafåtº¥i ’r-ra¥mati
contained within Your Book, min kitåbi-k:
and by the eight Names inscribed wa bi’l-asmå›i ’th-thamåniyati ’l-
on the horn of the sun, makt«bati ‹alå qarni ’sh-shams:
to do such-and-such an taf‹ala bº
and such-and-such with me. kadhå wa kadhå.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *

This brings us to the end of the Chapter concerning
prayers of supplication [ad‹iya] to be offered

in certain special circumstances.

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].

490 The word ma‹qid (of which ma‹åqid is the plural form) signifies “the place where a cord
or rope is tied, knit, or tied in a knot or knots; a joint, an articulation.” According to the
classical Arabic lexicographers, the somewhat unusual supplication as›alu-ka bi-ma‹åqidi ’l-
‹izzi min ‹arshi-k is understood to mean:  “I beg You by the properties wherein consists the title
of Your Throne to glory,” or “by the places wherein those properties are [as it were] knit
together,” or simply “by the glory of Your Throne.”  The use of this particular supplication
is said to be viewed with disapproval by the school [madhhab] of Imåm Ab« ªanºfa (may
Allåh bestow his mercy upon him). (See: E.W. Lane, Arabic–English Lexicon, art. ‹–Q–D.)
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Concerning the prayers of supplication [ad‹iya]

offered after the obligatory ritual prayers
[aƒ-ƒalawåt al-faræ];

the supplication following the recital
of the entire Qur›ån [du‹å›al-khatma]; etc.

1.
Concerning the prayers of supplication [ad‹iya] that

may be offered immediately after the obligatory
ritual prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-faræ].

a.
The prayer of supplication [du‹å›] that is most

appropriately offered immediately after the ritual prayer of
the early morning [ƒalåt al-ghadåh],

and also immediately after the ritual prayer of the late
afternoon [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr].

As for the prayer of supplication [du‹å›] that is most appropriately
offered immediately after the ritual prayer of the early morning

[ƒalåt al-ghadåh], and also immediately after the ritual prayer of the late
afternoon [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr], it is expressed in the following words:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
to You be praise in thankfulness, la-ka ’l-¥amdu shukran
and to You wa la-ka ’l-mannu
be gratitude in abundance. faælå:
By Your grace bi-ni‹mati-ka
may good works be accomplished! tamma ’ƒ-ƒåli¥åt.

We beg You, O Allåh, nas›alu-ka ’llåhumma
to grant a prompt relief— farajan qarºbå:
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for You have always fa-inna-ka lam
been Responsive—491 tazal Mujºbå:
and a seemly patience,492 wa ƒabran jamºlå:
and an immunity wa ‹åfiyatan
from all afflictions, min jamº‹i ’l-balåyå
and a security wa salåmatan
from the path of disasters, min £arºqi ’r-razåyå:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-råhimºn.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
let our gathering together ’j‹ali ’jtimå‹a-na ’jtimå‹an
be mercifully blessed, mar¥«man
and may we be safely protected wa tafarruqa-nå
when we go our separate ways. tafarruqan ma‹ƒ«må:

Let no one amongst us wa lå taj‹al
be unprosperous, fº-nå shaqiyyan
and let no one be deprived. wa lå ma¥r«må:
Do not make us turn in poverty wa lå tarudda-nå bi’l-fåqati
to others apart from You. ilå ghairi-k:

Do not deprive us wa lå ta¥rim-nå
of the wealth of Your goodness, si‹ata khairi-ka
and the real experience wa ¥aqºqata ’t-tawakkuli
of total trust in You, ‹alai-ka
and the genuine desire wa khåliƒa ’r-raghbati
for that which is in Your presence. fº-må ladai-k:

Fill our hearts with enrichment wa ’mla› qul«ba-nå
provided by You, min-ka ’l-ghinå:
and clothe our faces with modesty wa ’ksu wuj«ha-nå
in deference to You. min-ka ’l-¥ayå›:

And grant us the goodness wa ’rzuq-nå
of the Hereafter, khaira ’l-åkhirati
as well as of this world, wa ’d-dunyå:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-råhimºn.

O Lord! yå Rabb:
O Allåh, grant that we may enjoy Allåhumma ’rzuq-nå
the goodness of the morning khaira ’ƒ-ƒabå¥i
and the goodness of the evening, wa khaira ’l-maså›i
and the goodness wa khaira ’l-
of the verdict of fate qaæå›i
and the goodness wa khaira ’l-
of the decree of destiny. qadar:

491 This is an allusion to Q. 11:61.
492 This is an allusion to Q. 70:5.
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And keep away from us wa ’ƒrif ‹an-nå
the evil of the morning sharra ’ƒ-ƒabå¥i
and the evil of the evening, wa sharra ’l-maså›i
and the evil of the verdict of fate wa sharra ’l-qaæå›i
and the evil of the decree of destiny. wa sharra ’l-qadar.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
whatever You have sent down wa må anzalta
on this day—in the way of goodness, fº hådha ’l-yawmi min khairin
welfare, security, profit, wa ‹åfiyatin wa salåmatin
and plentiful sustenance— wa ghanºmatin wa si‹ati rizq:
grant us the most abundant fa-’j‹al la-nå fº-hi
portion and share therein! awfara ’l-¥aœœi wa ’n-naƒºb.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
and whatever You have sent down wa må anzalta
—in the way of wickedness, min s«›in
affliction, evil, wa balå›in wa sharrin
sickness, and mischief— wa då›in wa fitna:
keep it away from us, fa-’ƒrif-hu ‹an-nå
and from all the Muslim men wa ‹an jamº‹i ’l-muslimºna
and Muslim women, wa ’l-muslimåt
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-råhimºn.
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b.
Another prayer of supplication [du‹å›].493

Praise be to Allåh, al-¥amdu li’llåhi ’lladhº
      Who has encompassed a¥å£a
every single thing bi-kulli shai›in
in knowledge,494 ‹ilmå:
and Who has computed wa a¥ƒå
every single thing kulla shai›in
in number.495 ‹adadå:

There is no god but He, lå ilåha illå H«:
the Possessor of Grandeur Ahlu ’l-kibriyå›i
and Might, wa ’l-‹aœama :
the Protective Provider wa Waliyyu ’l-
of saving grace ghaithi
and mercy,496 wa ’r-ra¥ma:
the Ruler of this world Måliku ’d-dunyå
and the Hereafter, wa ’l-åkhira:
Almighty in sovereign sway, ‹Aœºmu ’l-malak«t:
Stern in the wielding of power, Shadºdu ’l-jabar«t:
Gentle and Kind La£ºfun
to whatever He will,497 li-må yashå›:
Effective in doing Fa‹‹ålun
whatever He wishes,498 li-må yurºd:
the First of everything, Awwalu kulli shai›in
and the Creator of everything, wa Khåliqu kulli shai›in
and the Sustainer thereof. wa Råziqu-h.

O Allåh, let our morning be Allåhumma ’j‹al ƒabå¥a-nå
a good and righteous morning, ƒabå¥an ƒåli¥å:
not one that is shameful lå mukhziyan
or disgraceful. wa lå fåæi¥å.

493 Although Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him) has presented
this supplication [du‹å›] without introductory comment, we may conclude from the wording of it
that it is appropriately offered after the ritual prayer of dawn/daybreak [ƒalåt al-fajr/aƒ-ƒub¥],
presumably as an alternative to the one presented above.
494 This is an allusion to Q. 65:12.
495 This is an allusion to Q. 18:47.
496 The literal meaning of the word ghaith (translated as “saving grace”) is “abundant rain.”  This
is an allusion to Q. 42:28.
497 Q. 12:100.
498 Q 11:107 and  85:16.
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O Allåh, protect us from the worst Allåhumma ’kfi-nå sharra
of Time’s vicissitudes, nawå›iba ’z-zamåni
and its adversity, wa makr«ha-hu
and from the arenas of iniquity, wa maƒåri‹a ’s-s«›i
and the snares of the Devil, wa maƒåyida ’sh-Shai£åni
and the despotic impositions wa mawårida
of the government. ƒawlati ’s-sul£åni.

Enable us, during this day of ours, wa waffiq-nå fº yawmi-nå hådhå
and during all other days, wa fº så›iri ’l-ayyåm:
to make the most li’sti‹måli ’l-
of opportunities for good, khairåti
and to avoid committing evil deeds. wa hijråni ’s-sayyi›åt.

O Allåh, improve our hearts, Allåhumma aƒli¥ qul«ba-nå
and improve our characters, wa aƒli¥ akhlåqa-nå
and improve our behavior, wa aƒli¥ af‹ala-nå
and improve our fathers and our sons, wa aƒli¥ åbå›a-nå wa abnå›a-nå
and our grandfathers wa ajdåda-nå
and our grandmothers, wa jaddåti-nå
and our condition in this world wa dunyå-nå
and the Other. wa ukhrå-nå.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
as You have let us spend the night ka-må amæaita ’l-laila ta
in peace and well-being, bi-’s-salåmati wa ’l-‹åfiya:
let us spend the time of day fa-amæi ‹alai-na ’n-nahåra
in safety and well-being, bi-’s-salåmati wa ’l-‹åfiya:
through Your mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-råhimºn.

O Allåh!  Our Lord, give  us Allåhumma Rabba-nå åti-nå
in this world that which is good, fi ’d-dunyå ¥asanatan
and in the Hereafter wa fi ’l-åkhirati
that which is good, ¥asanatan
and guard us against wa qi-nå
the torment of the Fire [of Hell],499 ‹adhåba ’n-når:
through Your mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-råhimºn.

Ámºn, O Allåh! Ámºn Allåhumma
Ámºn, O Allåh, Ámºn yå Allåh
O Lord of All the Worlds! yå Rabba ’l-‹Álamºn.

499 Q. 2:201.
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c.
Another prayer of supplication [du‹å›].500

Praise be to Allåh, al-¥amdu li’llåhi ’lladhº
      Who created the heavens khalaqa ’s-samåwåti
and the earth.501 wa ’l-aræ:

There is no god but He. lå ilåha illå H«:
In Him I have put my trust, ‹alai-hi tawakkalt u
and He is the Lord wa Huwa Rabbu ’l-
of the Mighty Throne.502 ‹arshi ’l-‹aœºm.

Glory be to Him, ƒub¥ana-hu
and Exalted is He, wa ta‹ålå
far above and beyond ‹ammå
whatever they associate yushrik«n.
[with Him].503

O Allåh, Allåhumma ›ghfir
forgive us our sins: la-nå dhun«ba-nå
those we have committed openly, må œaharnå
as well as those we have kept secret, wa må asrarnå
those we have concealed, wa må akhfainå
as well as those we have made public, wa må a‹lannå
and those wa må
of which You are More Aware Anta A‹lamu bi-hi
than we ourselves. min-nå.

O Allåh, grant us Your approval Allåhumma a‹£i-nå riæå-ka
in this world and the Hereafter, fi ’d-dunyå  wa ’l-åkhira:
and let our final outcome wa ›khtim la-nå
be a state of bliss, bi’s-sa‹ådati
of witnessing and forgiveness. wa ’sh-shahådati wa ’l-maghfira.

O Allåh, Allåhumma ’j‹al
let the last part of our lives be good, åkhira a‹måri-nå
and let our endings be good, khairan wa khawåtima-nå khairan
and let the best of all our days wa khaira ayyåmi-nå
be the day when we shall meet You. yawma nalqå-k.

500 As in the preceding instance, Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with
him) has presented this supplication [du‹å›] without introductory comment.  In this case, however,
we may conclude from the wording of it that it may appropriately be offered after any of the ritual
prayers [ƒalawåt].  (Allåh knows best!)
501 This declaration of praise occurs in Q. 6:1.
502 This affirmation occurs in Q. 9:129.
503 Q. 10:18, 16:1 and 30:40.
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O Allåh, we take refuge with You Allåhumma innå na‹«dhu bi-ka
from the disappearance min zawåli
of Your blessing, ni‹mati-ka
from the surprise attack wa min faj›ati
of Your affliction, niqmati-ka
and from the alteration wa min ta¥wºli
of Your gracious favor. ‹åfiyati-k.

O Allåh, we take refuge with You Allåhumma innå na‹«dhu bi-ka
from the onslaught of misery, min daraki ’sh-shaqå›i
from the trouble of adversity, wa jahdi ’l-bålå›i
from the transformation of prosperity, wa taghyºri ’n-na‹må›i
and from unfortunate calamity. wa s«›i ’l-qa‹æå›.

We take refuge with You wa na‹«dhu bi-ka
from all things loathsome and bad, min jamº‹i ’l-makårihi wa ’l-aswå›.
and we beg You, O Allåh, wa nas›alu-ka ’llåhumma
to grant us the very best. khaira ’l-‹a£å›i.

O Allåh, we beg You Allåhumma innå nas›alu-ka
to remove our sickness, an takshifa saqama-nå
to heal our illness, wa tubri›a maraæa-nå
to bestow Your mercy on our dead, wa tar¥ama mawtå–nå
to make our bodies healthy, wa tuƒi¥¥a abdåna-nå
and to make them wa tukhliƒa-hå
sincerely devoted to You. la-k:

O Allåh, Allåhumma
let our religious convictions akhliƒ
be sincere! adyåna-nå.

[We beg You]
to preserve our safekeeping, wa an ta¥faœa ‹iyådha-nå
to expand wa tashra¥a
[the feeling in] our breasts,504 ƒud«ra-nå
to direct the management wa tudabbira
of our affairs, um«ra-nå
to put our children wa tujabbira
through useful training, awlåda-nå
to overlook our misbehavior, wa tastura jurma-nå
to reinstate us wa tarudda
though we have been absent, ghiyåba-nå
and to confirm our commitment wa an tuthbita-nå
to our religion. ‹alå dºni-nå
We beg You for goodness wa nas›alu-ka khairan
and right guidance. wa rushdå.

O Allåh!  Our Lord, we beg You Allåhumma Rabba-nå
to give us that which is good innå nas›alu-ka an
in this world, tu›tiya-nå ¥asanatan fi ’d-dunyå
and that which is good wa ¥asanatan

504 This is an allusion to Q 20:25–28.
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in the Hereafter, fi ’l-åkhira:
and to let us die as Muslims, wa an tatawaffa-nå muslimºn:
through Your mercy. bi-ra¥mati-k:

Guard us against wa qi-nå
the torment of the Fire, ‹adhåba ’n-nåri
and the torment of the tomb, wa ‹adhåba ’l-qabr:
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn:
O Lord of All the Worlds! yå Rabba ’l-‹ålamºn.

Chapter Fourteen       365
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d.
Concerning the very great importance
of the prayer of supplication [du‹å›].

The offering of the prayer of supplication [du‹å›] has been
commanded, and it is of great importance [bi-makån] in the sight

of Allåh, as we have explained many times in the course of this book.
It is therefore quite improper for the prayer leader [imåm], and for
anyone who follows his lead [ma›m«m], to leave the mosque [masjid]
without having offered the prayer of supplication [du‹å›].

Allåh (Exalted is He) has told us:
So, as soon as you have finished, fa-idhå faraghta
set to work, fa-’nƒab
and present your request wa ilå Rabbi-ka
to your Lord.  (94:7,8) fa-’rghab.

That is to say:  “As soon as you have finished performing the ritual act
of worship [‹ibåda], you must set to work on the prayer of supplication
[du‹å›].  You must wish for that which Allåh has at His disposal, and
beseech Him to grant it.”

According to the tradition [¥adºth] that has come down to us on the
authority of Anas ibn Malik (may Allåh be well pleased with him), the
Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) is reported as having said:

As soon as the prayer leader [imåm] is standing at the ready in his niche [mi¥råb],
and the ranks [of the congregation] are properly aligned, the merciful blessing
[of Allåh] will descend [upon the assembled worshippers].  The first to receive
it will be the prayer leader [imåm], then the person next to him on his right, then
the person next to him on his left.  The merciful blessing [ra¥ma] will then
distribute itself throughout the congregation.

An angel will then call out:  “So-and-so has gained a benefit, and So-and-so has
suffered a loss!”  The beneficiary will be anyone who lifts up his hands in offering
the supplication [du‹å›] to Allåh (Exalted is He), as soon he has finished
performing his prescribed ritual prayer [ƒalåt makt«ba]. The loser will be anyone
who leaves the mosque [masjid] without having offered a supplication [du‹å›].
If someone does leave without having offered a prayer of supplication
[du‹å›], the angels will say:  “O So-and-so, how can you manage without Allåh
(Exalted is He)?  Do you have no need of anything that Allåh has at His disposal?”
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2.
The prayer of supplication that should be offered

after the recital of the entire Qur›ån
[du‹å› khatmat al-Qur›ån].

As for the special prayer of supplication [du‹å›] that should be
offered when the recital of the entire Qur’ån [khatmat al-Qur›ån]

has been completed, the wording of it is as follows:
Allåh the Almighty has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’l-‹Aœºmu’lladhº
He who created the Creation, khalaqa ’l-khalqa
and so originated it; fa-’btada‹a-h:
He who established the [true] religion, wa sanna ’d-dºna
and laid down its laws;505 wa shara‹a-h:
He who caused the light to shine, wa nawwara ’n-n«ra
and made it radiate; wa sha‹sha‹a-h:
He who appointed sustenance, wa qaddara ’r-rizqa
and rendered it amply sufficient; wa wassa‹a-h:
He who inflicted injury wa æarra
on His Creation, khalqa-hu
and provided it with benefit; wa nafa‹a-h:
He who made the water flow, wa ajra ’l-må›a
and caused it to gush forth; wa anba‹a-h:
He who made the heaven wa ja‹ala ’s-samå›a
a roof well-kept506 saqfan ma¥f«œan
and held aloft, marf«‹an
which He raised up.507 rafa‹a-h:
and the earth a carpet , wa ’l-aræa biså£an
which He laid down508 waæa‹a-h:
He who set the moon in motion, wa sayyara ’l-qamara
and caused it to rise and shine. wa a£la‹a-h.

Glory be to Him! sub¥åna-hu
How exalted is His status, må a‹lå makåna-hu
and how elevated! wa arfa‹a-h:

505 This is an allusion to Q. 42:13.
506 This is an allusion to Q. 21:32
507 This is an allusion to Q. 52:5
508 This is a paraphrase of Q. 71:19.
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How splendid is His sovereignty, wa a‹azza sul£åna-hu
and how unique! wa abda‹a-h:
None can undo what He has made, lå rådda li-må ƒana‹a-h:
and none can alter wa lå mughayyira
what He has created. li-ma ’khtara‹a-h:
None can humiliate those wa lå mudhilla
whom He has raised in dignity, li-man rafa‹a-h:
and none can dignify those wa lå mu‹izza
whom He has reduced to degradation. li-man waæa‹a-h:
None can separate that wa lå mufarriqa
which He has joined together. li-må jama‹a-h:
No partner has He, wa lå sharºka la-h:
and there is no god  besides Him. wa lå ilåha ma‹a-h.

Allåh has told the truth, He who ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’lladhº
has prearranged the pattern dabbara ’d-
of the ages, duh«r:
and predetermined wa qaddara ’l-
the course of destiny, maqd«r:
and settled the conduct of all affairs; wa ƒarrafa ’l-um«r:
and the alternation of wa ta‹åquba ’d-
[daylight and] the dark; daij«r:
He who facilitates wa sahhala ’l-
that which is difficult, ma‹s«r:
and makes even easier wa yassara ’l-
that which is easy; mais«r:
He who has tamed the raging sea;509 wa sakhkhara ’l-ba¥ra ’l-masj«r:
He who sent down the Criterion wa anzala ’l-Furqåna
and the Light,510 wa ’n-N«r:
and the Torah and the Gospel511 wa ’t-Tawråta wa ’l-Injºla
and the Psalms;512 wa ’z-Zab«r:
He who has sworn wa aqsama
by the Criterion513 bi’l-Furqåni
and the Mount, wa ’£-¡«r:
and the Book inscribed wa ’l-Kitåbi ’l-mas£«r:
on the parchment unrolled, fi ’r-raqqi ’l-mansh«r:
and the House frequented,514 wa ’l-Baiti ’l-ma‹m«r:

509 This is an allusion to Q. 52:6.
510 The Qur›ånic verses [åyåt] alluded to here include Q. 5:15, 21:48, 25:1 and 64:8.
511 Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has mentioned His sending down of the Torah [at-
Tawråh] and the Gospel [al-Injºl] in several verses [åyåt] of the Qur›ån, including 3:1–4, in which
He also mentions the Criterion [al-Furqån].
512 Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) has mentioned the Psalms [Zab«r] in three verses [åyåt]
of the Qur›ån:  4:163, 17:55 and 21:105.
513 In uttering the words:

Qåf.  By the glorious Qur›ån.  (50:1) Qåf: wa ’l-Qur›åni ’l-majºd.

—Allåh (Exalted is He) is implicitly swearing by the Criterion [Furqån], which He uses as
another name for the Qur›ån in several verses [åyåt] of His Book, notably 2:185 and 25:1.
514 These four lines constitute a slightly paraphrased version of the first four verses [åyåt] of the S«ra
of the Mount [S«rat a£-¡«r] (Q. 52:1–4).
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and the Raising and the Resurrection; wa ’l-ba‹thi wa ’n-nush«r:
He who is the Creator of darkness wa Jå‹ilu ’œ-œulumåti
and light, wa ’n-n«r:
and of children, wa ’l-wuldåni
and of the heavenly brides,515 wa ’l-¥«r:
and of the Gardens and palaces wa ’l-jinåni wa ’l-quƒ«r.
[of Paradise].

Allåh causes whom He will to hear. inna ’llåha yusmi‹u man yashå›:
You cannot make yourself heard wa må anta bi-musm‹in
by those who are in the graves. man fi ’l-qub«r.
(35:22)

Allåh the Almighty has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’l-‹Aœºmu
He who is Omnipotent, ’lladhº
and therefore reigns Supreme, ‹azza fa-’rtafa‹:
and is so Exalted wa ‹alå
that He cannot be surmounted; fa-’mtana‹:
He before whose Might and Majesty wa dhalla kullu shai›in
all things are humbly submissive li-‹aœamati-hi
and subdued; wa khaæa‹:
He who lifted up the sky wa samaka ’s-samå›a
and raised it aloft,516 wa rafa‹:
and laid out the earth wa farasha ’l-aræa
and spread it wide;517 wa awsa‹:
He who made the rivers gush forth, wa fajjara ’l-anhåra
and so caused them to flow;518 fa-anba‹:
He who partitioned wa maraja
the seas and oceans,519 ’l-bi¥åra
and so made them become full; fa-atra‹:
He who tamed the stars, wa sakhkhara ’n-nuj«ma
and so caused them to rise and shine; fa-a£la‹:
He who sent forth the clouds, wa arsala ’s-sa¥åba
so that they rose high in the sky; fa-’rtafa‹:
He who brightened the light, wa nawwara ’n-n«ra
so that it shone; fa-lama‹:
He who sent down the rain, wa anzala ’l-ghaitha
so that it fell; fa-hama‹:
He who spoke to Moses, wa kallama M«så
and so let him hear; fa-asma‹:
He who revealed Himself wa tajallå
to the mountain, li’l-jabala
so that it was shattered to pieces;520 fa-taqa££a‹:

515 See note 9 on p. 9 above.
516 This is an allusion to Q. 79:27,28.
517 This is an allusion to Q. 51:48.
518 This is an allusion to Q. 18:33.
519 This is an allusion to Q. 25:53 and 55:20,21.
520 The story of Moses (peace be upon him) and the mountain is told by Allåh (Exalted is He) in
Q. 7:143.
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He who has given and taken away; wa wahaba wa-naza‹:
He who has inflicted injury wa æarra
and provided benefit; wa-nafa‹:
He who has bestowed and withheld; wa a‹£å wa mana‹:
He who has established the practices wa sanna
and laid down the laws wa shara‹:
[of religion];
He who has set apart wa farraqa
and joined together; wa jama‹:
He who has brought you all into being wa ansha›a-kum
from a single soul, min nafsin wå¥ida:
so that [here you have] a lodging-place fa-mustaqarrun
and a repository.521 wa mustawda‹.

Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’l-
the Almighty, the Ever-Relenting, ‹Aœºmu ’t-Tawwåb:
the All-Forgiving, the Ever-Giving; al-Ghaf«ru ’l-Wahhåb:
He before whose Might and Majesty alladhº khaæa‹at
all necks are humbly bowed; li-‹aœamati-hi ’r-riqåb:
He to whose All-Compelling Power wa dhallat
the obstinate meekly submit; li-jabar«ti-hi ’ƒ-ƒi‹åb:
He toward whom wa lånat
the stubbornly unyielding la-hu ’sh-shidådu ’ƒ-
soften and relax; ƒilåb:
He in whose work wa ’stadallat
intelligent minds find bi-ƒan‹ati-hi ’l-
evidence that leads to understanding; albåb:
He whose praise wa yusabbi¥u
is extolled by the thunder bi-¥amdi-hi ’r-ra‹du
and the clouds, wa ’s-sa¥åb:
by the lightning and the mirage, wa ’l-barqu wa ’s-saråb:
and by the trees and the animals; wa ’sh-shajaru wa ’d-dawåbb:
He who is the Lord of lords; Rabbu ’l-arbåb:
the Originator of all secondary causes, wa Musabbibu ’l-asbåb:
the Revealer of the Book; wa Munazzilu ’l-Kitåb:
the Creator of His creation Khåliqu khalqi-hi :
from the dust; mina ’t-turåb
the Forgiver of sin; Ghåfiru ’dh-dhanb:
the Accepter of repentance; wa Qåbilu ’t-tawb:
the Stern in punishment. Shadºdu ’l-‹iqåb:

There is no god but He. lå ilåha illå H«:
In Him I have put my trust, ‹alai-hi tawakkaltu
and unto Him I turn.  (13:30) wa ilai-hi matåb.

Allåh has told the truth, He who is ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’lladhº
always Majestic, lam yazal Jalºlan
always a Source of Guidance. Dalºlå:
The truth He has told, ƒadaqa

521 These four lines constitute a partial and slightly paraphrased quotation of Q. 6:99.
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He who is all I need man ¥asbº
in the way of a Guarantor.522 bi-hi Kafºlå:
The truth He has told, ƒadaqa mani
He whom I have ’ttakhadhtu-hu
singled out as a Trustee.523 Wakºlå:
Allåh, the Guide who shows a way ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’l-Hådº ilai-hi
to reach Him, has told the truth. sabºlå:
Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu
and who is more truthful wa man aƒdaqu
than He in telling?524 min-hu qºlå.

Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu
and His communications wa ƒadaqa
have conveyed the truth, anbå’u-h:
and His Prophets have told the truth. wa ƒadaqat anbiyå’u-h:
Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu
and His blessings wa jalat
have been made manifest. ålå’u-h:
Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu
and His earth and His heaven wa ƒadaqat aræu-hu
have also told the truth. samå’u-h:

Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’l-
[Allåh] the Unique, Wå¥idu ’l-
the Eternally Pre-existent, Qadºm:
the Noble, the All-Generous, al-Måjidu ’l-Karºm:
the Ever-Present Witness, ash-Shåhidu ’l-
the All-Knowing, ‹Alºm:
the All-Forgiving, al-Ghaf«ru ’r-
the All-Compassionate, Ra¥ºm:
the Ever-Appreciative, ash-Shak«ru ’l-
the All-Forbearing. ªalºm:

Say:  “Allåh has told the truth; qul ƒadaqa ’llåh:
so follow the creed of Abraham.” fa-’ttabi‹« millata Ibråhºm.
(3:95)

Allåh has told the truth, ƒadaqa ’llåhu ’l-
[Allåh] the Almighty— ‹Aœºmu ’lladhº
there is no god but He— lå ilåha illå H«:
the All-Merciful, ar-Ra¥månu ’r-
the All-Compassionate Ra¥ºm:
the Ever-Living, the All-Knowing, al-ªayyu ’l-Alºm:
the Ever-Living, the All-Generous, al-ªayyu ’l-Karºm:

522 This is an allusion to Q. 16:91.
523 As Allåh Himself (Almighty and Glorious is He) has assured us in a verse [åya] of the Qur›ån:

And Allåh is sufficient as Trustee.  (4:81) wa kafå bi’llåhi Wakºlå.
524 These words echo the question posed at the end of the verse [åya] of the Qur›ån:

and who is more truthful wa man aƒdaqu
than Allåh in telling?  (4:122) mina ’llåhi qºlå.
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the Ever-Living, the Everlasting, al-ªayyu ’l-Båqº:
He who will never die. lå yam«tu abadå.

The Lord of Majesty and Honor, Dhu’l-jalåli wa ’l-ikråm:
and of the Splendid Names, wa ’l-asmå›i ’l-‹iœåm:
and of the Prodigious Blessings. wa ’l-minan al-jisåm:

The noble Messengers wa bullighati ’r-rusulu ’l-
have also been sent kiråm:
with the truth. bi’l-¥aqq:
May Allåh bless our Chief, ƒalla ’llåhu ‹alå sayyidi-nå
Mu¥ammad, and give him peace, Mu¥ammadin wa sallam:
and peace be upon them all! wa ‹alai-himi ’s-salåm.

And we, with respect to what Allåh, wa na¥nu ‹alå må qåla ’llåhu
our Lord, Rabbu-nå
and [Mu¥ammad] our Chief wa Sayyidu-nå
and our Master, wa Mawlå-nå
have said, we are among mina ’sh-
the witnesses; shåhidºn:
and whatever duties wa må
they have enjoined awjaba
and have made incumbent wa alzama
[upon us], we do not deny ghairu jå¥idºn:
[our obligation to fulfill them].
And praise be to Allåh, wa ’l-¥amdu li’llåhi
the Lord of All the Worlds, Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn:
and His blessings be upon our Chief, wa ƒalawåtu-hu ‹alå sayyidi-nå
Mu¥ammad, the Seal of the Prophets, Mu¥ammadin khåtami ’n-nabiyyºn:
and upon his venerated forefathers, wa ‹alå abawai-hi ’l-mukarramaini
Adam, our Chieftain, and sayyidi-nå Ádama
Abraham, the Bosom Friend wa ’l-Khalºli Ibråhºm:
[of Allåh],
and upon all his brethren wa ‹alå jamº‹i ikhwåni-hi
meaning his fellow Prophets, mina ’n-nabiyyºn:
and upon the pure members wa ‹alå ahli
of his household, baiti-hi ’£-£åhirºn:
and upon his chosen Companions, wa ‹alå aƒ¥åbi-hi ’l-muntakhabºn:
and upon his pure wives, wa ‹alå azwåji-hi ’£-£åhiråti
the Mothers of the Believers, ummahåti ’l-mu›minºn:
and upon those wa ‹ala ’t-
who follow their example tåbi‹ºna la-hum
in active goodness bi-i¥sånin
until the Day of Judgment, ilå yawmi ’d-dºn:
through Your Mercy, ‹alai-nå ma‹a-hum bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

Allåh has told the truth, He who is ƒadaqa ’llåhu
the Lord of Majesty and Honor, Dhu’l-jalåli wa ’l-ikråm:
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of Splendid Might wa ’l-‹aœamati
and Sovereign Power; wa ’s-sul£ån:
He who is All-Compelling, Jabbårun
and cannot be repulsed; lå yuråm:
He who is Omnipotent, ‹Azºzun
and cannot be deterred; lå yuæåm:
He who is Eternally Self-Sustaining, Qayy«mun
and never sleeps. lå yanåm:
His are the noble acts, la-hu ’l-af‹ålu ’l-kiråm:
and the splendid gifts, wa ’l-mawåhibu ’l-‹iœåm:
and the enormous benefits, wa ’l-ayådi ’l-jisåm:
and the gracious favors and blessings, wa ’l-afæålu wa ’l-an‹åm:
and perfection and completeness. wa ’l-kamålu wa ’t-tamåm:
The noble angels tusabbi¥u la-hu ’l-malå›ikatu ’l-
proclaim His glory, kiråm:
as do the animals and the reptiles, wa ’l-bahå›imu wa ’l-hawåmm:
and the winds and the clouds, wa ’r-riyå¥u wa ’l-ghamåm:
and the light and the darkness. wa ’æ-æiyå›u wa ’œ-œalåm:
He is Allåh, the King, wa Huwa ’llåhu ’l-Maliku ’l-
the Holy One, Qudd«su ’s-
the Source of Peace.525 Salåm.

And we bear witness wa na¥nu ‹alå
to that which Allåh, må qåla ’llåhu
our Lord, has said. Rabbu-nå
(Glorious be His praise, jalla thanå›u-h:
and sanctified be His Names.) wa taqaddasat asmå›u-h:
His blessings have become manifest, wa jalat ålå›u-h:
and His earth and His heaven wa shahidat aræu-hu
have also borne witness, wa samå›u-h:
and His Messengers wa na£aqat
have pronounced it, bi-hi rusulu-hu
and His Prophets wa anbiyå›u-hu
have been witnesses. shåhid«n:

Allåh bears witness that shahida ’llåhu anna-hu
there is no god but He—and [so do] lå ilåha illå Huwa
the angels and the men of learning— wa ’l-malå›ikatu wa ulu ’l-‹ilmi
upholding justice. qå’iman bi’l-qis£:
There is no god but He, lå ilåha illå Huwa ’l-
the Omnipotent, the All-Wise. ‹Azºzu ’l-ªakºm.
(3:18)

The true religion inna’ d-dºna
in the sight of Allåh is surrender ‹inda ’llåhi ’l-Islåm.
[to His will and guidance].  (3:19)

And as for us, to that which Allåh, wa na¥nu bi-må shahida ’llåhu
our Lord, has testified, Rabbu-nå

525 This is a partial quotation of Q. 59:23.
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as have the angels wa ’l-malå›ikatu
and the men of learning wa ulu ’l-‹ilmi
among His creatures, min khalqi-hi
we too are among those mina ’sh-
who bear witness. shåhidºn:

This is a testimony shahådatun
by which one bears witness shahida
to the Omnipotent, bi-ha ’l-‹Azºza ’l-
the Praiseworthy, ªamºd:
and by which the believer wa dåna
professes obedience bi-ha ’l-mu›minu ’l-
to the All-Forgiving, Ghaf«ra ’l-
the Ever-Loving,526 Wad«d:
and he dedicates the testimony wa akhlaƒa bi’sh-shahådati
to the Lord of the Throne, li-Dhi ’l-‹arshi ’l-
the All-Glorious,527 Majºd:
who will honor it with acceptance, yarfa‹u-hå
as He accepts righteous bi’l-‹amali ’ƒ-ƒåli¥i ’r-
and rightly guided work.528 rashºd:

To one who utters it yu‹£å qå’ilu-ha ’l-
eternal life will be granted, khul«d:
in Gardens fº jannati
endowed with thornless lote-trees, dhåti sidrin makhæ«d:
and clustered acacias, wa £al¥in manæ«d:
and spreading shade, wa œillin mamd«d:
and gushing water.529 wa må›in mask«b:
Therein he will keep company yuråfiqu
with the witness-bearing Prophets, fº-ha ’n-nabiyyºna ’sh-shuh«d:
and those who bow wa ’r-rukka‹u ’s-
and prostrate themselves, suj«d:
and those who exert the utmost effort wa ’l-bådhilºna fº £å‹ati-hi
in paying obedience to Him. ghåyata ’l-majh«d.

O Allåh, grant that we may be Allåhumma ’j‹al-nå
truthful in this affirmation bi-hådha ’t-taƒdºqi
of the truth, ƒådiqºn:
and witnesses to this truthfulness, wa bi-hådha ’ƒ-ƒidqi shåhidºn:
and faithful believers wa bi-hådhihi ’sh-shahådati
in this testimony, mu›minºn:
and professors of Unity in this faith, wa bi-hådha ’l-ºmåni muwa¥¥idºn:
and sincere wa bi-hådha ’t-
in this profession of Unity, taw¥ºdi mukhliƒºn:
and certain in this sincerity, wa bi-hådha ’l-ikhlåƒi m«qinºn:

526 Allåh (Exalted is He) has so described Himself in Q. 85:14.
527 Allåh (Exalted is He) has so described Himself in Q. 85:15.
528 This is an allusion to Q. 35:10.
529 This sentence includes a partial quotation of Q. 56:27–33.
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and consciously aware wa bi-hådha ’l-
of this certitude, ºqåni ‹årifºn:
and ready to acknowledge wa bi-hådhhi ’l-
this awareness, ma‹rifa mu‹tarifºn:
and penitent wa bi-hådha ’l-
through this acknowledgment, i‹tirafi munºbºn:
and successful wa bi-hådhihi ’l-
because of this repentance. inåba få›izºn:

May we be eager wa fº-må
for that which is close to You, ladai-ka råghibºn:
and seekers wa li-må
of that which is in Your presence. ‹inda-ka £ålibºn:

May You justly vaunt our worth wa båhi
to the noble bi-na ’l-malå›ikata ’l-
recording angels.530 kiråma ’l-kåtibºn:

Resurrect us in the company of wa ’¥shir-nå
the Prophets ma‹a ’n-nabiyyºna
and the champions of truth, wa ’ƒ-ƒiddºqºn:
and the martyrs wa ’sh-shuhadå›i ’ƒ-
and the righteous.531 ƒåli¥ºn:

Let us not be included wa lå taj‹al-nå
among those mim-mani
whom the devils seduce, ’stahwat-hu ’sh-shayå£ºn:
distracting them fa-shaghalat-hu
from their religious duty, ‹ani ’d-dºn:
so that they come to be fa-aƒba¥a
among the remorseful, mina ’n-nådimºn:
and in the Hereafter wa fi ’l-åkhirati
among the losers. mina ’l-khåsirºn:

Grant us eternal life wa awjib la-na ’l-khul«da
in the Gardens of bliss, fº jannåti ’n-na‹ºm:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, to You be the praise, Allåhumma la-ka ’l-¥amd:
for Worthy of praise are You, wa Anta li’l-¥amdi Ahl:
and You are the One wa Anta ’l-
who is truly Deserving ªaqºqu
of gracious recognition bi’l-minnati
and more credit yet. thumma ’l-faæl:
To You be the praise la-ka ’l-¥amdu
for the uninterrupted flow ‹alå tatåbu‹i
of Your beneficence. i¥såni-k:
To You be the praise wa la-ka ’l-¥amdu
for the endless recurrence ‹alå tawåturi

530 This is an allusion to Q. 82:10–12.
531 This is an allusion to Q. 4:69.
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of Your benefaction. in‹åmi-k:
To You be the praise wa la-ka ’l-¥amdu
for the constant stream ‹alå tarådufi
of Your benevolence. ’mtinåni-k.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
You instilled affection for us in the inna-ka ‹a££afta ‹alai-nå
hearts of our fathers and mothers, qul«ba ’l-åbå›i wa ’l-ummahåti
when we were little children, ƒighårå:
and You have multiplied wa æå‹afta
Your favors to us, ‹alai-nå ni‹ama-ka
since we became adults. kibårå:
You have conferred wa wålaita
Your kindness upon us ilai-nå birra-ka
in copious abundance. midrårå:
You have not been quick wa jahilnå
to punish us, wa må
although we have often ‹åjalta-nå
acted foolishly. mirårå:
To You the praise is therefore due, fa-la-ka ’l-¥amdu
O Allåh, ’llåhumma:
so we praise You in private fa-innå na¥midu-ka
and in public too, sirran wa jihårå:
and we thank You lovingly wa nashkuru-ka ma¥abbatan
and of our own free will. wa ’khtiyårå:
Of course the praise is due to You, fa-la-ka ’l-¥amdu
since You inspired us idh alhamta-nå
to request forgiveness for our sin. mina ’l-kha£a›i ’stighfårå:

To You belongs the praise, wa la-ka ’l-¥amdu
so bestow upon us a Garden fa-’rzuq-nå jannatan
[of Paradise]
and screen from us a Fire [of Hell]. wa ’¥jub ‹an-nå nårå:
Do not destroy us wa lå tuhlik-nå
on the Day of Resurrection, yawma ’l-ba‹thi
thereby putting us to shame fa-taj‹al-nå
among the folk assembled. baina ’l-ma‹åshiri ‹årå:
Do not disgrace us wa lå tafæa¥-nå
by exposing our bad deeds, bi-s«›i af‹åli-nå
on the Day of our meeting with You, yawma liqå›i-ka
thereby leaving us nothing to wear fa-taksu-nå
but degradation and dejection. dhillatan wa ’nkisårå:
[Grant these requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, to You be the praise, Allåhumma la-ka ’l-¥amd:
as You have guided us unto Islåm, ka-må hadaita-nå li’l-Islåm:
and given us wisdom wa a‹£aita-na ’l-¥ikmata
and the Qur›ån. wa ’l-Qur›ån:
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O Allåh, You taught us [the Qur›ån] Allåhumma Anta ‹allamta-nå
before we felt any interest qabla raghbati-nå
in its teaching. fº ta‹lºmi-h:
You bestowed its grace upon us, wa mananta bi-hi ‹alai-nå
before we learned qabla ‹alimnå
how to understand it, bi-ma‹rifati-h:
and You singled us out to receive it, wa khaƒaƒta-nå bi-hi
before we had any understanding qabla ma‹rifati-nå
of its merit. bi-faæli-h.

O Allåh, since this has been Allåhumma fa-idhå kåna dhålika
a kindness to us, min faæli-ka
from Your bountiful grace, lu£fan bi-nå
and a favor conferred upon us, anywa ’mtinånan ‹alai-nå min ghairi
without scheming or effort ¥ºlati-nå
on our part, wa lå quwwati-nå:
grant us now, O Allåh, fa-hab la-nå ’llåhumma
the proper observance of its Truth,532 ri‹åyata ¥aqqi-h:
and the preservation of its Verses, wa ¥ifœa åyåti-h:
and conduct in accordance with wa ‹amalan
its unequivocal precepts, bi-mu¥kami-h:
and faith in its ambiguous passages, wa ºmånan bi-mutashåbih-h:
and right guidance in the wa hudan
contemplation of its meaning,533 fº tadabburi-h:
and reflection on its parables wa tafakkuran fº amthåli-hi
and its miraculous character, wa mu‹jizati-h:
and insight wa tabƒiratan
into its illumination fº n«ri-hi
and its legislation. wa ¥ukmi-h:
Let us not be assailed by doubts lå tu‹åriæ-na ’sh-shuk«ku
concerning its credibility, fº taƒdºqi-h:
and let no deviation wa lå yakhtalij-na ’z-
cause us to waver zaighu
in the pursuit of its path. fº qaƒdi £arºqi-h.

O Allåh, enable us to benefit Allåhumma ’nfa‹-nå
by the Mighty Qur›ån, bi-’l-Qur›åni ’l-‹aœºm:
and let us find blessings in the signs wa bårik la-nå fi ’l-åyåti
and the wise remembrance wa ’dh-dhikri ’l-¥akºm:
[it contains].534

Accept [our supplication] from us, wa taqabbal min-nå
for You are indeed inna-ka
the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing, Anta ’s-Samº‹u ’l-‹Alºm:
and relent toward us, wa tub ‹alai-nå

532 This phrase alludes to an expression used by Allåh (Almighty and Glorious is He) in Q. 57:27.
533 This is an allusion to Q. 4:82 and 23:68.
534 This is an allusion to Q. 3:58.
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for You are indeed inna-ka
the Ever-Relenting, Anta ’t-Tawwåbu ’r-
the All-Compassionate. Ra¥ºm:
[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, let the Qur›ån be Allåhumma ’j‹ali ’l-Qur›åna
the springtime of our hearts, rabº‹a qul«bi-nå:
and the healing of our breasts, wa shifå›a ƒud«ri-nå:
and the removal of our sorrows, wa jilå›a a¥zåni-nå:
and the departure of our worries wa dhahåba hum«mi-nå
and our anxieties. wa ghum«mi-nå:
[Let it be] our driver and our leader, wa så›iqa-nå wa qå›ida-nå
and our guide wa dalºla-nå
to You and to Your Gardens ilai-ka wa ilå jannåti-ka
the Gardens of bliss, jannåti ’n-na‹ºm:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, let the Qur›ån be Allåhumma ’j‹ali ’l-Qur›åna
for our hearts an illumination, li-qul«bi-nå æiyå›:
for our eyes a clarification, wa li-abƒåri-nå jilå›:
for our sicknesses a medication, wa li-asqåmi-nå dawå›:
for our sins a purification, wa li-dhun«bi-nå muma¥¥iƒå:
and from the Fire [of Hell] wa mina ’n-nåri
a means of salvation. mukhalliƒå.

O Allåh, Allåhumma ’ksu-nå
cause it to dress us in fine clothes, bi-hi ’l-¥ulal:
and to settle us on couches wa askin-nå
in the shade. bi-hi ’œ-œulal:
Use it in order to shower wa asbigh ‹alai-nå
blessings upon us, bi-hi ’n-ni‹am:
and to drive misfortunes wa ’dfa‹ bi-hi
away from us. ‹an-na ’n-niqam:
Let it enable us, wa ’j‹al-nå
when recompense is due, bi-hi ‹inda ’l-jazå’i
to be among those mina ’l-
who are successful; få›izºn:
when gracious favor is bestowed, wa ‹inda ’n-na‹må›i
to be among those who are grateful; mina ’sh-shåkirºn:
and in the face of trial wa ‹inda ’l-
and tribulation, balå›i
to be among those mina ’ƒ-
who patiently endure. ƒåbirºn:
Let us not be included among wa lå taj‹al-nå
those whom the devils seduce, mim-mani ’stahwat-hu ’sh-shayå£ºn:
by using this world to tempt them fa-shaghalat-hu bi ’d-dunyå
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away from religious duty, ‹ani ’d-dºn:
so that they come to be fa-aƒba¥a
among the losers. mina ’l-khåsirºn:
[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, do not let Allåhumma lå taj‹ali ’l-
the Qur›ån be unfruitful, Qur›åna må¥ilå:
and do not let the road wa la ’ƒ-ƒirå£a
lead us nowhere. bi-nå zå›ilå:
Do not cause our Prophet, our Chief wa lå nabiyya-nå wa sayyida-nå
and our Mainstay, Mu¥ammad, wa sanada-nå Mu¥ammadan
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) (ƒalla ’llåhu ‹alai-hi wa sallam)
to disown us at the Resurrection, fi ’l-qiyåmati ‹an-nå
and let him not turn mu‹riæan
his back upon us. wa lå muwalliyå:
Let him rather be, ij‹al-hu
O our Lord and our Creator, yå Rabba-nå Khåliqa-nå
O our Sustainer, yå Råziqa-nå
an intercessor who has been la-nå shåfi‹an
empowered to intercede on our behalf. mushaffa‹å:
Bring us to his Basin, and use his cup wa awrid-nå ¥awæa-hu wa ’sqi-nå
to offer us a drink bi-ka›si-hi
that is so thirst-quenching, mashraban rawiyyå:
so palatable and salubrious, så›ighan
that we shall never haniyyå:
be thirsty again after having drunk it.535 lå naœma›u ba‹da-hu abadå:
Let us be neither shameful ghaira khazåyå
nor disloyal, wa lå nåkithºn:
not guilty of denial wa lå jå¥idºn:
not having earned Your wrath, wa lå maghæ«bin ‹alai-nå
and not having gone astray.536 wa lå æållºn:
[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, enable us to benefit Allåhumma ’nfa‹-nå
by the Qur›ån, bi’l-Qur›åni ’lladhº
the status of which rafa‹ta
You have exalted, makåna-h:
the principles of which wa thabbatta
You have established, arkåna-h:
the authority of which wa ayyadta
You have confirmed, sul£åna-h:
the blessings of which wa bayyanta
You have explained, barakåta-hu

535 See Vol.1, pp. 237–38.
536 This is an allusion to the words of Allåh (Exalted is He) in the Opening S«ra [S«rat al-Fåti¥a]
of the Qur›ån.
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the language of which wa ja‹alta’l-lughata ’l-
You have caused to be ‹arabiyyata ’l-
the eloquent Arabic tongue,537 faƒº¥ata lisåna-h:
and [concerning which] wa
You have said, qulta
O Most Excellent of sayers yå ‹azza
(Glory be to Him): min qå›ilin sub¥åna-h:

So, when We recite it, fa-idhå qara›nåhu
follow its recitation. fa-’ttabi‹ qur›ånah:
Then upon Us thumma inna
rests the  task of explaining it. ‹alai-nå bayåna-h.
(75:18,19)

It is the best wa huwa a¥sanu
of Your Books in arrangement, Kutubi-ka niœåmå:
the most lucid of them in speech, wa awæa¥u-hå kalåmå:
and the clearest of them in stating wa abyanu-hå
what is lawful and unlawful. ¥alålan wa ¥aråmå:
It is precise in explanation, mu¥kamu ’l-bayån:
manifest in demonstration, œåhiru ’l-burhån:
securely protected from excess ma¥r«sun mina ’z-ziyådati
and insufficiency. wa ’n-nuqƒån:

In it there is a promise and a threat,538 fº-hi wa‹dun wa wa‹ºd:
an intimidation and a menace. wa takhwºfun wa tahdºd:

Falsehood cannot come at it lå ya›tº-hi ’l-bå£ilu min
from before it or behind it. baini yadai-hi wa lå min khalfi-h:
[It is] a revelation tanzºlun
from  One who is All-Wise, min ªakºmin
All-Praiseworthy.  (41:42) ªamºd.

O Allåh, oblige us therefore Allåhumma fa-awjib la-nå
to hold it in even greater honor. bi-hi ’sh-sharafa ’l-mazºd:
Enroll us in wa al¥iq-nå
every auspicious act of piety, bi-kulli birrin sa‹ºd:
and keep us employed wa ’sta‹mil-nå
in righteous and rightly guided work. fº ’l-‹amali ’ƒ-ƒåli¥i ’r-rashºd:
You are indeed the Ever-Near, inna-ka Anta ’l-Qarºbu ’l-
the Responsive. Mujºb:
[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, as You have caused us to be Allåhumma fa-ka-må ja‹alta-nå
believers in it [the Qur›ån], bi-hi muƒaddiqºn:
and verifiers wa li-må
of that which it contains, fº-hi mu¥aqqiqºn:

537 Allåh (Exalted is He) has stated this emphatically in Q. 26:192-195.
538 That is to say, the promise of blissful reward in the Garden of Paradise, and the threat of terrible
torment in the Fire of Hell.
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let us also be beneficiaries fa-’j‹al-nå bi-tilåwati-hi
of its recitation, muntafi‹ºn:
attentive to the sweet delight wa ilå ladhºdhi
of its oration, khi£åbi-hi mustami‹ºn:
ready to take instruction wa bi-må
from its contents, fº-hi mu‹tabirºn:
compilers of its rules and regulations, wa li-a¥kåmi-hi jåmi‹ºn:
obedient to its commandments wa li-awåmiri-hi
and its prohibitions. wa nawåhº-hi  khåæi‹ºn:
Let us be, at its conclusion, wa ‹inda
among those khatmi-hi
who are tirumphantly successful. mina ’l-få›izºn:
Let us be recipients wa li-thawåbi-hi
of its spiritual reward, ¥å›izºn:
remembering You wa la-ka fº jamº‹i
in all that we experience, shuh«di-nå dhåkirºn:
and pinning our hopes wa ilai-ka fº jamº‹i
on You in all our affairs. um«ri-nå råji‹ºn:
And grant forgiveness to us wa ’ghfir la-nå
on this night of ours—to all of us— fº lailati-nå hådhihi ajma‹ºn:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, cause us to be included Allåhumma ›j‹al-nå
among those mina ’lladhºna
who have preserved for the Qur›ån ¥afiœ« li’l-Qur›åni
its sanctity, ¥urmata-hu
whenever they have held it lammå
in their keeping, ¥afiœ«-h:
and have glorified its dignity, wa ‹aœœam« manzilata-hu
whenever they have listened to it, lammå sami‹«-h:
and have behaved wa ta›addab«
with due propriety, bi-ådåbi-hi
whenever they have been lammå
in its presence, ¥aæar«-h:
and have abided by its ordinance, wa ’ltazam« ¥ukma-hu
whenever they have been lammå
apart from it, fåraq«-h:
and have beautified its surroundings, wa a¥san« jiwåra-hu
whenever they have been lammå
in its vicinity, jåwar«-h:
and have dedicated its recitation wa aråd« bi-tilåwati-hi
to Your Noble Countenance Wajha-ka ’l-Karºm:
and the abode of the Hereafter, wa dåra ’l-åkhira:
and have thus attained, fa-waƒal«
through its agency, bi-hi
to the splendidly honorable ila ’l-maqåmåti ’l-
spiritual stations. fåkhira:
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Cause each of us, through its agency, wa ’j‹al-nå bi-hi
to be someone who rises high in the mim-man
ascending strata of the Gardens fº daraji ’l-janåni yartaqº
[of Paradise],
and who finds that his Prophet wa bi-nabiyyi-hi
(Allåh bless him and give him peace) (ƒalla ’llåhu ‹alai-hi wa sallam)
is pleased with him, yawma ‹aræi-hi
when he meets him wa huwa råæin
on the Day of his review ‹an-hu yaltaqº:
[at the Resurrection].
For he who can rely on the Qur›ån fa-’l-mushtafi‹u
for intercession bi’l-Qur›åni
is not a person in trouble. ghairu shaqº:

[Grant ourrequests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
let it be a complete Qur›anic recital ›j‹al-hå khatmatan
that is blessed mubårakatan
for those who have recited it, ‹alå man qara›a-hå
and those who have attended wa ¥aæara-hå
and heard it, wa sami‹a-hå
and have said “Ámºn” wa ammana
to its supplication. ‹alå du‹å›i-hå:

Send down  also, O Allåh, wa anzil Allåhumma
some of Your bountiful blessings min barakåti-hå
to the inhabitants of houses ‹alå ahli ’d-d«ri
in their houses, fº d«ri-him:
to the inhabitants of mansions wa ‹alå ahli ’l-quƒ«ri
in their mansions, fº quƒ«ri-him:
to the inhabitants of seaports wa ‹alå ahli ’th-thugh«ri
in their seaports, fº thugh«ri-him:
and to the inhabitants wa ‹alå ahli ’l-
of the two Holy Places539 ªaramaini
in their two Holy Places, fº ªaramai-him
so long as those concerned mina ’l-
are true believers. mu›minºn.

O Allåh, and then there are Allåhumma
some members wa ahlu ’l-
of our religious community qub«ri
among the inhabitants of the graves. min ahli millati-nå
Send down to them, anzil ‹alai-him
in their graves, fº qub«ri-himu ’æ-
illumination and comfort. æiyå›a wa ’l-fus¥a:

539 The two Holy Places [al-ªaramån/-ain] are the cities of Mecca and Medina.  (The third Holy
Place [thålith al-ªaramain] is Jerusalem.)
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Recompense them with goodness wa jåzi-him
for the good they have done, bi’l-i¥såni i¥sånå:
and with forgiveness wa bi’s-sayyi›ati
for their bad deeds, ghufrånå:
and treat us with compassion, wa ’r¥am-nå
when we come to be idhå ƒirnå
in the state to which they have come, ilå må ƒår« ilai-h:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, O Provider of nourishment, Allåhumma yå Så›iqa ’l-q«t:
O Hearer of the sound of the voice, yå Såmi‹a ’ƒ-ƒawt:
O Clother of the bones after death, yå Kåsi ’l-‹iœåmi ba‹da ’l-mawt:
bless Mu¥ammad ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammad. wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammad:
Do not leave us, on this noble wa lå tada‹ la-nå fº hådhihi ’l-
and blessed night of ours, lailati ’sh-sharºfati ’l-mubårakati
with any sin dhanban
that You have not forgiven, illå ghafarta-h:
nor with any care wa lå hamman
that You have not dispelled, illå farajta-h:
nor with any worry wa lå karban
that You have not relieved, illå naffasta-h:
nor with any grief wa lå ghumman
that You have not removed, illå kashafta-h:
nor with any misfortune wa lå s«›an
that You have not banished, illå ƒarafta-h:
nor with any sick person wa lå marºæån
whom You have not cured, illå shafaita-h:
nor with any suffering individual wa lå mubtalan
whose well-being illå
You have not restored, ‹åfaita-h:
nor with anyone guilty wa lå dhå
of some misconduct iså›atin
whom You have not pardoned, illå aqalta-h:
nor with any overdue entitlement wa lå ¥aqqan
that You have not extracted, illa ’stakhrajta-h:
nor with any missing person wa lå ghå›iban
whom You have not brought home, illå radadta-h:
nor with any rebellious sinner wa lå ‹åƒiyan
whom You have not guided aright, illå hadaita-h:
nor with any child wa lå waladan
whom You have not illå
made fit and strong, jabarta-h:
nor with anyone deceased wa lå mayyitan
whom You have not illå
treated mercifully, ra¥imta-h:
nor with any need, wa lå ¥åjatan
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connected with this world min ¥awå›iji ’d-dunyå
or the Hereafter, wa ’l-åkhirati
worthy of Your approval la-ka fº-hå riæan
and important to our welfare, wa la-nå fº-hå ƒalå¥un
that You have not helped us to fulfill, illå a‹anta-nå ‹alå qaæå›i-hå
with a facility supplied by You, bi-yusrin min-ka
and vitality wa ‹åfiyatin
accompanied by forgiveness. ma‹a ’l-maghfira:

[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
grant us well-being and pardon us, ‹åfi-nå wa ’‹fu ‹an-nå
through Your mighty pardon, bi-‹afwi-ka ’l-‹aœºm:
and Your beautiful protection, wa sitri-ka ’l-jamºl:
and Your eternally preexisting wa i¥såni-ka ’l-
beneficence, qadºm:
O Everlasting Source of kindness, yå Då›ima ’l-ma‹r«f:
O Abundant Source of goodness! yå Kathºra ’l-khair:
And bless our Chief and our wa ƒalli ‹alå sayyidi-nå wa
Mainstay, Mu¥ammad, and bless sanadi-nå Mu¥ammadin wa ‹alå
his brethren, the Prophets, and bless ikhwåni-hi ’l-anbiyå›i wa ‹alå
his family and the angels, åli-hi wa ’l-malå›ikati
and salute them wa sallim
with the greeting of peace. taslºmå.

Our Lord, Rabba-nå
grant us mercy from Your presence, åti-nå min ladun-ka ra¥ma:
and smooth the way for us to keep wa hayyi› la-nå
our business on a rightly guided course, min amri-nå rushdå:
and help us to succeed wa waffiq-nå
in the righteous work li-‹amali ’ƒ-ƒålihi
that will earn us Your good pleasure, yuræº-ka ‹an-nå:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as You have used him to guide us ka-må hadaita-nå
out of error. bi-hi mina ’æ-æalåla:

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as You have used him to rescue us ka-ma ’stanqadhta-nå
from ignorance. bi-hi mina ’l-jahåla:

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as he has delivered the Message. ka-må ballagha ’r-risåla:

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, [who is] Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
the sun of the cities and towns, shamsi ’l-bilåd:
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the moon of the place of rest, wa qamari ’l-mihåd:
the beauty of the roses, wa zaini ’l-wiråd:
and the intercessor wa shafº‹i ’l-
on behalf of sinners mudhnibºna
on the Day of Summoning.540 yawma ’t-Tanåd:

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and his offspring wa dhurriyyati-hi
and all his Companions, wa jamº‹i ƒa¥åbati-h:
who came to his support, alladhºna qåm« bi-nuƒrati-h:
and followed his exemplary practice, wa jaraw bi-sunnati-h:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli
whom You sent ‹alå Mu¥ammadini ’lladhº
with the Truth, bi’l-¥aqqi ba‹athta-h:
and to whom You attributed veracity, wa bi’ƒ-ƒidqi na‹atta-h:
and whom You made remarkable wa bi’l-¥ilmi
for tolerance, wasamta-h:
and to whom You gave wa bi-A¥mada
the name A¥mad, sammaita-h:
and whom You have empowered wa fi ’l-
to intercede for his Community qiyåmati fº ummati-hi
at the Resurrection. shaffa‹ta-h.

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as long as the stars shine bright, må azharati ’n-nuj«m:
and bless Mu¥ammad, wa ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as long as the clouds accumulate, må talå¥amati ’l-ghuy«m:
and bless Mu¥ammad, wa ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
O Ever-Living, yå ªayyu
O Eternally Self-Sustaining One! yå Qayy«m.

O Allåh, bless Mu¥ammad, Allåhumma ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as long as the righteous remember him, må dhakara-hu ’l-abrår:
and bless Mu¥ammad wa ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
as long the night ma ’khtalafa ’l-lailu
and the day take turns, wa ’n-nahår:
and bless Mu¥ammad wa ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the Emigrés and the Helpers, wa ‹ala ’l-Muhåjirºna wa ’l-Anƒår:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

540 The Day of Resurrection is thus referred to in Q. 40:32,33.
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The exhortation [al-waƒiyya]

You must realize— may Allåh i‹lam«—
       bestow His mercy upon you all— ra¥ima-kumu ’llåh—
that this night of yours anna lailata-kum hådhihi
is the night of bidding farewell lailatu ’l-wadå‹i
to your month, li-shahri-kumu
which Allåh has ennobled, ’lladhº sharrafa-hu ’llahu
which He has glorified, wa ‹aœœama-h:
the value of which He has exalted, wa rafa‹a qadra-hu
and which He has honored wa karrama-h:
with fasting [by day] and vigil bi-’ƒ-ƒiyåmi wa ’l-qiyåm:
[by night],
and the recitation of the Qur›ån, wa tilåwati ’l-Qur›ån:
and the coming down to you wa nuz«li ’r-ra¥mati
therein of mercy fº-hi ‹alai-kum
and approval from Allåh. mina ’llåhi wa ’r-riæwån:

Allåh has made it the lamp ja‹ala-hu ’llåhu
of the common folk, miƒbå¥a ’l-‹åmm:
and the means of establishing wa wåsi£ata ’n-
good order, niœåm:
and the glory of the principles of Islåm, wa sharafa qawå‹idi ’l-Islåm:
which are resplendent with al-mushriqati
the lights of fasting and vigil. bi-anwåri ’ƒ-ƒiyåmi wa ’l-qiyåm:

Allåh (Exalted is He) sent down anzala ’llåhu—ta‹ålå—
His Book therein fº-hi Kitåba-h:
[in the month of Ramaæån],
and in it He has opened wa fata¥a fº-hi
His gates to the penitent. li’t-tå›ibºna abwåba-h:

In it  no prayer of supplication fa-lå du‹å›a fº-hi
is offered without being heard, illå masm«‹:
no benefit is left wa lå khaira
without being gathered, illå majm«‹:
no damage threatens wa lå æurra
without being repulsed, illå madf«‹:
and no good deed is done wa lå ‹amala
without being honorably accepted. illå marf«‹:

Fortunate and successful is he aœ-œåfiru ’l-maim«nu
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who takes advantage mani ’ghtanama
of its opportunities, awqåta-h:
and a loser who misses a bargain wa ’l-khåsiru ’l-maghb«nu
is he who neglects it and lets it slip by. man ahmala-hu fa-fåta-h:

It is a month which Allåh shahrun
has caused to be ja‹ala-hu ’llåhu
a means of purification for your sins, li-dhun«bi-kum ta£hºrå:
and a means of atonement wa li-sayyi›åti-kum
for your misdeeds. takfºrå:

For those of you wa li-man
who are well-behaved a¥sana
in its company, min-kum ƒu¥bata-hu
[He has caused it to be]
a treasure and a radiant light, dhakhºratan wa n«rå:
and, for those who fulfill wa li-man
its requirements wafå bi-shar£i-hi
and observe it correctly, wa qåma bi-¥aqq-hi
a joyful and happy experience. fara¥an wa sur«rå:

It is a month in which pious restraint shahrun tawarra‹a fº-hi
is practiced even by people addicted ahlu ’l-fisqi
to corrupt behavior wa ’l-fasåd:
and immoral conduct, wa zåda
while the longing for Allåh fº-hi mina ’r-raghbati
is more intensely ila ’llåhi
felt by earnest and dedicated people. ahlu ’l-jiddi wa ’l-ijtihåd:

It is the month shahru
for the reconstruction of hearts ‹amåråti ’l-qul«b:
and the expiation of sins, wa kaffåråti ’dh-dhun«b:
for paying special attention wa ’khtiƒåƒi ’l-
to the mosques, masåjid:
by keeping them crowded bi’l-izdi¥åmi
and crammed, wa ’t-ta¥åshud:
and for the reduction of slaveholdings, wa hub«£i ’l-amlåk:
through contracts  of emancipation bi-ƒikåki ’l-‹itqi
and manumission. wa ’l-fikåk:

It is a month in which the mosques shahrun fº-hi ’l-masåjidu
are frequented, tu‹mar:
and the lamps are made to shine, wa ’l-maƒåbº¥u tuzhar:
and the verses wa ’l-åyåtu
[of the Qur›ån] are recited, tudhkar:
and hearts are mended, wa ’l-qul«bu tujbar:
and sins are forgiven. wa ’dh-dhun«bu tughfar:

It is a month in which the mosques shahrun fº-hi tushriqu ’l-masåjidu
are bright with radiant lights, bi’l-anwår:
and the angels make many pleas wa tukthiru ’l-
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for forgiveness on behalf malå›ikatu
of those who are keeping the fast, li-ƒuwwåmi-hi mina ’l-istighfår:
and in which wa yu‹tiqu
the All-Compelling One delivers— fº-hi ’l-Jabbår:
each night fº kulli lailatin
at the time of breaking fast— ‹inda ’l-if£år:
six hundred thousand sitta-mi›ati alfi
souls from the Fire. ‹atºqin mina ’n-når:

Gracious blessings wa tunazzilu
are sent down therein, fº-hi ’l-barakåt:
and charitable gifts wa tu‹aœœamu
are magnified therein, fº-hi ’ƒ-ƒadaqåt:
and bad deeds are expiated therein, wa tukaffaru fº-hi ’s-sayyi›åt:
and lapses are pardoned therein, wa tuqålu fº-hi ’l-‹atharåt:
and disasters are prevented therein, wa tudfa‹u fº-hi ’n-nakabåt:
and promotions are awarded therein, wa turfa‹u fº-hi ’d-darajåt:
and tears are mercifully wa tur¥amu fº-hi ’l-
spared therein, ‹abaråt:
and therein the beautiful brides wa tunådº fº-hi ’l-¥«ru ’l-
call out, ¥isånu
from the Gardens [of Paradise]: mina ’l-jannåt:
“Congratulations to you, hanº›an la-kum
all you men and women yå ma‹shara ’ƒ-ƒå›imºna
who are fasting [by day], wa ’ƒ-ƒå›imåt:
and all you men and women wa ’l-qå›imºna
who are keeping vigil [by night], wa ’l-qå›imåt:
on all the good things that Allåh bi-må a‹adda ’llåhu la-kum
has prepared for you! mina ’l-khairåt:
Copious blessings are in store for you, la-qad ghamarat-kumu ’l-barakåt:
and your good news wa ’stabshara
is welcomed with joy bi-kumu
by those who inhabit ahlu ’l-aræi
the earth and the heavens.” wa ’s-samåwåt:

So may Allåh bestow His mercy fa-ra¥ima ’llåhu
upon any man ’mra›an
who prepares a bed for himself therein, mahhada fº-hi li-nafsi-h:
before the advent of his funeral, qabla ¥ul«li ramsi-h:
and who concerns himself wa ’shtaghala
with the day at hand, bi-yawmi-hi
rather than his tomorrow ‹an ghadå-hu
or his yesterday, wa amsi-h:
and stocks up with provision wa tazawwada
from its surplus, min baqiyyati zådi-h:
for to waste it would amount fa-fº nafådi-hi
to wasting his life, nafådu ‹umri-h:
and who shows the regret he feels wa aœhara
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over having to part with his month, li-firåqi shahri-hi jaza‹a-h:
and who salutes his month wa sallama
with the greeting of peace, ‹alå shahri-h:
and bids it farewell, and says: wa wadda‹a-hu wa qål:

“Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of Ramaæån! yå shahra Ramaæån:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of fasting and vigil yå shahra ’ƒ-ƒiyåmi wa ’l-qiyåmi
and recitation of the Qur›ån! wa tilåwati ’l-Qur›ån:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of tolerance yå shahra ’t-tajåwuzi
and forgiveness! wa ’l-ghufrån:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of blessings yå shahra ’l-barakati
and active goodness! wa ’l-i¥sån:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of the treasures yå shahra ’t-tu¥afi
and the good pleasure [of the Lord]! wa ’r-riæwån:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of rituals yå shahra ’n-nusuki
and constant devotion to worship. wa ’t-ta‹abbud:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of fasting [by day] yå shahra ’ƒ-ƒiyåmi
and vigil and prayer by night! wa ’t-tahajjud:779

Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of the taråwº¥!541 yå shahra ’t-taråwº¥:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O month of the lights yå shahra ’l-anwåri
and the lamps! wa ’l-maƒåbº¥:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O glory of the extollers! yå fakhra ’l-wåƒifºn:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O light of the tender lovers! yå n«ra ’l-wåmiqºn:
Peace be upon you, as-salåmu ‹alaika
O garden of the worshipful!” yå rawæata ’l-‹åbidºn:

So, O month of ours, fa-yå
we bid you farewell, shahra-nå
but not because you are forsaken, ghaira muwadda‹in wadda‹nå-k:
and we part with you, wa ghaira
but not because you are hated.542 maqliyyin fåraqnå-k:

Your daytime has been devoted kåna nahåru-ka
to charitable work and fasting, ƒadaqatan wa ƒiyåmå:
and your nighttime wa lailu-ka
to reciting the Qur›ån qirå›atan
and keeping vigil, wa qiyåmå:

541 See Vol. 3, pp 126–35.
542 This is an allusion to Q. 93:1–5.
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so to you now, from us, comes fa-‹alai-ka min-nå
a salutation and a farewell greeting. ta¥iyyatun wa salåmå.

Shall we see you return to us again, a-narå-ka ta‹«du ba‹da-hå ‹alai-nå:
or is death destined to overtake us, aw yudriku-na ’l-man«nu
so that you do not come back to us? fa-lå ta›«la ilai-nå:

Our lamps, for your duration, were maƒåbº¥u-nå
a well-known sight, fº-ka mashh«ra:
and our mosques, for your duration, wa masåjidu-nå
were constantly frequented. fº-ka ma‹m«ra:

But now the lamps fa-’l-åna tan£afi ’l-
are being extinguished, maƒåbº¥:
and the taråwº¥ prayers wa tanqa£i‹u ’t-
are being discontinued. taråwº¥:
We are returning wa narji‹u
to our ordinary practice, ila ’l-‹åda:
and leaving the month wa nufåriqu
of worshipful service. shahra ’l-‹ibåda:

If only I knew fa-yå
which one of us has been accepted, laita shi‹rº
so that we could congratulate mani ’l-maqb«li min-nå
him on his excellent performance! fa-nuhanni›a-hu bi-¥usni ‹amali-h:
Or if only I knew which one of us am laita shi‹rº
has been rejected, so that we could mani ’l-ma£r«du min-nå
console him for his poor performance! fa-nu‹azziya-hu bi-s«›i ‹amali-h:

To you, O you who fa-yå ayyuha ’l-
have been accepted, maqb«lu
congratulations on Allåh’s reward hanº›an la-ka bi-thawåbi ’llåhi—
(Almighty and Glorious is He), ‹azza wa jall—
and His good pleasure and His mercy, wa riæwåni-hi wa ra¥mati-hi
and His forgiveness and His approval, wa ghufråni-hi wa qab«li-hi
and His beneficence and His pardon, wa i¥såni-hi wa ‹afwi-hi
and His gracious favor wa ’mtinåni-hi
and His [gift of] eternal life wa khul«di-hi
in the abode of His safekeeping. fº dåri amåni-h:

As for you, O you fa-yå ayyuha ’l-ma£r«du
who have been rejected, bi-iæråri-hi
due to persistence bi-iƒråri-hi
in sin and transgression, wa-£ughyåni-h:
and hostile aggression, wa ‹udwåni-h:
and heedlessness and deviation, wa ghaflati-hi wa khusråni-h:
and wantonness and rebellion, wa tamådº-hi wa ‹iƒyåni-h:
you must bear the terrible affliction la-qad ‹aœumat muƒºbatu-ka
of Allåh›s wrath and degradation. bi-ghaæabi ’llåhi wa hawåni-hi
So where is your weeping eye? fa-aina muqlatu-ka ’l-båkiya:
Where are your streaming tears? wa aina dam‹atu-ka ’l-jåriya:
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And where is wa aina
your sighing and sobbing? zafratu-ka ’r-rå›i¥atu ’l-ghådiya:

Until what day have you deferred li-ayyi yawmin akhkharta
your repentance? tawbata-k:
Until what year have you stored wa li-ayyi ‹åmini ’ddakharta
your promise away? ‹idata-k:
Until some future date? ilå ‹åmin qåbil:
Until a year has gone by? wa ¥awlin ¥å›il:
Oh no!  The span of life kallå fa-må ilai-ka
is not for you to decide, muddatu ’l-a‹mår:
and its full term is not for you to know. wa lå ma‹rifatu ’l-miqdår:

Many an optimist has hoped fa-kam min mu›ammilin
to reach it [the next Fast], amala bul«gha-hu
yet failed to reach it. fa-lam yablugh-h:
Many a one has attained to it, wa kam min mudrikin la-hu
but has not lived to complete it. wa lam yakhtim-h:

Many a one has had wa kam
a perfume prepared man a‹adda £ºban
for his celebration of the Festival, li-‹ºdi-h:
which was then applied ju‹ila
to his place of burial, fº tal¥ºdi-h:
and had clothing tailored wa thiyåban
for his adornment, li-tazyºni-h:
which came to be a shroud ƒårat
for his interment, li-takfºni-h:
and has fully equipped himself wa muta›ahhiban
for his breaking of the Fast, li-fi£ri-h:
only to be deposited as a pledge ƒåra murtahanan
in his grave.543 fº qabri-h:

Many a one will never keep a Fast wa kam man lå yaƒ«mu
like this again, ba‹da-hu siwå-h:
though he is looking forward eagerly wa huwa ya£ma‹u
to experiencing another fº ghairi-hi an yarå-h:
[month of Ramaæån].

So praise Allåh, O servants of Allåh, fa-’¥madu ’llåha ‹ibåda ’llåhi
for the attainment of its completion, ‹alå bul«ghi ’khtitåmi-h:
and beg Him to accept wa sal«-hu
the fasting in it, qab«la ƒiyåmi-h:
and the vigil observed in it, wa qiyåmi-h:
and be aware of Him wa råqib«-hu
in fulfilling His dues, bi-adå›i ¥uq«qi-h:
and hold fast to Allåh’s lifeline544 wa ’‹taƒim« bi-¥abli ’llåhi
and His help. wa tawfºqi-h:

543 This is an allusion to Q. 52:21 and 74:38.
544 This is an allusion to Q. 3:103.
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You must also realize—may wa ’‹lam«—
Allåh bestow His mercy upon you all— ra¥ima-kumu ’llåh—
that you have just parted anna-kum fåraqtum
with a mighty month, shahran ‹aœºmå
[a month that is]
gracious and munificent. mutafaææilan karºmå:

Where are those who fasted aina ’ƒ-ƒuwwåmu ’l-
and kept vigil, quwwåm:
your counterparts al-muwåfiq«na la-kum
in the years gone by? fº sålifi ’l-a‹wåm:

Where are those wa aina man
who used to be with you kåna ma‹a-kum
during the nights layålº shahri
of the month of Ramaæån, Ramaæåna shåhidºn:
bearing witness and discharging wa fº kulli ¥aqqi ’llåhi
every duty to Allåh— mu‹åmilºn:
those fathers and mothers, mina ’l-åbå›i wa ’l-ummahåti:
and brothers and sisters, wa ’l-ikhwati wa ’l-akhawåti:
and neighbors and close relatives? wa ’l-jºrati wa ’l-qurubåt:
By Allåh, to them has come atå-hum wa ’llåhi
the wrecker of delights, hådimu ’l-ladhdhåt784:
the robber of desires, wa qå£i‹u ’sh-shahawåt:
and the separator of communities. wa mufarriqu ’l-jamå‹åt:

It has left the gathering places fa-akhlå min-humu ’l-
empty of them, mashåhid:
and left the mosques devoid of them. wa ‹a££ala min-humu ’l-masåjid:
You see them cast tarå-hum
into the bellies of the tombs. fº bu£«ni ’l-al¥ådi ƒar‹å:
They find no defense lå yajid«na li-må
against their situation, hum fº-hi daf‹å:
and they possess no power wa lå yamlik«na li-anfusi-him
to harm or benefit themselves. æarran wa lå naf‹å:
They can only wait yantaœir«na
for a Day whereon yawmani ’l-umamu
the nations will be fº-hi ilå
summoned to their Lord, Rabbi-him tud‹å:
and all creatures will be resurrected wa ’l-khalå›iqu tu¥sharu
and hastily assembled ila ’l-mawqifi
at the Place of Standing.545 wa tas‹å:
All sinews will tremble and quake wa ’l-farå›iƒu tarta‹idu min hawli
from the terror of that Day, dhålika ’l-yawmi jam‹å:
and all hearts will suffer devastation wa ’l-qul«bu tataƒadda‹u
from the shattering experience mina ’l-¥isåbi
of the Reckoning. ƒad‹å:

545 The earthly mawqif, i.e., the site at ‹Arafåt where the rite of ‘standing’ [wuq«f] is performed
during the Pilgrimage [ªajj], provides a foretaste of the experience that awaits us all on the
Day of Resurrection, when we shall be gathered at the Place of Standing [al-Mawqif] on the field
of Araƒåt.
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And a blast will be blown wa nufikha
on the Trumpet, fi ’ƒ-ƒ«ri
and then We shall fa-jama‹nå-hum
gather them together.  (18:99) jam‹å:

O servants of Allåh! ‹ibåda ’llåhi
whoever has restrained man kåna mana‹a
his lower self nafsa-hu
from that which is unlawful, mina ’l-¥aråm:
during the month of Ramaæån, fº shahri Ramaæån:
let him continue to restrain it fa-’l-yamna‹-hå fº-må ba‹da-hu
in the ensuing months and years, mina ’sh-shuh«ri wa ’l-a‹wåm:
for the God of the two months fa-inna Ilåha ’sh-shahraini
is One, Wå¥id:
and over the two periods of time wa Huwa ‹ala ’z-zamånaini
He is a Watchful Supervisor. Mu££ali‹un Shåhid:

May Allåh compensate us, jazå-na ’llåhu
and you too, wa iyyå-kum
for the departure of ‹alå firåqi
the month of blessed grace. shahri ’l-baraka:
May He grant us wa ajzala
our allotted portions, aqsåma-nå
and grant you wa
your allotted portions, aqsåma-kum
of His mercy that is shared by all. min ra¥mati-hi ’l-mushtaraka:
May He bless us, wa båraka la-nå
and bless you, wa la-kum
with His perpetual favor, fº baqiyyati-h:
and may He cause us, and you, wa salaka bi-nå wa bi-kum
to travel the path of His guidance, £arºqa hidåyati-h:
through His mercy, bi-ra¥mati-hi
His grace and His kindness. wa faæli-hi wa minnati-h.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
whatever You have apportioned, wa må qasamta
on this night, fº hådhihi ’l-lailati
in the way of deliverance min ‹itqin
and forgiveness, wa ghufrån:
and mercy and good pleasure, wa ra¥matin wa riæwån:
and pardon and benevolence, wa ‹afwin wa ’mtinån:
and munificence and benefaction, wa karamin wa i¥sån:
and salvation from the Fires [of Hell], wa najåtin mina ’n-nºrån:
and everlasting sojourn wa khul«din
in the bliss of the Gardens fº na‹ºmi ’l-jinån:
[of Paradise], grant us fa-’j‹al
the most copious share thereof, la-nå min-hu
and the most abundant portions, awfara ’l-¥aœœi wa ajzala ’l-aqsåm:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.
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O Allåh, as You brought us Allåhumma fa-ka-må ballaghta-nå
the month of fasting, shahra ’ƒ-ƒiyåm:
grant that our next year may be fa-’j‹al ‹åma-nå ‹alai-nå
one of the most min
blessed of all our years, abraki ’l-a‹wåm:
and that our coming days may be wa ayyåma-nå
among the happiest of all our days. min as‹adi ’l-ayyåm:
Accept from us wa taqabbal min-nå
the fasting and the vigil må qaddamnå-hu
that we have offered up this month, fº-hi mina ’ƒ-ƒiyåmi wa ’l-qiyåm:
and grant us forgiveness for the sins wa ’ghfir la-nå ma ’qtarafnå fº-hi
we have committed in the course of it, mina ’l-åthåm:
and rid us of the iniquities wa khalliƒ-nå
of humankind, min maœålimi ’l-anåm:
on the Day when yawma
there will be no appeal lå yurjå
to anyone apart from You. fº-hi siwå-k:
O All-Knowing One! yå ‹Allåm:
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, we have undertaken Allåhumma innå qad tawallainå
the [daytime] fasting of our month, ƒiyåma shahri-nå
and its nighttime vigil, wa qiyåma-hu
though quite inadequately. ‹alå taqƒºr:
We have discharged wa adainå fº-hi
in the course of it min ¥aqqi-ka
no more than a little qalºlan
of much that is due to You. min kathºr:
We now stand begging at Your door, wa qad anakhnå bi-båbi-ka så›ilºn:
seeking Your gracious favor, wa li-ma‹r«fi-ka £ålibºn:
so do not send us away disappointed, fa-lå tarudda-nå khå›ibºn:
and despairing of Your mercy. wa lå min ra¥mati-ka åyisºn:

We are the poor folk who need You, fa-na¥nu ’l-fuqarå›u ilai-k:
the captives who stand before You. al-asrå baina yadai-k:
To You our application is addressed, ilai-ka tawajjuhu-nå:
and for Your gracious favor wa li-ma‹r«fi-ka
our petition is lodged. ta‹arruæu-nå:
At Your door we have knocked, wa li-båbi-ka qara‹nå:
and for Your mercy we have begged, wa min ra¥mati-ka sa›alnå:
so treat our humility with compassion, fa-’r¥am khuæ«‹a-nå:
and mend our hearts, wa ’jbur qul«ba-nå:
and overlook our faults, wa ’stur ‹uy«ba-nå:
and forgive our sins, wa ’ghfir dhun«ba-nå:
and comfort us546 at the Resurrection, wa aqirra fi ’l-qiyåmati ‹uy«ni-nå:
and do not turn wa lå taƒrif
Your Noble Countenance Wajha-ka ’l-Karºma
away from us, ‹an-nå:

546 Literally:  “and cool our eyes.”
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and cause our work to be accepted, wa ’j‹al ‹amala-nå maqb«lå:
and our striving to be acknowledged, wa sa‹ya-nå mashk«rå:
and grant us this night wa ¥aœœa-nå
an abundance of good fortune. fº hådhihi ’l-lailati mawf«rå:

O Allåh, if it is predetermined, Allåhumma in kåna
according to Your foreknowledge, min såbiqi ‹ilmi-ka
that You will bring us together an tajmå‹u-nå
in another [Ramaæån] like this, fº mithli-h:
let it be a blessed experience for us. fa-bårik la-nå fº-h:

And if You have foreordained wa in qaæaita
the termination of our life spans, bi-qa£‹i åjåli-nå:
and that something will intervene wa må ya¥«lu baina-nå
to prevent us from surviving until then, wa baina-h:
let our successors be good fa-a¥sini ’l-khilåfata
to those we leave behind, ‹alå båqº-nå:
and view our past wa awsi‹i ’r-ra¥mata
with generous compassion. ‹alå måæº-nå:
Embrace us all completely wa ‹ummu-nå jamº‹an
in Your mercy and Your forgiveness, bi-ra¥mati-ka wa ghufråni-k:
and let the reunion take place wa ’j‹ali ’l-maw‹ida
in the midst of Your Garden bu¥b«¥a jannati-ka
[of Paradise]
and Your good pleasure, wa riæwåni-k:
in the company of those ma‹a ’lladhºna an‹amta ‹alai-him
to whom Allåh has granted mina ’n-nabiyyºna
gracious favor—the Prophets, wa ’ƒ-ƒiddºqºna wa ’sh-shuhadå›i
the champions of truth, the martyrs wa ’ƒ-ƒåli¥ºn:
and the righteous—and the best wa ¥asuna ulå›ika
of company are they!547 rafºqå.

[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
the occupants of the graves wa ahlu ’l-qub«ri
are the pledges of sins, rahå›inu dhun«bin
not allowed to go free, lå yu£laq«n:
and prisoners in solitary confinement, wa asårå wa¥shatin
not to be released, lå yufakk«n:
and absent travellers, wa ghurabå›u safarin
not expected to return. lå yuntaœar«n:
The dust of the earth has erased ma¥at dårisåtu ’th-tharå
the good looks of their faces, ma¥åsina wuj«hi-him:
and the vermin live beside them wa jåwarat-humu ’l-hawåmmu
in the vaults of their graves, fº malå¥idi qub«ri-him:
for they are stiff, incapable of talking, fa-hum jam«dun lå yatakallam«n:

547 These six lines, beginning with “in the company of those…,” constitute a partial quotation of
Q. 4:69.
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near neighbors wa jºrånun
who cannot visit one another, qurbun lå yatazåwar«n:
and the inhabitants of a tomb, wa sukkånu la¥din
which they cannot leave ila ’l-¥ashri
until the Resurrection. lå yaœ‹an«n:
Among them are doers of good wa fº-him mu¥sin«na
and evildoers, wa musº›«n:
and negligent types wa muqaƒƒir«na
as well as hard workers. wa mujtahid«n:

O Allåh, if there is someone Allåhumma fa-man kåna
amongst them who is already happy, min-hum masr«rå:
grant him still more dignity and joy, fa-zid-hu karåmatan wa ¥ub«rå:
and if anyone amongst wa man kåna
them is depressed, min-hum malh«få:
replace his sadness fa-badhdhil ¥uzna-hu
with joy and happiness. fara¥an wa sur«rå.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
treat with compassion all the Muslims wa ta‹a££af ‹alå kåffati
who have died while traveling, amwåt al-muslimºna ’r-rå¥ilºn:
and those who have surrendered wa ’l-muqºmºna ’l-
their souls at home, mustaslimºn:
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, grant Allåhumma ’j‹al
that their graves may be qub«ra-hum
tunnels through which mafåyiæa
Your blessings flow, ƒalawåti-k:
and places where Your gifts are stored, wa maqårra hibåti-k:
and paths for Your beneficence, wa £uruqa i¥såni-k:
and channels for Your pardon wa majåriya ‹afwi-ka
and forgiveness, wa ghufråni-k:
so that [their occupants] ¥attå yak«n«
may rest in peace ilå bu£«ni ’l-al¥ådi
within the confines of their tombs, mu£ma›innºn:
assured of Your grace wa bi-j«di-ka
and generosity, wa karami-ka wåthiqºn:
and already advanced wa ilå a‹lå
to Your highest degrees. darajåti-ka såbiqºn:

Confer this special favor wa ’khƒuƒ bi-dhålika ’l-åbå›a
on the fathers and the sons, wa ’l-banºn:
and the brothers and the next of kin. wa ’l-ikhwata wa ’l-aqrabºn:

[Confer it]
before the work of demolition qabla an yashtamila ’l-hadmu
wrecks the edifice completely, ‹ala ’l-binå›:
and murky gloom wa ‘l-kadaru
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obliterates pure clarity, ‹ala ’ƒ-ƒafå›:
and the cord of hope is cut wa yanqa£i‹a mina ’l-¥ayåti
adrift from life, ¥ablu ’r-rajå›:
and the dwellings lie buried wa taƒºra ’l-manåzilu
beneath the layers of earth. ta¥ta a£båqi ’th-tharå:

[Confer it] before the wind wa qabla an
becomes a hurricane, yaƒºra ’r-rº¥u wailå:
and the drop becomes a flood, wa ’l-qa£ru sailå:
and the morning turns into a night, wa ’ƒ-ƒub¥u lailå:
and death drags a skirt across wa yas¥aba ’l-mawtu ‹alå
the inhabitants of the heavens ahli ’s-samåwåti
and the earth. wa ’l-aræi dhailå:

[Confer it] before wa qabla an
the grand old man cries: yaq«la ’sh-shaikhu ’l-kabºr:
“White hair!  What a pity!” and wåshaibåh:
the eminent middle-aged man cries: wa yaq«la ’l-kahlu ’l-kha£ºr:
“Disgrace!  What a pity!” wåkhajlatåh:
and the guilty sinner cries: wa yaq«la ’l-mudhnibu ’l-musº›:
“Failure!   What a pity!” wåkhaibatåh:
and the young boy cries: wa yaq«la ’l-¥adathu ’ƒ-ƒaghºr:
“Disappointment!  What a pity!” wå¥asratåh:

[Confer it before]
they are too ashamed wa ukhjil« min-hu
and filled with dread, wa ashfaq«:
and remorse has overwhelmed them, wa ghashiyat-hum mina ’n-nadåma:
and their mouths have been sealed wa khutima ‹alå afwåhi-him
so that they cannot speak, fa-lå yan£uq«:
and all they can do is tilt their heads, wa waqaf« ‹alå ‹amali
so they bow their heads in silence, naksi ’r-ru›«si fa-a£raq«:
and they have witnessed wa ‹åyan« mina ’l-ahwåli
such terrors that ma wadd«
they dearly wish ma‹a-hu anna-hum
they had never been created. lam yukhlaq«:

O Allåh, O Provider of nourishment, Allåhumma yå Så›iqa ’l-q«t:
O Hearer of the sound of the voice, yå Såmi‹a ’ƒ-ƒawt:
O Clother of the bones after death, yå Kåsi ya ’l-‹iœåmi ba‹da ’l-mawt:
bless Mu¥ammad ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammad. wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammad:

Do not leave us, on this noble wa lå tada‹ la-nå fº hådhihi ’l-
and blessed night of ours, lailati ’sh-sharºfati ’l-mubårakati
with any sin dhanban
that You have not forgiven, illå ghafarta-h:
nor with any care wa lå hamman
that You have not dispelled, illå farajta-h:
nor with any worry wa lå karban
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that You have not relieved, illå naffasta-h:
nor with any grief wa lå ghumman
that You have not removed, illå kashafta-h:
nor with any misfortune wa lå s«›an
that You have not banished, illå ƒarafta-h:
nor with any sick person wa lå marºæån
whom You have not cured, illå shafaita-h :
nor with any suffering individual wa lå mubtalan
whose well-being illå
You have not restored, ‹åfaita-h:
nor with anyone guilty wa lå dhå
of some misconduct iså›atin
whom You have not pardoned, illå aqalta-h:
nor with any overdue entitlement wa lå ¥aqqan
that You have not extracted, illa ’stakhrajta-h:
nor with any missing person wa lå ghå›iban
whom You have not made illå
fit and strong, jabarta-h:
nor with anyone deceased wa lå mayyitan
whom You have not illå
treated mercifully, ra¥imta-h:
nor with any need, wa lå ¥åjatan
connected with this world min ¥awå›iji ’d-dunyå
or the Hereafter, wa ’l-åkhirati
worthy of Your approval la-ka fº-hå riæan
and important to our welfare, wa la-nå fº-hå ƒalå¥un
that You have not helped us to fulfill, illå a‹anta-nå ‹alå qaæå›i-hå
with a facility supplied by You, bi-yusrin min-ka
and vitality accompanied wa ‹åfiyatin
by forgiveness. ma‹a ’l-maghfira:

[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

Forgive us our sins, ighfir la-nå dhun«ba-nå
and [forgive] our fathers wa li-åbå›i-nå
and our mothers, wa ummahåti-nå
and our brothers and our sisters, wa ikhwåni-nå wa akhawåti-nå
and our offspring wa dhurriyyåti-nå
and our close relatives, wa qaråbåti-nå
and our friends and our teachers, wa aƒdiqå›i-nå wa mu‹allimº-nå:
and those to whom wa man
we have recited the Qurån, qara›nå ‹alai-h:
and those who have recited it to us, wa man qara›a ‹alai-nå:
and those from whom we have learned, wa ta‹allamnå min-h:
and those who have learned from us, wa ta‹allama min-nå:
and those who have asked us wa man sa›ala-na ’d-
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to pray for them, du‹å’:
and those whom we have asked wa man sa›alnå-hu ’d-
to pray for us, du‹å’:
and those who have loved us wa man a¥abba-nå
for Your sake, fº-k:
and those whom we have loved wa man a¥babnå-hu
for Your sake, fº-k:
and those who wa man
have looked after us for Your sake, tawallå-nå fº-k:
and those we have looked after wa man tawallainå-hu
for Your sake. fº-k:
[Forgive] those of them wa man kåna
who are still alive, min-hum ¥ayyå:
and those who of them wa man kåna
who are now dead. min-kum mayyitå:

[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-rå¥imºn.

O Allåh, Allåhumma
O Knower of all secret things! yå ‹Álima ’l-khafiyyåt:
O Dispeller of trials and tribulations! wa yå Dåfi‹a ’l-baliyyåt:
O You who are Responsive wa yå Mujºba ’d-
to supplications! da‹awåt:
O Remover of anxieties wa yå Kåshifa ’l-
and apprehensions! kurubåt:

Bless Mu¥ammad, ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
the most excellent of creatures. afæali ’l-bariyyåt:
Enable us to benefit by the signs wa ’nfa‹-nå bi-må ƒarafta
which You have set forth fº Kitåbi-ka
in Your Book, mina ’l-åyåt:
and allow us to atone for our misdeeds wa kaffir ‹an-nå
through the practice of its recitation. bi-tilåwati-hi ’s-sayyi›åt:
Promote us, wa ’rfa‹
through the fasting and vigil la-nå bi-ƒiyåmi
of the month of Ramaæån, shahri Ramaæåna wa qiyåmi-hi
to ascending degrees in Your presence. ‹inda-ka ’d-darajåt:

[Grant our requests]
through Your Mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Knower of all secret things. yå ‹Álima ’l-khafiyyåt:

Bless Mu¥ammad, ƒalli ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
and the family of Mu¥ammåd. wa ‹alå åli Mu¥ammad:

Forgive, through the Qur›ån, wa ’ghfir bi’l-Qur›åni
our sinful ways, kha£åyå-nå:
and through it wa ajzil
bestow on us abundant gifts, bi-hi ‹a£åyå-nå:
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and through it heal our sick, wa ’shfi bi-hi maræå-nå:
and through it wa ’r¥am
have mercy on our dead, bi-hi mawtå-nå:
and through it wa aƒli¥
improve the state of our affairs, bi-hi um«ra
in both our religious dºni-nå
and our worldly life, wa dunyå-nå:
and through it wa ’¥£u£ bi-hi
relieve us of the burden of sins. ‹an-nå thaqla ’l-awzår:
Confer on us wa hab la-nå
the good qualities of the righteous. ¥usna shamå’ili ’l-abrår:
Forgive us our slips and our stumbles. wa ’ghfir la-na ’l-zilal wa ’l-‹ithår:
Purify our hearts wa £ahhir la-na ’l-qul«ba
and our innermost beings. wa ’l-asrår:
Improve through it the way we talk, wa £ayyib la-nå bi-hi ’l-adhkår:
and through it clean the way we think. wa ƒaffi la-nå bi-hi ’l-afkår:
Reduce the market prices wa arkhiƒ
for our benefit. la-na ’l-as‹år:
Avert from us the wickedness wa ’ƒrif ‹an-nå
of the bad sharra ’l-ashrår:
and the cunning tricks wa kaida ’l-
of the profligate. fujjår:
Let us thrive on the love wa a¥yi-nå
of the best of companions, ‹alå ¥ubbi ’ƒ-ƒa¥åbati ’l-akhyår:
and unite us with them wa ’jma‹ baina-nå wa baina-hum
in the abode of permanent stability,548 fº dåri ’l-qarår:
and include us among those wa ’j‹ål-nå min ‹utaqå›i-ka
whom You deliver from the Fire. mina ’n-når:

And give us in this world wa åti-nå fi ’d-dunyå
that which is good, ¥asanatan
and in the Hereafter wa fi ’l-åkhirati
that which is good, ¥asanatan
and guard us against wa qi-nå
the torment of the Fire [of Hell].549 ‹adhåba ’n-når:

[Grant our requests]
through Your mercy, bi-ra¥mati-ka
O Most Merciful of the merciful! yå Ar¥ama ’r-råhimºn.

Praise be to Allåh al-¥amdu li’llåhi
for the bountiful gifts ‹alå sawåbighi
of His gracious favor, na‹må’i-h:
and His blessings be upon Mu¥ammad, wa ƒalawåtu-hu ‹alå Mu¥ammadin
the Seal of His Prophets, Khåtami Anbiyå›i-h:
and upon his family, his companions wa ‹alå åli-hi wa aƒ¥åbi-hi
and his wives, wa azwåji-h:
and may He salute them all wa sallama
with many greetings of peace. taslºmån kathºrå.

548 This is an allusion to Q. 40:38,39.
549 Q. 2:201.
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This brings us to the end of the Chapter concerning
the prayers of supplication [ad‹iya] offered

after the obligatory ritual prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-faræ],
and the supplication following the recital

of the entire Qur›ån [du‹å› al-khatma].

Praise be to Allåh, the Lord of All the Worlds!
[al-¥amdu li’llåhi Rabbi ’l-‹ålamºn].
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Concerning the Author,
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº

A Brief Introduction by the Translator1

The Author’s Names and Titles

A rich store of information about the author of Sufficient Provision for
Seekers of the Path of Truth is conveniently available, to those familiar
with the religious and spiritual tradition of Islåm, in his names, his
surnames, and the many titles conferred upon him by his devoted
followers.  It is not unusual for these to take up several lines in an Arabic
manuscript, but let us start with the short form of the author’s name as
it appears on the cover and title page of this book:  Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir
al-Jºlånº.

Shaikh:  A term applied throughout the Islamic world to respected
persons of recognized seniority in learning, experience and wisdom.  Its
basic meaning in Arabic is “an elder; a man over fifty years of age.”  (The
spellings Sheikh and Shaykh may also be encountered in English-
language publications.)

‹Abd al-Qådir:  This is the author’s personal name, meaning “Servant
[or Slave] of the All-Powerful.” (The form ‹Abdul Qådir, which the
reader may come across elsewhere, is simply an alternative translitera-
tion of the Arabic spelling.)  It has always been a common practice, in
the Muslim community, to give a male child a name in which ‹Abd is
prefixed to one of the Names of Allåh.

1 Reproduced for the convenience of the reader, with slight modifications from the
version printed on pp. xiii-xix of:  Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir. Revelations of the Unseen
(Fut«¥ al-Ghaib). Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland.  Houston, Texas:
Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1992.
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al-Jºlånº:  A surname ending in -º will often indicate the bearer’s place
of birth.  Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir was born in the Iranian district of Gºlån,
south of the Caspian Sea, in A.H. 470/1077-8 C.E.  (In some texts, the
Persian spelling Gºlånº  is used instead of the arabicized form al-Jºlånº.
The abbreviated form al-Jºlº, which may also be encountered, should
not be confused with the surname of the venerable ‹Abd al-Kar‚m
al-Jºlº, author of the celebrated work al-Insån al-Kåmil, who came from
Jºl in the district of Baghdåd.)

Let us now consider a slightly longer version of the Shaikh’s name, as
it occurs near the beginning of Al-Fat¥ ar-Rabbånº [The Sublime Revela-
tion]:  Sayyidunå ’sh-Shaikh Mu¥yi’d-Dºn Ab« Mu¥ammad ‹Abd al-Qådir
(Raæiya’llåhu ‹anh).

Sayyidunå ’sh-Shaikh:  “Our Master, the Shaikh.”  A writer who
regards himself as a Qådirº, a devoted follower of Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir,
will generally refer to the latter as Sayyidunå [our Master], or Sayyidº
[my Master].

Mu¥yi’d-Dºn:  “Reviver of the Religion.”  It is widely acknowledged by
historians, non-Muslim as well as Muslim, that Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir
displayed great courage in reaffirming the traditional teachings of
Islåm, in an era when sectarianism was rife, and when materialistic and
rationalistic tendencies were predominant in all sections of society.
In matters of Islamic jurisprudence [fiqh] and theology [kalåm], he
adhered quite strictly to the highly “orthodox” school of Imåm A¥mad
ibn ªanbal.

Ab« Mu¥ammad:  “Father of Mu¥ammad.”  In the Arabic system of
nomenclature, a man’s surnames usually include the name of his first-
born son, with the prefix Ab« [Father of—].

Raæiya’llåhu ‹anh:  “May Allåh be well pleased with him!”  This
benediction is the one customarily pronounced—and spelled out in
writing—after mentioning the name of a Companion of the Prophet
(Allåh bless him and give him peace).  The preference for this particular
invocation is yet another mark of the extraordinary status held by
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir in the eyes of his devoted followers.
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Finally, we must note some important elements contained within this
even longer version:  al-Ghawth al-A‹œam Sul£ån al-Awliyå› Sayyidunå
’sh-Shaikh Mu¥yi’d-Dºn ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº al-ªasanº al-ªusainº
(Raæiya’llåhu ‹anh).

al-Ghawth al-A‹œam:  “The Supreme Helper” (or, “The Mightiest
Succor”).  Ghawth is an Arabic word meaning:  (1) A cry for aid or
succor.  (2) Aid, help, succor; deliverance from adversity.  (3) The chief
of the Saints, who is empowered by Allåh to bring succor to suffering
humanity, in response to His creatures’ cry for help in times of extreme
adversity.

Sul£ån al-Awliyå›:  “The Sultan of the Saints.”  This reinforces the
preceding title, emphasizing the supremacy of the Ghawth above all
other orders of sanctity.

al-ªasanº al-ªusainº:  “The descendant of both al-ªasan and al-ªusain,
the grandsons of the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace).”  To
quote the Turkish author, Shaikh Muzaffer Ozak Efendi (may Allåh
bestow His mercy upon him):  “The lineage of Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir is
known as the Chain of Gold, since both his parents were descendants
of the Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him peace).  His noble
father, ‹Abdullåh, traced his descent by way of Imåm ªasan, while his
revered mother, Umm al-Khair, traced hers through Imåm ªusain.”

As for the many other surnames, titles and honorific appellations that
have been conferred upon Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº, it may suffice
at this point to mention al-Båz al-Ashhab [The Gray Falcon].

The Author’s Life in Baghdåd

Through the mists of legend surrounding the life of Shaikh ‹Abd
al-Qådir al-Jºlånº, it is possible to discern the outlines of the following
biographical sketch:

In A.H. 488, at the age of eighteen, he left his native province to become
a student in the great capital city of Baghdåd, the hub of political,
commercial and cultural activity, and the center of religious learning in
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the world of Islåm. After studying traditional sciences under
such teachers as the prominent ªanbalº jurist [faqºh], Ab« Sa‹d ‹Alº
al-Mukharrimº, he encountered a more spiritually oriented instructor
in the saintly person of Abu’l-Khair ªammåd ad-Dabbås.  Then,
instead of embarking on his own professorial career, he abandoned
the city and spent twenty-five years as a wanderer in the desert regions
of ‹Iråq.

He was over fifty years old by the time he returned to Baghdåd, in A.H.
521/1127 C.E., and began to preach in public.  His hearers were
profoundly affected by the style and content of his lectures, and his
reputation grew and spread through all sections of society.  He moved
into the school [madrasa] belonging to his old teacher al-Mukharrimº,
but the premises eventually proved inadequate.  In A.H. 528, pious
donations were applied to the construction of a residence and guesthouse
[ribå£], capable of housing the Shaikh and his large family, as well as
providing accommodation for his pupils and space for those who came
from far and wide to attend his regular sessions [majålis].

He lived to a ripe old age, and continued his work until his very last
breath, as we know from the accounts of his final moments recorded in
the Addendum to Revelations of the Unseen.

In the words of Shaikh Muzaffer Ozak Efendi:  “The venerable ‹Abd al-
Qådir al-Jºlånº passed on to the Realm of Divine Beauty in A.H. 561/
1166 C.E., and his blessed mausoleum in Baghdåd is still a place of pious
visitation.  He is noted for his extraordinary spiritual experiences and
exploits, as well as his memorable sayings and wise teachings.  It is
rightly said of him that ‘he was born in love, grew in perfection, and met
his Lord in the perfection of love.’  May the All-Glorious Lord bring us
in contact with his lofty spiritual influence!”

The Author’s Literary Works

Al-Fat¥ ar-Rabbånº [The Sublime Revelation].  A collection of sixty-
two discourses delivered by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir in the years A.H. 545-
546/1150-1152 C.E.  Arabic text published by Dår al-Albåb, Damascus,
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n.d.  Arabic text with Urdu translation: Madºna Publishing Co.,
Karachi, 1989. Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland.
Houston, Texas: Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1992.

Even a non-Muslim scholar like D.S. Margoliouth was so favorably
impressed by the content and style of Al-Fat¥ ar-Rabbånº that he wrote:2
“The sermons included in [this work] are some of the very best in
Muslim literature:  the spirit which they breathe is one of charity and
philanthropy:  the preacher would like to ‘close the gates of Hell and
open those of Paradise to all mankind.’  He employs »«fº technicalities
very rarely, and none that would occasion the ordinary reader much
difficulty….”

Malf«œåt [Utterances].  A loosely organized compilation of talks and
sayings by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir, almost equal in total length to
Revelations of the Unseen.  Frequently treated as a kind of appendix or
supplement to manuscript and printed versions of Al-Fat¥ ar-Rabbånº.
Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland. Houston, Texas:
Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1992.

Fut«¥ al-Ghaib [Revelations of the Unseen].  A collection of
seventy-eight discourses.  The Arabic text, edited by Mu¥ammad
Sålim al-Bawwåb, has been published by Dår al-Albåb, Damascus,
1986.  German translation: W. Braune. Die Fut«¥ al-Gaib des ‹Abd
al-Qådir. Berlin and Leipzig: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1933.  English
translations: (1) M. Aftab-ud-Din Ahmad. Futuh Al-Ghaib [The Revela-
tions of the Unseen]. Lahore, Pakistan: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf. Repr.
1986.  (2) Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº. Revelations of the Unseen
(Fut«¥ al-Ghaib).  Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland.
Houston, Texas: Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1992.

Jalå› al-Khawå£ir [The Removal of Cares].  A collection of forty-five
discourses by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir.  Arabic text with Urdu translation
published by Maktaba Nabawiyya, Lahore, n.d.   Translated from the
Arabic by Muhtar Holland.  Ft. Lauderdale, Florida: Al-Baz Publishing,
Inc., 1997.
2 In his article “‹Abd al-Kådir” in Encyclopaedia of Islam (also printed in Shorter
Encyclopaedia of Islam. Leiden, Netherlands: E.J. Brill, 1961).

.

.
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Sirr al-Asrår [The Secret of Secrets].  A short work, divided into
twenty-four chapters, in which “the realities within our faith and our
path are divulged.”  English translation:  The Secret of Secrets by ªaærat
‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº, interpreted by Shaykh Tosun Bayrak al-Jerrahi
al-Halveti.  Cambridge, England:  The Islamic Texts Society, 1992.

Al-Ghunya li-£ålibº £arºq al-¥aqq [Sufficient Provision for Seekers
of the Path of Truth].  Arabic text published in two parts by Dår
al-Albåb, Damascus, n.d., 192 pp. + 200 pp. Translated from the
Arabic (in 5 vols.) by Muhtar Holland.  Hollywood, Florida:
Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1997.

Other works attributed to Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir include short treatises
on some of the Divine Names; litanies [awråd/a¥zåb]; prayers and
supplications [da‹awåt/munåjåt]; mystical poems [qaƒå›id].

May Allåh forgive our mistakes and failings, and may He bestow His
blessings upon all connected with our project—especially our gracious
readers!  Ámºn.

Muhtar Holland
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About the Translator
Muhtar Holland was born in 1935, in the ancient city of Durham

in the North East of England.  This statement may be considered
anachronistic, however, since he did not bear the name Muhtar
until 1969, when he was moved—by powerful experiences in the
latihan kejiwaan of Subud—to embrace the religion of Islåm.*

At the age of four, according to an entry in his father’s diary, he said
to a man who asked his name:  “I’m a stranger to myself.”  During
his years at school, he was drawn most strongly to the study of
languages, which seemed to offer signposts to guide the stranger on
his “Journey Home,” apart from their practical usefulness to one who
loved to spend his vacations traveling—at first on a bicycle—
through foreign lands.  Serious courses in Latin, Greek, French,
Spanish and Danish, with additional smatterings of Anglo-Saxon,
Italian, German and Dutch.  Travels in France, Germany, Belgium,
Holland and Denmark.  Then a State Scholarship and up to Balliol
College, Oxford, for a degree course centered on the study of Arabic
and Turkish.  Travels in Turkey and Syria.  Then National Service
in the Royal Navy, with most of the two years spent on an intensive
course in the Russian language.

In the years since graduation from Oxford and Her Majesty’s
Senior Service, Mr. Holland has held academic posts at the Univer-
sity of Toronto, Canada;  at the School of Oriental and African
Studies in the University of London, England (with a five-month
leave to study Islamic Law in Cairo, Egypt); and at the Universiti
Kebangsaan in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (followed by a six-month
sojourn in Indonesia).  He also worked as Senior Research Fellow at
the Islamic Foundation in Leicester, England, and as Director of the
N«r al-Islåm Translation Center in Valley Cottage, New York.

* The name Muhtar was received at that time from Bapak Muhammad Subuh
Sumohadiwidjojo, of Wisma Subud, Jakarta, in response to a request for a suitable
Muslim name.  In strict academic transliteration from the Arabic, the spelling would
be Mukhtår.  The form Muchtar is probably more common in Indonesia than Muhtar,
which happens to coincide with the modern Turkish spelling of the name.
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His freelance activities have mostly been devoted to writing and
translating in various parts of the world, including Scotland and
California.  He made his Pilgrimage [ªajj] to Mecca in 1980.

Published works include the following:

Al-Ghazålº. On the Duties of Brotherhood. Translated from the Classical Arabic
by Muhtar Holland. London: Latimer New Dimensions, 1975. New York:
Overlook Press, 1977. Repr. 1980 and 1993.
Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak al-Jerrahi. The Unveiling of Love.  Translated from the
Turkish by Muhtar Holland. New York: Inner Traditions, 1981.  Westport,
Ct.: Pir Publications, 1990.
Ibn Taymºya. Public Duties in Islåm. Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar
Holland. Leicester, England: Islamic Foundation, 1982.
Hasan Shushud. Masters of Wisdom of Central Asia.  Translated from the
Turkish by Muhtar Holland. Ellingstring, England: Coombe Springs Press,
1983.
Al-Ghazålº. Inner Dimensions of Islamic Worship. Translated from the Arabic
by Muhtar Holland. Leicester, England: Islamic Foundation, 1983.
Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak al-Jerrahi. Irshåd. Translated [from the Turkish] with an
Introduction by Muhtar Holland. Warwick, New York:  Amity House, 1988.
Westport, Ct.: Pir Publications, 1990.
Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak al-Jerrahi.  Blessed Virgin Mary. Translation from the
Original Turkish by Muhtar Holland. Westport, Ct.: Pir Publications, 1991.
Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak al-Jerrahi. The Garden of Dervishes. Translation from
the Original Turkish by Muhtar Holland. Westport, Ct.: Pir Publications,
1991.
Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak al-Jerrahi. Adornment of Hearts. Translation from the
Original Turkish by Muhtar Holland and Sixtina Friedrich. Westport, Ct.: Pir
Publications, 1991.
Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak al-Jerrahi. Ashki’s Divan. Translation from the Original
Turkish by Muhtar Holland and Sixtina Friedrich. Westport, Ct.: Pir
Publications, 1991.
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº.  Revelations of the Unseen (Fut«¥ al-Ghaib).
Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland.  Houston, Texas:  Al-Baz
Publishing, Inc., 1992
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº.  The Sublime Revelation (al-Fat¥ ar-Rabbånº).
Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland.  Houston, Texas:  Al-Baz
Publishing, Inc., 1992
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº.  Utterances (Malf«œåt).  Translated from the
Arabic by Muhtar Holland.  Houston, Texas:  Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1992
Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº.  The Removal of Cares (Jalå› al-Khawå£ir).
Translated from the Arabic by Muhtar Holland.  Ft. Lauderdale, Florida:
Al-Baz Publishing, Inc., 1997
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Subject Index, Volume Four
Awråd.  See Litanies.
Best option.  See Guidance
Call to prayer.  How the muezzin [mu›adhdhin] should act when giving the—[adhån] and
the announcement that the prayer is about to begin [iqåma], 224–26
Congregation.  Merit of worshipping in—[jamå‹a], 152–59.  Prayer leader’s instruc-
tions to the—, 197–204.  See Friday; Ma›m«m
Corpse.  See Burial; Embalming; Ritual washing; Shroud;
Customary.  Established—observances [as-sunan ar-råtiba] regularly performed in
conjunction with these five daily prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams], 141–46
Cycles.  Number of—[raka‹åt] performed in each of the prescribed ritual prayers, 110–11
Danger.  Ritual prayer in time of—[ƒalåt al-khawf], 260–63
Dawn prayer.  Correct time for performance of the—[ƒalåt al-fajr], 118–20
Daytime.  Special qualities of [voluntary] ritual prayers performed in the—[ƒalawåt
an-nahår] on each of the days of the week, 302–13
Decline from the meridian.  How to determine whether the sun has begun its—[zawål],
121–33.  Subtle and difficult nature of the task of ascertaining the precise moment of
the sun’s—, 134–35
Death.  Proper treatment of one whose moment of—has arrived, and preparations a
believer [mu›min] should make, in order to be ready for his own inevitable—, 281–84
Drought.  Ritual prayer for relief from—[ƒalåt al-istisqå›], 250–55
Du‹å›.  See Supplication

Eclipse.  Ritual prayer at the—of the sun [ƒalåt al-kus«f] and at the—of the moon [ƒalåt
al-khus«f], 256–59
Embalming.  Procedures to be followed in the—[ta¥nº£] of the corpse, 281–301
Evening prayer.  Merit of the [voluntary] ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed between the
two [prescribed] —s [al-‹ishå›ain], 27–30; 33–40.  Traditional references to [voluntary]
ritual prayer [ƒalåt] performed after the [prescribed] late—[al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], 41.  Time
prescribed for the late—[waqt al-‹ishå› al-åkhira], 139–40
Exhortation.  The—[al-waƒiyya] [after recital of the entire Qur›ån], 386–400
Fasting.  Practice of—all year long [ƒiyåm ad-dahr], and the spiritual reward and
recompense due to someone who observes it, 5–7.  Merit of—[ƒiyåm] in general, 8–11
Festival.  Ritual prayer of each of the Two Festivals [ƒalåt al-‹Ïdain], 245–49
Fetus.  Ritual washing of the miscarried—[ghusl as-siq£], 296
Five daily prayers.  The—[aƒ-ƒalawåt al-khams], their times of performance, their
customary elements [sunan], and their special qualities, 110–238.  Qur›ånic verses
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[åyåt] and Prophetic traditions [akhbår] relating to the obligatory status [wuj«b] of—,
and to the proper times [awqåt] for their performance, 112–14.  Special qualities of
the—, 147–51.  Importance of performing the—with all due care and attention to
detail, and on what we know from traditional sources about the punishment awaiting
those who neglect to perform them correctly, 160–63.  See Cycles
Forenoon prayer.  Number of cycles [raka‹åt] performed in the—[ƒalåt aæ-æu¥å], 93–96.
Proper time [waqt] for the performance of the—, 97–98.  Qur›ånic recitation appropriate
to the—, 99.  Traditional reports unfavorable to the practice of the—, 100–1
Four.  Sets of—, 56–57.
Friday.  Ritual prayer of the—congregation [ƒalåt al-jum‹a], 240–44.  Concerning
[voluntary] ritual prayer performed on a—, 310–12.  Special quality of [voluntary] ritual
prayer performed during the night of—, 321–22
Funeral.  Ritual prayer at the—service [ƒalåt ‹ala’l-jinåza], 272–80
Glorification.  Ritual prayer of—[ƒalåt at-tasbº¥], 327–28
Guidance.  Ritual prayer for—in choosing the best option [ƒalåt al-istikhåra], 329–30
Habits.  Forty-five bad—that should be outlawed from the performance of the
obligatory ritual prayer [ƒalåt al-farºæa], 169–75
Help.  Ritual prayer for help in time of—[ƒalåt al-¥åja], 346–47
Imåm.  See Prayer leader.
Intention.  —[niyya] that must be formulated by every worshipper [muƒallº] before he
begins his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], 176–88.  —[niyya] of the prayer leader [imåm], 197–204
Iqåma.  See Muezzin
Litanies.  Recitation of—[awråd] during night vigil [qiyåm al-lail], 12–18.  Five—of the
nighttime [awråd al-lail], and their respective times, 82.  —of the daytime [awråd
an-nahår], 83–109.
Litigation.  Ritual prayer for one’s adversaries in litigation [ƒalåt al-khuƒamå›], 342
Ma›m«m. Concerning the—, i.e., the worshipper who follows a leader [imåm] when
performing his ritual prayer [ƒalåt], either singly or as a member of a congregation
[jamå‹a], 205–16
Midday prayer.  Time prescribed for performance of the— [ƒalåt aœ-œuhr], 121–23
Moon.  See Eclipse
Monday.  Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on a—,  306.  Special quality
of [voluntary] ritual prayer performed during the night of—, 316–17
Mosque.  Practice of going out to the mosque [masjid],152–59
Muezzin.  Qualifications of the—[mu›adhdhin], and how he should act when giving the
call to prayer [adhån] and the announcement that prayer is about to begin [iqåma],
224–26
Night vigil.  See Vigil.
Nighttime prayer.   Recommended approach to observance of—[ƒalåt al-lail], 68.
Special qualities of [voluntary] ritual prayers [ƒalawåt], performed in the nighttime on
each of the days of the week, 314–25
Pilgrim.  The washing, shrouding and burial of a ritually consecrated—[mu¥rim], 295
Prayer.  See Ritual prayer; Supplication
Prayer leader.  Qualifications and responsibilities of the—[imåm], 189–96.  Intention
[niyya] of the—, his instructions to the congregation, and how he ought to station
himself in the prayer-niche [mi¥råb], 197–204.
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Prayer-niche.  See Prayer leader.
Prophet.  Those who performed the ritual prayers [ƒalawåt] before the time of our—
Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give him peace), 115.  The first two of the ritual
prayers enjoined upon our—(Allåh bless him and give him peace) were the dawn prayer
[ƒalåt al-fajr] and the sunset prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], 116–17.  Supplication [du‹å›]
taught by Gabriel (peace be upon him) to our—Mu¥ammad (Allåh bless him and give
him peace), 356–57.  See Vision
Protection.  Ritual prayer for sufficient—[ƒalåt al-kifåya], 340–41
Qibla.  How to identify the—, once you have ascertained the sun’s decline from the
meridian [zawål], 136
Qur›ånic.  —verses [åyåt] concerning those who perform the ritual prayer [ƒalåt] during
the night, 23–26.  —verses [åyåt] to be recited before the nighttime worshipper goes
to sleep, 69–73.  —recitation appropriate to the ritual prayer of the forenoon [ƒalåt
aæ-æu¥å], 99.  —verses [åyåt] relating to the obligatory status [wuj«b] of the five daily
prayers, and to the proper times [awqåt] for their performance, 112–14
Ritual prayer.  —[ƒalåt] performed by Allåh’s Messenger (Allåh bless him and give him
peace) at certain times during the night, 19–22.  Virtue of humble attitude toward
the—[ƒalåt], 152–59; 227–31.  Tremendous importance and enormous significance of
the—[ƒalåt], 164–68.  Detailed account of the movements, postures and utterances that
constitute the performance of the—[ƒalåt], 176–88.  What is required of someone who
notices that another person is performing his—[ƒalåt] incorrectly, 217–23. —of the
spiritual élite [ƒalåt al-khåƒƒa], 232–38.  Shortened version of the—[qaƒr aƒ-ƒalåt], 264–67.
Combination of two ritual prayers [al-jam‹ baina ’ƒ-ƒalåtain], 268–71.  See Afternoon;
Danger; Dawn prayer; Daytime; Drought; Eclipse; Evening; Festival; Five daily prayers;
Forenoon; Friday; Funeral; Glorification; Habits; Help; Intention; Litigation; Midday;
Nighttime; Protection; Qur›ånic; Shawwål; Sunset; Tahajjud; Tomb; Witr
Ritual washing.  Procedures to be followed in the— [ghusl], shrouding [takfºn],
embalming [ta¥nº£] and burial [dafn] of the corpse, 281–301.  —of the miscarried fetus
[ghusl as-siq£], 296.  With certain exceptions, —should be performed by a person of the
same sex as the deceased, 297
»alåt.  See Ritual prayer
Saturday.  Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on a—, 313.  Special quality
of [voluntary] ritual prayer performed during the night of—, 323
Shadow.  How to measure the length of the—caused by the sun, 122–23.  Differing
lengths of the—caused by the sun in winter and summer, and in various regions of the
world, 124–25.  Length of the—, measured in feet, that is already cast, in each month
of the solar year, at the point when the sun declines from the meridian, 126–27
Shawwål.  Ritual prayer of those who are emancipated [from the Fire of Hell] in the
month of—[ƒalåt al-‹utaqå› fº Shawwål], 343–44
Shroud.  Procedures to be followed in the —ing [takfºn] of the corpse, 281–301.  —ing
[takfºn] of a female corpse, 294.  Defraying the cost of the—[kafan], 298
Sick.  Treatment of fellow believer [mu›min] who is—and unlikely to recover, 285–88
Sleep.  See Qur›ånic; Vigil
Spiritual élite.  Ritual prayer of the—[ƒalåt al-khåƒƒa], 232–38
Sun.  See Decline from the meridian; Shadow; Sunset
Sunday.  Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on a—, 305.  Special quality
of [voluntary] ritual prayer performed during the night of—, 314–15
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Sunset.  Two [voluntary] cycles [rak‹atån] sometimes performed before the [prescribed]
—prayer [ƒalåt al-maghrib], 31–32.  Time prescribed for the—prayer, 138
Supererogatory devotions. Tradition referring to—[nawåfil], 106–8.  See Tahajjud
Supplication.  Prayers of—[ad‹iya] offered in certain special circumstances, 348–57.  —
[du‹å›] for removal of oppression [œulm] and precaution against it, 348–49.  —[du‹å›] for
dispelling of worries and settlement of debts, 352–55.  —s [ad‹iya] after the obligatory
ritual prayers [aƒ-ƒalawåt al-faræ], 358–66.  —[du‹å›] immediately after the ritual prayer
of the early morning [ƒalåt al-ghadåh], and also immediately after the ritual prayer of the
late afternoon [ƒalåt al-‹aƒr], 358–360.  Great importance of the prayer of—[du‹å›], 366.
—after recital of the entire Qur›ån [du‹å› khatmat al-Qur›ån], 367–85.  See Guidance;
Prophet; Traveling; Witr
Tahajjud.  Constant practice of—, after one has received a blessing through the
observance of night vigil [qiyåm al-lail] and the performance of certain supererogatory
devotions [nawåfil], 60.  Recommended utterances to be made by someone who devotes
part of the night to the practice of—, 61–67
Thursday.  Voluntary ritual prayer performed on a—, 309.  Special quality of
[voluntary] ritual prayer performed during the night of—, 320
Tomb.  Ritual prayer for removal of torment of the tomb [ƒalåt li-raf‹ ‹adhåb al-qabr], 345
Traditions.  —[akhbår] relating to the obligatory status [wuj«b] of the five daily prayers,
and to the proper times [awqåt] for their performance, 112–14.  —[a¥ådºth] attributed
to the Prophet (Allåh bless him and give him peace) and his Companions, concerning
the proper conduct of the ma›m«m (q.v.), 207–16
Traveling.  Supplicatiosns [ad‹iya] offered at start of journey and during travels, 331–39
Tuesday.   Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on a—,  307.  Special quality
of [voluntary] ritual prayer performed during the night of—, 318
Vigil.  Observance of—[qiyåm] throughout the whole of the night, 55.  How a person
should extricate himself from a state of utter negligence, in which mistakes and sins
prevent him from keeping night—[qiyåm al-lail], 56–59.  Things from which help
should be sought, in preparation for observance of night—, 74–76.  Why the keeper of
night—is recommended to catch some sleep during the last part of the night, 77–79.
How to make up for having missed the night—on account of sleep or preoccupation
[with worldly matters], 80–81.  See Litanies
Vision of the Prophet.  Ritual prayer [ƒalåt] between the two [prescribed] evening
prayers [al-‹ishå›ain], with special reference to the—(Allåh bless him and give him
peace) experienced in the dreams of one who performs that prayer, 33–40
Washing.  See Ritual washing
Wednesday.  Concerning [voluntary] ritual prayer performed on a—, 308.  Special
quality of [voluntary] ritual prayer performed during the night of—, 319
Witr.  Nighttime prayer called—, and the time of night most suitable for its perfor-
mance, 42–44.  Annulment of the—prayer, when someone performs it in the first part
of the night, then proceeds to perform the prayers called tahajjud, 45–46.  Supplication
[du‹å›] offered at a certain point in the—prayer, 47–48
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BOOKS PUBLISHED BY AL-BAZ PUBLISHING
INCLUDE:

1. Revelations of the Unseen (Fut«¥ al-Ghaib)  ($19.00)
78 Discourses by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº

2. The Sublime Revelation (Al-Fat¥ ar-Rabbånº)  ($29.00)
62 Discourses by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº

3. Utterances of Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir (Malf«œåt)  ($16.00)

4. The Removal of Cares (Jalå› al-Khawå£ir)  ($25.00)
45 Discourses by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº

5. Sufficient Provision for Seekers of the Path of Truth
(Al-Ghunya li-¡ålibº ¡arºq al-ªaqq) ($110.00)
by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with him)
This encyclopedic work is a complete resource on the inner and outer aspects
of Islåm.  The translation has been published in 5 volumes.  1738 pages.
Translated by Muhtar Holland.

Books scheduled for publication
in 1997 include:

1. Concerning the Affirmation of Divine Oneness
(Risålat at-Taw¥ºd)
by Shaikh Walº Raslån ad-Dimashqº (d. A.H. 695)
This is a Risåla on shirk khafº (hidden shirk).   Shirk is associating partners with
Allåh.  Also in the book is a commentary by Shaikh Zakariyyå› al-Anƒårº called
“Kitåb Fat¥ ar-Ra¥mån.”  Also in the book is a commentary on the commentary
by Shaikh ‹Alº ibn ‹A£iyya ‹Alawån al-ªamawº (d. A.H. 936) called “Shar¥ Fat¥
ar-Ra¥mån.”  This is a very important book.  Translated by Muhtar Holland.

2. The Proper Conduct of Marriage in Islåm (Ádåb an-Nikå¥)
by Imåm al-Ghazålº
This is Book 12 of I¥yå ‹Ul«m ad-Dºn.  Translated by Muhtar Holland.
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3. Fifteen Letters
(Khamsata ‹Ashara Makt«ban otherwise known as Makt«båt)
Fifteen letters by Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº to one of his disciples.
Originally written in Persian, they were translated into Arabic by ‹Alº
ªusåmu’d-dºn al-Muttaqº (the Devout).  Translated by Muhtar Holland.

4. Necklaces of Gems (Qalå›id al-Jawåhir)
by Shaikh Mu¥ammad ibn Ya¥yå at-Tådifº
A Biography of Shaikh ‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº (may Allåh be well pleased with
him), on the Marvelous Exploits of the Crown of the Saints, the Treasure-trove
of the Pure, the Sul£ån of the Awliyå›, the Sublime Qu£b, Shaikh Mu¥yi’d-dºn
‹Abd al-Qådir al-Jºlånº.  Translated by Muhtar Holland.

To order contact:  Al-Baz Publishing, Inc.
     8807 148th Ave. NE, Building E
    Redmond, WA 98052

     Phone: (425) 869-3923
     E-mail: albaz@bellsouth.net
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